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• Emmylou: Bringing Back 

That Old-Time Sound 

• Mix Interview: Billy Sherrill 

• Mix Master: Jeff Balding 

• Classic Track: "The Gambler" 
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Critical monitoring is essential for DVD facilities and DTV broadcasters 

to ensure that quality audio reaches listeners. Dolby introduces the 

DP564, the next generation reference decoder that supports all Dolby 

surround sound formats and includes comprehensive monitoring 

tools. It's perfect for applications from DVD authoring to broadcast 

and postproduction. 

Advanced features include two AES inputs, an optical input, linear 

timecode (LTC) output, and an Ethernet port for audio streaming 

and remote control. The front panel incorporates a master volume 

control and a large display for easy setup and metering; plus, there's 

a Dolby' Headphone processor for monitoring surround sound with 

regular headphones. 

Audition the next generation Dolby Digital reference decoder In your own facility. 

\\.\\'.V.dolby.com/DP564 

DO Dolbe 
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS' 

Dolby Laboratories, Inc. • 10C Potrero Avenue • San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 • Telephone 415-.558-02a) • Fax 415-863-1373 

Wootton Bassett • Wi.tshire SN4 80J England • Telephone (44) 1793-842100 • Fa> (1441 1793-842101 • www.dolby.com 

D-Aby, Pro Logic, ana the double-L symbo are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Breaking Sound Barrier and' Surround EX a-e trademarks of Dolby Laboreories_ 

2002 Dolby Laboratories, Inc. S01/14021 



Pure Audio Excellence. 
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The XL 9000 K Series is a new 

analogue console from Solid State Logic. 
The XL features the purest SuperAnalogue 

signal path to date plus surround 
sound panning and monitoring as standard. 
The XL has been designed to exceed the 
performance requirements of new high 
resolution formats such as SACD and 
DVD-A where sound quality and surround 
sound capabilities are equally important. 
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THE CENTRE OF YOUR PRODUCTION 

At the heart of the XL lies the entirely new K Series studio computer. 
SSI!s fastest control processor to date, the K Series offers new 

functionality and advanced studio integration. 

XL operators can view and control external workstations, 
allowing the creative focus to remain in the listening sweet spot and 

at the centre of the production process. 

Solid State Logic 

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

Begbroke, Oxford, OX5 iRU. England 
Tel +44 (0)1865 842300 

www.solid-state-logic.com 

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES 

+1 (1)212 315 1111 +1 (1)323 463 4444 

TOKYO 

+81 (0)3 5474 1144 

PARIS MILAN 

+33 (0)1 3460 4666 +39 039 23 28 094 



While other digital consoles become obsolete, the D8B 

continues to evolve. Call toll- free for detailed brochures, 

or visit our website for more information. 

THE BETTER YOU GET, THE BETTER IT GETS. 
MACKIE DIGITAL 8•BUS CONSOLE 

Mackie's Digital 8.Bus (D8B) mixing console broke new ground when it was 

introduced. And continues to today. We've enhanced it with over 20 new 

3rd-party plug-ins, and more are on the way. Plus a host of new features. 

Maclde's Digital 8.Bus — the digital console choice that grows with you. 

TOOLS FOR ARTISTS 

BRAND NEW DOB PLUG- INS 

ACUMA FINAL MIX 

ACUMA OSR-I 

Real-time, multi-band stereo 

mastering suite that includes 

everything you need to master 

your mixes. 

Highly accurate "De- Esser" 
dynamic processor that gets rid 
of those pessssky siblants. 

ACUMA SATURATED FAT (in this case, ies a good thing) 
getrwo.......SAMMÉPV/01"/ 
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Mono Distortion and Cabinet 

Modeling with 7-Band EQ. 

Quick access to the perfect guitar 

sound — without an amp. 

ACUMA RTA-31 

.1.61,21=1,112.20 
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Real-time 31-band graphic 

equalizer with built in Spectrum 

Analyzer. Quickly isolate the exac 

frequency that you need to adjust 

1100.250.6803 • WWW.MACKIE.COM/D8B 

2002 MACKIE DESIGNS INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

"MACKIE AND THE " RUNNING MAN FIGURE - ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF MACKIE DESIGNS INC. 

NOW STOP READING ROPING LEGAL NOTES AND HEAD OVER TO WWW MACKIE COAL 

r 14.4111111ACIICIIE. 



PERFECT MIX. 

1 
Peep/wee pelt( 

The quality and consistency of our products is not something we take lightly, 

and our compact Proto-) studio monitor is no exception. It's loaded with real high- end 

features, such as a 3/4" dome high frequency unit and 6 1/2" injection molded 

bass/midrange cone. Convenient threaded inserts on the back of the cabinet also offer 

mounting options where space is at a premium. All this smartly housed in a front- ported 

bass- reflex enclosure. 

Because Prcto-J is so affordable, it is ideally suited to either two channel or 5.1 format 

project studios, or anyone needing consistent high quality performance for their 

projects, large or small. 

Tannoy quality.., it's built right in. 

TANNOY 3 3 5 GAGE AVE., SUITE 1 KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA N2M 5E1 

PHONE: ( 519) 745-1158 FAX: ( 519) 745-2364 E-MAIL: INQUIRIESOTGINA.COM WWW.TANNOY.COM 



Get vocal with voireOne! 
(...but control yourself, please) 
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PITCH CORRECTION PITCH AND PHRASE NATURALIZATION 
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VOICE PITCH AND MODELING TOOL 

LEARN MORE ABOUT VOICEONE BY VISITING: 

vvvvvv.TC-HELICON . com 
IC ELECTRONIC INC. USA • t 805) 373 1828 • (FM) (805) 379 2648 

WWW.TCEL ECTRONIC.COM 



THE MOST SUF'ERB 

SONIC DESIGN__ 

FOR THE MOST. ELITE VENUES 
INTRODUCING THE NEW STANDARD IN LIVE AUDIO 

Recent advances in the quality and 

sophistication of professional live-

sound systems have been nothing 

short of revolutionary. Tours, clubs. 

broadcast events, corporate facilities 

and worship venues sound better 

than ever, utilizing better system 

design and better components in the 

audio chain. 

That's why Audio-Technica has been 

partnering with industry professionals 

on the front line of this revolution — 

the top touring companies, award 

show designers. F01-I and monitor 

engineers, audio consultants and 

artists — to learn what it takes tn 

make the best-sounding, most reliable 

and consistent microphones for the 

live-sound industry. 

We listened carefully. Then we applied 

this knowledge to the creation of a 

new line of high-performance micro-

phones. Each model is designed to 

extend the performance of a sound 

system, not limit it. 

Introducing the new standard in live 

audio: Artist Elite-

CC,N I-1F NSF RS 

AE5400 
THE ULTIMATE 
VOCAL PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENT 

AE3300 
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
FOR EXCEPTIOdsJAL PERFORMERS 

F)VNAP.1 Ic-s 

AE0100 
ASSERTIVE SOUND 
FOR THE UNCOMPROMISING VOCALIST 

AE4100 
DESTINED TO BE THE NEXT CLASSIC 

'Ce auclio-technica 
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 
1221 Commerce Mime, Stow, OH 44224 
330.686.2600 Fax 330.686.0719 
E-mail: proOatus.cc-n www.audio-technica.com 



On the Cover Emmylou 

Harris, one of Nashville's 
leading Ughts, will be head-
lining this summer's Down 
From the Mountain Tour and 

re-releasing the classic 1979 

album Roses in the Snow in 

5.1. For more on the tour, 
turn to page 22; for more on 
the album, see page 171. 

Photo: Daniel Coston. 
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features 

32 Abbey Road at 70 
Keeping the Past and Future in Perspective 

Mix wishes the legendary facility a happy 70th anniversary! Blair Jackson 

interviews studio staffers, producers and engineers who made, and 

continue to make, the magic at Abbey Road, going back to orchestral 

sessions for '30s films, on through The Beatles and up to the present day. 

Plus, photos of Stevie Wonder, Pink Floyd and many more artists. 

44 New Digital Effects Processors 
The current crop of multi-effects processors is more potent than ever. 

Increased DSP firepower, improved user interfaces, 24-bit/96kHz 

performance, parameter automation and add-on algorithms are just some 

of the features Randy Alberts points out in this buyer's guide. 

50 Top-of-the-Line Wireless Microphone Systems 
It's crowded out there on the airwaves. As signals from new digital TV 

broadcasters and emergency response units continue to eat up frequencies, 

wireless mic manufacturers upgrade their products to take advantage of 

what's left. Mix talked with 20 wireless mic manufacturers about their 

top-shelf systems. 

62 Mix Interview: Producer Billy Sherrill 
Rarely interviewed since his retirement more than a decade ago, the 

architect of "countrypolitan" remains one of country music's most celebrated 

producers and songwriters. Sherrill talked with East Coast editor Dan Daley 

about his famous recordings with George Jones, Tammy Wynette, Charlie 

Rich and many others. 

96 AES Europe Report 
George Petersen brings back the goods on hot new 

products introduced at the AES Europe convention, held 

in Munich this spring. 

Check Out Mix Online! http://www.mixonline.com 
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Trade Show Fever 

he soul of any trade show is the people who attend it. Conventions are an impor-
tant part of our industry providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and oppor-

tunities to advance one's knowledge, whether through AES papers and workshops or via 
more structured learning sessions such as the "university" programs run by NAMM and 
NSCA. But if people are the soul of a trade show, then exhibits are the backbone, al-
lowing participants to examine and explore new technologies close-up and first-hand. 

Clearly, the key to any successful trade show is a vibrant mix of exhibits, industry 
events and, of course, an enthusiastic audience of showgoers. However, there are two 
key points to keep in mind: First, conventions are a business, and a mighty competi-
tive business at that. Second, a trade show is a dynamic entity. In order to survive— 
especially in less-than-ideal financial times—a trade show has to be tough, aggressive 
and willing to change to reflect new directions in the industry. 

As an example of what to do right, consider this month's Summer NAMM. In the 
latter years, when the show was based in Chicago, it was often referred to as the 
"wake on the lake," due to its sluggish attendance and lack of direction. Nearly a 
decade ago, NAMM decided to focus the summer show on guitars and the acoustic 
instrument market and moved the expo to Nashville. The venue change not only 
brought NAMM to Music City—a draw for attendees—but also served the town's 
thriving recording community, which boosted the participation of pro audio exhibitors. 
To cite a cliché, it was a "win-win" situation. 

Having just returned from AES Europe (see report on page 96), I was able to expe-
rience a much different trade show situation. Certainly, today's ecomomic climate is 
hardly rosy, but surviving rough times requires aggressive action, and the success of last 
year's New York AES—in spite of the worst possible conditions—proves this point. 

In days of yore (actually, not even so "yore" ago), AES exhibits reflected the entire pro 
audio industry—recording, live sound, broadcasting and duplication. Little by little, certain 
market segments fell away, starting with the duplication/replication exhibitors, and to a 
smaller extent, live sound products. At AES Munich, there was barely a handful of live 
sound exhibits, and the overall perception was that EuroAES is becoming a local broad-
casting show. Germany is a massive market in the area of home/project studios, but this 
niche was mostly absent from AES. Perhaps AES felt this audience wasn't packed with se-
rious "tonmeister" types, but this market represents a substantial number of audio buy-
ers, which, if exposed to AES, could become more serious, educated users. 

While AES seems to have been specializing of late, other shows have expanded their 
horizons. Once strictly an MI show, Frankfurt Musikmesse now includes entire exhibit 
halls devoted to music software, pro recording, RA., DJ/lighting and installation prod-
ucts, catering to dealers and pro users during its first three days, followed by the gen-
eral public on the weekend. Trade shows aren't forever, as we learned with the SMPTE 
and APRS shows, for example. In order to flourish, AES Europe needs to widen its scope 
and look ahead, and so far, examining new host cities is a step in the right direction. 
Let's hope this movement continues. 

George Petersen 
Editorial Director 
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...just went digital 

• Dual Mic, Line and Instrument inputs 

• Variable High and Low pass filters 

with comprehensive control 

• Compressor/Limiter with pre/post 
Filter facility and Inserts 

• Ability to link multiple units 

• Digital output option providing 
AES/EBU, S/PDIF and OPTICAL 

connections 

• Up to 96 kHz sampling frequency 

at 24 bit resolution 

• External synchronization to 
Wordclock or Superclock 
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Yet Again, 
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Inspiration, like lightning, almost never strikes twice. 

You've got to be ready to get your ideas dorm when they hit. 

KORG's new PXR4 Digital Recorder delivers serious studio power in an incredibly 
light, compact package. The PXR4 performs high -quality digital recording/playback; edits 

with time compression and expansion; has 4 tracks and 8 virtual tracks (tor 22 possibk 

takes); packs a pro-quality mic; boasts 77 digital rnodeling effects, and records 

directly to SmartMedialli cards with the nigh- quality sharobility of MPEG. The PXR4 is your 
audio sketchbook, ready to record, rni and exlit...A en ever and wherever inspiration strikes. 
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FEEDBACK 

Letters to Mix 

STRAIGHT INTO THE FIRE 

"Mixing in a Pro Tools Woe" which appeared in 

our May issue, raised the eyebrows—and the 

ire—of more than a few Mix readers. Here is a 
representative sampling of the opinions ex-

pressed, followed by letters on a variety of topics. 

GLAD GOODBYE 

When I read the article " Mixing in a Pro Tools 
World," I was looking forward to some good in-

formation. I was extremely disappointed. Of the 
four engineers in the article, only one of them re-

ally liked the sound of Pro Tools, and even he has 
to use an SSL to mix. 

It seems to me that someone had an agenda 
to slam Pro Tools; there was a definite analog 

bias to the article. There were some bold state-
ments made about the superiority of analog over 
digital and insinuations made about the inferior-

ity of an engineer who did not prefer analog 

sound over digital. What about those engineers 
who can hear the difference between analog 

and digital and still prefer digital? 

Some of the statements made by the engi-
neers in the article were also flat-out wrong. 

Most of them do not understand digital record-

ing, and yet they were used to give misinforma-

tion to the masses. I just hope that young, aspir-
ing engineers who read your magazine don't 
take this article as truth concerning Pro Tools, 

and digital recording in general. 
I also find it interesting that these engineers 

were chosen to talk about mixing in a Pro Tools 
world when none of them actually uses Pro Tools 
to mix. It would have been more fair if the article 

included some engineers that actually mix within 

Pro Tools, or at least use digital consoles to mix. 

There are many stories of seasoned engineers 
comparing mixes done within Pro Tools to mixes 

they themselves have done on SSLs or other ex-

pensive analog consoles. Most of the time, the 

Pro Tools mixes equal, and even sometimes ex-

ceed, the quality of the big console mixes. The 
deciding factor always seems to be the guy be-

hind the controls. Yet, this article would lead 

many readers to believe that the only way to get 

that professional sound is to mix with a certain 
console or a certain type of equipment. 

Blair Leishman 

Via e-mail 

SHAME, SHAME, SHAME 

Having had my attention drawn to the Mix mag-

azine cover article about " Mixing in a Pro Tools 

World" by several people confused about the 
seeming misinformation brought up, I was com-

pelled to read it myself in order to come to un-

derstand what the murmuring was about. 

After reading this article, I am completely 
surprised that Mix would take it upon themselves 

to publish such inane drivel. This article had great 
potential of providing advice to users on how to 

work in Pro Tools to make the rest of the process 
(mixing and mastering) easier, but instead, it pro-

vided an outlet for a few engineers to moan 

about their begrudgings of digital recording 

compared to analog recording. There were 
plenty of opportunities to provide useful infor-

mation to the reading public, such as the need 
to properly calibrate converters, the importance 

of quality converters (the only mention to con-
verters was somebody mistaking "db Technolo-

gies" converters as D/D converters. Huh?), ap-
propriate uses of the busing within the system, 

proper use of the master fader, how plug-ins are 

implemented on the master fader, how to avoid 
dither/truncation error from your mix exceeding 

one DSP chip, when it's appropriate to use/not to 
use the "dithering mixer," etc. 

Instead, you provided an outlet for a bunch 

of people who don't use or know Pro Tools to 

moan and groan about their misunderstanding 
of digital technology as a whole. There were so 
many statements made by these guys that were 

totally incorrect about digital technology (and, 

it's no surprise, as it appears that none of them 
record or mix digitally at all) that it's very con-
cerning to me that they will be read by a popu-

lous who will accept them as truth merely be-
cause guys like Puig or Brockman said them. 

It is discouraging to have to spend my energy 

diffusing the myths promoted by the major pub-

lishers in our industry. I hope that Mix magazine 

can avoid publishing this stultiloquy in the future. 
Nika Aldrich 

Via e-mail 

SOMEDAY, SOMEWAY 

Jack Joseph Puig advises young engineers to learn 
Pro Tools because " it's not going away." I see his 

point, and that may be true now, but doesn't the 

history of the pro audio industry over the past 20 
years indicate that it will go away? Or, doesn't the 

fact that three out of four of your interviewees 
say (in so many words) that Pro Tools sounds like 

sh*t indicate that it might go away? In 1989, I 

recorded an album on one of those Mitsubishi 
32-track digital machines, at a time when many 

thought that they were God's gift to audio. Now, 

you won't find a studio on the face of the Earth 

using one of those machines. Maybe people got 
tired of the nasty sound, or maybe, judging by the 

current popularity of Pro Tools, it didn't sound 

nasty enough. I may be wrong, but I think it's pos-

sible that in 10 years' time, Pro Tools will be in the 

pawnshop next to the 32-track Mitsubishis and 

the Simmons drum pads. 
Marshall Crenshaw 

Via e-mail 

SOMETHING'S GONNA HAPPEN 

Your recent article in which top mixers outlined 
the pros and cons of mixing in a Pro Tools envi-

ronment was very revealing. The first thing I na 

ticed was that they only talked about mixing in 
very broad terms. The real discussion was still the 

core debate about which is the superior record-
ing format, analog or digital. Overall, those inter-
viewed had typical attitudes toward digital audio. 

Coming from a low rung on the audio pro-- 
duction ladder, I can say, for those of us not 
doing major-label sessions, digital is hands-down 

superior to analog. Perhaps in the rarefied envi-
ronment of high-end pro studios that have f irst-

class equipment and a maintenance staff to keep 

it in peak working order, engineers can actually 
discern the sound of digital clock jitter or poorly 

biased analog tape. In the project studio 
trenches, where you struggle to get a good per-

formance out of inexperienced bands or decent 

tone out of their crappy instruments, digital 
audio's stability and clarity are by far preferable 

to all of the inherent problems associated with 
analog tape. 

In 10 years of all-digital recording, I have only 

had minor problems of system crashes or data 

corruption. I have never had the problem of 

cross-talk, drop outs, stretching or breakage. I 
have never had to bake a CD to get the record-

ing medium to stabilize for me to retrieve the in-
formation. Anyone who started out scrubbing 

and splicing tape with a razor blade knows that 

digital is better for editing. 

So the real question is, which sounds better? 
The next generation of engineers will have been 

raised on nearly completely digital audio. They 

will not have the same precepts that we have as 

to what audio "ought" to sound like. As far as 
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Introducing Laminar Spiral Enclosure- Technology: 

The new Genelec 7000 Series LSE Active Subwoofers. 

The Truth - in black and white: a revolutionary, proprietary technology [and shape] 

that will forever change your expectations of what an accurate, multi- channel 

professional surround- sound monitoring environment should sound like. The new 

Genelec 7000 Series consists of four ( 4) active subwoofers — painstakingly engineered 

to enhance the entire range of our active monitoring systems — from the award-

winning 1029's right up to the formidable 1039's. 

These new subw-oofers look different for a very good reason: Laminar Spiral 

Enclosure technology. LSE"' is evidert in the unique circular shape of the enclosures, 

identical in execution for the 8", 10", 12" & dual- driver 12" models. This radical 

design departure dramatically alters how high-level, low- frequency acoustic energy 

is delivered to virtually any critical- listening acoustic space. 

The main benefit? The compromises inherent in traditional ported enclosures are 

now things of the past; the unrestricted taminar flow of low- frequency energy 

emanating from the rigid, tuned enclosures of the 7000 Series is truly an extraordinary 

listening experience. When combined with the latest 6.1 electronic bass- management 

technology, Genelec Laminar Spiral Enclosures not only turn things around, they give 

the professional a whole new perspective on the meaning of superior performance. 

~AN. ge n el e c . corn 

Model 707DA ACtiVP Multichannel 5ubwoofer - LC, 

I 9Pr to 120111, . 1))18 wat, 6.1 Elo:s Management feature set - 

smolfer mad& (7050A L 7060A) and one larger system (7071A). 

GENELEC® 
rC.TIVE MON roAlr'<, 

The Whole Truth and Nothing But The Truth " 
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FEEDBACK 

the lack of depth in digital audio, I would say that 

has more to do with tracking technique than the 

medium. When every track is an overdub and the 
dynamics are almost totally removed to maxi-

mize volume, how can a track have depth? The 

lack of harmonic distortion and an audible noise 
floor are often thought of as a lack of warmth; 

in other words, the signal is too clear. 

Analog has a nostalgic quality some of us 
find appealing, it has a counter-culture chic that 
some identify with, but for the average minor-

league engineer, it can't stand up to the quality 
of digital. For me, I still like the sound of 78s on 

a gramophone, but they aren't coming back, for 
obvious reasons. 

Todd Zimmerman 

Studio 139/Urna Nota Records 
Via e-mail 

ROCKIN' AROUND IN NYC 
If I'm not mistaken, your article on Mixing in Pro 

Tools was about just that: mixing in Pro Tools— 
using all of the virtual tools, mixer, plug-ins, etc. 

Your article was actually about using Pro Tools as 

a tape machine. I'd like to hear how Dave Pen-
sado's mixes come out if we were to take his SSL 

away and all of the other expensive outboard 
gear that has been tried-and-true since the be-

ginning of audio engineering. And, make sure 
we track all the drums using the Control 24 and 
the real-time compressors with virtual mic mod-
eling and amp modeling. See how those mixes 
come out. 

I never thought DAWs sounded inferior— 
well, after 24-bit came along, anyway—but it's 

all that beautifully made analog gear that brings 

the mixes to life. Let's all remember, there is no 
software that comes remotely close to a good 

old Neve or Fairchild. That's where the mix lives, 

not in Pro Tools. A good musical performance 
doesn't hurt either. 

Malcolm E 

New York City 

SOMEBODY UKE YOU 

I must take issue with comments made by Bob 

Brockman and Jack Joseph Puig regarding 
recording in the digital medium. The comment 

about "maximizing the bits" in digitalisa myth, 
one that has been perpetuated for far too long. 

If it were true that a softer signal in a 24-bit 

recording was actually only 10- or 12-bit, that 

would mean that digital is a fatally flawed 

medium, certainly one far below any standard 
for critical recording. It would also mean that ex-

tremely dynamic material such as classical music 

could not properly be recorded with digital, as 
the softer passages would be at lower bit rates 

and extremely grainy and dirty-sounding. 
Having listened to many varied dynamic dig-

ital recordings, I can say that this is not the case. 

If you don't record extremely hot in digital, it 
doesn't mean that you're not using all of the 

"bits," you're just not using the entire dynamic 
range. The idea that the bit rate for a recorded 

signal varies with its level makes no sense. Why, 
then, would we even need to bother setting a 
bit rate for a session, since it would simply be de-

pendent upon the level of each signal? I'd expect 

you guys to know better. 
Zach Ziskin 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 

SO DIGITAL IT'S ANALOG 

This letter is regarding Paul Lehrman's " Insider 
Audio" column in the March issue, "The World 

Above 20 kHz." Lehrman appears not to have 
had the pleasure of hearing music above 20 kHz. 

I have had the thrill of hearing " high-resolution 
digital music." We have done a significant 

amount of work "above 20 kHz" at Redwood 
Digital, Sony Music Studios and Georgetown 
Masters. We have transferred analog recordings 

through HDCD Model 2 or Meitner DSD con-

verters, and we have compared the results to 
44.1 and to the analog originals. 

Our results from listening: 

1. We converted analog at 176.4 and then 
downsampled it to 44.1. The 44.1 that was down-

sampled from 176.4 sounded cleaner, brighter, 
bigger and " more analog" than the direct 44.1 

(using same Model 2 converter). 
2. 192 transfers sound analog and were phe-

nomenally better sounding than 44.1. 

3. Analog multitrack mixdowns to 56/24 

sound substantially more open and analog than 

do multitrack mixes from 96/24 digital copies of 
the original multitracks. 

4. DSD transfers from analog sound analog. 
What is "analog"? It is a warm and happy 

feeling one gets when listening to audio where 
the medium is much less obvious than the music. 

Elliot Mazer 

New York City 

SETTING STANDARDS 
Glancing through the March issue, I came across 

my friend Larry Blake's piece "Data Management 
and Archiving." While his treatment, as usual, 
was thorough, I wonder if he has overlooked a 

couple of points? 

If the idea for any archiving scheme is to be 
able to recover both the data and session infor-

mation—the "ingredients" and " recipes," to 
borrow from OMF-speak—then a universal file 

and archiving format might be worth consider-
ing. One candidate that, as we know, has been 

attracting a great deal of attention is AES31. 
Rather than rely on proprietary formats from 

companies whose future might look a little 

volatile, why not transcode the information to a 

robust, application-independent format? Many 
DAW and recorder manufacturers are already of-
fering AES31 compatibility. 

And, while many of us are using Super DLT 

media to archive large projects—and its 110GB 

capacity certainly offers a great deal of advan-

tages—I wonder if this tape format will hold up 

over time? While there is no current evidence to 
the contrary backup formats tend to be designed 

to hold data for a commercially useful three to five 

years. (And, despite protestations from manufac-
turers, there is little pragmatic evidence of long-

term reliability that matches that of 35mm mag 

film.) Just because our film/video post community 
opts to use Super DLT formats, we may not make 

up a sufficiently large market to ensure that DIT 

drives remain in production once mainstream 

computer users migrate to a newer format. 
It may be that a universal archiving scheme 

needs to spread the load across more than one 

technology. Copying and verifying data backups 

from one format to another will continue to be 
a necessary behind-the-scenes archiving func-

tion. Again, AES31-compatible files would fall 
nicely into such a scheme. 

Maybe Larry's articles will provide the catalyst 
for developing an industry consensus, including 

the drafting of a tape-archive standard? 
Mel Lambert 
Creative directot; Media&Marketing 
Via e-mail 

WRITER REDRESS 

This letter is in response to Tom McClure's letter 
to Mix, which appeared in the May 2002 issue. 
McClure wrote that a statement made in the ar-

ticle entitled " Building Your System" (which ap-

peared in the March issue of Mix) was in error. 

Specifically, he disputed the fact that ADAT Light-
pipe cards for the Yamaha 02R are only capable 

of passing 20-bit audio maximum. (He attributed 

that statement to Mix's New York editor, Paul 
Verna, but it was actually I who wrote it.) 

According to Yamaha, a 20-bit ASIC chip in 

all 02R Lightpipe cards prevents the digital trans-
mission of bit depths higher than 20 bits via 

those cards. Although one could record directly 
to a 24-bit DAW using outboard 24-bit A/Ds, 

busing the recorded tracks afterward to an 02R 

via ADAT Lightpipe cards would truncate the 

audio to 20 bits. (Unless, of course, the audio 
was intentionally dithered to 20 bits or less inside 

the DAW before busing it to the 02R.) 
Michael Cooper 
Via e-mail 

Send Feedback to Mix 
mixeditorial@primediabusiness.com 
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SOUND... 

PERFORMANCE... 

& CONTROL 

The award- winning PC2 Series from Kurzweil offers 
more options and power than ever before. Following 
on the design of our award winning PC88, the PC2 
features outstanding sound and impressive master 
controller capabilities. 

The PC2 Series also includes 24- bit digital outs and 
KB3 — Tone Wheel Organ Modeling. Options include a 
128- voice polyphony expansion, two 16Mb Sound ROM 
expansion slots, and a ribbon controller. Sounds 
include a Triple Strike Stereo Grand Piano. Stereo 
Strings, Take 6 Vocals and hundreds of others. 

Now featuring the Orchestral ROM expansion card - 
included in all new units or as an option for 
customers who own a PC2. The Orchestral ROM card 
provides 16 MB of sounds. including 128 new programs. 
32 new setups, and General MIDI. Sounds include 
String Sections. Solo Strings. Woodwinds. Orchestral 
Brass. Jazz Brass, Orchestral Ensembles, Choir. 
Organ. Harp, Nylon String Guitar. Orchestral 
Percussion. Ethnic Percussion, plus more. 

For complete specifications and MP3 demos, visit the 
Kurzweil web site at www.kurzweilmusicsystems.com. 

2002 by Kurzweil Mu 

Available in three models: 
PC2 -- 76- note, semi- weighted 

performance keyboard 
PC2X— 88- note, fully weighted 

performance keyboard 
PC2R— 1U rack mountable 

nd module 

Muuweil Music Setems 
9501 Lakewood Drivr, S W Suite D 

Laleevrood, Washil.glon 98499 
253-589-3280 

'ex: 253-588-8O9 
vrwekurzweilmusicsy,stems.corn 

Canadian Division 
3650 Victoria Park Aveline, Suite 105 

Torentor, Ontario hini 3P/ 
416-492 9899 

Fax 416-492-9799 



NEWSFLASH: WAVEFRAME CHANGES HANDS 

WAVEFRAME SOFTWARE GROUP TO TAKE OVER 

PRODUCT LINE 

WaveFrame announced that its entire WaveFrame product line 

and the WaveFrame trademark have been acquired by a new 

company, Cybermation Inc., which will do business as the Wave-

Frame Software Group. FrameWorks/DX will continue as Pyramix 

Virtual Studio, sold by Merging Technologies (www.merging.com). 

For more, visit www.waveframe.com or www.mixonline.com. 

PAUL W. KLIPSCH, 1904-2002 

Paul W. Klipsch, founder of Klipsch Audio Technologies, died on May 5, 2002, 

at the age of 98. 

Bom on March 9, 1904, in Elkhart Ind., Klipsch is best known for his 
contributions to developments in audio loudspeaker technology After be-

ing drafted in World War II, where he served in the areas of ballistics and 

photography, and ultimately discharged with the rank of Major, Klipsch 

committed his life to building loudspeakers. After continued research and 

experimentation, patents and trademarks were applied for and ultimately 

granted, including his first patent for horn design; throughout his life, Klipsch 

had three patents in ballistics, eight in geophysics and 12 in acoustics.The 

name Klipsch and Associates was registered in 1946, although his first em-

ployee wasn't hired until 1948. 

In a memorial letter from CEO Fred S. Klipsch, Paul W. Klipsch is re-

membered as a legend in sound. "Stones of Paul's lasting wit and superior 

THREE-RING CIRCUS 

STEVE BRUNO WELCOMES INDIE BANDS 

Business has been good for studios that focus on indie labels. 

Case point in, producer/engineer Stevo Bruno, owner/oper-
ator of the multimedia, 10-room music complex Klown 

Records (Santa Monica, Calif, his fourth studio), has hosted 

numerous sessions for local indie bands and labels. "I like to 

keep an ear to the wall and listen for new talent" Bruno said. 

"I actually have labels calling me all the time looking for new 

bands. [Klown Records] is basically a 'Disneyland' for musi-

cians. I wanted to create a really fun, unique and profession-

al place. 

Klown Records boasts a fully loaded Pro Tools TDM Mix 

Plus studio with a Focusrite 024 console. A Pro Tools-cen-

tered room (aka, the "Aquarium," because of its "underwater" 

design) has two iso booths and is digitally linked to five other 

rooms in the Klown complex.The control room was acousti-

cally designed by Vincent Van Haaff, and is equipped with 

a pair of E-V Sentry 500 mains. Recently taking advantage 

of what Klown has 

to offer were Boy 

Hits Car ( Wind-

Up Records), Strapt 

Mother's Finest and 

the Union Under-

ground. Check out 

www.klownrecords 

.com for more. 

I. 

intellect were indeed true, which is what of-

ten made it difficult to accept the fact that 

he was 98 years old. 

"h has been said, and I firmly believe it, 

that every time you listen to recorded mu-

sic, you're hearing the passion, the genius 

and the legacy of Paul W. Klipsch. He was a 

verifiable genius who could have chosen any 

number of vocations, but the world sounds 

a lot better because he chose audio:' 

In honor and in memory of Paul W. Klipsch, Klipsch Audio Technolo-

gies has published the family's obituary on its Website (www.klipsch.com). 

In lieu of flowers, the family requests that donations be made to the Paul 

Klipsch Scholarship Fund at New Mexico State University. 

SUNSET SOUND CELEBRATES 40 YEARS 

From left: Wren Rider, chief technician at Sound 

Factory; Phil MacConnell, general manager of 

Sound Factory; Paul Camarata, owner of Sound 

Factory and Sunset Sound; Eric Simpson, technician 

at Sunset Sound; Craig Hubler, general manager of 

Sunset Sound; Lisa Matthews, traffic manager at 

Sunset Sound, and expecting her second child on 

October 19; and Mick Higgins, chief technician at 

Sunset Sound. 

This month, Sunset Sound and Sun-

set Sound Factory will celebrate a 

shared birthday cake: 60 years of 

creating hits. (Sunset is 40 years 

young this year, while the Factory 

celebrates its 20th anniversary.) 

Founded in 1962 by Tutti Camara-

ta, Sunset Sound remains under the 

day-to-day guidance of his son Paul; 

the Sound Factory, founded in 1969 

by David Hassinger, became part of 

the Sunset family in 1982. 

. 'The philosophy [to maintain 

a high-quality standard that best 

suits our customers' needs] has 

proven itself over the decades," 

said Sunset Sounds studio manag-

er Craig Hubler. 

Upcoming changes include a 

cosmetic remodel of Sunset Sound's 
Studio I, including decor changes for the control room, performance areas and lounge. 

"Of course, we will retain the legendary acoustic characteristics of the control room 

and performance areas," Hubler stresses. 'We will be adapting the vocal isolation 

booth to a dual-use configuration, h will act as an iso area during tracking and over-

dubbing, but can also double as a functional annex to the existing lounge via new fac-

ing doorways."The renowned Live Chamber adjacent to Studio l's control room will 
be retained. 
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COMPILED BY SARAH BENZULY 

THREE-POINT PLAY FOR COMPOSER KEANE 

Composer Brian Keane broke a three-way tie (with him-

self) in late April, when he walked away with the Sports 

Emmy for Outstanding Music Composition/Direction/ 

Lyrics for the CBS special Pistol Pete: The Life and Times of 

Pete Marovich, which he co-wrote with Buckwheat Zyde-

co.With three separate projects competing for the same 

award at the Sports Emmy Awards, Keane was alone in 

the field. He took home a second Sports Emmy that night 

for Do You Believe In Miracles? The Story of the 1980 U.S. 

Hockey Team, which won the Sports Emmy Best Picture 

Award. 

Keane will soon be unveiling his new studio, designed 

by John Storyk and located on a I 0.5-acre site in Sandy Hook, Conn. 

ROBBIE ROBERTSON, GEOFF EMERICK 
TO BE HONORED AT TEC AWARDS 

Robbie Robertson will be awarded the prestigious Les Paul 

Award at the 18th Annual Technical Excellence & Creativity 

Awards, to be held Monday, October 7, at the Wilshire Grand 

Hotel in Los Angeles. Also during the ceremony, famed engi-

neer/producer Geoff Emerick will be inducted into the TEC 

Awards Hall of Fame. 

Robbie Robertson first rose to prominence as part of The 

Hawks, backing rockabilly star Ronnie 

Hawkins. That group evolved into The Band, ta k ing Bob Dylan's 

music electric and creating groundbreaking albums of their own. 

After they bowed out with The Last Waltz, Rcbertson moved 

his musical skills into film scoring, working closely with director 

Martin Scorcese. His solo recordings include both conceptual 

works and modem music, with ancient roots in his Native 

American heritage. 

Geoff Emerick is best known for his work with The Beatles, including both Revolver 

and Sergeant Pepper's, and Paul McCartney, with whom he has worked on more than a 

dozen albums. His adventurous and experimental touch has also been evident on al-

bums by artists as varied as The Zombies, Badfinger, Robin Trower, America, Art Gar-

funkel and Elvis Costello. 

For tickets or information about the TEC Awards, call Karen Dunn at 925/939-6149 

or e-mail Karen@tecawards.org. Registration forms are available at www.tecawards.org. 

1Ni 

Geoff Emerick 

WAITING FOR THE TAPE TO ROLL 

Dwight Yoakam and Deana Carter in Track Record's 

South Studio. From left: actor Ritchie Montgomery 

(Monster's Ball, ER), owner Tom Murphy, Yoakam, 

Carter and engineer Tony Peluso. 

Dwight Yoakam retumed to 

Track Records (North Hol-

lywood) with Deana Carter 

for an Arista Nashville project. 

Yoakam and Carter sang a 

duet titled "Waiting For Your 

World." Engineer Tony Peluso 

(The Carpenters) and assis-

tant Sean McLaughlin cap-

tured the performance using 

South Studio's SSL 6000 E 

Series. 

ON THE MOVE 

Who: Anders Fauerskov 

What managing direc-

tor, Tannoy (Scotland) 

and CEO,TC Group 

Previous Lives: 

• I 997-current, CEO, TC 

Group, Denmark 

• 1993- I 997, managing 

director TC Electronic, 

Denmark 

• 1989-1993, project 

manager at Boston Con-

sulting Group, Germany 

• 1986-1987, financial assistant at Atlas Copco, 

Chile 

• 1985-1986, sales assistant at Bruel & Kjaer, Den-

mark 

• 1981-1983, Danish Army, officer 

Main responsibilities: helping the organization 

continuously improve in product offerings and 

service toward the users and customers. As CEO 

of TC Group, the role is less hands-on. I need to 

ensure that the strategies are set and followed in 

each company 

If l could do anything else as a profession, 

it would be...A professional soccer player I wish 

I could claim that an injury held me away from re-

alizing this dream, but the fact of the matter prob-

ably is that I wasn't good enough. 

The one piece of advice that I would give 

to aspiring music industry professionals 

would be...You have to love what you are do-

ing.We all spend most of our awake hours work-

ing so there is nothing more miserable than wak-

ing up in the moming and having to go to a place 

you do not like being in. 
The moment I knew I was doing a job that 

I love was...AtTC, there are a lot of people who 

have moved to new positions taking on much 

more responsibilities, and it is great to see them 

continuously succeed. 

In my CD changer: Pink Floyd's The Wall, Nickel-

back Creed, Puddle of Mudd, Staind, DAD and 

Dizzy Mizz Lizzy 

When I'm not in the office, I enjoy...When 

I get the chance, I always enjoy a good game of 

soccer or squash, or any other sport where there 

is a ball involved. 
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NOTES FROM THE NET 

OFF AGAIN, ON AGAIN: Mid-May, Napster CEO Konrad Hilbers quit because Nap-

ster rejected an offer to be bought by Bertelsmann (the same company that bailed them 

out when the major labels brought the song-swapping service to court). He was followed 
shortly by the company's co-founder Shawn Fanning. Less than three days later-, BerteIs-

mann carne up with an offer they couldn't refuse: to the tune of $8 million. In addition to 

resuming his role as CEO, Hilbers will also chair Napster's board of directors.Two weeks 

Napster filed for Chapter II bankruptcy protection with the U.S. Bankruptcy court 
in Delaware. So, off again. 

TO DMCA, OR NOT DMCA: According to James Rogan, the Commerce Depart-

ment's undersecretary for intellectual property and adviser to President Bush on copy-

right matters (he also runs the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office), the Bush administration 

is not too keen on plans to embed copy-protection technology in software and consumer 

electronics. In a speech in late April, Rogan said that "the DMCA carefully balances the in-

terests of all stakeholders to ensure. that content owners would enjoy the protection they 

need to put their works on the Internet, and to ensure that appropriate fair use is main-

tained for consumers, scientists and educators."The House will soon see amendments to 

I the DMCA (Digital Millennium Copyright Act) from Senate Commerce chairman Fritz 

Hollings, D-S.C., whose Standards and Certification Acts require manufacturers to embed 

a digital watermark, and Rep. Rick Boucher D-Va., who would rather have the RIAA place 
labels on protected CDs. 

MEN OF HONOR 

AES PRESENTS DR. FRITZ SENNHEISER 

WITH GOLD MEDAL AWARD 

At AES 2002 Munich, the Audio Engineering Society awarded 

its Gold Medal Award to Prof. Dr Fritz Sennheiser in recogni-
tion of his lifetime achievements in audio and microphone 

technology. Additionally, Sennheiser, the company he founded 

more than 55 years ago, was honored for 25 years of partic-
ipation at AES conventions. 

In his acceptance speech, Sennheiser said," When I look back 

on the many decades as an engineer and entrepreneur I am 

very thankful to call one of the most interesting fields of work 

my own.The field of acoustics is so wide and varied that it has 

never failed to fascinate me, even today. I am very grateful for 

the AES Gold Medal Award, knowing that it also recognizes the 
commitment of the many employees with whom I created my life's work" 

DR. SIDNEY HARMAN HONORED 

AS ELECTRONICS PIONEER 

Dr Sidney Harman, founder and executive chairman/CEO of 

Harman International Industries, received the Electronics In-

dustries Alliance Medal of Honor for 2002 at EIA's Annual 

Spring Conference on April 23, in Washington, D.C. Each year 
the EIA presents this honor to an individual who has made 

outstanding contributions to the advancement of the elec-

tronics industry, As the founder of Harman International and 

developer of the first integrated receiver nearly 50 years ago, 

Dr Harman was one of a handful of pioneers who created 

the high-fidelity industry. 

DAidney Harman, EIA 

Nyal of Honor winner, 

introducedbf jazz 

great W ton Marsalis 

Industry News  

Lorne Michaels Broadway Video Enter-

tainment Inc. (New York City) has appointed 

Brian Offutt as its C00...Chelsea, New 

York-based mastering facility Sterling Sound 

has added Michael Drexler (former staff 

recording engineer at BMG Studios) to its 

Brian Offint staff as a mastering engineer.. After working 

at MTV for six years as an editor/producer, 

C. Scott Gorman joins Northern Lights Post (New York 

City) as an editor.. Russell Waite 

has been promoted to VP of inter-

national sales for Euphonix (Palo 

Alto, CA). Waite will be based out of 

the company's London office... 

Sabine (Alchua, FL) new hires: 

Robert Bull, corporate quality engi-

neer; Byra Ferkovich, engineer in software development; 

Joel L Motel, director of North American sales; and Josh 

Early, sales and customer service.. Based out of Los Ange-

les, Denny McLane joins BSS Audio USA (Nashville) as re-

C. Scott Gorman 

gional sales manager.. Celebrating 

his silver anniversary with Sound-

craft (Hertfordshire, England), Ian 

Staddon has been promoted to the 

position of product development di-

rector.. With five years as VP of in-

ternational sales and marketing for 

Harman Music Group, John Batliner of Sraight-Line Sales 

has been tapped as Neutrik's (Lakewood, NJ) sales repre-

sentative in Latin America. Crest Audio (Paramus, NJ) ex-

pands its work force with the additions of Mike Cook and 

Eric Oppenheimer, contracting products sales engineer 

and Eastern regional sales manager, respectively.. After 18 

years of sales experience at EAW, Sandy Macdonald joined 

Meyer Sound (Berkeley, CA) as Northeastern regional sales 

manager...Eric Colbert fills the newly 

formed position of operations manager at 

Groove Tubes (San Fernando, CA). In other 

GT news, Robert Moran has been hired as 

an engineer manager.. .Indianapolis-based 

Custom Electronic Design and Installa-

tion Association (CEDIA) appointed Mar-

garet Sheehan to director of professional 

development role...ESI (San Jose, CA) promoted JJ Jenkins 

to the post of senior VP of sales and marketing, as well as 

taking over the reins as head of the company's American 

operations. SOS Management (New York City), a division 

of Sound on Sound Recording, has brought on Mira 

Tabasinske to market and book the company's talent roster. 

The company also added Cortez Farris, the fourth member 

of its engineer/ mixer team...New at Shure: TaiChung, Tai-

wan-based ProSound Inc. will lead sales efforts of the com-

panyY entire line, except for phono products. Vince Ristucci 

joins Shure as its new VP of human resources. 
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For more information on the new Pro Tools I HD system, 

1.800.333.2137 or visit www.digidesign.com. 
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1101111.1111.1111.11. MIX LOOKS BACK 

For Mix's 25th an-

niversary this year, 

we begin looking 

back at where we 

started. Here are 

the Number One albums and singles 

from Billboard, July 1977, with special 

props to the engineers, producers and 

studios who make the magic. 

NUMBER ONE ALBUM 

For the fourth consecu-

tive month: Rumours, 

Fleetwood Mac. Produc-

ers: Fleetwood Mac, Ken 

Caillot, Richard Dashut. 

Engineers: Ken Caillot, 

Richard Dashut. Mastering: Ken Perry, Ken 

Caillot. Studio: The Plant (Sausalito, Calif.). 

Live, Barry Manilow. 

Producers: Barry 

Manilow, Ron Dante. 

Recording engineer: 

Michael Delugg. Live 

recording engineer: 

John Venable. Recorded live at the Uris The-

atre (New York City) in December 1976, ex-

cept "V.S.M.," recorded at Ravinia Festival 

(Highland Park, III.). Mixed at Media Sound 

Studios (New York City). 

NUMBER ONE SINGLES 

Bill Conti's "Gonna Fly 

TITL Now (Theme From 

Rocky)." Producer: Bill 

Conti. Engineer: Ami 

Hadani. Studio informa-

tion not available. 

t Alan O'Day's "Undercover 

Angel." Producer: Steve 

Barri, Michael Omarfian. 

Studio information not 

available. 

SHAUN CASSIDY 
Shaun Cassidy's "Da Doo 

Ron Ron." Producer: IMichael Lloyd. Engineer: 
Humberto Gatica, 

Michael Lloyd. Studio in-

formation not available. 

Barry Manilow's "Looks 

Like We Made It." 

Producers: Barry 

Manilow, Ron Dante. 

Recording engineer: 

Michael Delugg. Live recording engineer: John 

Venable. Recorded live at the Uris Theatre 

(New York City) in December 1976. Mixed at 

Media Sound Studios (New York City). 

Andy Gibb's "I Just Want To Be Your Everything." Producer: Barry Gibb, Albhy 

Galuten, Karl Richardson. Engineer Karl Richardson. Studio: Middle Ear Recording 

Studio (Miami Beach, FL). 

NEWSTED, MOSS BROTHERS ROCK THE HOUSE 
The Moss Brothers, teenage music phenomenon from Oak-

land, Calif. (you may have seen them on The Tonight Show), 

recently visited Ashkenaz (Berkeley, Calif.) to drum up ex-

citement for their second CD, Electricitation. Ex-Metailica bass 

man Jason Newsted jammed with the Brothers at the re-

lease party Newsted plays bass on the CD, and the Broth-

ers recently opened the first three shows for Newsted's new 

project, EchoBrain, on their first U.S. tour. For more, check 

out www.mossbrothers.com. 

WHERE HAS BRIAN BEEN? 

From left, Reuben Moss, Evan 

Moss, Jason Newsted 

Grammy-winning producer/engneer/mixer Mark Linett (Los Lo-

bos, Tom Petty, Eric Clapton, Jane's Addition) recently returned 

from recording four sold-out shows with Brian Wilson at London's 

Royal Festival Hall for a live Pet Sounds album to be issued later 

this summer through Sanctuary Records. For more, check out 

www.brianwilson.com. 
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RESOURCES FOR 
AUDIO PROFESSIONALS! 

• Access Mix anywhere, anytime: 
Check out highlights of our 
current issue or browse through 
back issue archives to find the 
information you need, with news, 
interviews, application articles, 
field tests, equipment 
reports and more—all online! 

• Click on hot links to important 
sites such as the TEC Awards, 
MixBooks and "20 Years of Mix," a 
complete database listing the 
contents of issues since 1982. 

DAILY NEWS! 

Visit Mixonline.com every morning 
for breaking news and links to 
newsmakers. 

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS! 

Register for your free membership to 
mixonline.com and check out lively, 
interactive forums where audio pros 
can access information, ask advice, 
or simply share experiences and 
opinions with other engineers and 
producers. 

MIXLINE! 

Register for your free, new, bi-weekly 
newsletter and get breaking audio 
news, deadlines, recording tips and 
much more straight to your inbox. 

VALUABLE INFORMATION, 
JUST A CLICK AWAY! 

Visit www.digitalmediaclick.com— 
a portal hosted by www.industryclick 
.com that links the Websites of a va-
riety of magazines and service 
providers within the digital media 
production community. Besides Mix, 
digitalmediaclick.com offers access 
to essential sites by leading maga-
zines such as Broadcast Engineering, 
Engineering, Electronic Musician, 
Entertainment Design, Lighting Di-
mensions, Millimeter, Netmedia, 
Onstage, Remix, Sound & Video 
Contractor, Special Events, Video 
Systems and more. 

www.mixonline.com 

Send your "Current" news to Sarah Benzuly 

at sbenzuly@primediabusiness.com. 
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At last. The ultimate pro-audio combination. 

Nativelbolsm 
by Apogee 

Available for Windows or Macintosh computers 

Together in one box. 
Twice the power - half the price! Combine Apogee's superb-
sounding AD- 16 8( DA-16 16-channel 24/96 converters with the 
power of Steinberg's Nuendo workstation - on either a 

Macintosh or PC - and you've stepped into a new world. 
That's Apogee's NativeTools: the ultimate combination of 
sonic quality, native processing power and value for money - 
all in one package. If you're looking for the ultimate 
pro-audio combination, NativeTools is the answer. 

NativeTools is a trademark of Apogee Electronics Corporation. 
Nuendo is a registered trademark of Steinberg Media Technologies AG. +1 310.915.1000 www.nativetools.com 



ON THE COVER NASHVILLE 

Down From the Mountain...And Into Your Town 

By Blair Jackson 

Nearly three years after the release of the 
Coen Brothers' quirky film 0 Brother, 

Where Art Thou?, and the accompanying 
soundtrack of Depression-era country music 
and blues, the phenomenon shows no sign 
of letting up. The album has sold millions, 
been awarded Grammys (including Best Al-
bum at this year's fete), and a tour featuring 
a number of the musicians from the sound-
track—dubbed the Down From the Mountain 
tour—is now on its second leg, drawing large, 
appreciative crowds wherever it goes. 

Down From the Mountain began as a 
one-shot benefit concert for the Country 
Music Hall of Fame at Nashville's Ryman Au-
ditorium in May 2000, after the soundtrack 
album had been released, but before 0 
Brother, Where Art Thou? premiered. That 
concert, featuring such notables as Ralph 
Stanley, Emmylou Harris, the Fairfield Four, 
Alison Krauss, Gillian Welch and David Rawl-
ings, John Hartford (who subsequently died) 
and many others, became a theatrical film 
(and later a video/DVD release) directed by 
D.A. Pennebaker (of Don't Look Back and 
Monterey Pop fame), and generated such a 
buzz that the show later went on the road— 
the first leg last winter was about four weeks 
(19 shows); the troupe is now on a 42-show 
tour stretching from the end of June to the 

end of August and encompassing a broad 
range of venues, from theaters to arenas to 
sheds. A CD of the concert won a Grammy 
in the Traditional Folk Album category. 

When 0 Brother soundtrack producer T 
Bone Burnett and others conceived of the 
Ryman show and Down From the Mountain 
film, every effort was made to have the stage 
look like an old-time music concert in the 
'30s. Because it was composed of entirely 
acoustic music, there were no amplifiers on-
stage, and there was also nary a modern 
condenser mic in sight; rather, the stage was 

dominated by vintage Neumann U47s, mics 
not usually used in concert applications, but 
which had the appropriate look for the con-
cert and film. "We tried a whole bunch of dif-
ferent microphones the day of rehearsal," 
says FOH engineer Bernie Velluti, "and I was 
having no luck at all. Some of these were om-
ni patterns and figure-8s. Some of the others 
turned out to be props more than working 
microphones. So we did the U47s, and it 

came off fine. But the Ryman 
is a small auditorium, and 
when it came time to do the 
tour, I wasn't so sure. I made 
up two plots—one with a 
more conventional way of 
close-miking things and the 

other with large-diaphragm 
mics." Velluti and monitor 
engineer Frank Edmonson 
both work regularly with Ali-
son Krauss & Union Station, 
which was also like a de fac-
to house band on the tour. 
(Union Station's Dan Tyminski 
is the voice behind the Soggy 
Bottom Boys, the onscreen 
band led by George Clooney 
in 0 Brother.) 

In the end, Velluti decid-
ed to stick with the large vintage mics, usu-
ally putting a 47 in the middle, surrounded 
by a few U87s. "We also had a section off 
to the side for the little blues part of the 
show, and for that we had RCA 77 ribbon 
mics. We used an RCA 44, another ribbon, 
on the bass." Velluti also brought Shure KSM 
32 and 44 mics, which he used to comple-
ment and occasionally substitute for the 
Neumann models. "They're good micro-
phones, and they also have that look we're 
going for," he says. Though on the surface 
it seems like it would be easy to manage 
such a small number of microphones and 
performers, "the musicians change around a 

lot onstage, and you have to stay on top of 
it," Velluti says. "One person will be two feet 
away from a mic singing, the next person 
might be playing guitar, another might be 
five feet over playing a mandolin, there are 
a lot of variables in the delivery. A lot of 
times, I feel like I'm mixing zones as much as 
individual instruments." 

For the first leg of the tour, Velluti and 
company traveled light—renting P.A.s as 
they went or using whatever was already in 
the venues. His favorite PA. was a flown JBL 
VerTec array supplied by SE Systems, a 
Greensboro, N.C., company that does lots 
of bluegrass festivals and other acoustic mu-
sic work. "I wanted something that would 
give me as much isolation from the stage as 
possible, and these array systems are the 

Just part of the lineup (I to r: Buck White of The Whites, 

Ratty Loveless, Ralph Stanley and Emmylou Harris). 

way to go—either the [L'Acoustics] V-DOSC 
or the VerTec are such a step up from the 
traditional trapezoid systems," Velluti says. 
For the current leg of the tour, Velluti is car-
rying a VerTec array. 

"We had different consoles every day on 
the first tour," Velluti adds. " It was the system 
du jour." They did, however, carry the Crest 
monitor console Edmonson uses with Union 
Station. Monitors were a combination of 
wedges and Shure in-ears—different musi-
cians used different combinations, even as the 

tour progmssed. On this summer's tour, Vellu-
ti is bringing a Yamaha PM3500 for FOH, with 
a Soundcraft SM-20 handling monitors. 

The current leg of the tour promises to 
be even more challenging sonically than the 
first one, mainly because so many of the 
venues are larger. Velluti is aware that 
small-group acoustic music doesn't always 
translate well in larger spaces. " How big 
does a venue get before you lose that inti-
macy and that feel that is so important to 
this kind of music?" he asks. "This is not an 
in-your-face kind of show. It's very intimate 
and subtle music; the dynamics onstage are 

very important, and you want to be able to 
get that across to everyone the audience. T 
Bone calls it parlor music. There's such great 
talent and musicianship up there that you 
want to represent that as well as you can. 
There are moments in the show where you 
just get goose flesh, it's so eerily good." 
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MASTERLINUML-9600 

Who killed Kenny's OAT? 
AFTER YEARS OF DEALING WITH EXPENSIVE MEDIA. MANGLED TAPES. AND not only fades, gain, and start times for each track, but aso the compression 

mind- numbing rewind times, Ken bought a MasterLink. Its a 24/96 stereo and parametric ED that takes you from final mix to perfect master. Then when 

hard disk recorder, mastering suite. and CD burner all in one. It comes with a your tunes sound just right. burn Red Book or CD24— discs on cheap CD- Rs. 

20 gig drive for almost 30 hours of recording Non-destructive playlists save So who convinced Kenry to dump his DA1? We'll never te L 
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For complete specs and a manual visit 

www.alesis.com/masterlink, or call 310-301-9563 

for a feline brochure 
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THE FAST LANE  
BY STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

Three's Company 

A Crowd's Too Loud 

ILLUSTRATION CHARUE POWELL 

M  usicians have everything they want, except 
money. 

Fame: Some have millions following 
them, others have three girls and two guys from the 
neighborhood. Some have their cribs on MTV (Ozzy 
gets two years and way too many millions from that), 
others live in mum's basement and fight for a pay-for-
play spot on local-access cable. But almost all have 
some sort of following. 

Strokes: They get their monstrous egos fed. Some 

catch the eyes of a fan in the audience and get what 
they need (then or two hours later), others don't 
have to stand in line at Puck's place or to catch a 
flick at the Chinese. They can dress however they 

want. If they are feeling a bit unnoticed, they can 
put on their most outrageous gold lamé underwear 
and purple leather chaps, comb out their blue hair 
and walk down the street to be recognized as the 
star they are. Not like the old days when dressing 
like a psychopathic lunatic got you hauled in for 
suspicion of being a psychopathic lunatic. In fact, I 
am sure that the number one cover for escaped psy-

chopathic lunatics these days is to dress like a psy-
chopathic lunatic and wander around the streets 
signing breasts and foreheads. Hell, it worked for... 
Hell, it works. 

Egos: Let's face it, musicians are allowed, even en-
couraged, to be assholes. In fact, the deep psycho-
logical need to be a flaming jerk is probably the fun-

damental driving force behind at least half of the 
musicians and performers on Earth being what they 
are. Musicians (most notably, but not exclusively, of 
the Rock Star genre) share a fascinating position in 
society with only one other group, sports superstars. 
People Who Have Their Picture On The Cover Of 
Rolling Stone can do any damn thing they want. In 
fact, the more outrageous they act, the more their 
fame and notoriety skyrocket, and their paychecks 
follow. 

The more famous you are, the more your insane 
and illegal activities translate into money. What would 
your neighbor get if he held motorcycle races in the 
penthouse of the Plaza? Okay, now what would a rock 
star get? 
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IT'S THE 
NEW SOUL 
CIF MY 
STUDIO 
RAY CHARLES 

When recording legend Ray Charles and Grammy-nominated 
engineer Terry Howard (Barbara Streisand, Stevie Wonder, 
Fleetwood Mac) decided to upgrade Ray's recording studio, they 
chose SONAR as their central production technology. Ray and 
Terry could have had any software they wanted. And they both 
agreed that SONAR could do it all. 

Whether restoring Ray's classic recordings, or working on his 
new album, SONAR delivers the performance they demand. With 
unlimited audio and MIDI recording and mixing, a centralized 
interface for improved creative workflow, integrated audio looping 
tools, automatable DirectX effects, and low-latency DXi software 
synths, SONAR provides you with the ; ndustry's most complete 
production environment for Windows. 

SONAR. A new legend in the making. 

SONAR 
MUSIC 

R. SPIC  Vt/sre 

PHOTO: DENNIS SHIRLEY c 2002 
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New for 2.0 

• Cyclone DXi Groove Sampler 

• Support for Reason, ReBirth, and other ReWire synths 

• Global control surface support, with 

presets for MotorMix, Tascam US-426 and others 

• Multi-port drum editor 

• ACID file export 

• More 

SONAR is available at music retailers worldwide. 
Find out more at www.cakewalk.com/SONAR or call 888.CAKEWALK (617.423.9004 outside U.S.). 
All trademarks mentioned are the property of then respective owners 

," cakewalk 



THE FAST LANE  

For that matter, what would your 
neighbor pay for a first-class, last-minute 
walk-on flight from New York to L.A.? I 
can't even count the number of times that 
I have walked up to a United counter at 
the last minute and moments later found 
myself sitting comfortably in 2A (my wen-
known favorite seat) sipping scotch while 
the back of the plane was loaded. Ob-
noxious? I think that's the point. And I've 
met some of the most beautiful models 
and most powerful people in America 
while sitting in 2A—all part of the fast 
lane, all part of the game. 

And we won't even get into the free 
gear, free cars and free Willie. Don't 
ask. I told you, we're not going to talk 
about it. 
A good professional musician—okay, 

a rock star—is so far out of the public's 
reach that he doesn't even know what he 
doesn't know about them, but he knows 
how to make them believe he speaks to 
them—and for them. He makes them 
think that they could almost have written 
that song, slept with that supermodel or 
at least crashed that Porsche. 
Now don't give me noise for trashing 

musician's egos, clothes and damn near 

everything else that they do or have. 
Just as Sammy Davis Jr. poked Jews and 
blacks from his position of being in fact 
both Jewish and black, and as he passed 
on an equally deserved position of writ-
ing short people songs so that Randy 
Newman could do it decades later, I, 
as a working musician, claim the right 
to make these observations as I have 
personally done every damned one of 
these stupid things, more or less... 
mostly more. 

And my opening sentence? Well, some-
what less than 1% of the musicians playing 
today are making anywhere near what they 
thought they would, so statistically they 
don't exist. But the few that do are not fly-
ing in first class for free. No, nothing that 
gauche. They are sleeping in their private 
DC-10s (or better) on their way to an island 
that the rest of the world doesn't even 
know exists for a weekend in a comped 
villa on the beach between gigs. Jagger is 
next door. Every country needs its royalty. 

THE ART OF PRODUCTION 

FOR REPRODUCTION 

Producers. Ah, yes. Producers. They get 
everything they want except their name in 

lights. Except the major ones. They do get 
their name in lights, but they still don't get 
to stand onstage and smash a '59 Strat into 
a vintage Marshall stack or blow the reeds 
out of a blues harp while thousands cheer 
and the front row gets wet. 

But in the studio, they steer the talent, 
they mold the talent, they control the raw 
energy so that in the end, not only is the 
soul and spirit successfully caged within 
millions of 5-inch silver discs, but it is ac-
tually unique. 

Such mysterious creatures they are. 
What power they have. What arguments 
they win. A good producer can make the 
label happy, convince the talent that they 
are happy, not make the engineer quit, 
and create a sound that the buying pub-
lic will spend its lunch money on. 

Producers are misunderstood by 
everyone. And a good producer makes 
sure that these misunderstandings are in 
his favor. He is both the janitor and the 
landlord. He senses problems that no-
body else can hear, and has to figure out 
how to get everybody to do what it takes 
to fix them without letting them know 
what he or they are really doing, be-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 189 

Bill Schnee , Grammy Award winning enginm,. 

Owner of Schnee Studio, North I hillywood, 
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WZ-AD943M A/O 9655e converter with &Ch. mie pre-amps 

1U 111_111e 
WZ-0696 D/A 96Khz converter 

"The Panasonic AD96 sounds better than 
converters costing many times more and 
has taught this old analog dog a new trick 

Affordable, State of the Art 8-Channe1/24-Bit 96kHz 96 Series Converters... 

High Quality Sound 
•Compact single-chip custom [SI circuitry 
• Discrete component amplifiers 

• Solid capacitors 
• Low leakage transformers 
• High precision metalized resistors 

Low Noise & Distortion 

• Discrete low noise power supplies 
• Separate grounding systems 
• Large capacitors 

• Optimum PC board layout 
• Fewer gain stages 

Designed For Long Term Reliability 

• Carefully selected components 
• Low heat & current design 
• 3 3V operating voltage 
• Proper temperature dispersion 

• No fans 

Universal Compatibility 
• High bit, high sampling interface 
• Built-In ADAT and AES/EBU Interface 
• Proprietary dithering algorithm 
• Precision metering 

• Wordclock input/output 
• Optional TDIF & dual AES output cards 

For all the details visit www.panasonic.com/proaudio 

Taking Digital Further ... Again Panasonic 
Professional Audio Group 



The Cure for the Common PA 
RIA mie input works 

with our Auto-EQ 
function to automatically 

equalize the room  Data Encoder allows for quick 
editing and parameter selection 

Custom I22x32 Graphics LCD 
displays detailed information 

for quick graphical editing 

Digital Crossover gives you the preciyion 
and flexibility previously only available 

in high-end touring systems 

Wizard function walks you through a complete system 
setup including: speaker and power amplifier selection. 
Auto-EQand Advanced Feedback Suppression 

Advanced 24-bit Digital Converters 
provide 110dB dynamic range and 

pristine digital clarity 

Stereo Linkable 28-band Graphic EQand Multi-band 
Parametric EQ for optimizing your sound 

Classic dbx Compression and 
PeakPlus Limiting tighten your 
sound and protect tour speakers 

the dbx Patent-pending Advanced Feedback 
Suppression System features 12 precision 

accurate fibers to remove only th c unwanted 
feedback and not sour signal 

Mono/Stereo XLR inputs selectable 
+4dBu/-10dBV input range with 

selectable PIN 1 Ground Lift 
6 XLR Outputs can be configured as a 2x3. 2x4, 
2x5 and 2x6 crossover for maximum flexiiility 

There's a reason that the biggest touring companies use DriveRacks 

our their most important tours. When you have literarily tons of 

speakers, monitors and power amps to control, you need all of the 

help that you can get. DriveRacks have been designed to handle and 

protect expensive gear and to make setups much easier. Until now 

the only way to get this kind of sound quality and control out of your 

PA was to buy a truck-load of equipment, hire a sound company, or 

spend a lot of money. 

With the DriveRack PA, you not only get the protection and control 

that had only been available in multi-thousand dollar touring systems, 

you also get all of our tour experience right in the box. Just push the 

Wizard button and the unit will completely walk you through setting 

up your system. With everything you need between your mixer and 

power amp the DriveRack PA has been designed to grow with your 

system for years to come. So, head down to your local dealer and 

check out this amazing product at an amazing price. 

120A Sub-harmonic Synthesizer 
enhances the bass performance 
of your system 

Alignment Delay for speaker 
placement delay compensation 

25 User / 25 Factory Presets 
Feature JBL speaker & 
Crown Amp tunings 

Precisely calibrated I/O 
signal level metering with 
clipping & limiting 
threshold indicators for 
accurate monitoring of 
your signal 

dbx patented TypelVT' Conversion 
System allows hotter input signal 
without fear of clipping 

DriveRack m PA 
Complete Equalization and 

Loudspeaker Control System 

Available Now 

$499."* 
dbx 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 

The Professional's Choice In Set Processing 

For more information contact us at (801) 568-7660 Fax (931) 568-7662 • www.dbxprocom • 8760 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT 84070 USA 

H A Harman Internabonal Company 
''Estimated street price actual price may vary. 



INSIDER AUDIO  
BY PAUL O. LEHRMAN 

Dumbing Down the Dial 

WhyYour Radio Doesn't Work, and WhyYou Should Care 

USTRADON BORIS KULIKOV 
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t isn't often that I can, in the space of a few days, 
learn about a new application of digital technol-
ogy in audio, connect with a part of the audio in-

dustry I left long ago, find out more ways our so-called 
government has been screwing up, find out why con-
sumer electronics manufacturers are not necessarily 
our friends and fall in love with a piece of retro gear. 
And, I didn't even do all of this in my studio; I did it 
in my kitchen. 
I live in Boston, which, besides being one of the 

great university towns of the world, is a great radio 
town. That's not a coincidence; almost every college 

around here, large and small, has an FM radio station. 
Most of them are down in the noncommercial part of 
the band, from 88.1 to 91.9 MHz. Some are big 
boomers, like Boston University's WBUR, which has a 
large paid staff and is a major outlet for NPR pro-
gramming, but it has little to do with the college itself. 
Others are relative pipsqueaks, run by students or 
volunteers, like Tufts University's WMFO or Boston 
College's WZBC. Harvard's station, WHRB, is actually 

a commercial operation; it's run by undergraduates, 
but it sells advertising to augment its budget and 
broadcasts in the commercial part of the band. The 
biggest gun in the noncommercial band is WGBH-FM 
(where, full disclosure dictates. I have helped produce 
a few shows and Webcasts), which is part of a non-
profit conglomerate that also contains two television 
stations, several production companies and a bunch 
of other divisions that make it one of the most suc-
cessful entities in American public broadcasting. 

The variety that these stations provide to listeners 
is, as far as I can tell, unparalleled in the country. 
While commercial FM stations have devolved, under 
the feudal leadership of the two remaining corpora-
tions that own the bulk of them, into the habitats of 
bottom-feeding shock-jocks and cookie-cutter "alter-
native" rock and rap, the independent nonprofits at 
the low end of Boston's FM band deliver a well-
rounded diet of classical, jazz (and I don't mean Kenny 
G), electronic, ethnic, punk, ambient and real alter-
native rock, not to mention news from places other 
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... All the gear you need, in stock 
and ready to ship immediately. 

... The best prices available on the 
world's finest equipment. 

Professional service and 
support from the experts in music 
technology. 

At Sweetwater, buying musical equipment is simple. Our 
wide selection of gear from leading names like Roland, 

Yamaha, Digidesign, Fender, MOTU and many more ensure we 
have exactly what you're looking for at a price that won't break 
the bank. 

Furthermore, Sweetwater's award-winning Sales Enginee -s 
are widely regarded as the best in the industry. They know 
music technology better than anyone, can answer all your 
questions, and will offer you as much one-on-one, expert 
service and attention as you need to make the right choice for 
your music. Call us today at ( 800) 222-4700 and discover how 
easy shopping for music and recording equipment should be. 

Our enormous 
warehouse is stocked 
to the rafters with tons 
of the latest cool gear. 
We're able to process 

and ship your order 
on the same day you 

place it, so we'll get it 
to you fast! 
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music technology direct 
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INSIDER AUDIO I 

than Washington and Hollywood, and 
public affairs programs that actually con-
nect with and educate their audiences, 
and aren't on the air at 5 a.m. on Sunday. 
Am I laying it on too thick? Maybe. But 

as readers of this column know, I've al-
ways been a big fan of radio. Even in the 
age of high-speed Web access, I still be-
lieve radio is the best way to get people 
to listen to music that they haven't heard 
yet. And, exposing audiences to new mu-
sic sells records, which means that some-
one is booking studio time and buying 
gear, and that's why we should all be 
concerned about what's been happening 
to radio. 

But that's a big issue, and I'm going to 
focus on a smaller one, or at least attempt 
to. (I may run off a couple of times, try to 
forgive and stay with me...) 

One of my favorite stations around here 
is WUMB, which is licensed to the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Boston. WUMB is the 
only 24-hour folk-music station in the en-
tire country. It went on the air about 20 
years ago, originally using volunteers, and 
in 1986, hired a professional staff. Its trans-
mitter puts out a middling 660 watts ERP 
(Effective Radiated Power), and it's at the 

top end of the noncommercial spectrum at 
91.9, which means it's jammed right up 
against where much more powerful sta-
tions live. The university is on a peninsula 
jutting out into the Boston Harbor (a beau-

Exposing audiences to 

new music sells records, 

which means that someone 

is booking studio time 

and buying gear, and that's 

why we should all be 

concerned about what's 

been happening to radio. 

tiful spot that is shared with the John F. 
Kennedy Library), but the station's an-
tenna is several miles south of there, on a 
hill in the city of Quincy, atop a water 
tower. 

for more inforrnation_orLUnivers microp one 
preamplifiers and compressor/limiters go to www.uaudio.com/products 
Postal Box 3818 • Santa Cruz, CA • 95063-3818 • Phone: 831-466-3737 • FAX: 831-466-3775 • www.uaudio.com 
02002 Universal Audio, All Rights Reserved. M610, 2-610 and the UA Diamond are trademarks of Universal Audio, so don't get any funny ideas 
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In recent years, WUMB has been trying 
to increase its coverage. But upping its 
power has never been an option: Accord-
ing to chief engineer Grady Moates, FCC 
rules won't allow that because it might 
cause interference to stations, both com-
mercial and noncommercial, on nearby 
channels. So instead, WUMB has been 
snapping up other available licenses and 
re-broadcasting the signal from other sites. 
They now have transmitters in Falmouth 
and Orleans on Cape Cod to the southeast, 
in Worcester to the west and in Newbury-
port up north near the New Hampshire 
border. The Orleans station is on the AM 
band, but Falmouth and Worcester are 
on the same channel as the Quincy trans-
mitter, and Newburyport is right next 
door at 91.7. 

As I've watched this process, I've been 
doing more than a little head-scratching. I 
know from my radio engineering days that 
one of the worst enemies of FM reception 
is multipath interference—the same signal 
coming to your receiving antenna from sev-
eral different directions, just enough out of 
phase to cancel each other out. Multipath 
is especially a problem in urban areas, 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 191 

UNIVERSAL AUDIO 
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VERY SMALL. 
You asked for a smaller professional transmitter 

with Sennheiser quality, but with lower noise, 

longer battery life and improved transmission. 

Your wish has been granted with the SK 5012. 
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It will probably always be known as "The Beatles' 

studio." Nearly every recording session in the 

group's storied career took place in the large, 19th-

century building on Abbey Road in the St. John's 

Wood section of Northwest London—from " Love 

Me Do" to "The Long and Winding Road," and 

everything in between: The sitar session for " Nor-

wegian Wood," the famous string crescendo for "A 

Day in the Life," the worldwide broadcast of " All 

You Need Is Love"; literally, thousands of hours 

spent creating the most famous music catalog in 

music history. Beatles fans would hang around the 

outside of the studio hoping to catch a glimpse of 

their heroes coming or going, and a certain wall of 

the exterior became an ongoing message board for 

graffiti about and directed to the band. And then 

there's the matter of The Beatles' 1969 album cover 

for Abbey Road: There were The Beatles walking 

across the street in front of what had long been 

known as EMI Studios, but which would forever af-

ter be known—first colloquially, then formally—as 

Abbey Road Studios. 

PHOTOS COURTESY ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS 

A view of the Penthouse studio 

Burt Bacharach in session 

Sir Edward Elgar with Yehudi Menuhin, circa 1932 Senior recording engineer Peter Cobbin 
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The revamped control room of Studio One 

George Lucas and John Williams have recorded 

scores at Abbey Road. 

Glenn Miller's final recording session was at 

Abbey Road in 1944. 

Sir Edward Elgar was the first to perform in the studio. The bearded George Bernard Shaw is seated on 

the stairs. 

Abbey Road is celebrating its 70th an-
niversary this year, a remarkable mile-
stone in a tough, challenging business, 
where staying afloat 20 years is quite an 
accomplishment. And, truth be told, it has 
always been much more than "The Beat-
les' studio." It had already been going 
strong for 30 years before a Beatle ever 
set foot in the place, and in the more than 
three decades since they split up, there 
have been hundreds of important sessions 
in nearly every genre of music. It is not 
only the most famous studio in the world, 
but it is by nearly every measure one of 
the greatest. 

And that has been the case from the 
beginning. The building at 6 Abbey Road 
was originally constructed as a large, pri-
vate home in 1830. Nearly a century later, 
in 1927, a gentleman named Osmund 
"Ozzy" Williams came up with the notion 
of turning the building into studios for the 
burgeoning British recording industry. 
Unfortunately, Williams died before he 
could see his dream realized, but in No-
vember 1931, EMI (Electrical and Musical 
Industries Ltd.) opened the doors of its 
grand new studio with composer Sir Ed-
ward Elgar conducting the London Sym-
phony Orchestra to record his inspira-
tional ode to England, "Land of Hope and 
Glory." 

For the first decades of the studio's ex-
istence, it was devoted mostly to the 
recording of classical music; indeed, it 
was designed with that in mind. (It also 
proved to be a popular studio for Big 
Band recording, attracting many of the 
top acts of the day. Glenn Miller's final 
sessions were cut there, right before he 
disappeared on a pre-tour flight to Paris 
in 1944.) The legendary Studio One could 
accommodate an orchestra of more than 
100 players and a full choir—its dimen-
sions are 92x52 feet with a 40-foot ceil-
ing—and it has remained essentially un-
changed throughout the years (though the 
control room has been completely mod-
ernized and enlarged, and today boasts a 
Neve VRP Legend console). Studio Two, 
where The Beatles did the bulk of their 
recording, is roughly half the size of Stu-
dio One, but it is still large—it fits more 
than 50 players comfortably. These days, 
its control room is also outfitted with a 
Neve VRP Legend. Studio Three is smaller 
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NEW TOOLS AT ABBEY ROAD... 

The Dream ADA-8: 

Whatever you want in a recording, 
You'll always need the best 
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That's why Abbey Road have equipped their new 
DigidesignTM Pro-ToolsTm rig with 48 channels of 

AID and D/A conversion by Prism Sound. 
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Prism Media Products limited 
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Ccwley Road, Cambridge. 
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Rockaway, NJ. 
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• Integrated, modular audio A/D and 

DIA system 

• Sampling rates from 32k to 96k 

including 44.1k and 48k standards 

• Built-in 4- curve Prism Sound SNS 

noise-shaping 

• Two digital I/O slots for AES I/O 

PLUS direct Workstation Interface 

or other digital format 

• 8- channel peak metering 

switchable between record/play 

• Separate stereo monitor output 

on digital and analogue ports 

• Mix to the monitor output from 

selected channels on record or 

replay paths 

• Simultaneous 2- path operation 

(e.g. AID and DIA) 

• 1-wire and 2-wire AES operation 

and format conversion at 96k 

sampling 

• Exploit existing 16- bit MDM's for 

24/96 proiects with built-in MR-X bit 

mapping ( compatible with Prism Sound 

MR-2024T) 
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At last the ultimate 
8 charnel converter 
by Prism delivers 
exactly what Abbey 
Road reeds. This is a 
quality box and amazingly 
versatile I use the ADA-8 both as a 
stand oboe converter — excellent for surround mixing, and 

racked-op for hard disk recording. Pro-Tools has never sounded 
so goad! The ADA-8 has a stunning sound and is my first choice 
convener be it for pop mixing or orchestral recording." 

Peter Cobbin - Senior Engineer/Mixer 

Abbey Road Studios 

Pm Tools and Digidesign are registered trademarks of Digidesign, o division of Avid Technology Inc. 



still, but can hold up to 15 players. Its con-
trol room is equipped with a 96-channel 
SSL 9000 J. 

Recording tape was introduced in the 
late '40s, LPs in the '50s, and these devel-
opments combined to usher in the stu-
dio's first Golden Era: Some of the finest 
classical recordings ever made were 
recorded at EMI during the '50s, and they 
are still revered today. (Some of them 
were remastered at Abbey Road over the 
past few years for the ambitious Great 
Recordings of the Centro), series.) The 

year 1950 also marked the beginning of 
Beade producer George Martin's long 
tenure at the studio; he started out doing 
classical, but by the mid-'50s, Martin was 
also working on British comedy records 
by Peter Sellers' group, Beyond the 
Fringe, and others. 

By the end of the '50s, the studio had 
started to venture into pop music record-
ing—Cliff Richard scored a massive hit 
with "Move It" in 1958. But it was the ar-
rival of the four lads from Liverpool in 
June 1962 that would transform both the 
studio and, of course, popular music in 
general. There was a veritable pop music 
explosion in Britain during the early and 
mid-'60s; besides The Beatles, EMI hosted 
recordings for such local luminaries as 
Cilla Black, The HoRies, Manfred Mann 
and Gerry & The Pacemakers. 

According to Peter Mew, who came to 
Abbey Road as a tape op/tea boy in 1965, 
and who works as a post-production en-
gineer there to this day, the pop and clas-

sical engineers "didn't mix much profes-
sionally; you did one or the other, 
because it's really a different kind of 
recording. Later on, you got some pop en-
gineers who moved over into the classi-
cal field, but you never got it the other 
way. We all got along fine. There would 
be some heated discussions at lunch per-
haps, but we were all keen to share what 
we knew with each other; it was always 
that way. I can remember long discus-
sions over lunch about the Tamla/Mo-

town sound and how that was achieved 
and the myths that went along with it. 
There was always a lot of interest in 'the 
American sound.'" 

In the early '60s, there was still a pre-
scribed career path for would-be engi-
neers, and there was a strict delineation 

between the engineer's job and a pro-
ducer's job. "There was a kind of career 
structure inasmuch as when you first 
started, you went into the tape library," 
Mew says. "And the reason for that is, it 
gave you a chance to meet the people in 
the studios, find out what the rooms were, 
what went on there without getting in-
volved in any of the technical issues. You 
usually stayed there for six months or so 
until somebody got promoted, and then 
you became an assistant, a tape op. 
Eventually, because people were always 
moving into dead men's shoes, so to 
speak, everybody would move up, and 
the next step after tape op was cutting; 
don't ask me why, but that's the way it 
went. Then, from cutting you became an 
engineer. Now, this is the way it had 
always been. I'd been an assistant for a 
couple of years, I suppose, and then 
[engineer and later studio manager] Allen 
Stagg came in, and a couple of the engi-
neers left and one of them suggested, 
'Why not try Pete Mew?' So I was the first 
person who never did the cutting step; I 
went from tape op to engineer." Mew's 
first session as engineer was for the Pretty 

Things' S.F. Sorrow album in late 1967. 
EMI Studios always had the latest and 

best equipment. Even in the mono days 
(the fast Beatles album in stereo was 
Help! in 1965), its EMI custom consoles 
were considered state-of-the-art, and it 
had an unparalleled collection of mostly 
German microphones—"all of our micro-
phones were either Neumann or AKG, 
with a few BBC ribbon mics," Mew says. 

"When I first arrived here 30 years 
ago," says current director of operations 
Chris Buchanan, "EMI was still building a 
lot of their own equipment, including spe-
cial cutting desks, which were superb. It 
was nice, because in those days, it was 
purely for internal use. They had to be the 
best; the cost didn't seem to matter terri-
bly much. All the switches were special 
hard gold, and it was all hand-built and 
hand-adjusted and incredibly expensive. 
Those desks are still out there, too. Oasis 
has bought one of them. Another recently 
sold for over 100,000 pounds." 

The success of The Beatles had a last-
ing impact on Abbey Road beyond its rep-
utation—the group ushered in changes in 
the way the studio operated. During their 

A 15 ips, 1-inch, 4-track master from The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band sessions. 

Recorded at Abbey Road Studios January 20, 1967, this tape has tracks from "A Day in the Life," with 

rhythm on track one, vocals on two, bass/drums on track three and orchestra on track four. Recorded on 

February 2, 1967, the other 4-track tune on this tape is "Sgt. Pepper's," with rhythm, effects, horns/guitar 

and vocals/echo. Initials on the box indicate the engineer was Geoff Emerick, with Phil McDonald and 

Richard Lush assisting. The EMI tape was manufactured at the company's plant in Hayes, Middlesex. 
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Hundreds Of Hits Already Produced. 
Thousands More Still To Come. 

As the great studios of the world refit with new St 9000 SuperAnalogue and Axiom-MI digital consoles, 
it's never been easier t buy a classic, pre- owned St 4000. 
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Professional Audio Design is North America's exclusive factory-author;zed supplier of pre-owned SSt consoles, 
each sold with a full warranty and on-site commissioning by our SR-trained technicians. 

Every console is prepared for sale in strict acccrdance with factory procedures and we can also undertake 
custom upgrades, expansions and recolgurations to customers' requirements. 

Professional Audio Design always has a wide choice cf pre-owned SSE consoles in stock and favourable financing 
is available. Call today or visit our web site for a full list. 
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early days, The Beatles worked like any 
other group, churning out records quickly 
and efficiently; they were just one of a 
number of groups booking short blocks 
of time in the studio. But as their albums 
became more complex—from Rubber 
Soul on—they needed more studio time 
and worked longer hours, forcing their 
engineers to conform to their needs, 
whereas previously, the studio had been 
in complete control over when and how 
long the band recorded. And because of 
their close partnership with George Mar-
tin and their various engineers, The Bea-
tles also became more intimately involved 
in the actual recording process than pop 
artists had previously. 

"Before the late '60s," remarks Peter 
Mew, "there was a rather strict delineation 
of roles. Producers produced, engineers 
engineered and the artists did whatever 
they were told. The big record companies 
were all-powerful and they dictated to the 

Veteran Abbey Rood engineer Peter Mew 

artists what they would do. But, of course, 
come the end of the '60s, the artists got 
bigger than the record companies in a lot 
of (uses, and they were able to turn 
around and dictate to the record compa-
nies. And as more record companies came 
along, especially smaller ones, things 
changed and the artists got more and more 
power. Then they started building their 
own studios and becoming their own pro-
ducers, and that changed things, as well." 

By the early '70s, The Beatles disinte-

grated into four solo careers, and Pink 
Floyd was the top rock band at Abbey 
Road—all of their classic albums from that 
era were cut there, including Dark Side of 
the Moon and Wish You Were Here. The 
group became famous for its long, labori-
ous sessions; indeed, one story has studio 
manager Allen Stagg turning off the 
power in Studio Three one night because 
he was so fed up with Pink Floyd work-
ing into the wee hours. Of course, that 
would become the norm in the studio 
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The New OCTOPRE from Focusrite 

FEATURING 

8 Award-winning Focusrite 
Class-A mic pre's 

8 Discrete compressor-limiters 

2 Super-channel inputs 

2 24-bit/96kHz A-D options 
(dual- port lightpipe or 
Focusrite multi-format card) 

1 Unit rack space 

1 Word clock input 

*Reflects street pricing. $ 1,169 suggested retail. 



business the world over by the mid-
'70s, and it's stayed that way ever 
since. 

"Lockouts started happening here 
in the mid- to late '70s," Mew says. 
"Most albums in the early 70s took 
four to six weeks, which is still a lot 
longer than most records in the '60s. 
But with the coming of 24-track and 
groups who could command the 
budgets to do lockouts, everything 
started to take longer and longer; I 
don't know if that's a good or a bad 
thing..." 

On the technical side, the studio 
embraced each new development, as 
4-track gave way to 8-track, then 16-
track, and so on, up through Sony 
digital multitracks and Pro Tools 
"When the first 8-tracks came in, we 
continued to use the EMI valve con-
soles," Mew says, "because you were 
only recording a few tracks at a time. But 
pretty rapidly, EMI developed an 8-track 
console that was transistorized, and that 
then became our standard console. That 
was then expanded to 16 tracks when that 
came in. I think the first non-EMI console 
we bought was a Neve for Studio Three; 
that would have been in 1974 or '75." 
Mew notes that the trend of deadening 

A view into Studio Two from its control room 

studios during the '70s never caught on ax 
Abbey Road: "It really wasn't feasible. We 
looked into buying screens and that kind 
of thing, but because we were always so 
multidimensional, and the studios were 
still used for orchestral sessions, you 
couldn't deaden them down so that they 
could only be used for pop records." 

With the recording of classical music 

either static or in decline over the 
past two decades, EMI/Abbey Road 
has, like all big studios, been forced 
to look for new sources of revenue 
for its biggest rooms. The studio con-
tinues to draw big pop/rock acts— 
everyone from Paul McCartney, Ra-
diohead and the Spice Girls, to Oasis, 
Manic Street Preachers and Spiritual-
ized. But also, since the late '70s, the 
studio has become a first-call facility 
for cutting film music—the combina-
tion of the magnificent Studio One 
acoustics and the availability of top 
local orchestras, such as the London 
Symphony, made it a magnet both for 
Hollywood producers and European 
filmmakers. Recording film music is 
now a core business for Abbey Road, 
and, not surprisingly, the studio also 
does a significant amount of sur-
round mixing. 

Senior recording engineer Peter Cob-
bin, who joined the Abbey Road staff af-
ter many years as a successful engineer in 
his native Australia, notes, "There still is 
really no better place to do orchestral 
work than Studio One. It's a brilliant 
room." 

Though a veteran, Cobbin is one of the 
new breed of Abbey Road engineers who 
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add more to your DAW for less than $1,000* 

Call toll-free 866-FOCUSRITE 
or visit www.focusrite.com 
for more information 

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR 
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universal fit earphone monitors 
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• Outstanding Vocals 
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FUTURE 
SONICS 
TOLL FREE (877) F51 - EARS 

P O. Box 187 • Pineville, PA 18946-0187 USA 
Outside USA: +01(215)598.8828 

info@futuresonics.com 
www.futuresonics.com 

Ear Monitored), the E.ar Mondorse brand, 
"Friture Sonics Ears'0' and their affiliated 
logos and images are registered worldwide 
Iradenhirk, c cf F Sonics Incorpor luit 

are versatile enough to work in many styles 
and in different recording media. When we 
spoke, he had just completed sessions with 
composer Lab Schifrin that used 48 tracks 
of Pro Tools with 48 Prism AD/DA con-
verters, using a Sony 3348 as a backup, all 
mixed on the SSL 9000 J. Two years ago, 
he was responsible for the surround mixes 
for the remastered version of The Beatles' 
Yellow Submarine. ("I believe that was the 
first time any engineer had been asked to 
remix Beatles tracks from the original mul-
titracks," he says with evident pride.) He 
mixed Howard Shore's Oscar-nominated 
soundtrack for the first Lord of the Rings 
film. And he's done work on rock DVDs 
for the likes of U2 and Beirk. "I must say, 
having the 96-channel SSL J Series has 
made jumping into 5.1 a dream. We now 
have 12 rooms here that have 5.1 setups in 
them; it's a major commitment." 

The studio has also done recordings for 
SACD and DVD-A releases, DVD author-
ing, and through its successful Abbey Road 
Interactive wing, has attracted a steady 
stream of multimedia clients. Another long-
term project for the studio is to digitally 
archive all 250,000 tapes in their library to 
preserve them for future generations. 

"If you don't change, you don't sur-
vive," says Buchanan matter-of-factly. 

Current director of operations Chris Buchanan 

"We're very much client-driven these days. 
When I first started here in 1972, it was 
pretty much the chief engineer who told 
you what technology was allowed to be 
used in the studio. Nowadays, it's gone 
completely commercial, and whatever a 
client asks for, we tend to provide. So, if 
we get a lot of inquiries in one area, 
we'll equip accordingly; or perhaps hire 
initially." 

Though still affiliated with EMI, much 
of their work comes from outside vendors 
today, and their large staff of house engi-
neers shares the space with independents 
that come in on a project-by-project basis. 

It's an interesting balancing act the stu-
dio is constantly engaged in: On the one 
hand, everyone who works at Abbey 
Road is justifiably proud of the history that 
fairly oozes from every room. On the 
other, they want to be seen as a modem, 
forward-looking studio always ahead of 
the technological curve. 

"Everybody who comes here to work 
always says, 'Wow, this is fantastic, you 

Studio Three is the smallest of the main studios. 
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Some things were meant 
to come in pairs... 

Now Groove Tubes mics do. 

Human beings come with two ears, as standard equipment. 
That s why pro engineers have long relied on stereo miking 

techniques using matched mic pairs to attain realistic 
recordings. Available only from a few exclusive 

manufacturers, matched pairs have typically required special 
ordering and additional surcharges to already high-priced 

mics. Now, Groove Tubes is proud to offer top-quality 

matched pairs at a price that won t break the bank. 

Groove Tubes mics are already legendary in the pro recording 

world. Our newly redesigned line ups the ante even further. We 
now hold every mic to within -1dB of our "golden reference" 

standard closer tolerances than used by even the most 
famous names in the business. These higher standards allow us 
to ship Groove Tubes mics in matched pairs, with no extra fees. 

You listen in stereo... 
Isn t it time you started 

recording in stereo, too? 

For more info on mics in general and stereo miking techniques in particular get 
your copy of our free guide Record Now! Choosing and Using Microphones. Just 
visit any authorized Groove Tubes dealer or download it from www.mic-guide.com. 
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DISC MAKERS 

Making a / 
Great Master 

Nothing is more frustrating than making CDs or cassettes 

and finding out that there's something wrong with your 

master. DISC MAKERS' MakingA Great Master provides insider 

information, as well as common sense tips, on preparing 

an error-free master on the first try. No matter where you 

record your product, you need this 36-page booklet before 

leaving the studio. 

Call Today For Your FREE Guide: 
1-800-468-9353 

www.discmakers.com/mix • info@discmakers.com 

DISC MAKERS 
CD, CASSETTE, AND VINYL MANUFACTURING MADE EASY 

can really feel the atmosphere, feel the 
history,- says Peter Mew. "There are al-
ways going to be people who say, 'Oh, 
Abbey Road—Beatles; living in the past.' 
But it isn't that way, and anyone who 
comes to work here knows it isn't that 
way. We've got modern equipment and 
engineers who can handle it. But you still 
know you're someplace special. 

"I work in a room at the front of the 

building, and I look out on Abbey Road, 
and I see the tourists coming along and 

Stevie Wonder at Abbey Road 

signing the wall day after day after day. 
There aren't many studios in the world 
where that happens. It's not Buckingham 
Palace, you know. But I'm looking out 
now and there are flowers all the way 

along the railings because of George 
[Harrison, who had died two days ear-
lier]. It's a special place, for innumerable 
reasons." 

Peter Cobbin concurs. "I appreciate 
the sense of history about this place, and 
I'm keen to pass that along to some of the 
younger chaps coming through the busi-
ness—that we are part of something big-
ger than all of us. And while we don't 
want to just rest on our laurels, we can 
learn a lot from the legacy that's been be-
stowed to us." 
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24-TRACK HD RECORDER 

Gabriel can't stop recording.... 
HE'S BURSTING WITH IDEAS, AND NO SOONER FINISHES ONE TUNE THAN ANOTHER 

pops into his head. Good thing the HD24 captures every note in extraordinary, 

24- hit detail. It's also wicked-easy to use like every Alesis recorder — and talk 

about loaded: A full range of connecticns with 24 channels of analog and 

digital I/O. Cut, copy. paste with undo. Dual removable bays. 20 gigs standard 

for 90 m:nutes of 24- track recording. Plus a unique method of writing to any 

low-cost IDE drive that keeps the music flowing without breaking the bank. 

Guess Gabe really can't stop himself. Fortunately. he doesn't have to. 

GO 96K WITH THE EC-2 UPGRADE, GET IT STANDARD IN THE HD24-XR 

For complete specs and a manual visit 

www.alesis.com/hd24. or call 310-301-9563 
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by Randy Alberts 
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Alesis Ineko 

E
ighteen new or significantly up-
graded digital hardware multi-ef-

fects processors have been re-
leased in the 18 months since January 
2001's Winter NAMM. When Mix last sur-

veyed this product category, 29 multi-ef-
fects units had appeared during a similar 
18-month period. A challenging post-9/11 

economy, the rising use of software plug-
in effects, and the popularity of exotic, 

single-duty, boutique signal processors 

may all be factors in the relatively low 

number of new product introductions. 

But hardware multi-effects processors 

nonetheless remain very powerful studio 
tools; the current crop offers more sound-

making possibilities than ever before. In-
creased DSP firepower, im-

proved user interfaces, 24-
bit/961cHz performance, parame-
ter automation and add-on algo-
rithms are just some of the ex-

citing features in this year's 
roundup. Not included in this list 

are dynamics-only processors, 
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portable 

digital 
recorders 

with built-in 
multi-effects, 

guitar multi-effects 

processors or reverb-only 

digital effects processors with 
fewer than five onboard multi-effects. 

ALESIS 
The Ineko ($ 199) from Alesis is a power-

ful desktop processor. Introduced at this 

year's Winter NAMM show, the tiny Ineko 
fits 24-bit converters, three parameter 

knobs, program-up/down and Bypass 
buttons, stereo 'A-inch in and output con-
nectors, and a very simple interface into a 

slender, silver tabletop casing. Program 

names like "Stereo Trix," "VocoBend" and 
"VibroWobl" and 48 effect parameter 

names are handily printed side-by-side 

atop the unit, and two rows of LEDs cross-

index which preset is loaded or which pa-

rameter is selected to control one of In-
eko's 48 high-quality reverbs, delays, 

phasers, filters and other effects. 

Alesis' Alcira ($299) is a rackmounted, 

programmable, 2-channel multi-effects 
processor with 24-bit AD/DA, 28-bit in-

ternal processing, 48kHz sample rate, and 

100 reverb, delay, pitch modulation, filter 
and special effects presets. MIDI I/O, bal-

anced +4dBu/-10dBV 'A-inch TRS analog 
I/O and three parameter knobs are in-

cluded, the latter for real-time parameter 
control of any selected preset. 

Another new Alesis multi-effects entry is 

the PicoVetb ($99), a simple preset ieveib/ 
multi-effects overachiever. The PicoVerb 

provides 16 effects presets at 24-bit/48kHz 
resolution, including reverb, flange, delay, 
chorus/flange and rotary speaker settings. 

Truly a "compact effects processor," the 
PicoVerb can fit in a %-rackspace or sit on a 
tabletop. 

BEHRINGER 

Behringer has revitalized its Virtualizer 

Pm DSP2024P ($149) dual-engine, 24-bit, 
multi-effects processor both inside and 

out. The user interface has been greatly 

enhanced, and true stereo processing on 
most algorithms is now available, as is a 
separate high/low-EQ per preset. New 

special effects, such as Ring Modulator, 
Vinylizer and Voice Canceller, have been 

added, along with virtual room reverh 

algorithms, including a variety of dynam-
ic and psychoacoustics processing algo-

rithms. All effects parameters can now be 
fully remote-controlled via MIDI, and 

users can also now edit up to seven 

parameters per preset, as well as high and 

low EQ, when customizing the 100 on-
board factory presets. New additions to 
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Eventide Eclipse 

Kurzweil RSP8 

the Virtualizer Pro's 100 individual pro-
grams include distortion and tube and 
amp simulation effects. 

twice as many features squeezed into one 
rackspace. Sporting many of Eventide's 
signature reverb, pitch change and spe-
cial effects presets, Edipse's dual-engine 
architecture can be configured in series, 
parallel, stereo or dual-mono modes. 

Further, its programs can be rapid-
searched by category or applica-

tion, and a memory card slot al-
lows for portable presets. A 
well-thought-out front pan-
el looks like a breeze to 
use: a Tap Tempo button, a 

15-pad keypad, large silver 
parameter knob, two-line menu-in-

terface screen, a pair of 7-segment signal-
level meters, and lights indicating in 
which of the Eclipse's 44.1, 48, 88.2 and 
961tHz sampling rates the unit is operat-
ing. Eclipse's Version 1.1 software update 
added 50 new programs and the ability 

to rename hotkeys, save and load setups 
and control one Eclipse with another via 
MIDI. 

standard Orville, Orville/R multichannel 
and DSP7000 stereo-effects processors 
can be controlled with Eve/Net to create 
an unlimited number of digital and/or 
analog effects channels, a useful applica-
tion for multichannel facilities. In the up-
per echelons of mainframe effects and re-
verb processors, Orville/R offers all of the 
effects and I/O-routing capabilities of the 
now-legendary Orville Harmonizer ef-

fects processor engine, including 4-chan-
nel reverb, distortion, dynamics, pitch 
shift, phasing, flanging, EQ and more. 

GIBSON 
A respected company name not typically 
associated with studio effects processors 
is back. The Gibson Echoplex Digital Pro 
($1,150) is a rackmounted, MIDI-savvy, 
digital update of the classic tape-based 
Echoplex that incorporates elements of 
loop-based sampling, recording and delay 
with a nifty foot pedal controller (EFC7, 
$165) to get crazy live and in the studio 

o' lexicon 

Lexicon MPX 200 

EVENTIDE 
Check out last month's issue for a review 
of Eventide's next-generation multi-ef-
fects processor, the Eclipse Harmonizer 
Effects Processor ($2,250). The compa-

ny's first single-rackspace product, 
Eclipse debuted last year as a sort of 
H3000 with a dose of more power and 

Take one Eventide Orville Harmoniz-
er multichannel effects processor. remove 
all front panel controls, come up with a 
hefty discount and what do you have? 
One Orville/R "Blank Front Panel" Proces-
sor ($4,995). The unit is designed for use 
with Eventide's own Eve/Net remote-
control system, and any combination d 

with up to nine simultaneous loops. On-
board is 16 MB (198 seconds) of 16-bit 
memory time, tap-tempo control, and ac-
cess to all Record, Play, Loop, Edit and 
Undo functions from the foot pedal. 
Loops and sound files can be saved and 

loaded via MIDI, and multi-effects presets 
include delay, chorus and flange settings. 
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KURZYI/EIL 

Picking up where the Kurzweil K2600 syn-

thesizer's world-class effects left off, the 

company has released the KSP8 mega mul-
ti-effects processor ($2,995) and its compan-

ion FtSP8 remote controller ($595). Built in 
a two-space rackmount chassis and billed 

as a high-end 8-channel multibus signal 
processor with great real-time control, the 

TC Electronic M300 

KSP8 doubles the K2600 KDFX's process-
ing power and adds a number of new al-

gorithms, including new surround reverbs 

and additional stereo and mono algo-
rithms. Up to eight channels of audio can 

be processed simultaneously in mono, 
stereo and surround combos, each sharing 
one of 16 available processing units on up 
to eight effects buses. Users can customize 

effect presets and signal chains for up to 
999 object locations and store them to 

SmartMedia cards, each holding a "studio" 
snapshot of physical connections, analog 
and digital I/O routing and levels, effects 
chains, bus assignments and more per pro-

gram. Also impressive is the fact that the 

KSP8 offers 249 DSP algorithms including 
reverbs, choruses, delays, distortions, EQs, 
cabinet simulators and compressors, as 

well as 5.1 surround audio algorithms with 

multichannel compression. I/O options in-
clude analog, AES/EBU, S/PDIF, Lightpipe, 

TDIF and wordclock connections. 

LEXICON 

Fro10 under the umbrella of the compa-

ny's flagship 2001 TEC Award-winning 

960L mainframe reverb platform, Lexi-

con released the MPX 200 ($399) last 

year and recently came out with the 
MPX 110 ($329) effects processor. The 

MPX 110 is another affordable, dual-

channel, multi-effects rackmount unit 
from the MPX line that includes Lexichip 

heart, 24-bit AD/DA converters, true 
stereo processing, and 240 reverb, delay, 

modulation and pitch presets. Users can 
store and edit 16 programs, tempo can 

be tapped in with a foot pedal, and a 

44.1kHz S/PDIF output can be set to wet 

or dry to use the MPX 110 as a high-qual-

tune, echo, flange, pitch shift, rotary 

speaker and tremolo effects. Up to four 
program and compression parameters 

can be controlled by the MPX 200's front 

panel adjust knob, and simultaneous ana-

log and digital streams can be output. 

LINE 6 

Already well-known for its line of POD amp-

modeling units and an expanding line of 
high-quality floor pedals for guitarists, Line 6 

now has set its sights on a studio line—and 
it's one of the best-looking lines of rack-

mount gear to come along in a while. The 
Studio Modelers line of 

rackmount effects proces-

sors includes the Echo 
Pm, Filter Pro and Mod-

ulation Pro, each listing 

at $699.99. Each unit em-

ulates features of one or 
more classic effects units 

and is ready to be synchronized and locked 

to MIDI clock and tap tempo right out of the 

box. Able to lock in to a 16th-note triplet, 
dotted whole note and everything in be-

ity, stand-alone sample-rate converter, if 
needed. 

Lexicon's MPX 200, also a true stereo, 

dual-channel processor, combines the 
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best of the original MPX 100 with many 
new features, including 24-bit internal 

processing, digital compression and an 
internal power supply. The MPX 200 

adds 64 user settings, and its 240 presets 

include all of the classic Lexichip reverbs 

and choruses of its predecessor. Features 

include up to 5.5 seconds of delay, de-
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tween, each of the Studio Modelers' exten-

sive MIDI and synchronization features and 
expression pedal controls (pedal optional) 
are well-suited for performance, experimen-
tation and live studio mixing. 

All three Studio Modelers feature 24-bit 
internal processing and All/DA conver-

sion; tap tempo; XLR balanced and %-inch 
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the Eventide DSP7500 is your Rack. 

- Reverb effects From warm 

award-winning stereo reverbs 
to swirling spaces. 

• Pitch effects. From Micropitch 

Shifter to Ultrashifter , from the 

inventors of Harmonizer brand 
effects processing. 

Hands down the most powerful two 

• Delay effects. From the inventors 

of Band Delays, the coolest 
delay effects around. 

• 96kHz Mastering tools 

Ultimate quality stereo EQ's, 

compressors, multiband 
Processing. 

• Dynamics. Compressors, gates, 

de-essers, tremolos, and beyond 

• Modulation effects. The best 

choruses, flangers, vibratos, 
filters, touch-wahs. 

• 174 seconds of Sampling and 

Looping Need we say more? 

channel processor ever. Give it a listen today at your Eventide dealer. 
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Acoustics First® 
Materials To Control Sound 
And Eliminate Noise 

The Art Diffuso ge® The original, patented, extended 1 range "binary array". Exclusive 
angled tops scatter upper spectral reflections. Increases the apparent 
acoustic space and controls flutter. Class "A", thermoformed models are 
now available from stock. Traditional wood versions are built to order. 

Toll Free 1-888-765-2900 
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

Learn Audio Recording Like Nowhere Else. 

\11 students train, hands-on, in cutting 
edge 48-track Analog/ Digital Recording 
Studios that feature: 

-SSL -Studer -Otan i -Neumann 
-Neve -Neotek -Lexicon -Hafler 

Plus... 
-Mac G3/TASCAM Digital Lab 
-Studio Master Mix Down Lab 
-Individual G4 Pro Tools Work Stations 
-And Much, Much More! 

t.c. electroitic WI 

No more than 12 students per class - 
taught by award winning professionals. 

Every student completes an internship in 
the industry for graduation. 

Only recording school authorized by 
Avid/Digidesign, T.C. Electronics, 
WAVES, and SIA to certify students in 
the use of their products. 

23Œ) East Broadway Road Tempe, Arizona 85282 

TOOLS 
Avid • 
www.audiorecordingschootcom 

unbalanced I/O; and dry, analog, input 
mute and all mute mix options. Echo Pro 

emulates classic machines such as the 

Maestro EP-1 Tube Echoplex, TC Elec-
tronic's TC2290 Dynamic Delay, the Boss 

DM-2 Analog Delay, and a variety of var-

ious pingpongs and reverse effects. Filter 
Pro pays homage to a Mu-Tron III (both 

up and down positions), an Oberheim 
VCF, an Octisynth, and a number of 

Moog, Sequential Circuits and ARP syn-
thesizer filter banks. Modulation Pro cov-

ers all of the sonic territory of a Fender 
Deluxe Optical Tremolo, an Ibanez Flying 

Pan, a Leslie 145, an MXR Flanger and a 
Song Bird/Dytronics Tri-Stereo Chorus. 

TC ELECTRONIC 

In the past 18 months, TC Electronic in-

troduced four new multi-effects proces-
sors and a major software upgrade for 

System 6000, its flagship reverb platform. 
Improvements include the first stereo-to-

5.1 surround-conversion processor re-

leased for the music and film industries. 
The TC Electronic M-One XL ($699) 

does its own classic hall, large room and 

grainy snare reverbs quite nicely, while 
including a generous selection of high-
quality compressor, limiter, EQ, flanger, 

gate, expander, de-esser, phaser and 
tremolo algorithms. 

The new M300 Dual-Engine Processor 

($299) puts high-quality TC reverb and 
multi-effects channels in the hands of 
budget-minded studios, live mixers and 

musicians who are looking for 24-bit true-

stereo processing, auto-sensing S/PDIF in-
put, MIDI control, and a decent dose of 
revert) and delay, vintage phase shift, hard 

tremolo, soft chorus and dynamics 
processor presets. 

TC's 1)-Two Multitap Rhythm Delay 

($699) incorporates the company's new 

Rhythm Tap feature, which allows rhyth-

mic tapping and actual rhythm patterns to 

be tapped or quantized according to a 
specific tempo and subdivision. Also in-

cluded are chorus, filter, spatial, dynamic 

delay and pingpong effects for locking to-
gether one incredible tempo- or MIDI-
based effects loop with the rhythmically 
inclined D-Two. 

Randy Alberts ea California-based audio 
and music journalist affected by multi-

effects. His first book, Tascam: 25 Years of 

Recording Evolution, is being printed by 
Hal Leonard Publishing. 
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New Version 2.5 Software 
Stereo 96kHz Reverb Algorithms • Multi-Channel 96kHz Reverb Algorithms • Stereo 48/96kHz Delay Algorithms 

Multi-Channel 48/96kHz Delay Algorithms • Stereo Delay Program • Multi-Channel Delay Programs 
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AKG WMS 81 UHF Wireless Microphone System 

As new digital television (DTV) broadcasters' and emer-

gency response units' signals continue to eat up wireless fre-

quencies each year, wireless mic manufacturers must upgrade 
their products to take advantage of the remaining available fre-
quencies. Mix talked with 20 wireless mic manufacturers to find 

out what's new with each company's top system. Thirteen new 
wireless systems have been introduced since Mix's 2000 guide 

(see the February 2000 issue), including two new all-digital 

wireless systems, and several existing flagship systems have 
been enhanced with new options. 

Top-of-the- Line Wireless 

brass, woodwind and percussion; the Roam II is designed for use 

with the violin, viola and mandolin. Roam I indudes Samson's 

Airline UHF 1-channel wireless system, a hard-shell case, and an 
AMT microphone with flexible gooseneck and ISO ring, the lat-

ter suspending the microphone in a four-point isolation ring to 
help eliminate valve, key and instrument-handling noises. 

Applied Microphone Technology Roam I 

rsn Frrsfirri FriPi -1{[E [if 
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AKG's WMS 81 UHF Wireless Microphone System ($862 

with AKG 13880 handheld; $ 1,936 with C535 WL head and CK77 
\VR lay) is a half-rack model (with a rackrnount kit) that offers 
.up to 20 selectable channel frequencies between 246 and 710 

MHz. The WMS 81 system features switchable mic/line outputs, 
interchangeable mic elements, tone-code squelch, RF and AF 

signal-strength indicators, and a removable rear-mounted an-

tenna. The transmitter packs feature-adjustable frequency and 
gain control, power on/off, Mute switch, signal peak indicator, 

and can operate on two AA batteries for up to 10 hours. On 

the market for several years and still going strong, the WMS 81 

offers options that include a wide-band antenna splitter, direc-
tional antenna, external antenna, a choice of three modular mic 

capsules, and a bodypack system that includes two headwom 

mics, two lavalier mics and a wind/brass instrument mic. 
Announced late last year from Applied Microphone Technolo-

gy were the Roam I ($775) and Roam H ($795) Wireless Mic sys-
tems for live instrumentalists. Operating in one frequency per 

diannel on U.S. channels between 801 and 805 MHz, the Roam 

I system can be used with 40 different instruments including most 
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Audio-Technica's 7000 Series wireless family now includes 
the ATW-7373 Handheld Condenser Microphone System 

($999), which comes with the company's ATW-173 handheld 
transmitter and ATW-R73 wireless receiver. Available in two fre-
quency ranges (656 to 668 MHz for channels 45 through 47; 728 
to 740 MHz for channels 57 through 59), the automatic switching, 

Audio-Technica ATW-7373 System 
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true-diversity ATW-7373 system comes with a wide range of op-
tions including bodypack mics, antenna-distribution packages 
and joining plate kits. The ATW-T73 handheld mic/transmitter 
uses the same condenser as the company's legendary AT4033 
studio mic, and users can select among 100 available television 

channels. 
Improving on its 311DRH VHF Wireless system, Azden Cor-

poration introduced its 411LTH Wireless System ($720, including 

bodypack transmitter and electret condenser lapel mic) at this 
year's Winter NAMM Show. The 411DRH receiver, operating in 

the 793 to 805MHz UHF channel range, is a half-rack version of 
the company's 411UDR, which adds RF/audio displays, an on/off 
switch, external squelch and rear-mounted detachable antennas. 
The newly designed Azden handheld mic employs a super-

Microphone 
cardioid element and 63 user-switchable 
channels, and the bodypack transmitter pro-
vides user selection of the same 63 channels 

and employs an input level control, Stand-
by switch, locking input connector and a 

metal belt clip. 
Electro-Voice's new fully programmable 

RE-1 Series Wireless Microphone System 
($1,550, with handheld mic), expected to 
ship this fall, utilizes Advance ClearScan 
technology to automatically make fre-
quency-agile selections of the best of 15 
UHF channels for seamless mic performance. The dual-band 
compander RE-1, which operates in two frequency ranges (680 
to 704 MHz, TV channels 49 through 52; 722 to 746 MHz on chan-
nels 56 through 59), also includes the handy SounciCheck mode 

that allows one live sound engineer to handle dropout/deadspot 
checks with a built-in, lkHz audio test tone without needing a 

second engineer. Optionally, E-V N/DYM 767a Handheld 
Transmitters ($600/each) and Bodypack Transmitters ($520) 
can be added to the system. Also from the E-V family is Telex's 
FMR-1000 ($1,830 for handheld/bodypack Combo System), an al-

most identical wireless system to the RE-1 that is targeted at the 
sound contractor market 

Jensen Music Industries' JW 801.DV UHF Diversity System 
($389, with handheld mic) includes the company's JW81.DV re-

ceiver, a deluxe Jensen carrying bag and the UT 801 handheld 
transmitter. The system operates in the 794 to 804, 806 to 814 
and 863 to 865MHz UHF frequency ranges, and allows for the 
use of up to 10 systems at a time. The system is also offered 
with a belt pack for lavalier or headset mic configurations and 
with an instrument cable. Both the handheld mic and body 

Lectrosonics UCR41 1 Digital Hybrid Wireless 

sties JW 801.DV UHF Diversity S 

pack transmitte r include built-in transmission antennae, and 
will mute signals to the receiver when set to "mute" or "off' 
positions. Additional features of the JW 801.DV include front 
panel controls and display for squelch, level, RF signal meter, 
power on, off switch and detachable UHF antennas. The re-
ceiver's unbalanced '4-inch and balanced XLR outputs may be 

used independently or simultaneously. 
Lectrosonics' UCR411 Digital Hybrid Wireless ($3,825) de-

buted at this year's NAB and promises to ship this month. The 
UCR411 receiver comes teamed with a choice of three different 

Lectrosonics lavalier microphones and either the company's 
UM400 belt pack or MM4000 mini-submersible belt clip mic 
transmitters. Aimed largely at the motion picture and high-end TV 

production markets, the UCR411 Digital Hybrid operates between 
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537 and 862 MHz (in 25.6MHz blocks) and 

is expected to be developed for studio and 
stage versions later in 2002. 

Mipro, whose UHF and VHF wireless 
systems are now distributed by Beyer 

Dynamic, is now shipping the Mipro ACT 

Modular System (starting at $2,600). This 
compact, true-diversity, half-rack wire-

less series uses the company's Automatic 
Channel Targeting (ACM technology to 

provide rapid and precise channel setting 
of the transmitter, while automatically 

locking the receiver and transmitter into 
a common operating frequency. Operat-

ing in the 620 to 960MHz frequency 
range, over 100 channel presets per 

24MHz bandwidth, the ACT-707S also 
features a multifunction color LCD front 

panel display of RF/AF and diversity-signal 
metering, transmitter battery fuel gauge, 

performer's name, squelch level, mute 
on/off and address. 

The UHF-16 ($529.95 handheld with 
a Shure SM-58 cartridge; $449.95 for the 

lavalier) is an affordable, new wireless 

sytetii debuting at this year's Summer 
NAMM from Nady Wireless. This fre-

quency-agile UHF system (726 to 863 

MHz, 16 channels switehable in pre-pro-
grammed bands up to 20MHz wide) of-
fers 16 user-selectable 

channels, up to 500-foot 
line-of-sight operation, 

120dB dynamic range 

and a selectable Tone 
Squelch feature for in-

creased protection from 
RF interference. The half-

rack UHF-16 receiver 
boasts dual-removable 

antennas, IF filtering for 
multiple UHF-16 system 

operation in one loca-
tion, and comes with the 
choice of Nady's UB-16 

handheld mic with no 
antenna protrusion, its 
UH-16 instrument, lay or 

headwom bodypack with 
three-way input switch 

for either input, or the optional Shure car-
tridge mentioned earlier. 

Combining the wireless traits of the 
company's flagship 5000 Series Wireless 

System with a top-notch Neumann 

handheld mic, Senriheiser now offers 
the SKM5000-N ($3,150, with Neumann 

KMS 105 condenser/transmitter). Fea-
tures of the SKM5000-N and its trans-

mitter include 16 user-selectable fre-
quencies, an integrated antenna design, 

a selectable bass roll-off filter and a five-

way sensitivity switch. Neumann's KK105-
S small-diaphragm condenser capsule pro-

vides clarity without excessive sibilance, 

and features a supercardioid pattern for a 

wider sweet spot with good rejection. A 
proprietary multilayered grille assembly 

helps eliminate popping and breath 
noises. 

Sabine has significantly upgraded its 

top-of-the-line True-Mobility Wireless Se-
ries with the new 2.4GHz Spread-Spec-
trum SMW-5000 Series ($2,299.99 for Com-

bo System with a 2-channel receiver and 
Audix 0M3 handheld and Sabine lavalier 
mic transmitters). The 2.4 comes with 

Sabine's FBX Feedback Exterminator, 
compressor/limiter, de-esser and micro-
phone-modeling DSP, remote control of 

up to 50 systems via PC and access to 50 
available local television channels. The 

sleek front panel of the 1U racicmounted 
SWM-502R diversity receiver includes dual 
signal, battery, audio and locked channel 

meters, and provides controls over mic 
modeling, compression, de-esser, and 

channel and program selection. The sys-

Nady Wireless UHF- 16 receiver and UB-16 mic 
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WINNER • Philadelphia Sound Productions • Pre-Paid Legal Natl. Conference (Alford Media Services) • Presidential 

Inauguration 2001 (MSI) • Prince Hit & Run (XXXX Audio) • Protimusik • PUR Tour ( Sirius) • R4 • Richter 
Scale Productions • RMC-Showservice • Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Awards 2002 ( Firehouse Productions) • 
Rocksound • Rocky Mountain AN • Rose Bowl Entertainment Stage ( Meeting Services) • Schubert 
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Samson Wireless UHF Synth 32 system Shure UHF Wireless Series U24D/Beta 87C system 
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a little 311101111t for Everyone 
NEW 2BA-221 Mic and Line Module 

•e 0 • to• . . 2BA-221 

The new 2BA-221 continuously variable impeciance microphone 

preamp is the latest offering from Summit Audio. Use the separate 

solid state input controls to mix the microphone input with the Hi-Z 

or line input into the variable vacuum tube output. The 2BA-221 also 

features a stackable input design; multiple 2BA-221's can be linked 

together to form a modular mixing device. Its swept high pass filter, 

multiple simultaneous tube and solid state out-

puts, insert jack. and internal power 

supply makes the 2BA-221 

a powerful tracking and 

mixing tool. 
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831-728-1302 
summitaudio.com 
<soundesummitaudio.com> 

2002 Summit Audio Inc. 
P.O. Box 223306 Carmel, CA 93922 
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TO-100 
Instrument Pre-Amp 

Summit Audio inc.' 

AIL Mil lie- • 
Since 1979 

tern uses rechargeable NiMH C and AA 

batteries for both handheld and beltpack 
transmitters. 

The Samson Wireless UHF Synth 32 

system ($ 1,024.98, with Sennheiser's 
MKE-2 omni-directional lavalier) pro-

vides 32 user-selectable UHF frequen-

cies ( from 801 to 805 MHz) in both the 
receiver and transmitter units. Shipping 

now, the Synth 32 sports a compact half-
rack receiver with a large front panel 

LCD, and features like-I'LL-synthesized 
VCO transmitter circuitry, the company's 

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters and 
built-in noise squelching. Additional fea-

tures include balanced XLR and unbal-
anced V-inch outputs, battery life indi-

cators and a 3-pin mini-XLR connector. 
The UHF WirA.ss Series U24D/Beta 

87C system ( S- 1.b4().30) from Shure In-
corporated has been the company's flag-

ship wireless system configuration since 

1996. This dual-channel system comes 

with two handheld Shure Beta 87C 
microphone transmitters and now 

boasts a total of 75 possible wireless sys-
tems ( 24 per frequency band), thanks to 
the new M4 and j4 frequency bands 
made available for the UHF Wireless Se-

ries family (U.S. television channels 28 
through 36, 46 through 54 and 66 

through 69). A user-programmable dis-

play on the U24D receiver shows group, 
channel, frequency, name and squelch 

levels, and Shure's Noise-Squelch circuit-

ry analyzes signal quality rather than sig-

nal strength to virtually eliminate noise 
bursts. The U241)/Beta 87C system also 

sports a 25-pin serial connector for future 
computer control and monitoring via an 
accessory interface box. 

Sony expanded its Legacy 800 Series 
wireless family at this year's NAB Show 

with the introduction of the single-rack-

space MB-8N Rackmount Tuner Base 

($2,750), WRU-8N UHF Synthesized 

Tuner Unit ($ 1,000/each), WRT-8B UHF 
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A POWER TO WEIGHT RATIO 

THAT ALMOST DEFIES GRAVITY. 

ST SERIES 
The latest evolution from the world's preeminent manufacturer of power amplifiers. 

World- Renowned Crest Sound Quality • Class-D Amplifier Technology • Lightweight, Powerful And 

Efficient • Low Noise, High Efficiency Resonant Mode Power Supply • Low AC Current Draw • Latest 

Generation Of High-Speed, Wide- Bandwidth Output Devices • Cooled By Variable Speed Fan With 

Back-To-Front Airflow • Cost- Effective Price • Five Year Limited Warranty On Crest Audio Power Amplifiers 

IT SERIES 

The LT Series amplifier offers exceptional sonic 
performance with a combination of a linear power 

supply and a Class D output to deliver Crest Power in a 
compact and cost-effective package. 

TRUE POWER SPECIFICATIONS 

812 412 21-2 812 412 

Weight Stereo Stereo Stereo Bridged Bridged 

ST2000 23 lbs. 500W 1000W 1200W 2000W 2500W 

ST1500 22.5 lbs. 400W 750W 900W 1500W 18q3OW 

ST1000 22 lbs. 280W 500W 650W 1000W 1300W 

Figures are Watts per channel, lkHz, < 1%THD+N, both channels driven. 

CREST. THE TOTAL SOLUTION FOR AUDIO PROFESSIONALS. 

amplifiers 

_ 

consoles speakers control 

www.crestaudio.com • Toll Free: 1-866-812-7378 
Crest Audio, Inc., 16-00 Pollitt Drive, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410 

WCIREST 
(X) AUDIO 



f- the- Line Wireless Microrthone Systems 

Sony WRT-8B 

Borlypack 

Transmitter 

Bodypack Transmitter ($ 1,850) and 
WRT-847 Wireless Microphone ($1,000 
body, plus five capsules ranging from 
$445 to $550/each). This Sony wireless 
system, designed for applications requir-

ing a large number of wireless mics such 
as broadcast program production, the-
ater and live P.A., sports a dynamic 
range of 116 dB and 20 to 20k Hz fre-
quency response, and can be controlled 
from any Ethernet-
equipped PC via the 
included software. Up 
to four ' U-8N tuners, 
each with LED AF/RF 
level and transmitter 
battery alarm indica-
tors and an LCD screen 
for viewing channel, 
frequency and group 

• 

settings, can be installed in one MB-8N 
base. Up to four MB-8Ns can be linked 
(to provide 16 channels total) without 
requiring an antenna divider. The WRT-
8B bodypack transmitter's size (2.5x3x1 

GRAPHI-g: 
5 PRODUCTS. 
1 UNIT. 
2 BUTTONS? 

It's your choice: 91 sliders, knobs & buttons for the ultimate in hands-on control - 
or the 2 buttons on your computer mouse using our New Version 3.3 software! 

"Other imitators are poor substitutes — 
don't waste your money." 

—Mark Frink, MIX 
Field Test, January 2001 

FBX Feedback 
Exterminator 
Up to 12 filters o) the 

industry standard in 
automatic feedback 

control. Works in setup 
and during the program. 
Super-accurate algorithm 

places filters only on 
feedback, not on music. 

81t0-3102 Front Panel Control (two in/hro nor) 

Graphic EQ 
3 I - band, with - n or 12 dB range 
and High & Low Cut Filters 

ADAPTIVEVAUDIO 

Parametric EQ. 
Up to i 2 hilly 

programmable filters. 

Now with additional features: 
graphic transfer function 
display, and stereo mode* 

Up to I second delay, 
adjustable in 20 
microsecond 
increments. 

New! Firmware/ 
Software Version 3.3 
Free upgrades 
available online! 

PATENTED • MADE IN USA 

ww.Sablne.com 
Tel ( 38b) 418 2000 • Fax. (386) 418-2001 
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TASCAM DM-24: 
The Affordable Luxury Console Is Here 
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Two DM-24s can link together with optional Cascade modules 
to create a seamlessly integrated 64-channel super console. 
For larger studios operating on a budget, it's a no-compromise 
affordable solution for high-end digital mixing. 

lenvaguagili 
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The DM-24's rear panel includes AES/EBU digital I/O, S/PDIF digital 
I/0, MIDI In, Out and Thru jacks, ADAT Optical input and output, 
external footsw tch connector, -ime code input, GPI port, word 
sync in, out/thru, DTRS remote port, RS-422 9-pie control port, 
24-channel TDIF I/O and more. Shown here with aandard inter-
faces. Not luxurious enough? Customize your DM-24 with two 
expansion port! for extra analog, TDIF, ADAT or AES/EBU modules. 

All trademarks are the property of the, respective holders 

www.tascam.corn 
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Luxury usually comes with a hefty price tag. Not so 
with the new TASCAM DM-24 32-Channel 8-Bus Digital 
Mixing Console. 

The DM-24's features are usually reserved for super 
high-end mixers. With 24-bit/up to 96kHz digital 
audio, the DM-24 blows away the standards in sonic 
quality for affordable consoles. With its internal 
automation, you'll get more power at your fingertips 
than you would from those huge consoles in commercial 
facilities. With some of the finest spatial and modeling 
processing from IC Works and Antares", you can create 
fully polished productions without ever going to the 

rack. With incredibly flexible routing, fully parametric 
EQ, machine control capabilities, touch-sensitive motorized 
faders, and lots of audio interfaces, you can integrate 
the DM-24 into any studio environment. 

Whether you're working with standalone hard disk 
recorders, DAVV systems, MDMs or analog tape, the 
DM-24 is optimized to be the very best choice in consoles 
designed for 24-track recording. Ready to get everything 
you ever wanted (and more) in a digital console? Get the 
DM-24 today at your authorized TASCAM dealer. 

TASCAM. 
a whole world of recording 
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equipment rentals 
media sales Et archiving 

format transfers 
24 hours a day 
worldwide 
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New York: 800 234 7536 / 212 691 5544 
DJ sound system rental packages now available 
Nashville: 888 321 5544 / 615 321 55 
custom ProTools rental packages now av 

Miami: 305 725 4808 
thong bikinis now available 
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Auralex Total Sound Control — products continue to outperform much more expensive alternatives. 
Our industry-leading Studiofoam — acoustical panels, bass traps, diffusors, MAX-Wall — modular 
environment and a complete line of construction products to greatly reduce sound transmission 
and resonance can be custom-tailored to your specific needs via Personalized Consultations 

and advice from the experts at Auralex. 

Don't be fooled by inferior, underspec'd, overpriced, flashy imitations! Compare the quality, 

quantity, variety, personal service and price... 

Auralex Clarity: Your Studio, Your Sound, Your Choice! 

Top- of- the- Line Wireless 

amlitàailliadellYealmftw 

Eiectro-Voice RE- 1 

inches) and ultra-lightweight (4.9 ounces) 
make it a great choice for ENG, documen-

tary production and sports coverage. 

A password is all that you will need 
to get 64 user-selectable UHF channels 

(690 through 722 MHz), dual built-in 
switching antennas and operation of up 
to 16 simultaneous systems. TOA's Pass-
word Series UHF Wireless ($ 1,600) is de-

signed for A/V rental companies, board-
rooms. schools, fitness clubs, hotels and 

houses of worship. The Password Series 

includes the company's WT-4800 true-di-
versity receiver with onboard interfer-

ence scanner and dual squelch protection 
(noise and tone-key), a diversity antenna 
distributor and the YW-450 powered di-

pole antenna. Also included are WM-
4200 dynamic handheld and WM-4300 

bodypack lapel microphone/transmitters. 

Password Series mics will operate con-

tinuously for up to 10 hours on one 9-

volt battery. The system is covered by 

a new five-year warranty for all of 
TOA's commercial and engineered 

sound products. 
The Vega U-2020 Wireless Micro-

phone ($ 1,600, with an A-T ATM89 cap-

sule) from Vega/Clear-Corn Intercom Sys-

tems is a frequency-agile, 100-channel 
UHF wireless microphone system con-
sisting of the company's R-2020 receiv-

er, BT-2020 bodypack and HT-2020 
handheld mic transmitters. The latter 

comes with a choice of E-V N/D767 
($521), E-V 557 ($421), Audio-Technica 

ATM89 ($621) or Audix 0M6 ($614) 
handheld mic elements. U-2020 system 
operates on two 20MHz frequency 

bands (708 through 728 MHz, 728 
through 748 MHz), and may be ex-

panded with the MC-2020A multi-cou-
pler that can feed up to four receivers 

($570). A variety of UHF antennae, rack 

kit, Euro power supplies and other op-
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\ AAA Series 

III 

Plays Well 
With Others 
• 

HP75BNC Series: 
» impedance 

» 50 mi gold plated center pans 

» Nickel- plated, machined brass shells 
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AAA Series: 
» unit, z piece.. to assemble, saves assembly time 

» Quickest assembly time in the industry 

» Optional die-cast handle improves durability 

» Available in 3-7 pins, black and gold finishes 

Front Access Audio Patchbay: 
» Easy slide- out tray for fast terminations 

from the FRONT of the rack 

» Available in both long-frame or bantam configurations 

» All jacks are nickel- plated, steel frame, 
with gold-plated crossbar contacts 

» Part of a complete line of audio 

patchbays, call for details 

Video Patchbays: 
» MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3.0Ghz 

» VPP standard High Definition version rated at 2.4Ghz 

» VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1.5Ghz 

» Ava;lable in 1RU, 2RU's, 24, 26 or 32 jacks, terminated, 
non-terminated, or non- normal led 

Switchcrafts 
w w w.s w it c hc r a f t.co m 

5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, IL 60630 
Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129 



Relive the 
Magic. 

...7here's a 
reason 

why the 

classic 

microphones 
have 

endured for 

over 50 
years. It's 

what 

happens 

when you 

put one on 

the mie 

stand and 
plug it in. 

And that'. 
all you ha\ e 

to do. The 

classic 
niicrophones 

have a built-
in character 

that wakes 

things easy. 

so easy that 
it feels like 
magic. 

There are 
two ways you can relive that magic. 
If you have a small fortune and can 

find a classic mie that works—that's 
one way. 

The other way is with a Lawson' 

microphone like the L47MP or the 
new L251--both large diaphragm 

condenser microphones that we 

hand-craft in the USA with all the 

look. feel, and sound of a true 

classic. Magic included. 

Experience the magic for yourself 
with our ten-day, no risk trial. 

NOSMV 

\I-AWSON, INC. 
2739 Larmon Avenue 

Nashville, TN 37204 USA 
Phone 615-269-5542 
FAX 615-269-5745 

Visit us at 
www.LawsonMicrophones.com to see 
how others are reliving te magic! 
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Zaxcom Wireless Digital System 

tions are also available. The R-2020 UHF 

receiver's front panel has RF level, di-
versity, channel and audio level displays, 

and over 20 U-2020 systems can be op-
erated simultaneously. 

Zaxcom's Wireless Digital System 

($3.940, with beltpack) began shipping 
last year as the first digital wireless sys-

tem for the television and film industries. 

With a receiver measuring only 4.5x1.2x6 
inches and a 2x3-inch transmitter (small-
er transmitters are available), the Wire-
less Digital System also offers several sig-
nificant audio advantages: 24-bit/96kHz 

Audio conversion, secure transmissions, 

alignment-free digital filtering/compres-
sion, very low THD and a 117dB dy-

namic range. Zaxcom's system operates 

between 500 and 1,000 MHz, and can 
be ordered in blocks of 25 MHz. Other 

features include by far the industry's 

smallest transmitter, pushbutton trans-

mitter control, and analog and AES/EBU 

digital receiver I/O. 

Randy Alberts is an audio and music 
journalist in Montara, Calif. His first 
book, Tascam: 25 Years of Recording 
Evolution, is in final production with Hal 
Leonard Publishing. 

flifliffiffICTIMED COOTRCTS 
AKG Acoustics 

Applieci Microphone Technology 

Audio-Technica 

www.akgusa.corn 615/620-3800 

www.appliedmic.com 908/665-2727 

www.audio-technica.com 330/686-2600 

Azden Corporation 

Beyerdynamic/Mipro 

Electro-Voice/Telex 

www.azdencorp.com 

www.beyerdynamic.com; 

www.mipro.com.tw 

www.electrovoice.com; 

516/328-7500 

631/293-3200 

952/884-4051 

www.telex.com 

Jensen Music Industries 615/331-5696 

Lectrosonics www.lectrosonics.com 800/821-1121; 505/892-4501 

Naey Wireless 

Neumann/biser 

Sabine 

www.nadywireless.com 510/652-2411 

www.sennheiserusa.com 860/434-9190 

www.sabineusa.com 800/626-7394; 386/418-2000 

Samson Technologies 

Shure 

Sony 

TOA Electronics 

www.samsontech.corn 800/328-2882; 516/364-2244 

www.shure.com 

www.sony.com  

800/25-SHURE; 847/866-2200 

201/930-1000 

www.toaelectronics.com 800/733-7088; 650/588-2538 
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Vega/proaudio Clear-Corn Systems 

Zaxcom 

www.clearcom.com 510/496-6666 

www.zaxcom.com 201/652-7878 
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Rock Solid 
Performe'rs 
Yorkville power amplifiers are designed for 

rock solid performance right down to 

their lowest impedance ratings. 

Impedance aware design strategy 

deals with the realities of driving 

typical reactive speaker loads 

and the associated problems 

such as thermal shutdown, 

inductive ' snap-back', 

and premature 

current limiting. 

ee RIES 
A competitive alternative for commercial and 

rental applications. The quiet. passively cooled 

CR5 500 watt power amplifier and the fan 

cooled 1150 watt CR12 are able to deliver 

professional quality and Yorkville reliability 

at a surprisingly affordable price. 

'AP SERIES 
AMPLIFIERS 

AP Series amplifiers excel when used 

in heavy duty touring sound reinforcement 

systems where high headroom and low 

distortion are a necessity. They are built to 

survive grueling road conditions and constant 

minimum impedance operation. AudioPro power 

amplifiers will drive reactive phase shifted loads 

with no difficulty - even though they are fully 

protected from accidental short circuits. 

'A' SERIES The concept behind the A4.4 is to 
combine a light aluminum chassis and power-factor-corrected 

switching power supply with the proven, high efficiency power 

amplifier modules of our popular AP4040 power amplifier. 

Delivering 1200 watts per channel at 4 ohms, the A4.4 is only 

26 pounds, 18 pounds lighter than the AP4040 with less 

extraneous heat production. more efficient use of available 

line current and no audible transformer induced hum. 

'SR' SERIES 
Built tough enough for the road, but clean and quiet enough for the 

studio. The physical package of this passively cooled powerhouse is 

made up of a heavy gauge steel chassis wit F reinforced rack mount 

ears that make it ready for the road. High fidelity aid a built in Jser 

defeataWe peak and average limiter protects your expensive studio 

monitors from potentially harmful signals while keeping the output 

of the amplifier clean when operating near maximum power; 

For those times when mixing quietly just will NOT do!! 

Model Watts @ 212 Watts @ 412 Watts @ 812 Watts Bridged 
AP6040 N/A 2000 x 2 1250 x 2 N/A 
AP6020 2000 x 2 1300 x 2 800 x 2 4000 @ 412 
AP4040 N/A 1200 x 2 750 x 2 2400 @ 812 
AP4020 1200 x 2 750 x 2 4-5 x 2 240I4@ 412 
AP2020• 600 x 2 450 or 600 x 2 250 or 400 x 2 1200 @ 4 or 812 
AP800* 400 x 2 260 or 400 x 2 160 or 250 x 2 800 @ 4 or 812 
A4.4 N/A 1200 x 2 750 x 2 2400 @ 412 
CR12 400 x 2 575 x 2 400 x 2 1200 @ 812 
CR5 N/A 250 x 2 1'0 x 2 525 @ 812 
SR-300 N/A 150 x 2 11.0 x 2 N/A 

AP2020 and AP800 can be configured for maximum power at either 2 ty 4 Ohms 

Real Gear_ 
Réal People_ 

United States: YORKVILLE SOUND INC. 4625 Witmer Industrial 
Canada: YORKVILLE SOUND 550 Granite Court, Pichel 

yorkville. 
ate, Niagara Falls, NY 14305 • Phone: ( 716) 297-2920. Fax: ( 716) 297-3689 

ng. Ontario L1W 3Y8 • Phone: (905) 837-8481. Fas: (905) 839-5776 

c orn 



MIX INTERVIEW  
BY DAN DALEY 

Producer Billy Sherrill 

Brilliant Career of a Nashville Legend 

T
he modem country music establishment in 
Nashville—meaning since Hank Williams died 
in 1952—can be traced back to a triumvirate of 

producers who made the country music industry what 
it is today. The production approaches of Owen 
Bradley, Chet Atkins and Billy Sherrill set standards 
that haven't changed much since the trio's heyday 
from the 1950s to the 1980s. Bradley and Atkins have 
both passed away in the past several years, and Sher-
rill retired in the late 1980s. But not before he made 
dozens of landmark, career- and genre-defining hit 
records for Tammy Wynette, George Jones, Barbara 
Mandrell, Tanya Tucker, Johnny Paycheck, Janie 
Fricke, Charley Rich and many others. "Stand by Your 
Man," which Shen-ill wrote and produced for Wynette, 
is all over the cultural landscape, from its use in the 
Blues Brothers' classic film to Nancy Reagan's refer-
ence to it in defining marriage. 

Sherrill was born in 1936 in Alabama, not far from 
Muscle Shoals, where he and his best friend, Tom 
Stafford, did demo recordings in a room upstairs from 
the drug store Stafford's father ran. The son of an evan-
gelical preacher, Sherrill played piano at church wed-
dings and funerals, as well as saxophone in the high 
school band. But he was lured by the sounds of R&B 
and rock 'n' roll, and was soon playing in bands 
throughout the mid-South. By the time Sherrill got to 
Nashville, in the late 1950s, Atkins and Bradley had es-

tablished recording proto-
cols that were already deeply 
entrenched. Sherrill viewed 
both men as role models, but 
he also brought his own ideas 
to the table; he ushered in a 
lush, highly produced sound 
that brought many new listen-
ers to country music, and he is 
credited with bringing in the 
auteur approach to making 
records: He wrote, played, 
produced, engineered and 
served as an executive for a 
major label (Epic). Writing 

the songs his artists cut or owning part of the pub-
lishing earned him serious enmity from Nashville's 
elite songwriting community. But if you look at the 
business today, there are few producers in country 
music—or in most other genres—who don't follow 
that practice to some degree. 

Shen* has come out of retirement to cut a gospel 
album with George Jones, scheduled for release later 
this year. His career, from his early days in Nashville 

• 
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until this much-anticipated comeback, has been, as he 
puts it, "quite a ride." 

When you were growing up in Alabama, you learned 
piano and played a lot of church music, but then you 
got hooked on jazz and R&B as a sax player What 
caused that shift? 
Starvation. Do you realize what a Southern Baptist 
evangelist makes a year? I'm not talking about Jim 
Bakker. My dad was being paid in cabbages and pigs, 
milk and fruit. There wasn't a whole lot of money in 
church music, but there was some in rock 'n' roll. 
What were your earliest recording experiences like in 
Alabama? 
You can't really call them sessions. Everyone was 
learning as we went along—the engineers, the pro-
ducers and the musicians. We were just mostly doing 
demos, never really master sessions. Just an old Am-

pex recorder and no sound at all, really. This was be-
fore they built the studio in Muscle Shoals. 
You came to Nashville by accident—a royalty check 
in the mail you weren't expecting. What was the 
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"I've used the same board for over 15 years 

and I've never considered changing it until now. 

The DM2000 will replace that board." 

James "Jimmy Jr' Harris 

RIP  
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Automix, scene recall and software data 

transfer on compact SmartMedia memory 

cards. USB, serial and PS/2 keyboard 

connectors on rear panel. 

Studio Manager software for both Macintosh 

and Windows platforms. Direct control of 

Digidesign's Pro Tools and Steinberg's 

Nuendo. Comprehensive automation 

and scene control. 

96 inputs in four "layers" on 24 

100min smooth, quiet touch-sensitive 

motorized faders. 

Listeningle.2 

www.yamaha.com/proaudio 
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Completely flexible meter bridge 

option including time code display. 
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The Yamaha 02R changed the world of digital audio mixing. But engineers being engineers, 

you wanted more. More inputs and outputs, more effects, superior 96kHz sonic performance, 

integrated DAW control, surround monitoring/processing to name a few. 

The Yamaha DM2000 Digital Production Console. We listened to you. Now listen to this. 

.mm 

I 

• y ::::: 

Vein   

up Mill 

Expanded virtual channel including 

EQ, dynamics, delay panning, buss 

routing, aux/matrix send, and copy 

and paste of parameters from one 

channel to another. 

Surround sound processing and 

monitoring including 5.1 with bass 

management, "downmix" matrix 

delivering simultaneous 3-1 (I_CRS) 

and stereo mixes and speaker 

alignment facilities for speaker 

system tuning. 

Machine control supports 

Sony 9-pin (P2) and MMC, track 

arming, locate and transport 

controls. 

All 96 inputs and 30 outputs available at 96kHz operation. Eight independent 32 

bit/96kHz stereo multi-effect processors, six 31-band graphic EQs, independent 

compression and gating plus 4-band parametric EQ on all inputs and compressors 

with 4-band parametric EQ on all outputs, 24-bit/96kHz AD/DA converters 

with world class mic preamps. 



"There is no learning curve — just music. 

I have a new friend to rely on." 

The DM2000 is available only through these Yamaha Commercial Audio dealers — 

Name 

American Pro Audio, Inc. I''«Boynton Studio, Inc. 
Broadcasters General Store, Inc. 

Brook Mays Professional Recording Sales 

Comprehensive Technical Group, Inc. 

Cutting Edge Audio Group I' Dale Electronics Corp 
Engineering And Recording, Inc. 

Full Compass Systems, Ltd. 

Harris Audio Systems, Inc. 

Hollywood Sound Systems 

ICB Audio Company 

KLA Laboratories, Inc. 

Leo's Professional 

Location Sound Corporation 

Magic Audio, Inc. 

Morgan Sound, Inc. 

Ozark Pro Audio 

Parsons Audio 

Sam Ash Professional Audio Group 

Sound Productions, Inc. 

: Washington Professional System, Inc. 

Westlake Audio, Inc. 

Wind Over The Earth, Inc, 

Address 

6026 Blue Circle Dr. 

Melody Pines Farm 

2480 Se 52nd St. 

8701 Carpenter Fwy. Suite 250 

2195-G DeFoor Hills Road 

290 Division St., # 103 

7 East 20th St. 

2641 E McDowell Rd. 

8001 Terrace Ave. 

1962 N.E. 149th St. 

1541 North Wilcox Ave. 

1738 Tennessee Ave. 

6800 Chase Road 

5447 Telegraph Ave. 

10639 Riverside Dr. 

3601 Vineland Rd, Suite 9 

2004 196th St SW # 2 

Rt 1 Box 47A 

192 Worcester St. 

1600 Broadway 8th Flr. 

10430 Shady Trail Suite 104 

11242 Grandview Ave. 

7265 Santa Monica Blvd. 

3063 Sterling Circle #4 

City State Zip Telephone  

Minnetonka MN 55343-9999 952-938-7777 

Morris NY 13808 607-263-5695 

Ocala FL 34480-7500 352-622-7700 

Dallas TX 75247 888-286-0566 

Atlanta GA 30318 404-352-3000 

San Francisco CA 94103 415-487-2323 

New York NY 10003 212-475-1124 

Phoenix AZ 85008-3641 602-267-0600 

Middleton WI 53562 608-831-7330 

Miami FL 33181 305-944-3444 

Hollywood CA 90028-7308 323-466-2416 

Cincinnati OH 45229-1202 513-482-3333 

Dearborn MI 48126-1749 313-846-3800 

Oakland CA 91609-1921 510-652-1553 

North Hollywood CA 91602-2341 818-980-9891 

Orlando FL 32811 407-649-6402 

Lynnwood WA 98036-7076 425-771-7257 

Carrollton MO 64633 660-542-0844 

Wellesley Hills MA 02481 781-431-8708 

New York NY 10019-6832 212-586-1100 

Dallas TX 75220-2525 214-351-5373 

Wheaton MD 20902 301-946-3448 

Los Angeles CA 90046-6717 323-851-9800 

Boulder CO 80301 303-443-9822 

Yamaha Corporation of America • Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622 
for additional information, please call (7141522-0000 • www.yamaha.com/proaudio 
02002 Yamaha Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Yamaha is a registered trademark of Yamaha Corporabon. 
TASCAN is a registered trademark of TEAC Corporation. ADAT is a registered trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

Elliott Scheiner's DM2000_Console was built and provided by Sound Construction & Supply, Inc. 
For a complete product listing go to www.soundconstruction.info 

"The DIV12000 is unlike any other console. It's packed 

with feàtures and sounds spectacular, and to have 

96 inputs at 24-bit/96k is incredible. The library of built-in 

effects is absolutely awesome; there's an enormous amount 

of flexibihty with the internal patching and some great 

5.1 effects processors. It's one of the most 

powerful consoles I've ever worked on." 

Flliot Scheiner 
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YAMAHA 
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ladio Promotes. Radio Provides. 
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Radio has 

IS> 

September 12-14, 2002 • Washington State Convention and Trade Center • Seattle, WA 

The NAB Radio Show Keynote 
Friday, September 13 

Bill O'Reilly 
Hcst, The Rae Fac:tor with Bill O'Reilly 

tWESTWOOO ONE  
fereVXS 

NAB National Radio Award Recipient 
Radio Luncheon 
Saturday, September 14 

Dick Ferguson 
Vice President/Co-COX). Cox Fadio, Inc. 

There's never been a better time to joir your peers at The NAB 

Radio Show. You and Radio together have the power to turn 

things around for your listeners, advertisers and our country. 

Ifs a challenging proposition, but the right tools can give you a 

strcng advantage — and a powerful plan for success. 

The power of new ideas. The power of cutting-edge sales 

st-ategies. The power of making the right contacts at exactly 

the rght time. This is the degree of power that we've harnessed 

for you this September at The NAB Radio Show. 

See You in Seattle! 

E Special 2-for-1 NAB Member Registration Offer! 
Find out more by visiting www.nab.org/conventions/radioshow 

THE NAB 
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MIX INTERVIEW  

Introducing the R-122 

Phantom Powered 

Ribbon Microphone! 

UT 

o 

R-122 

aft 

40e.alle.\ PAR 

NOMINEE 

Here it is, the first 
phantom powered 
ribbon microphone 
ever, with as much 
output as a condenser 
mic. Plug it in and go! 

Based on Royer's 
ground breaking R-121, 
the award-winning R-122 
gives you 100°,, of the 
warm, sweet, natural tone 
that people expect from 
a Royer ribbon, but with 15 
dB more sensitivity . And 
with Royer's integrated 
7,„me -1- circuitry, the 
ribbon element always sees 
a perfect load, eliminating 
any mic-pre matching 

problems - you get all of the tone, all of 
the time 

Let a Royer ribbon warm up your digital 

recordings today 

To hear the Royer Demonstration CD. order at 
www royerlobs com 

The future of ribbon microphones - 
brought to you today by Royer Labs. 

vvvvvv.loytqluos.uc.) 
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David Houston was the artist you 
first clicked with, and it was an ear-
ly example of you writing the song 
and producing the record 
What got everyone's attention was 
"Almost Persuaded" [co-written by 
Sherrill], which we did as a B-side for 
David [in 1966]. Back then, selling 
30,000 albums was amazing; 25,000 
albums got you to Number One. I 
get this call at Epic from a distribu-
tor, Comstock, in Adanta. Guy says, 
"Send down 10,000 copies of the 
record." I'm wondering, "Is this some 
kind of mistake? Isn't this a country 
record?" Later that afternoon, he calls 
back and says, "Better make that 
20,000." That song stayed at Number 
One for 13 weeks, and it sold 
250,000 copies. [The song won the 
Grammy"' the next year for Best 
Country & Western Song and has 
since become a standard, covered by 
dozens of artists including Louis Arm-
strong, Etta James and Louis Prima.] 
In Nashville, nothing succeeds like success. 
I guess. After that, no one ever mentioned 
budgets to me. 
But that went against the Nashville way, 
too—the division of roles of producer 
and songwriter Did you catch heat for 
that? 
That was kind of a conflict. I had gotten 
wind that the songwriters were annoyed by 

it. One guy says to me, "You got a lock on 
this now—you write the song and you're a 
VP at Columbia Records and you record it." 
I said I would only record it if it was the 
best song. But it still bothered me. So I 
called up [Columbia Records president] 
Clive Davis and said, "I'm coming to New 
York, I want to talk to you." I walked in his 
office and told him about the feedback I 
was getting in Nashville, how people said 
what I was doing wasn't fair. And Clive said 
to me—and I will never forget this—he 
says, 'Who am P" I said, "You're the presi-
dent of Columbia Records." He says, "Can 
I fire you?" I said, "Yes, you can." He said, 
"Do want to get in trouble with me?" I said, 
"No way." Then he said, "So get back down 
to Nashville and keep doing what you're 
doing and making hit records." 
What was that first meeting with Tammy 
Wynette like in 1966? 
She came to the office, and my secretary 
told me a girl was here to see me. I was 
thinking, "Oh, man, it's 4 o'clock," and I 
was ready to get out of there. I actually for-
got she was there and I went to leave, and 
an hour later she was still sitting there. Her 
real name was Virginia Pugh. So, I invited 

Sherrill with the late, great Tammy Wynette. 

her in. She had a weird little demo 
that was pretty mediocre. She did have 
different type of voice, but the song was-
nt very good. I told her, leave your num-
ber. If I ever get the right song, I'll call you. 
I could see the hope draining out of hen 
She told me I was her last stop, that she 
had to go back home the next day. 

So she went back to the Anchor Motel, 
where she was staying with her two kids.. 
I felt bad, but the song just wasn't there 
Meanwhile. I was trying to pick up a mas-
ter recording to a Fuzzy Owen song call 
"Apartment *9." I wanted it, but they we 
saying, "We think this is gonna be a hit,' 
and we're not giving it out to anyone. 
They were kind of smart-ass about it, an 
that rubbed me the wrong way. I though 
I bet Virginia could sing this one. So 
called her at the Anchor Motel and toi. 
her, "I have this song I want you to record t 
tomorrow night." She says, "Please don't /. 
joke with me." I told her I wasn't joking. 
She showed up at daylight the next morn- ; 
ing to learn the song. We went into the stu-' 
dio [the Quonset Hut, Owen Bradley's old 
studio that had become part of Columbia 4 
Records] and cut it. And I tell you, when 
she sang the first line, [musicians] Jerry • 
Kennedy looked at me and Bob Moore 
looked at Buddy Harman and we all went 
apeshit. This was a great voice. 
How did your productions evolve over 
time? 
The sound got lusher. I liked the way vi-
olins sound on a love song. I don't want 
to hear a [pedal] steel on a love song. MLII 
records were smoother-sounding than a 
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• Tokyo! 

Rocky Araki 
studio 

,,.$ toile III 

idle 44444 III 

manager of Tokyo's top Hitokuchi-zaka Studios 

At Quantegy we set the standard with products like GP9 Grand Master m Platinum. So it's no wonder that more music 
around the world goes gold and platinum on Quanteg,y media than on all the other brands combined. While opinion may 
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In session with George Jones 

.Vashville music scene like at the time in 
terms of making records? 
I was playing for $30 or $40 a week in a 

square dance band in Alabama, and I had 
sent a song I had written to Tree Music up 
in Nashville. Never knew what happened 
to it until I get this check for $4,000 in the 
mail! It seems Bob Beckham [then a re-
cording artist but destined to become one 
of Nashville's music publishing moguls] cut 

it as a B-side. I figured I was in the wrong 
place, and I headed up to Nashville. Me 
and a few friends started a demo studio in 
the Cumberland Lodge [now the site of the 
National Life building in downtown 
Nashvillel—Bill Cooner was the money 
man, and he put up $10,000 to build the 
studio; Doug Warren was the starry-eyed 
singer type; and me. [Sun Records and Sun 
Studios owner] Sam Phillips was looking to 
put a studio in Nashville, he saw ours and 
he bought it. Everyone else left, but I hung 
around and started learning. 

The studio had a huge tracking room, 
about the size of a basketball court, with 
really high ceilings. Sam had hired guys to 
glue insulation to the ceiling, and they 
were working up on scaffolds. One of 
them got high from the glue and rolled off 
and fell down 20 feet. The place had the 
Memphis touch of Sun—wooden louvers 
on the walls that could be opened and 
closed to change the room's sound. The 
studio had a live echo chamber that was 
the size of half a basketball court, which 
Sam had shellac painted on the walls to 
give it that shiny sound. We also had some 
EMT plates. Sam hired me to be a mixer, 

at $55 a week, and I did that while also do-
ing a regular rock band gig in Fort Camp-
bell, Kentucky, with [FAME Studios owner] 
Rick Hall. It was a helluva time, wonder-
ful. We had all kinds of music we were 
recording and playing. We lived in this 
dream world where we could sleep till 3 
p.m. every day. When the sessions were 
over for the night, I would stay at the stu-
dio and record stuff with me playing all the 
parts. [Sun's Nashville facility would be-
come Monument Studios later in the 1960s, 
when Monument Records owner and Roy 
Orbison producer Fred Foster bought it.] 
When you went to work for Epic in 1962, 
you began to develop a production style. 
Did it run up against the conventional 
Nashville we of doing things? Were you 
incorporating production styles from dif-
ferent styles of music? 
I was low man on the totem pole. They 
sent artists down to my office that no one 
else could do anything with. They didn't 
want to drop them, so they figured, give 
the new guy a shot. In terms of produc-
tion, I was stealing from everyone—Chet, 
Owen, Phil Spector. If you asked me who 
was the greatest producer around, I would 
say there was Owen Bradley, and then 
there was everyone else. He cut stuff 50 
years ago that sounds like it was recorded 
yesterday. I was in awe of Owen and Chet. 
But I couldn't just walk up to Chet Atkins. 
It was like walking up to the President of 
the United States. I was shy. I was a kind 
of loner. I wasn't part of that Nashville so-
ciety of the music business. And [all these] 
years later, I'm still a loner. 
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lot of people wanted on a country record. 
That's why a lot of them crossed over 
to pop. 
What were you like working in the studio? 
You were bringing in some non-tradition-
al approaches to Nashville records. How 
did the musicians and engineers react? 
I knew what I wanted to hear, and [the mu-
sicians] knew what they wanted to play. 
Sometimes, it happened to be the same 
thing. But there was always mutual respect. 
I worked mostly at the Quonset Hut, be-
cause that was Columbia's studio and there 
were union rules in those days. The engi-
neers were staffers and they were union, 
and I could not touch the board. It took 

My records were 

smoother-sounding than 

a lot of people wanted 

on a country record. 

That's why a lot of them 

crossed over to pop. 

two engineers to mn a session—one on 
the board and another to run the machines. 
Also, you couldn't overdub. The A.F. of M. 
laws wouldn't let us. If I finished a track 
and decided I wished I had a harp on it, I 
would have had to go back and pay all the 
musicians all over again. So, I did a lot of 
cheating in those days. But the engineers 
were good—guys like Selby Cofeen and 
Ron Reynolds—and I learned from them. I 
knew what they knew and they knew 
what I knew, so we got along. 
Did you like working at the Hut? 
Oh, yes. It was a place where the guys 
didn't have to lock themselves into a little 
world of earphones. They could hear 
each other play without them. But in the 
'60s, earphones suddenly came in like the 
plague—the first 30 minutes of a session 
were now taken up by guys asking the 
engineer to turn them up and turn the 
drums down. One day, I just blew up and 
told everyone to take the damned 'phones 
off. I said, "Trust me, if it sounds good to 
me, that's all that matters." There were 
other studios around, but most were 
owned by labels and every label had to 
use their own studio. 
How did you get together with George 
Jones? 
He fell in love with Tammy Wynette. Un-
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fortunately, he was still married at the 
time, and on another record label. I 
signed him to Columbia. 
That must have made for interesting 
sessions when they did all those great 
duet records. How did you record 
them? 
It did increase my scotch intake some. 
We started out trying to record the vo-
cals together, but George drove Tarnim 
crazy with his phrasing. He never, ever 
did it the same way twice. He could 
make a five-syllable word out of 
"church." Finally, Tammy said, "Record 
George and let me listen to it, and then 
do my vocal after we get his on tape." 
Tammy was a very quick study. With 
George, I don't think he had ever been 
truly "produced" before. Pappy Dailey 
was listed as the producer before me, 
but the musicians really produced those 
records. Pappy owned the record label. 
What I thought about George's voice, and 
I told him, was, "You whine too much. 
You've got a good range, let's mellow you 
out." He has an unbelievable low, bass-
type voice that, when it's on tape, sounds 
amazing. I wanted more of that, and we 
used more ballads to get it. 

In she Quonset Hut with Charlie Rich 

How involved were you in choosing 
equipment like microphones? Did you 
have preferences for each artist? 
Not at all. The engineers did it. I really did-
n't know one from the other. I just knew 
what sounded good. I liked the big [large-
diaphragm] microphones. But we'd try a 
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One of the best vocal mics in the world is the $300 
Studio Projects Cl. You can spend way more foT 
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few till we found one that sounded 
good, and stayed with it for years. 
You stayed with Columbia's studios 
for a long time, but did you consid-
er going elsewhere to record country 
or anything else? 
I did the Staple Singers in a Chicago 
church. This was in the late 1960s, and 
the riots were going on. Pop Staples 
was a cool guy. He called and asked 
when I was coming in. He said, "Go 

straight to the hotel. I'll pick you up. 
You're not riding around Chicago by 
yourself." I also recorded James Taylor 
in New York for a duet with George 
lonesi, and I did one Janie Fricke 
record in Muscle Shoals. But, other-
wise, it was always Nashville. That city 
simply has everything you need to 
make a good record. 
Country music bas bad an obsession 
with youth lately, with artists like 

LeAnn Rimes and Billy Gilman. But you 
worked with the first teenage superstar 
Tanya Tucker What was that like? 
Tanya was 13 years old when we did "Delta 
Dawn." But she grew up real fast. She was 
young, but not a kid, if you know what I 
mean. We knew "Delta Dawn" was going 
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to be a hit, and we had to get an album to-

gether real fast. But the publishers were 
sending me kids' songs. I had to convince 
them I wanted grown-up songs for her. We 
were doing pretty gothic stuff—'What's 
Your Mama's Name," that sort of thing. She 
could sing that very convincingly. Nashville 
thought I was getting a little too blue with 
her, too adult. But her voice did the talking 

for her. She was very good, always sure of 
herself. She was never nervous about any-
thing. And her vibrato tore me up. It re-
minded me of Kitty Wells. 
You were a VP and an executive produc-
er for Columbia through much of the 
1980s, but you slowed it down during 

that period. Did you retire, or did you just 
get tired? 
I got tired of it. I burned out. The way I 
look at it, if you're a record producer and 
you dread going into the studio with 

George Jones, then it's time to stop and 
smell the roses. It wasn't the actual making 
of records, but doing the same thing all the 
time that got to me. The title meant noth-
ing to me. Clive gave it to me, and I said 
thanks and just went back to making 
records. But when I was making records, 
the whole thing felt like a 25-year vacation. 

How do you feel about how the recalling 
process has changed? 

I never paid attention to the transition from 
analog to digital. All I knew was that there 
was a little less hiss and it sounded a little 
cleaner. But there were some things I did-
n't care for about the way making records 
had changed. I got a call from [producer] 
Norro Wilson a few months ago, and he 
wanted me to help out on a Lome Morgan 
track of a song I had written. I got to the 
studio, and the drummer worked on the 
drum sounds for nearly an hour. Same on 
the guitar sounds. I couldn't stand it. 

There's no reason to take an hour to get 
drum sounds. It's like killing a fly with a 
sledgehammer. And radio's gonna roll it all 
off at 4,000 cycles anyway. I was wired and 
bored at the same time. The whole record-
ing process has gotten kind of gratuitous. 
I had done a session with Johnny Pay-
check years ago, and I never even went to 
the studio. I had a line run up to my of-
fice. I told him, "You know the songs, just 
sing them." I'd call down to the engineer 
and tell him to turn up [steel player] Pete 
Drake a little or something like that. 
The new project you're working on is a 
George Jones gospel album. How does it 

feel to be back in the producer's seat? 
I did it because George is comfortable with 
me, and I'm comfortable with him. And it'll 
be nice working with The Staders and The 
Jordanaires again. But it's pretty cut-and-
dried. If the right thing came along, I'd 
jump out of my chair in a heartbeat. But 
seldom do I hear anything like that. Tim 
McGraw's "Please Remember Me"—I had 
to pull over to the side when I heard that 
one. But there's not many like there used 
to be. Right now, I've got a boat in Pana-
ma City [Fla.] and a boat in Nashville. I've 
turned doing nothing into an art form. al 

Dan Daley is a Nashville-based writer. 
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With the old setup, I also had to do a lot 
of file management. Now, it's much eas-
ier to put it on one drive and rock! And 
it's fast—something like 10 times faster 
than my other drives. You can easily do 
128 tracks on one drive without having 
the system freak. I don't see DAE errors 
anymore, and I can run a backup at the 
same time on the same computer. I keep 
the backup running all day at the same 
time as I'm doing quick, intensive editing, 
and the system never hangs me up. 

SNS put the package together. In ap-
pearance, it probably doesn't look much 

different than a SCSI setup: It consists of 
a PCI card and a cable into the drive chas-
sis, which holds four drives—either 36 or 

72 Gig—so you can get a lot of desktop 
space to work on. The big difference is in 
performance and in the multi-user aspect. 
You don't mix inside of Pro Tools though, 
do you? 
No, I use individual outs, usually 48 into 
the console, and I feel like I get the best 
of both worlds. With some of the pop 
stuff, I may have 80 or 90 tracks to mix; 

the old Pro Tools systems were 64-voice, 
and sometimes you had to get real cre-
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ative with drive management and sharing 
voices. 

But you still have to combine tracks to 
end up with only 48 out. 
Yeah, and I actually prefer having some 
things combined down. In general, I 
would rather have two to six tracks of 
backgrounds than 18 to 25 coming up on 
the console. Actually, I think if I could get 
away with a stereo track of drums, I 
would do that! The less I have to worry 
about eight hi-hats and four snares, the 
more I can focus on mixing. 
That consoles do you like? 

It depends on what I'm mixing. I remixed 
"Break Me," the new Jewel single, on the 
API console at Sound Kitchen, which 
sounds really good; I like it for tracking as 
well. I also mixed SHeDaisy there. I 
thought it would be a good match for 
them, and it really turned out great. They 
have a lot of vocal work on the record, 
and to have a little more openness in the 
overall console sound really made a big 
difference. I also like the SSL 9ks and 4ks. 
There are a couple of 41cs in town that I've 
mixed a lot of records on. In fact, the al-
bum mixes on Jewel's record were done 
at Emerald's Studio A on a 4k with a G 
Series computer. 
So, you consider the overall sound of the 
project and try to choose a console that's 
complementary 
Definitely! The right tool for the right job. 
To me, that's part of being versatile and 
adapting to a record's style. The same 
with recording: A lot of times, I'll use a to-
tally different chain to record digitally 

than I would with analog. I know I need 
to adapt to the sound of the converters 
and also to take into account that the 
sound won't change after I put it to a dig-
ital medium—unlike recording to analog, 
where it sounds different a week later. 
Can you give an example of what you do 
differently? 

For instance, I'm a fan of vintage gear and 
tube gear. So, if I'm recording to digital 
and I use a Pultec EQ to put an edge on 
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a vocal, I'll use the Pultec before the con-
verter to avoid also bringing out the top 
edge of the converter. Generally, when 
you add 10 or 12k on a vocal, you'll get 
extra out of it before it gets converted to 
digital. Whereas with analog, it might be 
better to use the EQ coming back after 
you've got that analog tape compression. 
What processing do you prefer to use af-
ter your digital conversion? 
If I'm recording vocals to digital, I'll usu-
ally compress them after they're recorded. 
If I was recording a real rangy vocal to 
analog, I always felt like I had to compress 
on the way in, because, with all the hiss, 
etc., there's no way to put that wide of a 
dynamic on analog tape. But then, that 

one over-the-top vocal blast might get 
swallowed or distorted from the com-
pression. And if that's the magic take that 
the producer wants, I'm up the creek. I'd 
rather have the note clear and deal with 
it later in the mix. 
Doesn't that mean you have to record at 

very conservative levels to avoid any dig-
ital distortion? 
Not really. I cut a lot of my vocals at -12 
or -14 dB, as far as the input level going 
to the converters. That way, I can pack it 

ummm, a little mote yuitat 
Jechie... a little lem vocal — 

ooh, too much, there — 

oh you had it, 
yo bac,F where it 

no the other 

on as hard as I want; but when it gets low, 
it's not a big deal. The thing that you re-
ally have to watch—regarding input level 
and older gear that may not have much 
headroom—is overdriving the preamps 

If I'm recording vocals 

to digital, I'll usually 

compress them after 

they're recorded. If I was 

recording a real rangy vocal 

to analog, I always felt like 

I had to compress 

on the way in. 

and compressors, etc., trying to put a hot 
level to digital. 

Say you're doing drums through a 
Neve. If you don't pay attention to whether 
you're cutting it at -20 or -12, you may 

overdrive the preamp so hard that you get 

compression or distortion out of it (unless 
you want that sort of effect!) while, on your 
digital meter, it still looks like your levels 
are low. I usually cut at -14, - 16. You don't 
see a lot of VU meters anymore, and that 
way I'm sure I'm within the headroom of 
my gear—especially the older gear. 
What preamps do you like for vocals? 
[Laughs] Actually, I sometimes feel like I'm 
in the preamp-of-the-month club. 
Yes, I've beard that you like to change 
things up a lot on your sessions. What's 
this month's favorite? 
For vocals, right now I'm a tube preamp 
fan, and there are a couple that are sound-

ing good to me. The Telefunken V76m— 
the one without the roll-off—and the 

Martec, which I'm using for Faith Hill right 
now. It has a nice open top. 
How about microphones? 
Lately, I'm a Neumann fan; the old ones 
just have a certain air and "core" to their 
vocal sound. There's a vintage Neumann 

U269 that I like a lot. It looks exactly like 
a U67, but it has a little bit more air on 
the top. 
What's this month's drum mie setup? 
[Laughs] I use what everybody else does! 

11Elf, IF YOU WANT 
THE PERFECT In 
WHY NOT DO II 
YOURSELF? 
NOW, MUSICIANS CAN CREATE THEIR OWN PERSONAL, 
ON-THE- FLY, MIX RIGHT ON STAGE OR IN THE STUDIO. 

Why is it always so hard to get a simple thing like your monitor 
or headphone levels correct. Sometimes it takes longer to tell 
the sound board guy what you want than it does to tune your 
guitar. Well, Furman just made what should be a simple task— 
well— simple! 

The Furman Remote Mixer, and 
its accompanying distribution 
system, allow you to have your 
very own personal mixer sitting 
next to you on a mike stand. It 
gives you (and fifteen others) up 
to 8 mono and 4 stereo signals 
for on-the-fly control. No more 
hand signals to the engineer. 
And it doesn't even need its own 
power—so no hook-up hassles. 

So why get aggravated listening 
to a lousy mix that's anything 
but a pure delight. Get Furmah. 
And purify your mix. 

The HRM-16 
The remote mixer that sits right 
next to you on a mike stand. 

The I-IDS -16 
Connects up to 8 remote mixers. 

am: z Ar. .wei,A7v 

REMOTE MIXER SYSTEMS 

PURIFY YOUR MIX 

©2000 Furman Sound, Inc., 1997 S. McDowell Blvd., Petaluma, CA 94954, USA, Tel: 707.763.1010, Fax: 707.763.1310, www.fUrmansound.com 
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MIX MASTERS  

M177 

Right now, I like an Audio-Technica AT25 
on the kick, a Shure SM57 on the snare 

with an AKG 451 on the bottom. For toms, 

it varies depending on the room, the 
drummer and, of course, the drums; but 
it can be anything from AKG 414s to TIM 

170s, if you want a nice, warm fat sound. 
For overheads, it varies. I use Audio-

Tectulica 4051s sometimes, or (AKG) C 12s. 
There's also an old Neumann tube mic I 

like—a 582. It's a small-diaphragm mic. 
You can't get them too close or they will 

snap from the sound pressure, but they 
sound great. They're also great on acoustic 

instruments. It's definitely one of the best-
sounding mics nobody's ever heard of. 

Wait a minute. I just remembered you're 

an owner of a rental company! That's why 
you get to try so many efferent things all 

the time! You do R&D for your customers. 

[Laughs] Yeah, I'm one of the owners of 
Underground Sound Inc. In fact, the Neu-
mann 582 was one of the pieces [co-own-

ers] Bill Whittington, Brown Bannister and 

I found a few years back. They've been a 
big hit in Nashville. 
Wbatpreamps do you like on drums? 

Neve 1081s and 1073s. Although, when I 

When it comes to 
the M Series, 

don't take our word for it. 
"The fact that the M9 compares quite well against 'big 
name' mics costing twice as much also makes it an absolute 
steal at the asking price. If you happen to be thinking about 
a general-purpose, large-diaphragm condenser mic, and you 
want a subtly warm and characterful valve sound too, the M9 
has to be high on your short list." 

Hugh Robjohns, Sound On Sound, March 2002 

"On the same session I used both mics to record male 
M9 vocals with excellent results. The M179 produced a clean, 

clear top end and full lower mids without adding a ton of 
I t  proximity effect or exaggerating the chestiness of the vocal. 

Both mics (M177 and M179) performed like champs when 
the vocalist cut loose, without even a hint that they were 
running out of gas or straining during the loudest passages." 

Steve La Cerra, EQ, May 2002 

"CAD mics are very clean, but incredibly roadworthy. 
People think they're just for the studio, but these M Series 
mics definitely take live performances to the next level. In any 
style of music, the thing I'd admire most about CAD is the mics 

M179 are true to the artist. Good, bad or otherwise, they'll show 
every side of a performance. They're so honest, they're scary." 

Tim Lawrence, Live Sound Engineer for Usher, Steve Earle, 
CCR (Creedence Clearwater Revisited) and Ritchie Blackmore 

"The M9 was used on my record Big Hot, No Cattle 
both for vocals and acoustic guitar and it sounded like five 
different mics depending on placement. Guitars rang end-
lessly and the low end didn't take over. Another grand slam!" 

John Tristao, Vocalist, Creedence Clearwater Revisited 

For more information about the M Series and other CAD microphones, 
click to www.cadmics.com, or call us toll free at 800-762-9266. 

cut at Sound Kitchen's Big Boy room, I 

use the API preamps in the console. They 

sound great, too. 

Are you also likely to use your compres-

sion after recording the drums? 

It depends on the style of record I'm 
doing—the room, the drum setup-but I 

usually don't put the kick and snare 
down-compressed. I like having whatever 

options I might need open later. From the 
tracking standpoint, I'm probably a little 

more old-school. I like to get a good fat 
sound down. But I don't shy away from 
compression if it's what the project needs, 

and the rooms usually get a little com-
pression. 

Wbarsyourfavorite roam mic compressor? 

A few that sound great are the UREI 1178 

and the Neve 33609s or 33264s. Another 

compressor that has a cool character for a 
lot of things is the Empirical Labs Fats° Jr. 

You like character in a compressor 

Yeah, a lot of times I look to the com-

'9 CREDITS 
Bryan White: How Lucky/Am (1999) 

Chely Wright: Never Love You 

Enough (2001) 

Clay Davidson: Unconditional (2000) 

Collin Raye: Tracks (2000) 

Faith Hill: Breathe (1999) 

Jewel: This Way (2001) 

Lee Ann Womack: I Hope You Dance 
(2000) 

Lila McCann: Something In the Air 
(1999) 

Lonestar: I'm Already There (2001), 
Lonely Grill (1999) 

Megadeth: Risk (1999) 

Reba McEntire: So Good Together 
(1999) 

Self: Breakfast With Girls (1999) 

Shania Twain: Come on Over Aus-

tralian CD ( 1999) 

SHeDaisy: Whole Shebang (1999) 

Trace Adkins: Chrome (2001) 

Trisha Yearwood: Real Live Woman 
(2000), Where Your Road Leads 
(1998) 

Wynonna Judd: New Day Dawning 
(2000) 
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watt FR Series low-frequency 
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frequency amplifier. 
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low-frequency amplifier. rotary Input Level adjustment 

and Polarity switch (0 / 180). and individua' crossover 

frequency controls (55Hz to 110Hz). 
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Enhanced Surround Sound mixing 

environment with Depth of Center 

(Divergence) and Low Frequency 

Effects (LFE) gain controls for each 

channel, surround-capable bus &, track 

assignment. complete surround panning 

from the control surface, or external 

MIDI control. and a 72-channel overview 

window that instantly shows all your 

surround pan settings. 
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MIX MASTERS  

pressor to add color. I can really vary in 
the sound of what I'm looking for—from 
hi-fi to totally quirky—but I can't say there 
are a lot of times I grab for that compres-
sor you can't hear. 
Weg with Pro Tools, you either have to 
add color on the way in or on the way out 
If you're talking tonal coloration, I like 
adding as much as possible on the way 

in, because when you're recording, you're 
compensating for the sound of whatever 
you're recording to and whatever you're 
recording through. If those devices have 
a sound to them—and everything does— 
you're trying to find what works in that 
setup that gets you what you want to hear 
in the monitors. 

And what are the monitors you'd most 
likely be using? 

There are a few I'll use. Mainly Tannoy 
SRM lOs with Mastering Lab crossovers. 

They're a workhorse that I've had for 
years, and a lot of producers like to listen 
on them. I've got an amp that matches 
them really well—a Yamaha 2200 that's 

been modified by Mastering Lab, as well. 
Also, Mackie 824s can be a great ref-

erence. You're not going to get anything 
muddy by mixing on them. I still listen to 

[Yamaha] NS-10s; there's stuff that you 
hear on them that you don't catch on the 
others. And I mix a lot at Emerald where 

I like the Hidley rooms and I use the big 
monitors. 
Are you originally from the South? 

[Laughs] No. I'm from a small town in Illi-
nois; I came to Nashville to go to Belmont 
University. I'd been heading into electrical 

engineering and started thinking, "I don't 
want to do this." So, what did I want to do? 

Like everybody else, I'd played guitar in 
rock bands through high school, so the 
music business sounded like the obvious 
choice. I wanted to make records. I really 
didn't think about the possible downfalls 

on the income side; I just wanted to do it. 
I think a lot of people head into engineer-
ing thinking they're the next hot thing. But 
when they get into the studio and see 
what's actually involved—the hard work, 
the long hours and the "no problem" atti-
tude required—they go, "On second 
thought, this really isn't what I want!" But 
I loved it. I just lived and breathed it. 
I was fortunate enough to have a 

roommate at Belmont who was a senior, 
Steve Fralick. He was studying recording 
engineering as well, and he took me un-

der his wing. My last year in college, I 
took a job as chief engineer at a small 
Christian studio in Brentwood, Tennessee. 
I met Keith Thomas there and started 

working with him, and while I worked 
there, I also recorded a band named 
Whiteheart, the band that Dann and 
David Huff were in back then. 
I guess my last question for the day is 
what do you do in your spare time? 
What spare time? [laughs] Well, I'm mar-
ried and I've got two kids and what little 
spare time there is I try to spend with the 
family—watching the kids' sports and do-

ing outdoor stuff. And something else: For 
a few years now, I always put aside the 
first couple hours of the day for me. That 
usually involves going to work out. I owe 
my good friend Dave Mustaine [of 
Megadeth] for getting me into working 
out. I try to keep that part of my life to-
gether because sitting in a studio all day, 
you can get pretty out of shape. I go to 
the gym, do the routine and have a 
healthy breakfast. It's made a real differ-
ence in how I feel in general and also in 
how I feel at the studio. 

Maureen Droney isMix's Las Angeles editor. 
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DVD-RAM media 

Comprehensive timecode on-board 

Up to 192kHz/24-bit performance 

Mono, stereo or 4-track modes 

SDIF. or BWF audio file formats 

Destructive & non-destructive recording 

Full on-board editing with high precision 

scrubbing 

UDF disc format can be read by any OS 

Analog. AES/EBU. Word. Video. PS/2. Ethernet & 

optional VGA interfaces. 

It was only a matter of time — timecode to be precise — to enable Fostex. the inventors of both 

timecode DAT and portable timecode DAT. to bring the world the next mastering standard: 

Introducing the Fostex i3V40 DVD-RAM Master Recorder. Fostex DVD 
Working hand-in-hand with post psoduction facilities and TiMECODE DVD RAM 

sound mixers to devebp a machine to handle every exception. 

the DV40 records up to four simultaneous non-destructive audio tracks to DVD-RAM - now the 

film industry's format of choice due to its reliability. Longevity and built-in error correction — 

currently in industry standard SDIITM and BWF formats with more b follow, and up to 24 bit / 

192kHz* resolution. 

Since a UDF (Universal Disc Format) is utilized. DV40 media car be mounted and read by 

Macintosh and PC workstations without any time consuming format transfers: or the DV40 can 

become part of the editing network via its standard 100-baseT Ethernet port 

Of course what sets the DV40 apart is its elegant handling of timecode as it addresses the 

challenges presented by today's 'random access' requirements, abb to synchronise with both 

external word and video signals, the built-in timecode generator is fully featured and even 

includes the new 23.9 frame HD camera mode. 

Only a lifetimes experience of providing groundbreaking professional audio mastering 

solutions to the industry could prodJce such a machine, the experience of a company that 

continues to pioneer and innovate. 

A company you know as Fostex. 

dvdram recording . timecode . the new standard 

Fostex 
Fost ix Corporation. 3 2-35 Musashino. Akithirra Tokyo. Japan 196-0021 Te: *el 042-546-4974 Fax -F8110142-546-92'; 

Fostex America. 15431 Ellacitburn Avenue. Norwalk CA 90650. Tel: 562-921-1112 Fax: 562-802-19t 

www.fostex.con 



"Men In Black 2" 
Aliens Walk Among Us...Again 

by Blair Jackson 

Fourth of July weekend. It's hot dogs 
and parades, flags and fireworks, and 

more often than not in recent years, the 
opening of a new movie starring Will 
Smith. This year, Smith brings in the 

Fourth with the hotly anticipated sequel 
to the 1997 action-comedy-sci-fi hit Men 
In Black. Remarkably, director Barry 
Sonnenfeld was able to bring back many 
of the key players who worked on the 

original, including principal actors Smith, 
Tommy Lee Jones and Rip Torn, produc-

tion designer Bo Welch, composer Danny 
Elfman, supervising sound editor Skip 

Lievsay and production mixer Peter 
Kurland. 

"From our point of view, it's a rare 
opportunity to fur all the stuff that didn't 
work in the first movie," Lievsay says. 
"Almost every movie I've worked on, 
with maybe one or two exceptions, feels 
like a series of missed opportunities to 

me. I hate that about my job. It's very 
exciting and creative, but there are 
always things that never get fixed or 
never get addressed, or both, usually for 
time or money reasons." 

Lievsay has had an extraordinary career 
as a first-call supervising sound editor oper-
ating out of New York (and now, bi-coastal-
ly). He has worked extensively with some 
of film's great auteur directors, including 
multiple projects with the Coen Brothers, 
Spike Lee, Martin Scorsese, Jonathan 
Demme and Barry Sonnenfeld, as well as 
movies with Tim Burton, Robert Altman, 
John Sayles, Ed Bums and others. For more 
than a decade, Lievsay has spearheaded C5 
Editorial, one of Manhattan's leading post 
houses. 

When it came time to make MII32, 
Lievsay knew he'd be able to use some of 

the sonic environments and effects that he 
and others had created for the first film. In 
fact, he says, "At the outset, the picture 
department ordered copies of the FX mas-
ters from the first film. I'm happily allowing 
that. There was a lot to recycle; there are 

a lot of similar elements 
between the two films. 

"There's still a neuraliz-
er fa gun that wipes out a 
person's memory], but that's 
an interesting example of 
how we went back and 
modified the sound be-
cause we weren't happy 
with how it turned out in the first movie. 
There were some high-frequency sounds 

that were made with a strobe flash as it 
recycles, and the particular sound recording 
we used had this high-frequency distortion 
that I didn't like. So this time, Eugene 
[Gearty, sound designer] and I found anoth-
er way to do that using the Synclavier. I'm 
sure no one will know the difference or 
care, but I do." 

Naturally, there are a number of new 
alien life forms that required creative 
sound generation, particularly the evil 
Serleena character, played by Lara Flynn 
Boyle. "All through the film, she has 
these snaky appendages that keep com-
ing out," Lievsay says, "and then near the 

end of the movie, she turns into a really 
big branchy, snaky thing. When she has 
these branchy things shooting out of 

her fingertips, we went with little Foley 
wooshy, whippy sort of sounds. But then 
she keeps changing through the movie 
and getting more snake-like, so we're 

going with more gooshy, goopy sort of 
sounds. On one pass, they took the 

sound of some toy goop squishing 
between two hands. On another, they 
took tree branches, put them inside a 
rubber membrane and pushed that 
around and added some water. We did 

the usual dog-food-in-the-can noise. We 
did a very nice watermelon, too—we 

took it and ripped it and gushed the 
inside; very nice!" he adds with a laugh. 

Lievsay likes to combine natural ele-
ments with electronic ones, and he's 
always on the lookout for new gear. One 
of his recent favorites is a very retro-

sounding analog synth that is "a new iter-

ation of what is essentially a Buchla mod-
ule from a company called Wiard—this 

guy from Milwaukee named Grant 
Richter makes them in his house. They're 
very modular, old-fashioned patchboard-
type analog synths. They use control volt-
age instead of MIDI; it's ancient technol-
ogy—it feels like Forbidden Planet all 
over again. In the film, there is a sense 
that some of this supposedly futuristic 
technology has been around for quite a 
while, and these sounds help to get that 
across to the audience. It also adds a lit-
tle humor, we hope, which is definitely a 
part of these films." 

Lievsay and his cohorts have used net-
work-based systems for many years, and 
he also notes that in the past, much of the 
sound work was done "direct to Avid, but 
we've been transitioning our effects 
department away from Avid onto Pro 
Tools, which is now a fact of life. Since 
Avid and Pro Tools aren't compatible, our 
Avid work must either be saved as Pro 
Tools sessions or be laid off to some 
other kind of media." 

MIB2 utilized more than 850 CGI 
shots, so the sound team really had their 
work cut out for them. There was also 

more time and a bigger budget for the 
first Mm, so there was the predictable 
scramble when it came time for re-
recording mixers Greg Russell and Kevin 
O'Connell at the Cary Grant Theater on 
the Sony lot this past spring. On a project 
like this, after the mad dash to the finish 
is complete, a neuralizer would really 
come in handy. 
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sound for picture 

"Minority Report" 
The Sounds of Future-Past 

by Michael Axinn 

After working on five Steven 
Spielberg films, three of which 

have garnered Academy Awards for 
sound effects editing, sound designer 
Gary Rydstrom and supervising sound 
editor Richard Hymns may have discov-
ered a little secret about success. "Gary 
and I have worked on so many films 
with Steven now that we've gained his 
trust," says Hymns. "Instead of having 
him approve every detail along the way, 

Gary sends him guide tracks of the 
essential elements, and then we show 

him the reels as we final-mix them." 
With Minority Report, Spielberg's 

futuristic action-thriller starring Tom 
Cruise, the director offered them fur-
ther latitude to create the sounds for a 
huge number of devices that do not yet 
exist. From the magnetically charged 

cars of a vast commuter grid to the 
mechanical spiders used by the police 
as detection devices, Rydstrom and 
Hymns had numerous opportunities to 

show their virtuosity. 
It was in the more familiar that 

Rydstrom once again found his forte, 
using one of the everyday tools of a re-
recording mixer to express an idea that 
says past, future and present at the 

same time. 
The story revolves around the idea 

of police who are able to capture crim-
inals before they commit their crimes. 
"They have this technology that's able 
to plug into the brains of these genet-
ic mutants that can see the future and 
put on a screen the images and sounds 
that they see," says Rydstrom. "Tom 
Cruise's character, who works for the 
government, is trying to find clues to a 
murder. Spielberg is clever enough to 
put a horse or a sprinkler in the scene 
so that it can show up as they scroll 
through these visions. It's real mon-
tage-like. But it's also playing with 
time, going backward, playing in dif-
ferent perspectives." 

Rydstrom's response was like the 

age-old advice to writers, Start with 
what you know. "We were down in 
L.A.," he recounts, in reference to an 
earlier project, "and they were record-
ing all the digital sound sources onto 
Tascam MMR drives, but we were mix-
ing to film. The sound that the digital 
audio would make as it tried to catch 
up to the film system, grinding to a 
halt or starting up, was pretty cool. So, 
I set up the same thing here [at 
Skywalker]. Then I put all these vari-
ous sounds onto a drive, jogged 
through it, and made all these weird, 
sweeping sounds." 
A bit like a rap artist, scratching 

records, only digital. "One of my favorites 
is when the images freeze, as if the 

sound is caught in this loop and puls-
ing. I would jog to a crawl and the jog 
system would have this speed-up slow-
down, speed-up slow-down, speed-up 
slow-down pattern to it. You get these 
eerie little sounds that you can place 

on these images. 
"It wouldn't have sounded cool 

enough if we were just using tape," 
continues Rydstrom. "Digital has a stut-
tering quality as you speed up or jog 
through that's very interesting.' 

The sound works well as a repre-
sentation of the future. Yet it shows a 
technology with which we are current-
ly surrounded, and therefore points to 
an essential truth about all science fic-
tion: Our conception of the future is 
necessarily pieced together from 
images past and present. "The whole 
idea of these visions," says Rydstrom, 
"are projected in a way that looks very 
unique to me, although there are times 
when the images remind me of old 
silent movies." 

Richard Hymns 

As the film reaches it climax, "You 
see a vision of a future murder, and 
you start hearing and seeing those 
things that led up to it in real life," he 
says The images are past, in that 
we've heard them before, and future, 
in that they have not yet happened. 
Spielberg's intervention as a director 

and Rydstrom's, in the way he manip-
ulates sound, reminds us that they are 
also present 

“Spielberg's using very distinct visu-
al moments to key these visions. So 

we're trying to do the same thing with 
sound cues. There's a merry-go-round 
that you see outside one of these mur-
ders. You scrub it and do things to it, 
and when you slow down enough, you 
start getting digital artifacts. We didn't 
want it to sound like bad digital, but it 
creates a lot of interesting sounds.' 

In the end, Spielberg presents us 
with a harrowing projection of what 
we live with today. "It's a darker 
thriller than he's done before," con-
cludes Hymns, "and it's got a huge 

variety of material." This meant that 
Hymns and Rydstrom had their work 

cut out to get it ready for the final. The 
final, of course, being the place where 
the success of that work is finally 
determined. But with three Academy 
Award successes already in the data-
banks, it seems almost possible for 
Ryder-0m and Hymns to predict the 
future. 
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sound for picture 

"The Sum of All Fears" 
Keeping It Real 

by Maureen Droney 

Although filming was completed 
before September 11, one might have 

expected some concerns at Paramount 
Pictures about the release of The Sum of 
All Fears and its story, in which terrorists, 
determined to provoke worldwide war, 
detonate a nuclear warhead during the 
Super Bowl. But, according to director Phil 
Alden Robinson, no such debate occurred. 
A writer himself whose previous directing 
credits include Field of Dreams, Sneakers 
and an episode of HBO's World War II 
epic Band of Brothers, Robinson was able 
to take Sum beyond standard summer 
thriller into multidimensional experience, 

with an ending that some have called 
inspirational. 

In spite of its status as a big Tom Clancy 
movie featuring Ben Affieck and Morgan 
Freeman, Sum's budget wasn't extravagant. 
Location effects recording wasn't an 
option, so every sound—the flyover of 
troop-carrying helicopters, emphatic foot-
steps into a Russian president's hushed 
bedroom, and locations from the streets of 
Vienna and Washington, D.C., to the country-
sides of Russia and Virginia, as well as a 
nuclear explosion and its aftermath—had 
to be created from scratch. Fortunately, 
supervising sound editor John Leveque is a 
partner at Soundstonn, with its enormous 
library of sounds collected over the yews 
for such films as LA. Confidential, Batman 
Forever and The Fugitive. 

"It's enhanced reality, cheated reality," 
comments dialog/ADR supervisor Kim-
berly Voigt. "Phil has a particular gift for 
making strange things work. When a 
bomb is found in the desert, someone 
puts a hand under it searching for the 

fuse. But it's a nuclear bomb; there is no 
fuse. Phil wanted the sound of flies 
buzzing because it's evil and weird, and 

in the temp, it actually was flies. It got 
more sophisticated in the final, but it's 
based on flies buzzing and it gives the 
sense of evil that he was after." 
A major challenge was Robinson's 

determination to avoid ADR. "I pro-
grammed 220 lines of ADR and we got to 
do 90 of them," says Voigt. "Most actors 
and directors prefer to avoid ADR, but 

Phil is on the extreme side. We did the 
things that we absolutely had to—that 
was it. I've been thanking my lucky stars 
that we have (dialog mixer] Chris 
Jenkins." 

"In a special effects movie like this, 
with heavy equipment and machines, it's 
especially difficult to make production 
sound work," adds Leveque. "When you 
do, there's much more sense of reality. 
For example, there's a scene where sol-
diers arrive to rescue the president; that 
had real helicopters and real Marines and 
you can feel it." 

Voigt, who handled both ADR and dia-
log supervision, found Pro Tools a boon 
for melding tiny bits of ADR with produc-

tion dialog. "My favorite thing about being 
digital is that I have the whole movie in 
different versions," she explains. "I can 
create hybrids. For example, we had a 
line of ADR because one of the actors had 
mispronounced a Russian name. I was 
able to just take the little piece I needed 
and cut it into the dialog track." 

During the final mix on Universal 
Studios' Hitchcock Stage. a conscious effort 
was made to keep levels reasonable, result-
ing in a mix that avoids the problem of dig-
ital harshness that's endemic to recent 
action movies. "Of course, loudness has an 
emotional effect," says Leveque, "but often 

it's detail, rather than loudness, that makes 
it exciting. When Jack Ryan is inside the 
helicopter getting thrown around, if you 
can hear the detail—things hitting the 
walls, alarms going off, all the compo-

Left to right, John Leveque (supervising sound 

editor), Chris Jenkins (dialog mixer), Kim Voigt 

(dialog/ADR supervisor), Bob Bayliss (behind, 

assistant music editor), Kenny Hall (music editor), 

Tony Milch (co-supervising sound editor) and, 

seated, Frank Montano (sound FX mixer). 

nents—you've achieved something more 

real. Fortunately, 'effects mixer] Frank 
Montano is also very much in that made." 

The veteran members of Leveque's 
sound team concur that The Sum of All 
Fears was an unusual project. "There was 
an inspiring nature about this movie," 
states co-supervising sound editor Anthony 
1Vlilch. "Not only because of its content, but 
because of the director's skill. It's not over-
worked or preachy, but the socially rele-
vant issues come through. 

"In our work, we often uy to remember 
what we felt the first time we saw a film, to 
re-create that experience. You want to 
keep your focus on that emotion to height-
en with the sound what the director has 
already provided. At the first screening of 
this film, a lot of us were noticeably 
touched. When you're lucky enough to 
work with a team of people who really 
care, the end result can be far in excess of 
the actual work that was done. I think 
that's what happened here." 
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NUENDO 

a growing list of world-class producers. 

one world-class audio production tool. 

feeling left behind? 

nuendo producers group 
PHIL RAMONE 

RORY KAPLAN 

CHUCK AINLAY 

DAVID TICKLE 

FRANK FILIPETTI 

ROB HILL 

GREG LADANYI 

ELLIOT SCHEINER 

ALAN PARSONS 

With millions of record sales, multiple 

Grammy's and over 100 combined years 

making hit records, these world- renown 

producers know what it takes to be the 

best. They also know why NUENDO is 

the best digital audio production tool 

available and have partnered with 

Steinberg to ensure it will continue to 

meet the needs of professionals in the 

future. 

Grammy Award winning pr oducer Elliot Scheiner recently remixed Queen's classic " A 

Night at the Opera .' in 5.1 Surround for a DVD-A release. The complexity of this 

ahead- of- it's- time album required some exceptional finesse as well as the very best 

sound quality. ' Nuendo allowed me to do things that were intended but not possible at 

the time this album was made. On top of that, it sounds incredible! The cornbination 

of flexibility and sound quality really inade this remix the best it could be." 

But don t feel left behind. You too can own NUENDO and be confident that you're not 

only geUing the best in audio technology but the top professionals in the industry to 

ensure it stays that vidy. 

www.nuendo.com steinberg 
..xtivity Fi, 

NHTPro, 527 Stone Road, Benicia, CA 94510, NHT and NHTPro, a division of Recoton Corporation, C) 2002 Recoton Corp. 
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BITSTREAN  
BY OLIVER MASCIAROTTE 

Sven, Where's My Mead? 

Choices for Working in a Wireless World 

ILLUSTRATION MIKE CRUZ 

I
magine having an Internet connection all the 
time as you tote your computer hither and yon. 
Imagine the power of sharing files, directories 

and applications with your collaborators without 
plugging into a wired network. Well, stop dreaming 
and get with it! The wireless paradigm is here, and, 
man, it is great! 

Wireless networks provide portability, flexibility 

and scalability, as well as simplicity for the user. Mod-
em wireless local area networks, or WLANs, use either 
of two protocols: 802.11x or Bluetooth. I'm going to 
start with 802.11b, because Bluetooth is typically used 
for the quaintly named PAN. or Personal Area Network. 

Anyway, 802.11b ("eight oh two dot eleven"), or 
Wi-Fi, is a subset of the larger 802.11 IEEE standard 
for WLANs. The standard includes several PHYs or 
physical layer choices, including infrared and the 
2.4GHz frequency band with spread-spectrum chan-
nel coding. Data rates are defined from 1 to 11 Mbit/s, 

about the same as 10BaseT. Also, no FCC license is 
needed for any of these VI/LAN/PAN technologies. 

Let's start with adapters and access points, the stuff 
Wi-Fi networks are made of. Adapters are hardware, 
typically mobile, that bridge the host's OS and 802.11 
transceivers. Mobile implies small, and adapters typi-
cally are PC (PCMCIA) cards or USB blobules, a tech-
nical term for science wrapped in little bits of plastic. 

Access points are base stations—fixed-location 
hardware that buffers the transmissions and bridges 
802.11 to wired LAN services. Access points can act as 
extension points when they are physically separated 
and/or tied to other wired networks. This effectively 
extends the reach for seamless coverage and roaming 
across "microcells," where a wireless node maintains 
a network connection as it moves from one wireless 
cell to another. For really large spaces such as a col-
lege campus, an office building or an auditorium, ex-
ternal antennas can be deployed for signal reinforce-
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Spot the 
difference? 

RODE NT5 

(actual size) 

RODE NT5 

(actual size) 

Everything small capsule, precision microphones, should be. 

With SMOOTH 'tailored for instruments' response and 

LOW distortion and ULTRA low noise, the New RODE NT5's 

are manufactured to exacting tolerances and delivered in matched pairs. 

NT5's, UNMATCHED performance in a MATCHED set. 

RODE 
MICROPHONES 

USA - Ph: 310 328 7456 INTERNATIONAL - Ph: 61 2 8765 9333 Fax: 61 2 8765 9444 
info P rodemicrophones.com mww rodemicrophones.com 
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F.A.R. Tsunami- 10 

SlageTec Aurus 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

OF THE 1 12TH 

AES CONVENTION 

From May 10-13, 2002, thousands of audio professionals rolled into Munich, Ger-

many, for the the 112th convention of the Audio Engineering Society. Typically, 

any AES show would be filled with dozens of hot new technology debuts, but ar-

riving on the heels of the Musikmesse, NSCA and NAB shows, this particular con-

vention had less sparkle, especially with the debut of major new digital recording 

and broadcast consoles from AMS Neve, Calrec, Euphonix, Harrison, Soundtracs, 

Solid State Logic, Studer, Wheatstone and Yamaha just weeks earlier. To be fair, 

there were some hot new products at AES Munich, but you had to dig a little to 

uncover the gems. Here are a few that caught our attention: 

CONSOLES 

Clearly, the most talked about product was Aurus from StageTec (www. 

stagetec.com), the creators of the well-known Cantus digital console and Nexus 

routing systems. Nicknamed the " Direct-Access Console," Aurus is a large-format 

24-bit/96kHz board with up to 256 buses, 300 inputs and as many as 96 channel 

strips. The board is designed with an analog feel, based on nimble ergonomics 

with large TFT screens, and its 11 concentric rotary encoders per channel strip 

(for one-knob-per-function operation) are accompanied by dual-fan LED and 

multiple alphanumeric readouts offering instant visual feedback at the source; 

it's ideal for working in fast-paced situations, such as live, on-air broadcast or 

theater applications. 

Aurus is based on a cool-running, fanless control surface that connects to all 

audio processing electronics via fiber optics up to 1,000 meters away. Addition-

ally, multiple mixers (and/or console surfaces) can operate and access the signal 

chain via Nexus for sharing DSP, files, I/O converters, routing, etc., in a true dig-

ital audio network. The TFT displays offer high-res metering (with switchable 

peak or VU characteristics), as well as detailed views of console parameters or 

configurations. Other features include snapshot and dynamic automation for all 

console parameters, 28-bit TrueMatch ND conversion on mic inputs with 150 

dBa typical dynamic range, 24-bit ADCs on line inputs ( 133 dBa typical), onboard 

or external sample rate conversion, and support of multiple digital audio for-

mats: AES/EBU, AES 42, S/PDIF, Y2 (MEL2), SDIF-2, MADI, ADAT and SDI. 

Having seen many of the AES exhibitors at other shows just days before, I of-

ten asked "What's new since last week?" Usually, they laughed and gave me a 

quick update on shipping dates or first installations, without going into a detailed 

dissertation on a product I'd already seen. Not so with the new Studer 

(www.studer.ch) Vista 7 Digital Mixing System, which has numerous software ad-

ditions and new features since its NAB 2002 debut in April. Vista 7's new layering 
option allows for the integration of Soundmaster ION hardware with control of 

up to eight transports, including large recorder-style transport keys, sync offsets, 

track arming, calculator and more—all with fingertip touchscreen access. 

Speaking of transport control, Brainstorm (www.aidinc.com) unveiled "The 

Remote," a console-top controller for up to eight machines, with track arming, 



looping functions, jog/shuttle wheel, 100 memory registers, off-

set calc, GPOs for ADR beeps, and 9-pin and MIDI I/O. Price? About 

$2,000. 

WORKSTATIONS 

Another major AES showing was Cube-Tec's (www.cube-tec.com) 

AudioCube5-De11530, which packs the punch of the company's 

earlier custom, dual-Pentium Ill systems, but is based on Dell's af-

fordable, off-the-shelf D530 workstation. With the price of the 

new audio mastering/archival/restoration system dropping from 

around $27k to $ 12k, it's 

little wonder that the 

company has sold 24 sys-

tems worldwide in the 

past few months, with 

more than half going into 

the U.S. market. In addi-

tion to eight new and/or 

improved VPI plug-ins for 

mastering/restoration, 

Cube-Tec also unveiled 

Quadriga Tape-24, with 

ample inputs for capturing up to 24 tracks of analog session tapes 

directly to disk at up to 192kHz rates. 

Co-developed with Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., and 

slated to begin shipping last month, DVD-Audio Creator LE from 

Sonic Solutions (www.sonic.com) is a Windows 2000-based sys-

tem for authoring, creating and developing masters in the high-

res DVD-A format. Price is $6,000, well within the range of most 

studios or mastering facilities. 

Fostex (www.fostex.com) is the first licensee of Digigram's 

(www.digigram.com) EtherSouncr technology. EtherSound en-

hances established technologies to easily (and economically) cre-

ate low-latency audio networks using standard Ethernet cabling 

and components, connecting digital audio sources to networked 

audio devices. Up to 64 channels of 24-bit digital audio at 48 kHz, 

plus bi-directional control information, can be transported to vir-

tually any number of networked audio devices. Fostex plans to 

show EtherSound-compliant P.A. and pro sound installation prod-

ucts by year's end. 

Cube-Tec AudioCube5-De11530 

STUDIO MONITORS 

Belgium-based F.A.R. (Fundamental Acoustic Research, www.far-

audio.com) took the prize for coolest speaker at AES. The 

Tsunami- 10 is an innovative loudspeaker that combines a radical 

look, a clever design and a great sound. The triple-layer front baf-

fle places a resilient material between two 22mm MDF slabs to 

eliminate unwanted vibrations, sophisticated internal bracing 

locks the entire enclosure into a single, nonmoving block, and a 

huge rear port reduces air compression and lowers distortion. A 

10-inch woofer, 1-inch soft-dome tweeter with symmetric wave-

guide, 220 watts of onboard bi-amplification and an optional re-

mote control complete the package. 

Last year, A.D.A.M. Audio (distributed in the U.S. by McCave 

Intl., www.mccave.com) wowed me with its three-way S3-A active 

monitors and their ultrasmooth folded-ribbon tweeters. Now, the 

company debuts the 52.5A, a near-field that also uses the ribbon-

tweeter technology, but in a compact two-way system. An un-

powered version is also available. 

Not enough bass? KRK (www.krksys.com) demoed its M118 

(128 dB peak) monitors and offered a sneak preview of the M218 

dual- 18, active four-way monitors coming this fall at AES L.A. The 

integrated 14 kW of amplification ensures that the M218s will 

move some air. With these installed, who needs air conditioning? 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Celebrating its 20th anniversary, Quantec (distributed by HHB, 

www.hhbusa.com) showed two new models in its Yardstick line. 

Both the digital 1/0-only MC-2404 (about $4,320) and the analog 

and digital I/O MC-2405 ($6,480) are 8-channel, 24/96k units of-

fering surround reverbs, delays, IIR/FIR filters, EQs, flange, chorus, 

gates, companders and the classic room simulation that made the 

company's QRS a hit back in 1982. 

Portugal's Sintefex Audio (distributed by GPrime, www. 

gprime.com) demoed two new 24/96 digital units designed to 

replicate the sounds of classic analog gear. The CX2000 has sam-

ples of actual UREI and Fairchild compressors; the FX2000 takes 

the CX2000 sounds and adds samples of actual Pultecs and vari-

ous console EQs. 

E 

Beyer MC 930 

Medal 

MICROPHONES 

For the past few years, trade shows have been 

overwhelmed with new large-diaphragm con-

denser models. This time, however, the small-

diaphragm mics took center stage. Beyer's (www. 

beyerdynamic.com) cardioid MC 930 true con-

denser is optimized for piano, percussion, brass 

and overheads, and offers high-end performance 

at a low price. Keep this quiet: We can't say more 

about it now, but Sanken (www.sanken-mic.com) 

will unveil a new small-diaphragm condenser at 

AES this fall. No stranger to small-diaphragm mics, 

DPA (www.dpamicrophones.com), whose origins 

go back to the days of B&K's pro audio division, 

celebrated 10 years of providing no-compromise 

products for discriminating users worldwide. And 

speaking of manufacturers of great studio mics, 

the Audio Engineering Society awarded its Gold 

to 90-year-old Sennheiser founder Professor Dr. Fritz 

Sennheiser in recognition of his lifetime achievements in audio and 

microphone technology. Congratulations! 

MORE TO COME... 

Perhaps the biggest news at AES was AES itself. Based on a survey 

of visitors and exhibitors, the AES has decided to expand the cur-

rent Amsterdam-Paris-Munich European show rotation to include 

new cities such as London, Berlin, Barcelona, Vienna and possibly 

Rome or Milan. Next year's show returns to Amsterdam from March 

22-25, 2003—a week after NSCA, less than two weeks after Frank-

furt Musikmesse and 11 days prior to NAB. Given the reality of to-

day's economic climate and the logistics of shipping exhibits over 

great distances, the situation leaves many exhibitors with tough 

choices ahead on which shows to attend. But, in the meantime, see 

you in L.A. this October! 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Tools of the Trade 

CAKEWALK SONAR 2.0 

The latest version of Cakewalk's (www 
cakewalk.com) PC-based workstation, 

SONAR 2.0 features the Cyclone DXi 
Groove Sampler, a DXi software synth 

t hat lets users edit individual slices of 

Groove Clips and ACID loops, add ef-
fects, extract the rhythm of one loop and 
remap it to another, trigger grooves with 

MIDI events in a track and export to cte-
ate new variations of existing loops. 

SONAR 2.0 offers ReWire 2.0 support, 
has a multiport, graphical drum editor 
and provides bidirectional communica-

tion with any MIDI control surface hard-
ware, with dedicated support for CM Moto;-

Mix. Tascam 11-428/U-224 and a Learn 

mode for other devices. Yamaha's Open 

MIDI Plug-In technology is supported. 
SONAR 2.0 features a new Synth Rack for 

more flexible integration of DXi software 
synths, ACID .WAV file export, and in-

cludes new third-party I)Xi soft synths. 

DirectX 8 automatable effects, real-time 
MIDI FX plug-ins, audio loops and 

SoundFont libraries. Also shipping is 

SONAR 2.0 XL, a premium version of 

SONAR that includes two 64-bit, automat-
able DirectX 8 mastering effects plug-in-; 

and an advanced DXi soft-synth 

drum sampler. SONAR 2.0 lists 
for $479; SONAR 2.0 XL is $599. 

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT4040 

STUDIO CONDENSER 
Audio-Techniat (www.audio-tech 

nica.com) debuts the AT4040, a 
cardioid, large-diaphragm con-
denser mie. The transformerless 

AT4040 features an 
extended, flat-fre-

quency response (20-

20,000 Hz), wide dy-

namic range (133 dB, 
1 kHz it max SPL) 

and handles SPLs up 

to 145 dB (1 kHz @ 

1% THD), 155 dB 

with 10dB pad. A 

switchable 80Hz, 

-12dB/octave LF roll-

off is also provided. 

Additional features include an aged, vapor-
deposited-gold, large-diaphragm capaci-

tor element and a symmetrical housing 
assembly that minimizes internal reflec-
tions. Price is $495, with shockmount, 

dust cover and carrying case. 

DIGIDESIGN 192 DIGITAL I/O 

\ew from Digidesign (www.digidesign 

.com), the 192 Digital I/O is a high-

definition, 24-bit/192kHz, multichannel 
audio interface specifically designed for 

the Pro Tools HD environment. The 192 
I)igital I/0 has a range of digital I/O op-

tions, including up to 16 channels of 
single-wire AES/EBU at 96 kHz, up to 
eight channels of AES/EBU at 192kHz 
sample rates, 16 channels of TDIF I/O at 

up to 48 kHz, 16 channels of ADAT I/O 

at up to 48 kHz, two additional channels 
of AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital, and eight 

additional channels of ADAT optical I/O 
at 48 kHz or two channels of optical 

S/PDIF I/O at up to 96 

kHz. Word Clock I/O and 
Loop Sync I/O clock to 

other HD peripherals, 

and an expansion port 
connects additional 192 

and 96 I/O interfaces. A 
Legacy Peripheral Port is 
also included to accom-

modate previous-genera-

tion Digidesign interfaces such as the 

888124, 882120, ADAT Bridge I/O or 
1622 I/0s. The 192 Digital I/O retails 

for $2,495. 

BIAS DECK 3.5 FOR MAC OS X 

Berkley Integrated Audio Softw are Inc. 

(www.bias-inc.com) unveils Version 3.5 

of its Mac-based DAW software, which 

now offers OMF import, real-time sur-
round mixing features and OS X support. 

As a native Mac OS X application, Deck 

3.5 supports Apple's CoreAudio and Core-

MIDI (for remote fader/transport control, 
MIDI file playback, and timecode with 

CoreMIDI-compatible SMPTE LTC to MTC 

converters). This multiprocessor-aware 
software is optimized for the PowerPC 
G4. Deck 3.5 also supports up to 64 

tracks of audio playback, real-time 
VST plug-in support, SMPTE syn-

chronization, QuickTime sync, and 
real-time mixing, featuring level 
and pan automation with break-

point envelope editing. Deck 3.5 
runs on either Mac OS X or Mac 

OS, and will be available this quarter for 
a retail price of $399. 

COOL EDIT PRO 2.0 

Syntrillium (www.syntrillium.com) is 

shipping Cool Edit Pro 2.0. This latest 
version of the Cool Edit Pro worksta-
tion offers recording, editing and mix-

ing of up to 128 stereo audio tracks 
with most sound cards. New effects fea-

tures include real-time effects with a 

dedicated effects rack for each track, 
automation of some parameters over 

time and a dedicated real-time EQ on 

each track. Other features include en-

hanced looping tools, new effects, a 

Mixer Console window, additional en-

velope support in multitrack for automa-
tion, CI) ripping, MIDI playback, Video 

(.AVI) soundtrack editing, SMPTE/MTC 

Master capability, Group waveform 
(RMS) normalize, improved frequency 
analysis, instant undo/redo and more. 
Also, a new customizable interface fea-

tures dockable/sizeable windows, dual-
monitor support and more. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

MIXED LOGIC M24 
The Mixed Logic (www.mixedlogic.com) 

M24 is a dedicated remote-control sur-

face for DAW software, featuring 24 
100mm, touch-sensitive motorized 

faders and 24 reassignable pan con-

trols. Controls can be custom config-
ured, and presets and templates are 

available for common applications. A 

dedicated EQ section has 12 controls 
divided into four bands. Channel strips 
feature switches for Solo, Mute, Soft 

and Select (which activates the dedi-
cated controls for dymanics, sends and 

plug-ins). Other features include 53 ro-

tary encoders, three MIDI In and Out 
ports, USB and expansion ports, a 40-

character/4-line LCD, jog wheel, bank 
swapping and two internal power sup-

plies. Retail. $3,49c). 

NIGEL FOR UAD-1 

POWERED PLUG-INS 

The Nigel Guitar Pt °Lessor for the LIAD-1 

card and Powered Plug-Ins are devel-

oped by Universal Audio and distributed 

by Mackie (www.inackie.com). Nigel is 
a multi-effects plug-in featuring a range 
of guitar tones and effects, such as a 

"Clean & Wane California tube sound, 
"British" tones and an array of original 

tones; Nigel's Preilex modeling technolo-

gy allows variable morphing between 
any two amp presets. Classic effects in-

dude a gate/compressor, phaser, mod 
filter, tremolo, fade-in, modulated delays 

and an echo delay (up to 1,200 ms). 
Nigel modules can also be used as indi-

vidual plug-ins. 

Z-SYSTEMS OPTIPATCH 

LIGHTPIPE ROUTER 
Z-Systems (www.z-sys.com) offers the 

OptiPatch Matrix Audio Router, a digital 

patchbay that handles multiple sets of 
ADAT Lightpipe-format digital I/Os. Opti-

SVS. PatCh 

GROOVE TUBES STUDIO MICS 
Miciiman (www.midiman.com) is distrib-

uting a new line of Groove Tubes studio 
condenser mics. The six 

different models include 

medium- and large-di-
aphragm models (tube 

or 1.1.1). All have ultra-

thin, evaporated-gold 
diaphragms and meas-

ure within ±1 dB of a 

standard reference 

tnic, so matched pairs 
are available at no 

additional cost. Top of 
the new line is the 
GT66, a cardioid. side-

address design with 
Class-A tube electronics, -10dB attenua-

tion pad and a 75Hz low-frequency roll-

off switch. The GT67 adds multiple polar 

patterns, while the GT55 

Studio FET replaces the 

GT66's tube with FET 

circuitry. Other models 

include the GT57 Studio 
FET multipattem con-

denser, the GT44 Studio 

Tube and the GT33 Stu-
dio FET. The cardioid 

GT44 and GT33 feature 
interchangeable capsules 
(omni or super-cardioid). 
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Patch can store up to 99 I/O routing pat-
terns, each recallable via one front panel 

button. The unit's rear panel has eight 
Lightpipe inputs and eight Lightpipe out-

puts, for a total I/O capacity of 64 digital 

audio sources and 64 destination chan-

nels. Price: $399. 

E-MU COMMAND STATION V. 1.31 

E-mu ‘‘. .einu.coni) has released Ver-

sion 1.31 software for E-mu XL-7 and 

MP-7 Command Stations and Proteus 

2500 Command Module. Features in-
clude a sequencer engine optimized for 

speed and stability, improved MIDI rout-
ing, improved sequencer functions, ex-
panded controller range and automatic 

track selection. E-mu's Beats mode has 
been integrated, complete with Beats 

Triggers. A new tool called E-Loader Ver-

sion 1.1 enables users to download/up-
load SMF sequences via USB and MIDI 

and to troubleshoot any component of 

their MIDI setup. Both V. 1.31 software 

and E-Loader can be downloaded from 

the company's Website. 

APHEX 212 AD/DA CONVERTER 

Aphex Systems (www.aphex.com) has 

introduced the Model 212, a 2-channel 
AD/DA converter offering multiple stereo 

outputs (AES, S/PDIF and optical) and 
two separate mono AES outputs. For un-
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balanced 75-ohm applications, optional 
BNC outputs can replace the )CLR AES 
outputs. Features of the Model 212 in-
clude patented circuitry designed specifi-
cally to address and overcome the DC 
drift inherent in all A/D converters, jitter-
canceling D/A and a full range of output 
options. Retail: $995. 

MIDIMAN/M-AUDIO DMP3 PREAMP 
Midirnan/M-Audio (www.midiman.net) 
introduces the DMP3 instrument/mic pre-
amp. Each of two identical channels of-
fers XLR and '4-inch TRS inputs and '4- 
inch TRS balanced outputs; high/low-gain 
controls accommodate a range of micro-
phone and instrument levels, with up to 
66 dB of gain. Each channel also features 
a VU meter, phantom power, low-cut fil-
ter, clipping indicator and phase switch. 
Frequency response is stated to be 20-
100k Hz (+0/-1 dB), and THD+N is 
0.002% @ 1 kHz. Retail: $249.95. 

EMAGIC EVD6 
EVD6, the latest in Emagic's (www.emagic 
.de) Vintage Instrument line of software 
instruments, is an emulation of the Hohner 
D6 Clavinet. The EVD6 calculates sounds 
in real time using 32-bit, algorithmic-
component modeling, and, like the origi-
nal, reacts dynamically to performance, 
changing both volume and timbre. (For 
example, hitting the keys hard results in 
a more metallic sound, while striking the 

keys softly produces a smoother tone.) 
The software re-creates key clicks, and 
can combine and alter the position of 
"pick-ups." Other features include 
switchable filters and phaser, wah-wah 
and distortion effects. 

ROSENDAHL NANOCLOCKS 
CLOCK SERVER 
Now distributed in the U.S. by HI-IB 
(www.hhbusa.com) are the new Rosen-
dahl Studiotechnik Nanosyncs Version 3 
Reference Generator and the Nanododcs 

Digital Audio Clock Server (a worddock 
distributor with an integrated audio mas-
ter-clock generator). Both units feature 
transformer-isolated A and B wordclock 
inputs, 12 outputs controlled by a pro-
grammable output matrix, ±5ppm crystal 
accuracy and clock jitter of less than 10 
picoseconds RMS (20-20k Hz). A 4x mul-
tiplier gives the Nanosyncs 176.4 and 
192kHz sample clock output, and AES/ 
EBU and S/PDIF outputs now support 
88.2 and 961cHz. Nanoclocks is $1,299; 
Nanosyncs is $ 1,599. 

SAMS "TEACH YOURSELF ACID 3.0 IN 24 HOURS" 
by Gary Rebholz and Michael Bryant 
Written by Sonic Foundry experts, Teach Yourself 
ACID 3.0 in 24 Hours promises to teach you all the 
ACID skills you will need to create, mix and edit mu-
sic in Sonic Foundry's ACID 3.0. The book takes the 
reader step by step through synchronizing music with 
video and Flash movies; using the new Beatmapper 
and Chopper tools; mixing, editing and creating loops in Sound Forge XP and 
Vegas Audio LE; applying audio effects; using MIDI options; and burning to 
CD-ROM. For more information, visit www.sonicfoundry.com. 

sAms 
Teach Yourself 

DPA 4071 MINIATURE MIC 
The new 4071 Miniature Microphone 
from DPA Microphones (www.dpamicro 
phones.com) is an omnidirectional 
miniature condenser designed for voice 
applications in broadcast and film. The 
4071 has a built-in 5dB soft boost at 4-6 
kHz to compensate for the natural reso-
nance of the human chest cavity. Op-
tional accessories include a versatile 
range of mounting clips, pins and grids 
for inconspicuous placement and a 
handy kit of concealment accessories. 

BENCHMARK 2-CHANNEL DAC 
Benchmark Media's (www.benchmark 
media.com) DAC1 is a 2-channel, 24-bit/ 
96IcHz D/A converter featuring total jit-
ter immunity and a 117dBa S/N ratio 
Oit 48 kHz). The DAC1 has an auto-de-
tecting input sample range of 28-96 kHz, 
and Benchmark's UltraLock technology 
provides totally jitter-free conversion at 
any sample rate and with any degree of 
input jitter. Digital inputs are AES, S/PDIF 
and Toslink; analog outputs are balanced 
)CLR and unbalanced RCA. The unit has 
an internal headphone amp, and output 
levels can be controlled from the front 
panel or preset via selectable trim pots 
(+10 dBu to +30 dBu at 0 dBFS). Price is 
$795; a rackmount kit is optional. 

AUDIO CONTROL RTA 
Audio Control Industries (www.audiocon 
trol.com) is celebrating its 25th anniver-
sary with a special edition of the compa-
ny's popular SA-3052 real-time spectrum 
analyzer. The special Anniversary Edition 
SA-3052 is distinguished by a cosmetic 
makeover with nearly 300 blue LEDs in 
the analyzer display. Price: $1,559. 

MICROBOARDS ORBIT PRO 
Microboards Technology (www.micro 
boards.com) debuts the Orbit Pro stand-
alone, automated CD duplicator, a 
desktop unit with dual 24x recorders, 
an internal hard drive and an input 
hopper that holds up to 150 discs. Ca-
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OUR TECHNOLOGY YOUR CREATIVITY 

IOU A k 
The Ultimate 48-track Audio Workstation 
for On-location Multi-track Recording 

> 2 to 48-track simuitaneou 
record/playback ciannels 

> Built-in stereo monitoring output 
> Real-time editing, mixing and FX processing 
> ADAT, TDIF, AES/E3U, MADI 

and Analog I/3 options 
> External FireWire, DE or SCSI drives 
> Internal CD-R 
> Total compatibility viith Pyramix Virtual Studio 
> Weighing only 4.E <g 

e j-.. 

oeyele'e 

PAR Alb Poe offers all the sopi stication 
and sonic quail:), of the mainstreEm yramix 
Virtual Studio in E rery compact and lightweiet 
form. Ideal for on-location recordiig er gineers 
who need to retain the absolute record ng qi_a-
lity, reliability ant multi-track recerd/playbwk 
capabiitie3 of a Lily featured re31-tÉnE audio 
workstaticn. 

info@mergIng . com • wvvvv. merging. corn 
SWITZERLAND: TEL. +41 (0)21 946 0444 • USA: TEL. + 1 (847) 272 0500 
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Territorial restric:ions may apply. Call your Sweetwater Sales Engineer for details. 

PRO TOOLS 
Pristine Fidelity. Increased Power. Total Flexibili 

Pro ToolsIHD rewrites the rules of computer-based audio production. Incorporating advanced hardware 

architecture, more DSP power, support for increased sample rates, higher track count capacity, the broadest 

array of high- quality plug- ins available, ProToolIHD is the professionals choice in audio produ on.-

• Increased sample rate support - up to 192 kHz 

• Support for up to 128 simultaneous audio tracks 

• Support for up to 96 channels of I/O 

• World-class, high-resolution audio interfaces, each 

offering a wealth of analog and digital connections 

• Full Avid interoperability with support for 

AVoptionIXL, FilmFraine, DigiTranslator 2.0 and 

Avid Unitylv MediaNet shared storage' 

• Cross-platform operation' 

• Support for DigiStudio online collaboration (Mac 

only)" 

• A complete professional arid audio solution, 

including audio interfaces, synchronization, MIDI, 

mic preamp peripherals and more 

• Features avadable wrth Pr u Tools software a5 3 1 

• IàLJiIrIcrwitguI 

111 I IC( 11111110\ ( 111"C( l NI US TODAY AND LET US HELP YOU CONfIG 
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Digdesign Plug-ins 

Essential tools for the 
recording professional' 

or musician, Digidesign 
plug-ris set the stand& 

for audio excellence. 

Toe Bruno/Beso 
uses cross-synthesis 
techniques to modify 
e<isting audio in re 
creating sounds ra 
from -he musical 
outrageous. 

D-Fi lets you 
"mangle" you 

D-Verb orovid 
a ver DSP 

DINR stha 

for -ealtime, 

The DPP-1 
delay processing to the Pro 1-oil's. 
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, ths. Revolutionary Effects. Superb Mastering. 
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Noise Reduction Plug- In 

band and pitched loise. 

' t- •-•t • ality, 24- bit pitch change and 
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Maxim offers world-class peak limiting and sound level maximizing plug-
in. Maxim optimizes the overall level of your audio input while preserving 

the integrity of tie original sauna. 

Reverp One is an uncompromising acoustic space simulator that gives 
you complete untrol of the reverberant characteristics of your mix, and is 

equally at home in music and post production. 

SoundReplacer eliminates the tedious process of replacing tracks by 

letting your original track trigger the desired samples. Substituting new 
samples into your existing mix is effortless. It's ideal for drums, but can be 

used with virtually anything. 

SurroundScope lets you visualize the surround capabilities of Pro Tools 

software. With its intuitive interface, you 

can accurately see what your listeners 
will hear - right from within Pro Tools. 

Modeled after their 
Red Range hardware 
counterparts, the 

Focusrite d2 and d3 bring 
high- quality equalization and professional 

dynamic control to Pro Tools, with the same 

exacting control and sonic character 

you'd expect from Focusnte 
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Access Virus 

The Access Virus Plug- In is the first 
step into a new world A TDM-based 

synthesizer plug-in for Pro Tools 
Based on the highly-acclaimed and 

successful Access Virus hardware 

synthesizer. the Virus plug-in is a luscious synth that delivers up to 8 
simultaneous instruments and a whopping 160 voices at 48k or 80 
voices at 96k to Pro ToolsIHD - all on a 

single DSP chip. 

DUY Plug-ins 

NY plug- ins are made for the 

creative artist in you, not the 
computer technician. 

The DaD Analog Tape Simulator 
features modeling of an array of 

analog tape reimrders, including a 
vintage machine with valve circuitry, a 

late 5'0's transistor based machine, an 
op-amp based machine of the 7C's and mere. There's 
also authentic simulation of the three most common noise reduction 

systems, plus a proprietary noiseless-tape mode. 

The DaD Valve provides real valve sound, with classic warmth, within the 
digital domain, and with characteristics and control impossible to achieve 

in conventional valve systems! 

DSPider allows you to actually " build" your own plug- ins. A huge range of 
unique and exciting effects and processors can be created with just one 

plug-in. You drag and drop various " modules" ( like filters, shapers, and 
pitch trackers) and " interfaces" ( like sliders and meters) to create your 

own processor of any imaginable type. 

The DUY Shape provides professional sound enhancement via the exclu-
sive FDWS (Frequency Dependent WaveShaping) algorithm. This delivers a 
huge menu of processing features, including three band smooth filter with 
full audio range and continuous crossover points and three, independent 
user defined Shapers with virtually infinite resolution and accuracy. 

SynthSpider, provides advanced tools and synthesis algorithms for the 
creation of complex sounds and textures for exclusive sound design. 

DUY Wide is a spatial enhancer which widens your stereo image and even 

allows for sound placement outside of physical speaker locations. 

Max DUY is a revolutionary approach to sound level 
maximizing based on the exclusive ILO algorithm, 

providing seamless level maximizing, zero harmonic 
distortion even at low frequencies, and more. 

I But that's only the beginning... 

U 
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Pro NOD NUS ADJI.Mit MOOS SO 
Complement your spftware 
with Focusrite hardware 
The perfect hardware complerent to your 

software system, be ISA 220 channel strip 
processor is a complete audio foolbox. 
with a genercus selection of too- quality 

essentials for professional audio processing from one of the most respected names in pro audio. In the ISA 220 you'll find virtually everything you need to 
run a professional production or post- production session — it's easily one of the best values available. Included with the 

ISA 220 is a transformer-coupled mic/line/instrument preamp, 4- bane El) with filters, compressor, optical de-esser and 
frequency adaptive limiter, all in a 2U, 19" rackmount enclosure. Classic VU style meters can be switched to display analog 

input and compressor gain reduction levels. There's also an optional 24- bit, 96kHz ND card with AES/EBU, S/PDIF and Focusrite 
TOSLINK output and BNC connectors for external Word Clock or Pro Tools Superclock integration. 
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IMasters — The next level in quality for precision mastering , with Pro Tools HD. TDM Masters is also available to current 
- Gold V3.x users as an upgrade. providing the latest in 
mastering tools in an incredibly affordable package. 

- 

Waves TDM Masters Collection 

WAseS 

Linear Phase EQ — Innovative phase 
I linear filters eliminate your phase 
— distortions to provide you more 
- transparent sound that better preserves 
• your musical balance. Waves ▪ — 

has challenged my haroware 

I EO favorites such as Weiss and 
Manley in a way that makes me 
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Native Instrument CoIlection 
Native Instruments is one of the word's leading manufacturers of music 

and audio software. One of the first companies to use the possibilities 
of realtime sound synthesis on standard computers. Native Instruments 
contirrues to break new grcund with dozens of award-winning software 
products thai cover practically every application in professional audio. 
From The Reaktor 3 sound riesign tool to their line of vintage keyboard 
plug-ias like the B4 and the Pro-52 to their Battery Studio Drums 

sampling collection, Native Instruments offers innovative tools for 
professional mus cians. producem. sourd-designers. DJs and new-
comers to audio production, tools that open up new possibilities in sound 
and extend creative horizons. 

never want to go back to hardware again." — Ambrose Field, 
International Prize Winner for sound-design Bourges 2000. 

Linear Phase Multiband Dynamics — Supports 
independent gain and dynamics on five bands with linear 

phase crossovers. Adaptive Thresholds reduce masking 
on higher frequency bands. "A hear- it- to- believe- it 

compression breakthrough. Its Adaptive Threshold feature 
dramatically reduces compression squashing." — Bruce 
Richardson, Composer/Producer, Sr Editor ProRec.com 

L2 Ultramaximizer — The next step in peak limiting with 

Automatic Reiease Controhm to add the extra gain you need 
to master. " Creates a more open, translucent and clear 
sound without sacrificing loudness and presence." - MIX 

Auto-Tune 3 — The industry standard in pitch 
correction 
Auto-Tune 3 is the last word in professional pitch correction. Hailed as 

a -holy grail of recording" by RecordEng Magazine. Auto-Tune is used 
daily by thousands of audio professionals around the world. Whether to 
save studio and editing time, ease the frustration of endless retakes, or 
to save fiat otherwise once- in- a- lifetime performance, Auto-Tune 3 has 

become the professional pitch co-rection 
tool of choice. Never content to leave 

a good thing alone. Antares is proud to 
introduce Auto-Tune 3 for Pro ToolsIHD. 

ater GAI! YOUR Rag music icchnolog, dircci AT MUIR 
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• Fully HD compatible 

• No additional hardware 

required 

• Outstanding 32- bit. 96 kHz 

sound quality 

• Up to 256 note polyphony 

(CPU dependent) 

• FreeMIDI, OMS, PC- 300 & 

OS X CoreMIDI compatible 

• RTAS, DirectConnect, & 

ReWire support 

It POSSIIIIIIIISfr 
4 Question about Pro Tools? find the answers from the 

industry's best pro audio resource — Sweetwater. - e 

Call us at ( 8001 222-4700 today. 
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Unity Session 
BitHead2 has combined the functionality of hardware 
samplers, analog synthesizers, and physically modeled 

instruments into 
one fully integrated 
environment. Over 2 
gigabytes of content 
are included along 
with the famous 
Black & Whites stereo 
Steinway samples. 
Unity Session plays 
24- bit Gigasampler 
files from RAM or 
hard disk. Play Retro 
AS- 1, Unity DS- 1, 
Sound Designer II, 
AIFF, SampleCell II, 
DLS. SoundFont Il 
and Physical Models 
at the same time! 

Working in bolt 0S9 and OSX environments, Unity 
Session is an instrument so pure in sound and so - 
dedicated to the art of creating music that it has united 
the acoustic past with the electric present to bring you 
the virtual future of sound generation and creation. 

We can help with 

every aspect of your 

Pro Tools system! 

SoundBlender — The Ultimate Sound 

Transformer 

SoundE lender is like having a rack full of separate 

effects in a single plug-in. SoundBlender offers an 
amazing collection of time, pitch, filter ard modula-

tion-based effects — all available simultaneously, 
and in realtime. With exclusive Tri-Modulation 
Matrixlm, and tempo-based control, SoundBlender 

transforms music in ways you've only imagined. 

By combining two channels of intelligent pitch- shifting, delay, 
panning, amplitude modulation and resonant filtering with a 
powerful moculation matrix, you can create an almost limit-
less variety o' effects. Used alone, each effect module from SoundBlender would make an 
incredibly useful effects processor. Used together, the effects are devastating. SoundBlender 
comes packaged with over 200 preset patches from simple and useful chorus, delay, filter, 
pitch shift and panning effects to completely unique mind-altering sonic experiences. There 

is nothing anywhere that sounds like SoundBlender. 
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Wave Mechanics' 

McDSP Plug-Ins 
McDSP plug- ins have been called the best 
thing to happen to Pro Tools since Pro 
Tools. Each plug-in package offers both 
mono and stereo versions, and support for 
sampling frequencies up to 192 kHz. 

Analog Chaniel emulates the sounds of 
high-end analog tape machines, analog 
tape, and analog channel amps in two 
plug- ins. 

CompressorBank is six plug- ins in mono and stereo versions: basic compression (CB1), compression 
with pre-filtering (CB2), and compression with pre-filtering and static/dynamic Ea (CB3). 

FilterBank emulates the sound of vintage and modern equalizers/filters. FilterBank is 20 plug-ins with 
2, 4, and 6 band configurations. Practically every great Ea ever made! 

The MC2000 multi- band compressor plug-in offers the sounds of vintage arid modern compressors in 
two, three, and four band configurations. The MC2000 is 6 is configured in 2, 3, and 4 bands. 

MdP 

Top-quality hardware demands 
top-quality software 
IK's suite of Pro Tools plug- ins offer a total solution for creating ully-
mastered music anywhere. 

Thanks to AmpliTube's unique Pre, ED, Amp, Cabinet and Mic 
emulation you can produce a mind-blowing 1,260 amp corminations 
in real-time, crafting your preferred guitar tone from tons of physically 
modeled vintage and modern amps! If that's not enough, AmpliTube 

offers a complete selection of stomp boxes and post-effects. 

A full-featured expandable sound module, SampleTank gives you 

access to thousands of high-quality multisampled sounds in a 
flash. Work with an unlimited number of sound modules witn 16 

multitimbral instruments each, 128 notes of polyphony, 4 effects per 
voice. 28 DSP effects, a search engine, 15 native 
sound libraries, AKAI CD conversion and much 
more... 

The T-RackS plug-in has what you need to create 
superb, tube-toned masters and remixes. Its rich. 
warm sound starts with algorithms based 
on true analog circuitry. A familiar interface 
makes it easy to control its ED, comoressor, 
limiter, soft-clipping output stage, and 
a complete mastering suite. Enhance 
frequencies in a mix, stereo image. dynamic range and more. Plug-in 
T-RackS and feel the power of analog mastering in the digital domain! 

WY MR UMITABIE SERVICE, » 18001222-411111 • imm." 5335 Bass Road • fort Wayne, IN 46808 . 12601 432-8116 



BY MICHAEL COOPER 

Alesis ADAT HD24 

Hard Disk Recorder 

I
t's been almost two years since the 
first modular, 24-bit/24-track hard 

disk recorders were introduced to 
the pro audio world. The Alesis ADAT 
HD24 ($2,499 list) follows the lead of pre-
viously released Tascam and Mackie mod-
els, and incorporates tape recorder-style 
transport control buttons into its front 
panel user interface. But unlike the com-
petition, the HD24 takes tape recorder 
emulation one step further by writing its 
24 tracks to its removable hard disks in 
linear fashion. This type of formatting, 
which Alesis dubs ADAT FST`", has both 
its advantages and disadvantages. 

Because ADAT FST writes a song's 

tracks to adjacent sectors of its hard disk, 
fragmentation and seek time are greatly 
reduced. This allows reliable read/write 
operations using common 5,400 rpm IDE 
drives, which cost less in dollars-per-giga-
byte than the VHS tapes used in earlier 16-
and 20-bit ADATs. The price advantage of 
using 5,400 rpm drives over faster drives 
will diminish over time as the cost of all 
drives continues to fall. However, reduced 
fragmentation is always a good thing. 

The downside of ADAT FST formatting 
is that it doesn't allow multiple track takes 
or a Record/Undo function, which com-

peting hard disk recorders offer. When you 
punch in on an HD24 track, any pre-exist-
ing material on that track at that point in the 
song is irretrievably erased (written over), 
just as it would be on a tape-based ADAT. 

In simple terms, the HD24 is a 24-bit/ 
96kHz ADAT in hard disk clothing. But 
there's a lot more to this story. Let's take 
a closer look at what makes the HD24 
spin. 

LAYOUT AND DISPLAY 
The HD24's control and display layout are 

very user friendly and intuitive. Looking 
at the unit's front panel, all meters and 
track-arming buttons are located on the 
left side and directly above two hot swap-

pable drive bays. Buttons for setting me-
tering and monitoring options lie imme-
diately to the right of the meters. The 
bottom-right portion of the front panel are 
buttons that provide transport control, as 

well as access to editing functions, MIDI 
and other utility settings, and digital sync, 
sample rate and audio input (analog or 
digital) source settings. Familiar up/down 
and left/right cursor buttons are also pro-
vided here to adjust parameter values 
and to help you navigate the informative 

alphanumeric display, which resides in 
the top-right portion of the front panel. 

The display provides an absolute-time 
readout in hours, minutes, seconds and 
frames; shows which drive is currently se-
lected and how much recording time re-

mains available at the current sample rate; 
and indicates the values of a host of oth-
er parameters. Four other buttons located 
in the front panel's far-right comer let you 

create, name, select and delete songs. 
The HD24 ships with two custom-en-

gineered drive caddies, each of which 
can theoretically accept drives up to 
2,000 GB in size (though drives that size 
don't currently exist in the HD24's 3.5-
inch tray configuration) and from most 
any manufacturer. One of the caddies 
comes loaded with a removable 20-giga-
byte hard drive (you'll need to buy an-
other hard drive for the second caddy), 
which allows you roughly 90 minutes of 
24-bit/48kHz linear-PCM recording time 
on 24 tracks. Thankfully, the HD24 does 
not use data compression. 

Of course, you can only record on one 
drive at a time, but you can back up all 
or part of one drive's contents to the oth-
er using a Utility menu accessed from the 
unit's front panel. It only takes a few min-
utes to back up an entire drive in this 

manner. And back up you should; al-
though I found that the HD24 was ex-
tremely reliable, there was one isolated in-
stance when two bars of music on one 

track suddenly and mysteriously disap-
peared. To further safeguard your data, 
you should always use the front panel 

"soft" power switch to park the drive 
heads before removing power with the 
rear panel "hard" power switch. 

Each of the HD24's tracks has its own 
track-arming button and 10-segment, tri-
colored LED ladder meter—+4 dBu is fac-
tory-calibrated to -15 dBFS. You can switch 

the meters from normal ballistics to mo-
mentary or continuous peak-hold mode. 
The dedicated peak-clear button is handy. 
The HD24 uses the "all input" (all tracks 
receive source inputs) and "auto input" 
(used for punching in/out) monitoring 
modes familiar to ADAT users. You can't 
punch in using the track-arming buttons; 
tracks must already be in record-ready sta-
tus before you press Record. 

The Rewind, Fast Forward, Stop, Play 
and Record transport buttons are self-ex-

planatory, with a few notable exceptions. 
Each tap of the Fast Forward or Rewind 
button skips the song (in either stop or 
play mode) five seconds forward or 
backward in time. Holding the Stop but-

ton together with Rewind or Fast Forward 
causes the HD24 to scrub audio, at first 
slowly and then at an increasingly faster 
(and arbitrary) rate the longer you hold 
the buttons. You can limit your scrubbing 
to select tracks if you don't want to hear 
the whole enchilada. 

You can store, edit and select up to 24 
locate points in each of the HD24's 64 
possible songs, and the unit provides in-
stant access to six of these points via ded-
icated front panel buttons. Along with the 
"locate 0" point provided for each song 
(all songs start at 00:00:00:00), there is a 
total of 1,600 locate points. By the way, 
you can edit the "locate 0" point to create 
an offset, useful for synching the HD24 
with tape-based ADATs. Locate points can 
be used with Auto Return, Auto Record, 
Auto Play and Rehearse buttons to per-
form loop recording/playback and re-
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The first of it's kind, the WaMi Rack 192X supports the full DVD-Audio specification. 

Clean 192kHz recordings from analog and digital sources. 

Designed for the future. 

Available now. 

The 192X and 192L are the world's first ow cost 192kHz pro audio peripherals. 

Both cards feature ultra clean,no-compromise A/D and D/A converters, 

S/PDIF stereo optical digital output and simultaneous record/playback.-

And the 192 Series supports the DVD-Aude standard. 

Your future — It's in the cards, 

MI/ODI/C.eirpion t3 -acket 

for Wave ina 1 9?XÉL 

(MIDI ¡/@E Optical 1.-iPut . 

iff5/ 3003 N First Street, Suite 303, San Jose CA 95134 TEL + 1-408-519-5774 FAX. +1-408-519-5 
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FIELD TEST 

hearsed auto-punches. You can name 20 

of the 24 locate points for each song; the 

remaining four are dedicated to punch-

in/out and region start/end points (the lat-
ter for cut/copy/paste editing, which I'll 

discuss shortly). 
A front panel Track Slip button allows 

you to slide entire tracks forward or back-
ward in time up to 170 ms, in as little as 

A'ms increments, which is useful for align-

ing the phase of different sources. A MIDI 
button gives you access to a number of 
MIDI functions (more on that below). 

YOU SAY YOU WANT A RESOLUTION 
The HD24's stock analog I/O can operate 

at 44.1- or 48IcHz sampling rate, courtesy of 

24-bit, 128x over-sampling converters. An 

optional high-resolution board, available 

for $1,249, allows 88.2- and 961cliz analog 
I/O as well. A Pitch button lets you 

varispeed the HD24's internal clock as 

much as -300/+100 cents at 48/961cHz nom-
inal settings or ±200 cents at 44.1/88.2 kHz. 

You can also slave a stock HD24 (via 
its rear panel wordclock input) to an ex-

ternal high-res clock source (such as a 

converter) to enable digital I/O at 88.2/96 
kHz. The HD24 can only record 12 tracks 
max at 88.2/96 kHz, so you lose half your 

track count when you record at these 
higher sampling rates. The HD24 recog-
nizes a user bit in the ADAT optical sub-

code that identifies high-sample rate sig-

nals as such, and splits each high-res track 
between two Lightpipe channels (i.e., 

track 1 uses channels 1 and 2, track 2 

uses channels 3 and 4, and so on). Older 
Lightpipe-equipped devices such as digi-

tal mixers that can't function at 88.2 or 96 
kHz simply treat the two channels as 

separate but identical-sounding 44.1- or 
48kHz signals, respectively. 

SUCE AND DICE 

The HD24 allows simple cut, copy and 

paste operations between any tracks and 

across songs. Region start and end points 

can be captured on-the-fly and edited to 

'A.-frame resolution, which is more than 

adequate for most simple edits. The HD24 

automatically applies crossfades across 
edit points, and they sound very smooth 

as long as your edit points are chosen 

wisely. Before committing to your edit 
points, you can preview the first five sec-

onds of audio after the edit start point, the 
last five seconds before the edit end point 
or all of the audio within the selected re-
gion. I liked the ability to immediately 

tweak these edit points during preview 
playback, instead of having to wait for 

playback to cease. The HD24 allows 99 

levels of undo for cut, copy and paste op-

erations, but you cannot undo punch-ins 
and song deletions. 

The HD24 doesn't provide any graph-

ic waveform display or connections for an 
external monitor for editing purposes. 

You'll need to rely on your ears and a lit-
tle trial and error to get edits to sound per-

fect. Simple edits are a snap to accom-

plish. More complex arrangement tweaks, 
such as staggered edit points across mul-

tiple tracks (e.g., to avoid cutting off ring-
ing cymbals), would be mind-boggling to 
attempt on the HD24 and are better left to 
a DAW to perform. 

The HD24's rear panel features a gen-

erous allotment of ready-to-rock audio 
I/O, distinguishing the unit from compet-

ing models that require expensive add-
ons and/or custom cabling. There is a bal-

anced 'A-inch TRS jack for every analog 

input and output (48 total), and these can 
also be used with unbalanced signals and 

tip-sleeve phone plugs without wiring 

modifications or signal loss—plug and 

play! A programmable input-normaling 
function takes analog signals routed to 

lower-numbered tracks and mults them to 

higher-numbered tracks as well, saving 
you the hassle of repatching during later 
overdubs. Six ADAT Lightpipe connectors 

provide 24 channels of digital I/O. 
Also on the rear panel is the air outlet 

for the HD24's built-in fan. The fan noise 

is a bit distracting, but not noisy enough 

that I felt it interfered with critical mix-
down decisions with the unit mounted in 

a rack three feet away from me. (Howev-
er, consider that the backs of my racks face 
Fiberglas wall panels that absorb high-fre-
quency ambient noise.) The rackmount-

able HD24 takes up three rackspaces. 
The unit's rear panel MIDI In and Out 

connectors are used to send MTC and 

send/receive MMC and software updates. 
The HD24 worked well as an MTC mas-

ter (30 fps only) for timecode feed to my 
02RV2 at mixdown, with the caveat that 
the 02R generally seems to prefer slaving 

to SMPTE. Note that the HD24 cannot 

slave to MTC. 

The HD24's ADAT 9-pin sync in and 
out connectors allow you to sync up to 

five HD24s for a total of 120 tracks, or 
you can use them to sync the HD24 to 

tape-based ADATs and/or an Alesis BRC 
remote. I was also able to perform sam-

ple-accurate transfers to and from Digital 

Performer using the HD24's 9-pin sync 
connectors. Because the HD24 does not 

provide SMPTE I/O, the 9-pin sync input 
also comes in handy as an avenue to re-

ceive timecode from a device such as the 

Alesis BRC or MOTU Digital Timepiece 

that converts SMPTE to ADAT 9-pin sync. 

An all-important worddock input is 

also provided on the HD24's rear panel 
(on a 75-ohm terminated BNC connector), 

enabling you to use high-end, multichan-
nel outboard converters to get audio in 

and out of the unit. You can also sync the 

HD24 to its fiber-optic inputs, a method 
inherently more prone to jitter. 

Two tip-sleeve phone jacks accept a 
momentary footswitch (for hands-free 
punching) and the supplied LRC transport 

remote-control unit (which is almost iden-
tical to the LRC included with Legacy 

ADATs), respectively. Alesis plans to offer 
an optional full-function remote ($TBA) 

sometime later this year. You'll also find 

an IEC power receptacle for the supplied 

3-prong AC cord, the aforementioned 
"hard" power switch and an Ethernet jack 
on the rear panel. The Ethernet jack gives 

the HD24 cool networking capabilities, 
which we'll examine next. 

NETWORKING 

You can configure the HD24 as a stand-
alone FFP server with its own IP address 

and connect the unit's Ethernet port to a 
local computer network (10Base-T sys-

tems only) or to a cable modem that's 
hooked up to the Internet. With the HD24 

connected to your computer, you can 
transfer tracks in standard .AIFF or .WAV 
format between the HD24 and your DAW, 

allowing you to edit tracks in your com-

puter. That's cool in principle, but digital 
transfers via the HD24's fiber-optic I/O are 

roughly 4x faster than going the Ethernet 
route. The real story here is that the 

HD24's networking capabilities allow you 

to collaborate with any other HD24 users 

who have Internet access—download 
tracks from a friend in another state while 

you sleep through the night, do some 

overdubs the next morning and then up-
load the new tracks back to your friend 

during an extended lunch break. Project 
studios can also send finished tracks via e-

mail to distant commercial studios for mix-

down on virtually any DAW. The Ethernet 

jack can also be used in lieu of the MIDI 
In jack to update the HD24's software. 

SYNCHING TO TAPE-BASED 
ADATS AND BRC 

There are several factors to consider when 

synching your HD24 to tape-based ADATs 
and the Alesis BRC via the HD24's rear 

panel 9-pin sync connectors. First, you'll 

always want the HD24 to be the last slave 
in the chain; placed elsewhere, it would 

immediately begin playback before down-
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stream tape-based ADATs would have a 
chance to locate to your chosen playback 
point. Second, if your Legacy ADATs are 
playing a song that doesn't start at 
00:00:00:00, then you'll need to offset the 
HD24's "locate-0" point in order to keep 
all of the tracks across all decks locked to 
the correct tirnecocle address in relative 
terms. Third, the BRC cannot control an 
HD24 that is operating at 88.2- or 96kHz 
sampling rate. And, finally, you can't save 
BRC setup data to the HD24. There are a 
few more minor compatibility issues, as 
well. The upshot is that synching with a 
Legacy ADAT system is clumsy but work-
able if you have the patience. 

NOW I KNOW MY ABCS 
I performed an A/B/C test comparing the 
HD24's A/D converters to those in my 
Yamaha 02RV2 mixer and Apogee Roset-
ta, in all three cases using the Rosetta as 
wordclock master in order to minimize jit-
ter. The test sources consisted of stereo 
recordings of acoustic guitar, captured via 
a spaced pair of DPA 4011 mics routed 
through a Millennia HV-3 rnic pre. The 
HD24 ADC's dynamic range spec of 103 
dB belies the quality of the converters. 
Compared to the 02R's ADCs, the HD24 
provided notably superior transient re-
sponse and high-frequency extension and 
a wider stereo image. The HD24's con-
verters also sounded more open in the 
upper bass and generally flatter across the 
entire audio spectrum. Understandably, 
neither set of stock converters could hold 
a candle to the Rosetta, which sounded 
markedly wanner and smoother. 

Perhaps the HD24's biggest selling 
point is that, aside from its useful net-
working and editing features (which you 
may choose to ignore) and a few simple 
hard disk management routines (which 
you must learn), the unit is as easy to op-
erate as a 24-track tape recorder. And, it 
costs much less. The AD/DA sounds great 
for stock converters at this price point, 
and the comprehensive audio VO beats 
the pants off the competition. The unit's 
portability makes it a slam-dunk for live 

recording applications. For those looking 
for an idiot-proof, stand-alone MDM or a 
lickety-split recording companion to a 
computer-based DAW, the HD24 offers an 
elegant solution at a fire sale price. 

Alesis, 12509 Beatrice St., Los Angeles, 

CA 90066; 310/301-9563, fax 310/306-
7194; www.alesis.com. 

Michael Cooper is a Mix contributing edi-
tor and owner of Michael Cooper Record-
ing in beautiful Sisters, Ore. 
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We know what you've 
been waiting for. 

And here it is. 
Introducing the new MRS-1044CD hard disc recorder from Zoom. 
We know you want to upgrade to crystal clear digital recording. We know you want a big hard 

drive, and the ability burn a CD. And you want it at an affordable price. Well friends, here it is. 

The MRS-1044CD has a 40 GB hard drive for up to 120 hours of recording time, an internal 

CD-R drive, 10 pure digital tracks ( plus 100 virtual tracks), a built-in drum and bass machine, 

insert and mastering effects, even non-linear editing capabilities. Simply stated, your wait is over. 
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The Zoom MRS - 1044CD Digital R ec o r de r 

For more on the MRS-1044CD and other cool Zoom products, go directly to the 
nearest computer and check out www.samsontech.com 
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FIELD TEST 

Audio Ease Altiverb 1.4 

Sampling Reverb Plug- In 

The ability to sample the reverb of 
an environment and then use that 
sample to recreate the location's 

reverb in your studio is an amazing engi-
neering feat. Sony's DRE-S777 is capable 
of this, but its power comes with a hefty 
price tag (nearly $ 10,000) and the rack 
unit itself is equally hefty (over 33 
pounds). Altiverb, created by the Dutch 
company Audio Ease (which also makes 
VST Wrapper and Rocket Science Bun-
dle), offers an alternative to the DRE-S777 
by harnessing the power of an Apple G4 
processor to create a sampling reverb 
plug-in. At $495, Altiverb competes with 

the DRE-S777 in terms of sonic quality at 
a 20th of the price and, because it's soft-
ware, it's virtually weightless. 

The CD-ROM I received from Audio 
Ease came with Version 1.1 software. While 
this version worked well for the most part, 
it was plagued by occasional processor 
overload peaks, which affected its per-
formance. Audio Fase suggested I update 
to Version 1.4, a reportedly more stable 
build, and the problem disappeared. Ver-
sion 1.4 had not yet been released at the 
time of this review, so I was able to down-
load it at a secure Web page set up by 
Audio Ease. However, by the time you 
read this, all registered users will be able 
to download it directly through the com-
pany's Website (www.audioease.com). 

Altiverb was first released as a MAS 
plug-in for MOTU's Digital Performer. I 
tested it with Digital Performer 3.02 using 

both a single-processor 400MHz and dual-
processor 800MHz Apple G4 computers. 
Altiverb requires nothing less than a G4 to 
operate, and Audio Ease recommends a 
minimum of 30 MB of free system RAM 

allocated to the host program. By the time 
you read this, VST, RTAS and HD TDM 
versions of the plug-in should be avail-
able. Copy protection is via challenge and 
response. 

VIEW OF THE VERBS 

Despite the advanced processing power 
Altiverb packs, the plug-in's interface is 
streamlined and simple to understand. 

Among its more conspicuous controls is a 

A virtual sampling reverb: The Altiverb plug-in lets you sample your environment and save the set of 

impulse responses as a preset. You can even import a picture for the scrapbook. 

large silver dial to adjust the reverb decay. 
More precisely, this dial trims the reverb 
sample, called an impulse response, by ap-

plying an exponential decay. (Remember, 
because the impulse response is sample-
based, you can't make it longer than the 
initial sample's length.) There is a control 
for changing pre-delay, which can be set 
to positive or negative values. A positive 
value delays the reverb return, while a neg-
ative value delays the dry signal, causing 
the reverb to begin before the original 
sound (a neat effect). Independent dials 
are available for wet and dry levels, giving 
you more control over your wet/dry ratio 
than a single wet/dry mix knob. 

The plug-in has its own built-in scrap-
book to illustrate pictures of the actual 
space that was sampled and notes on the 
current preset specifications. Most of the 
stock presets include microphone-place-
ment diagrams and recording informa-
tion, along with interior and exterior pho-
tos of the location. Double-click on the 
images and they blow up to their full size 
in a separate window. Custom pictures 
can be added to any preset by simply 
dropping an image in the Preset folder. 
(The program recognizes JPEG, GIF, PICT 
and TIFF file formats.) To see the newly 
added image among the preset photos, 
reboot the host program. The scrap-
book's preset specifications page is auto-
matically generated by Altiverb, and in-
dudes each impulse response's name, 
the name of its parent folder, length and 
sample rate. 

Altiverb comes in a variety of configu-
rations to suit your processing needs. On 
a mono channel, the choices are mono to 
mono, mono to stereo, and mono to 
quad. The choices for a stereo channel are 
stereo to stereo, stereo to quad, stereo-
mix to stereo, and stereo-mix to quad. 
The stereo-mix settings combine a stereo 

source's left/right channels that feed a 
mono signal to the plug-in; this configu-
ration uses less processing power than a 
true stereo-to-stereo instantiation. When a 
quad plug-in is selected, a menu to assign 
the rear outputs to the appropriate buses 
in your system becomes active. Many of 

Altiverb's factory presets were recorded in 
quad, and though they sound fine as 
stereo plug-ins, they sound spectacular in 

quadraphonic sound; sitting in the middle 
of a surround system and listening to my 

tracks through one of Altiverb's quad pre-
sets is inspirational. 

The CD-ROM only comes with nine 
sampled spaces, but they all sound great. 
All of the environments were recorded 
from several different positions using 
omni and cardioid microphones at 48 

kHz, 24 bits. Each recording, which is 
made up of a set of impulse responses 
(left, right, center, rear left, rear right), 
equals a space's preset. The Utrecht Con-
servatory Chapel that was recorded from 
center of house using cardioids sounded 
particularly sweet on acoustic guitar and 
voice. There's even a set of impulse re-
sponses from car interiors—a Ford Tran-
sit van and a Fiat Tipo--that are fun. Ad-
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ditional impulse responses are available 
for download at Audio Ease's Website, 
and users can also post and share their 
own sampled environments. 

SHOOTING THAT SAMPLE 
To create and store your own samples, 
generate an initial impulse response by 
running a sine wave sweep or firing a 
starter pistol in the selected environment 
and then record the result. A sine wave 
sweep audio file accompanies the pro-
gram. If you want to use a starter pistol, 
then you'll need to provide this yourself. 
However, though a starter pistol is a lot 
more convenient than hauling studio 
monitor speakers and a playback device 
for the sweep to a location, this latter set-
up is said to yield much higher-quality im-
pulse responses. Besides, pulling out any-
thing that even remotely looks like a 
weapon in a public place is never a good 
idea. 

An application called the IR Pre-
Processor, which also ships with Altiverb, 
is used to extract the dry impulse sound 
from the wet impulse return. It reads SDII 
audio files (I wish it also recognized .AIFF 
and .WAV) and converts them during pro-

cessing to a proprietary format for Altiverb. 
The Pre-Processor is simple enough to 
use: Just tell it to subtract either a sine 
wave sweep or a starter pistol, depending 
on what you used, and feed it your sam-

ples. The only tricky part of the operation 
is making sure that all of your initial im-
pulse-response files are properly named; 
if a file is misnamed, it may appear to the 
Pre-Processor to be missing, which results 
in an abrupt halt to processing. After a 
new impulse response is added to the Im-
pulse Responses folder, the host applica-
tion must be restarted in order for Altiverb 
to see the new preset. Altiverb's Impulse 
Responses folder does not need to be 
kept on your system drive because the 
plug-in can address it from a different 
drive. 

Details on how to position your speak-
ers and microphones are nicely explained 
in the manual, so I won't discuss that here. 

Suffice it to say, the quality of your initial 
recordings is directly related to the quali-
ty of your final presets; if you're going to 
sample your own space, don't skimp. My 
friends and I used Alesis M1 Active studio 
monitors, a MOTU 828 and Digital Per-
former, and a matched stereo pair of Neu-
man KM184 microphones to record the 
swimming pool space beneath the Holly-
wood Athletic Club in Los Angeles. We 

also sampled a vintage AKG BX10 spring-
reverb unit. In both instances, the sine 

wave sweep was used and recordings 
were at 48 kHz, 24-bit. (You can check 

out our BXIO example on Audio Ease's 
site.) 

Altiverb is not timid when it comes to 
devouring processing power. In fact, it is 
certainly the most processor-hungry plug-
in I have encountered to date. My 400MHz 
computer was hard put to run two simul-
taneous, mono-to-stereo instances of Alti-
verb. Sometimes trying to change presets 
on either instantiation caused Digital Per-
former to crash. However, Altiverb per-

formed much better on the dual-G4 
800MHz machine, which handled two 
stereo-to-stereo and one mono-to-stereo 
instance comfortably. 
A word of warning: For those of you 

with Digidesign hardware, Digi's Direct 
I/O ASIO driver is not very efficient and 
tends to bog down Digital Performer, re-
sulting in poor real-time processing per-
formance. MOTU's interfaces, such as the 
FireWire 828 or PCI-324 card with an in-
terface, do not suffer from this problem, 
and give a much better performance all 

around. Also, because Altiverb's presets 
are at 48 kHz, 24 bits, loading them into 
a 44kHz 16-bit session takes a little longer. 

It is truly amazing what software engi-

neers can accomplish on today's comput-
ers. Altiverb is a perfect example of this 
type of impressive software, a plug-in 
that fully utilizes the G4's power, is well-
designed and certain to be a valuable ad-
dition to any studio. Though it pushes the 
G4 to the wall, especially in its "no-laten-
cy" mode (its default setting is "high la-
tency," which sounds fine for most situa-
tions), central processors will only become 
more powerful and Altiverb will only 
shine brighter. If you dream of owning a 
sampling reverb unit but can't afford the 
Sony machine, then check out Altiverb. 
You can't go wrong for $495, especially 
considering that this plug-in can emulate 
more than just reverbs; P.A.'s, micro-
phones, hardware EQ, vintage tape-delay 
units—you get the idea. Altiverb works 
well and sounds great, and I found that 
sampling a location's ambience for use in 

my personal computer is a very satisfying 
experience. 

Audio Ease by, Lagenoord 26, 3513 
GW Utrecht, the Netherlands; 31 30-243-
3606; fax 31 30-243-8500; www.audio 
ease.com. 

Special thanks to Victor Owens, Jeff 
Hutchins and Scott Greer for all of their 
help field testing Altiverb, and Patrick at 
the Hollywood Athletic Club for accom-
modating outfield recording session. 
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REVERB6000 IS MASSIVE IN RE 

"The 6000 allows me to 
move my sound effects from 

small caves to exterior wide expanses 
with startling realism" 

CHRISTOPHER BOYES 
RECORDING MIXER. SOUND DESIGNER 

"Having experimented 
with the latest algorithms, 
feel the 6000 has what it takes to 
become the industry standard for 5.1 
reverberation" 

dike 

Reverb for 6.1 Format 
16 Mono Reverbs in One Frame 

OLD CLASSICS 

Desirable Reverbs from the Past 
Nonlinear Effects and Beyond 

WILD .REFLECTI • 

Ultimate Delays and 
Reflection Design 

JOHN KURLANDER 
SCORING MIXER 

"Since I've integrated the 6000 into my studio, I find 
use other reverbs/processors less and less. Not only 
does it emulate other reverbs convincingly, on it's 
own it opens up a world of new possibilities. The 
reverbs are more detailed and subtle. The 5.1 
reverbs are dramatic and are already completely 
indispensable" 

GEORGE MASSENBURG 
,G17iE,N P.m, ER 

Read about the new Reverb6000 on 

www.tcelectronic.com 

Reverbti000 contains great new algorithms and 

presets from the best in our inclus:ry 

TC ELECTRONIC INC . USA r (805) 373 1828 H.] (805) 379 2648 

WWW.TCELECTRONIC.COM 

WINNER 



FIELD TEST 

Aphex Model 207 

2-Channel Tube Mic/Instrument Preamp 

Aphex has a decades' long legacy 
in developing industry-standard 
dynamics controllers for critical 

recording, broadcast and mastering appli-
cations. And, in 1995, when the company 
branched out into the mic pre-amplification 
realm, the result was the Model 107, an 
award-winning product featuring patented 
Reflected Plate Amplifier (RPA) circuitry. 
The RPA approach offered all of the ad-
vantages of tube technology, without the 

Speaking of outputs, the back panel 
has both XLR and '4-inch TRS balanced 
connectors and a switch for setting out-
puts to either -10 dBV or +4 dBu. Also on 
the rear are the XLR mic inputs and '4-inch 
TRS jacks for inserting outboard gear af-
ter the low-noise, discrete NPN gain stage 
and MicLim, but before the low-cut filter 
and tube output stages. 

The outputs handle balanced or un-
balanced signals equally well, so opera-

Hz to improve the low-end phase distor-

tion and increase the perception of LF 
fullness, even when the low-cut filter is 
selected. The net overall effect is protec-
tion from nasty vocal blasts and popping 
"P" and "B" consonants, without the typ-
ical thin or feeble-sounding result that 
most low-cut filters yield. And, removing 
unwanted low-energy allows more head-
room for the signals that you do want. 

Certainly one of the 207's strongest 
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weight, bulk and fragility common to con-
ventional tube designs. 

Two years ago, Aphex debuted its 
Model 1100, a high-end, high-perform-

ance RPA mic preamp/96kHz A/D con-
verter, which drew widespread acclaim for 
its astounding -135dB noise specs and 
transparent MicLim • circuit that essentially 
eliminated the fear of transient overloads. 
Unfortunately, the 1100's $2,500 price kept 
it out of the mainstream. Now, with the 
launch of the Model 207, Aphex offers an 
RPA tube preamp with MicLim, low -129dB 
noise specs and a few new tricks as well, 
but at a rock-bottom retail of $649. 

Housed in a single-rackspace chassis, 
the 207's controls are laid out cleanly, set 

back into a thick aluminum slab front pan-
el. The internal power supply (no wall 
waits!) automatically handles any AC input 
from 100 to 240 volts. Each channel has a 
'4-inch direct box input for high-imped-
ance, instrument-level signals, along with 
backlit illuminated switches for 48VDC 
phantom power, polarity ("phase"), -20dB 

pad, low-cut filter and MicLim. A continu-
ously variable gain control sets input gain, 
and output is monitored by dual 10-seg-
ment LED headroom meters. Each chan-
nel also has an output gain pot, recessed 
into the front panel, providing fine adjust-
ments to match your particular system. 

tion is plug-and-go. The 207 shares cer-
tain upscale features from the high-end 
Model 1100, such as expensive, bifurcat-
ed, gold-contact relay switching on the 
-20dB pad and phase-reverse circuits, and 
a phantom power switch ramps up slow-
ly to reduce thumps and is gentle on your 
mics. Another nice touch, the 207 mutes 
the outputs on power-up, and its power 
LED glows yellow until the tubes are suf-
ficiently warmed up (about 40 seconds), 
at which point the LED changes to green, 
the outputs are unmuted and the unit is 
ready to go. 

On all kinds of mica, condensers or 
dynamics, ranging from Neumann tubes 
to Shure SM-57s, the 207 offered excellent 
results. The unit's ultra-clean output and 
65 dB of gain was even ample with low-
output rnics like E-V RE-20 and Royer Rib-

bons. The 207's RPA tube section adds a 
hint (about 0.02%) of desirable even-har-
monic distortion, just enough to add a bit 
of color without an overly gushy "tubey" 
sound. The result is a velvety character 
with lots of detail, especially with low-
level signals such as long decays picked 
up by distant room mica. 

The 207's low-cut filter is similar to that 
used in the Model 107. It's a second-order, 
-12dB/octave design centered at 70 Hz, 
and includes a slight emphasis around 120 

features is the MicLim peak limiter, which 
puts an optically coupled attenuator be-
fore the preamp and drives it via a peak 
detector from the preamp output, rather 
than the conventional approach of putting 
the limiter just before the output stage. 
This way, MicLim not only takes the mic's 
self-impedance into account, but also the 
peak-limiting protection occurs before the 
insert point, so there's no worry about 
overloading de-essers or other outboard 
gear connected to the 207. In every rasp, 
MicLim provided ultra-smooth, transpar-
ent limiting, which allowed plenty of 

punch without destroying transients. 
Guitars and basses plugged into the in-

strument jacks sounded round and full, 
especially with the MicLim switched in. 
The overall—and unanimous—reaction I 
received from studio players was "don't 
touch that switch" whenever I tried to turn 
off the MicLim to make A/B comparisons. 

Retailing at $649, the Aphex 207 would 
be a great deal even without its MicLim 
overload protection and direct-box func-
tions. However, once those are factored 
in, you'd be hard-pressed to find a better 
stereo preamp under $1,000. What you do 
with the extra $350 savings is up to you. 

Aphex Systems, 11068 Randall St., Sun 
Valley, CA 91352; 818/767-2929; www• 
aphex.com. 
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rHE NEXT LEVEL IN PRECISION MASTERING 
In TOM (ProToolsIHD compatible) an • Native versions 

urveaR eQUMLIZE  

Eliminate phase distortion with phase linear FIR filters to 

provide more transparent sound that better preserves 

the musical balance. 
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LINIEBR PIABSE muLinaaND 

Provides independent gain and dynamics on five bands 

with linear phase crossovers. Adaptive Thresholds 

reduces masking on higher frequency bands. 

love Wéves C4, tait the Linear,Pt-ase Muitioand 

"ear-it-to-believ?-it comp;essiol brlehnugh. Its Adapfive 

Three old feature dramatically reduces compression squashing." - 

9n:ce Richardson, Composer/Prolue-, Sr Editor ProRec.ce— 

Le uLirRamaximuzeR 

The next step in peak limiting with ARCTM (Automatic 

Gain Control) to add the extra gain you need to master 

your projects. IDRTM and ninth order filters maintain the 

highest quality. 
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AKG Acoustics C 900 

Emotion Series Handheld Condenser Mic 

/
ntroduced last winter, AKG's newest 
Emotion performance microphone is 
the C 900 condenser vocal ink. It 

closely resembles the handheld dynamic 

mics in the Emotion Series, and shares the 
same tapered body and matte finish, the 
latter a feature that helps keep the mic in 
the performer's grip. In fact, the C 900 
looks similar enough to the Emotion D 
880 dynamic that AKG has added a thin 
gold ring below the windscreen to distin-
guish it. As with most electret condensers, 
it runs on a range of phantom power from 
9 to 52 volts. 

The first thing I do with any new vo-
cal mic is unscrew the windscreen to in-
spect the capsule. The C 900 comes with 
the PB 1000 presence adapter installed 
over the end of the capsule, resulting in 
about an octave of 4dB presence boost 

centered around 7 kHz. Without it, the C 
900 is relatively dull, and, while AKG calls 
the PB 1000 an accessory, I can think of 
many applications where this added re-
sponse would help. Be aware, however, 
that repeatedly removing and replacing 

the PB 1000 makes it all too easy to mis-
place this dime-sized plastic device. The 
PB 1000 was originally added to the C 
1000 when that mic was redesigned a few 
years ago, and it seems reasonable to 
guess that the C 900's capsule is derived 
from the C 1000's. My suggestion for users 
of both mics is to leave the PB 1000 in-

stalled and forget about it. And, if you like 
the C 1000, this is a road version that can 
double as a great project studio mic. 

Users familiar with the C 535—AKG's 
popular live performance condenser for 
vocals and acoustic instruments for the 
past two decades—will want to know 
how the C 900 compares to it. Having 
spent many years pointing speakers at a 
certain Canadian chanteuse, I can say that 
I have an intimate relationship with the 
535. On-axis, the 535 is fairly flat, with re-
sponse tilted slightly toward the highs and 
with a peak around 7 kHz. 

The response of the C 900 is more 
contoured than the 535. The 900 has a 
pronounced proximity effect, which 
broadcast engineers will love. Live sound 

engineers will quickly learn to roll off the 
900 with a highpass filter and possibly also 
cut some lows. Singers who enjoy the ex-

tra power that proximity lends to their 
voice in the monitors will find the 900 at-
tractive. This mic will stand out in any 
mix without adding much equalization. 

The region from 630 to 800 Hz stands 
out a few dB, while the rest of the 
midrange is smooth. A slight dip around 
1,500 Hz helps accentuate a gentle peak 

around 4 kHz. With the presence adapter 
installed, the boost at 7 kHz is similar to 

that of the 535, but rolls off more quick-
ly, making the 900 a better choice for loud 
stages, especially with a drum kit behind 
the singer. Although there's less 10 kHz, 
there's nearly as much 13 kHz. 

At 120° off-axis—the angle most sus-
ceptible to feedback when double 
wedges are used—the 900 exhibits better 
pattern control and is about 4 dB less sen-
sitive from 1 to 6 kHz than the 535. Mon-
itor engineers know that cardioid mics 
perform better with a single wedge di-
rectly off-axis. At 180°, the 900's advantage 

over the 535 is narrowed down to the 
21(Hz region. I should point out that the 
900 costs a third less than the 535. 

Comparing the condenser C 900 to a 
dynamic mic like the Shure SM-58 is not 
fair, though instructive. The 900 has a bit 
less "bite" at 1,500 Hz and from 3 to 6 
kHz, but provides more "aie around 14 
kHz. With the presence adapter installed, 
there's also more 7IcHz. If you spend a lot 
of time EQ'ing your favorite dynamic vo-
cal mic, then the C 900 might get you 
there faster. Monitor engineers will like it 
because at 120° off-axis, the 900's rejec-
tion is several dB better throughout most 
of the upper mids, and that advantage ex-
tends beyond 4 kHz for sound arriving 
from directly behind. 

Like a few other newer condensers, 
the 900 has more output than typical vo-
cal mics—as much as 10 dB—so it will 
seem much louder in comparison, unless 
the gain is trimmed back. It really stands 
out from others when used with in-ear 

monitoring, where its contoured sound 
provides presence and warmth that make 

vocals stand out in a mix. 
Puzzled by its sound. I wound up 

A/B'ing the C 900 with a dozen other con-
densers and dynamics. In my opinion, the 
900 is a cat that thinks its a dog. Some 
singers and sound engineers have found 
that the change from a dynamic to a con-
denser vocal mic is too drastic. With a list 

price of $250, the 900 is affordable, com-
petes favorably with higher-end dynam-
ics, and is more likely to convert users of 

dynamic vocal mics than users of other 
condensers. Soundwise, it's midway be-
tween what you'd expect from either: A 
condenser that acts like a dynamic. For 

those who haven't made the switch from 
a dynamic because they haven't found 
one they liked or could afford, the C 900 
is the vocal mic they've been waiting for. 
AKG Acoustics, 1449 Donelson Pike, 

Nashville, TN 37217; 615/360-0499; fax 

615/360-0275; www.akg-acoustics.com.• 

Mark Frink is Mix 's sound reinforcement 
editor. 
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From start to finish, 
let us be your source 

for pro recording systems & accessories! 

DM2000 Digital Mixer 
by Yamaha 

• 96 channels at 24-bit/96kHz! 

• 96kHz processing for internal effects 

• Complete automation &. scene control 

Comprehensive 5.1 surround solution 

• 6 Mini-YGDAI expansion slots 

• Integrated DAW remote control 

SonicStlieD 
by Sonic Studio 

Multi-format audio mastering system 

• CD, DVD-Audio, audio for DVD-Video 

• 24- bit, 96kHz/192kHz sample rates 

• NoNoise audio restoration option 

• Integrated surround mixing support 

• Multi-channel sample rate conversion 

Origin & HV-3D 
by Millennia Media 

Origin: 

• Pure Class A recording channel 
• Tube 8( solid state circuit topologies 
• Mic pre. compressor, EQ, de-esser 

HV-3D: 

• 4 or 8 superb mic preamps 
• Ultra- high stability 8( linearity 
• 130v mic input option available 

• 

We are a pro recording reseller offering a high level of consultation and customer support. The items shown 
above are just a few of the hundreds cf products we sell and install. Whether you need a complete, custom 
turnkey audio or DVD authoring solution or just a single new peripheral item for your existing system, call 

or e-mail us today and let us know how we may assist you! 

Brook Mays 
Professional Recording Sales 

888-286-0566 
214-631-0984 Fax 

Ispunky@brookmays.com jamesmartin@brookmays.com www.professionalrecording.com 



Mackie HR624/HRS120 

Studio Monitor Package 

I
t's no secret that near-field monitor-
ing has its limitations. Creating an 

accurate listening environment in 
less-than-ideal surroundings can be a 

maddening dilemma—proximity and vol-

ume can only do so much to overcome 
bad acoustics. With this in mind, I was ea-

ger to put the new THX3-certified Mack-

ie HR624 active monitors and HRS120 
subwoofer to the test. 

The HR624 is simply a smaller version 

of the HR824, and both models use 
the same components and materials. The 

HR624, however, is geared toward small-
er project studios and 5.1 and 7.1 moni-

toring applications. The 624s utilin- a bi-amp 
design that feeds 40 watts to the 1-inch, 

aluminum-cooled tweeter and 100 watts 
to 6.7-inch transducer; the internal crossover 

point is 3,000 Hz. Back panel controls in-

clude sensitivity, an 80Hz highpass 

crossover, ±2dB high-frequency shelving 
and a selectable Acoustic Space control 
for managing bass frequencies in different 

rooms. The stated frequency response is 
52 to 20k Hz, with a maximum output of 
112 dB/per pair. The 624s, weighing in at 

25 pounds each, sport a black, wood-
grain finish, and the front panel includes 

a Mute switch with corresponding LED. 

The HRS120 subwoofer, though in-
tended to integrate with the HR624 and 

HR824, is touted as a perfect companion 

for any monitoring system that requires a 
dedicated low-end channel. The HRS120 

houses a 12-inch driver driven by an inter-

nal 400-watt amp. The back panel controls 

Big bottom, the HRS120 self-powered sub. 

enable users to tailor the HRS120 for 

use in various Dolby/THX applica-

tions and to adjust crossover points for 
use with full-range monitors. Connec-

tions for both the HR624 and the 

HRS120 include balanced )(Ills and 

unbalanced RCAs. Multiple HRS120s 
can also be daisy-chained via the 

Slave In and Master Out connections. 

The FIRS120 has a flat response be-
tween 21 and 150 Hz at up to 100 dB, 

and is housed in a hefty 94-pound 

chassis with a removable dust guard. 
I tested the HR624/HRS120 setup 

in my home project studio, an aver-

age 12x12x8 bedroom with some mi-
nor acoustical treatments. I set the 
HR624 pair on speaker stands at eye-
level, but had to spend some time 

moving the HRS120 around the room 
for best results. Ultimately, I posi-

tioned the sub to the right of my console, 
between the desk and one of the HR624s. 

Fortunately, on the day I began testing 

the Mackies, I had already spent several 
hours inside Morning Wood Studio in San 

Francisco, listening to some Pelonis Sig-
nature Series mains. When I fired up the 
HR624s, I was immediately impressed 

with their clarity and accuracy. After a few 

hours of listening to purpose-built mains 

within the confines of a professional con-
trol room, the HR624s, even in my mod-

est studio, sounded right on the mark. 

The sound was tight, uncolored and non-

fatiguing (which is a miracle in itself for 

near-fields). They also compare very fa-

The HR624 active monitor 

vorably to standard Yamaha NS-10s, pro-
ducing an accurate, uncolored sound that 
is not as taxing on the listener. 

Working with some of my own unfin-
ished material, I put up a few problemat-

ic mixes that included everything from 

distorted drum loops and synth bass ele-
ments to straight-ahead vocals and gui-

tars. The Mackies were, again, right on the 
mark, and the mixes I worked on held up 
in a variety of listening environments. I 
felt totally at ease using this setup and 

wouldn't hesitate using the HR624s in 

place of my current monitors. 
For people working in project studios 

on either music production or multimedia 

projects, the HR624s will provide an ac-

curate and uncolored sonic image that 
will hold up anywhere. For that extra 

thump, the HRS120 is more sub than most 

of us will ever need. The HR624 lists for 

$649/each; the HRS120 lists for $ 1,499. 
Mackie Designs Inc., 16220 Wood-Red 

Road N.E., Woodinville, WA 98072; 
800/258-6883; fax 425/4874337; www. 
mackie.com. 

Robert Hanson is an assistant editor at Mix. 

Check out www.blacksnakemoan.com to 

see what he's up to when the sun goes 

down. 
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MannysMusic.com 
The Original Music Superstore 

THE MUSIC TECHNOLOGY 
EXPER 751 
Aardvark Pro Q10 
Direct Pro 010 is a com-
puter based digital 
multi track recording 
solution from Aardvark. 
Powerful DSP-
based virtual 
mixing soft-
ware eliminates the need for an 
external outboard mixer. Aardvark 

Zoom MRS-1044CD 
Digital Multitrack 
The MRS- 1044 is a digital multi track worksta-
tion, featuring 10 audio 
tracks, a programma- •• 
ble stereo drum track 
and a programmable 
bass track and built-in 
CD burner. 

Roland 
VS2480CD 
24 Track 
The VS-2480 is the first 
self-contained record-
ing workstation to offer 
24-track/24-bit digital 
recording with 64-
channel digital mix-
ing, onboard effects Roland« 
processing, CD burner & 80 gig drive. 

Korg Triton Pro X 
88-Key Workstation 
The next step in workstation evolution, Korg's 
new TRITON Pro X 88 Key synthesizer with 
Sampling, full function Sequencer and more! 

t 
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Korsi Triton LE KORG 
Synthesizer The TRITON LE Music 
Workstation distills all the best features of its 
namesake into a streamlined, cost-effective 
package. 

&I, 76 & 88 KEY VERSIONS! 
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AKAI MPC-4000 
Music Production Center 
The most powerful MPC ever 
takes its rightful position s I 2 
in our Akai Professional 
product line. Using the new 
Z-96 sampling engine the 
MPC4000 boasts the first 
full feature sampler ever in 
an MPC product. Built-in CD 
Recorder for master archiving 
or Sample Loading. And Much, Much more! 

Korg D1600 V40 
The Korg D1600/V40 is a 16-track 
digital recorder with a 2x8 CD 
burner and 40GB HD, that 
packs recording, mixing, 
and final CD mastering 
into a professional quali-
ty all- in-one unit. 

KORG 
kteat 
Alesis Hard Disk Recorderl 
The H024 from Alesis delivers 24 tracks of Hard Disk 
recording at an unbelievable price, and offering incredi-
ble peformance and stability, banks to Alesis' unique 
method of writing to the hard drive designed and built 
exclusively for 
recording music. 
ALEsus 

Millennia Media 
STT-1 Origin Millennia's new STT-1 
Origin is like having a large rack of vintage and 
modem outboard 
recording equip-
ment with over 130 
product combinations! 
T.C. Electronic 
Voice Prism VoicePrism offers revolutionary 
detailed craft & creative control over vocals! 

Lc.decUwic 
Mackie MDR24/96 
Digital Multi Track 
Mackie's new MDR24/96 is 
the perfect price- busting 
commitment to non-linear 
hard disk recording for the 
first time recordist or those 
replacing aging gear! MACKIE. 

www.mannysmuslc.com 
morn« CODE 
NI NI X6 Manny's Music is not responsible for any typographical errors or incorrect mazes. 

Avalon Ma AVALON 
VT-747513 ZiDESIGN 
The Avalon VT-747SP combines a creative STEREO tube-
discrete Class A spectral-opto-compressor with a musical 
six band program equalizer, L-R output level and gain 
reduction metering and internal regulated power supplies 
in a 2U space 

" 

Presonus Digimax 8 Channel 
Microphone Preamp PreSonusAtif. 
The Digimax combires 8 channels of pristine mic preamplification 
with 24 simultaneous digital and analog outputs. 
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Mind Print DTC Preamp 
MindPrint DTC 2-Channel Dual Tube Preamp w/48 
volts phantom power and more!  

Mark of the 
Unicorn 896 
The 896 is a two rack-space 96 kHz 
FireWire audio interface for Macintosh 
and Windows computers. 

Tannoy System 800A 
180 watts with 8 bass transducer. 

Dynaudio BM6A 
Active Studio Monitor 
Applications for the BM6A cover every aspect 
of sound engineering and reproduction, 
including post production, recording studios 
and playback rooms. 

Genelec 1030A 
Bi-amplified Powered Studio Monitors 
ideal for nearfield monitoring, broadcast 
monitoring, video post production or 
where space is very limited. GENELEC 

Sonar 2XL 
Audio/Sequencing Software 
(Mar./PC) 
SONAR 2XL offers tully integrated multitrack 
recording, editing, mixing, and delivery of 
audio and MIDI. 

Steinberg Nuendo 
Nuendo is compatible with vir-
tually every format available 
today, allowing sources from 
many different places to be eas-
ily integrated into your project. 

AKG Solid Tube «r 
AKG has combined the benefits of 111Fgiai 
tube and solid state technologies 
so you get the much sought after warm AKG1 
sound provided by tube microphones 
with the reliability of state-of-the-art circuitry. 

',Mark of Chi 
E \it nicorn, 

: 5 NAP 

156 West 48th Street 
(Between 6th & 7th Aves) NYC, NY 10036 

Monday-Friday: 10am-7pm 
Sat: 10am-7pm • Sundays: 12-6pm 

Or call 2417 @ 
1.366.PROMANNY 



Royer R-122 

Active Ribbon Studio Microphone 

U
ntil now, fans of ribbon mics 
have had to put up with the his-
toric drawbacks of such trans-

ducer designs, including low-output level 
(usually requiring use with a high-gain 
mic preamp) and compromised tonal per-
formance when used with a low-imped-
ance load. The Royer R-122 ($1,695 list) 
incorporates a revolutionary design that 
overcomes these limitations. 

The R-122 uses the same ribbon-trans-
ducer assembly as the previously released 
Royer R-121 microphone, but it adds a 
head-amplifier system that operates on 48-
volt phantom power. The new design 
gives the R-122 several distinct advantages, 
including 10mv/PA sensitivity (which is 
on par with condenser mics), uncompro-
rnised performance when used with low-
impedance and standard-gain mic pre-
amps, and reduced signal loss with long 
cable runs. Users can forget any concerns 
they might have about damaging the rib-
bon element with the unintentional appli-
cation of phantom power; in fact, the R-122 
is the first commercially available ribbon 
mic that requires phantom power in order 
to operate. 

Interestingly, the R-122's head amplifi-
er doesn't amplify the capsule's signal. 
The mic's gain increase is accomplished 
through the use of a specially designed 
transformer, which also provides the op-
timal load for the ribbon element, a fea-
ture Royer terms Z-match. The head amp 
is essentially a buffering device, present-
ing a high impedance and minimal load 
to the ribbon element and transformer, 
and a low-impedance output for your mic 
preamp. 

HAND JIVE 
The R-122 is a completely handcrafted, 
side-address mic that measures 8.5 inches 
long and 1 inch in diameter. As with all 
ribbon mics, the polar pattern is bidirec-
tional, or figure-8. The head capsule uses 
a 2.5-micron-thick aluminum ribbon and 
rare-earth neodymium magnets. 

The sturdy, 10.9-ounce R-122 features 
a low-carbon steel body rather than brass, 
because steel offers the superior magnetic 

shielding that ribbon mics re-
quire for low-noise performance. 
The body comes standard with a 
burnished, satin-nickel finish, 
but a matte-black chrome finish 
is also available. Standard acces-
sories include a spring-loaded 
mic clip, protective wood case 

and microphone sock. Optional 
accessories include the PS-100 
($47.50) and PS-101 ($59) wind-
screens (the latter featuring a 
gooseneck) and the AT84 shock-
mount ($72). You can also order 
matched mic pairs. The R-122 
comes with a generous lifetime 
warranty to the original owner. 

One of the primary goals that 
Dave Royer had in designing the 
R-122 was to get the frequency 
response as flat as possible from 
50 to 10k Hz. The mic exhibits a 
significant, broad dip centered 
around 15 kHz, due to the offset 
arrangement of the ribbon ele-
ment with respect to its front and 
back damping screens. Royer in-
tentionally positioned the ribbon 
approximately Áz inches from the 
front damping screen and rough-
ly 3{6 inches from the back damp-
ing screen. This arrangement 
gives the ribbon a farther dis-
tance to travel before hitting the 
back damping screen when sub-
jected to high SPLs at the front 
of the mic. As a result, the R-122 
can handle sound levels in ex-
cess of 135dB SPL, very respectable for 
any mic and especially impressive for a 
ribbon mic. 

But offsetting the ribbon element also 
causes the aforementioned dip in fre-
quency response at 15 kHz for sounds ar-
riving at the front of the mic. (The mic's 
frequency response is stated to be 30 to 
15k Hz ±3 dB.) The dip is caused by 
phase cancellations due to the correlation 
between the mic's physical dimensions 
and wavelengths at high frequencies. That 
is, frequencies around 15 kHz arrive at the 
front and rear of the mic element out of 

phase with respect to each oth-
er and tend to cancel. 

Dave Royer welcomed the 
dip at 15 kHz, because it under-
states the reproduction of high 
partials on instruments such as 
horns. The designer's intention 
was to create a mic that pro-
duces a warm recording of in-
struments such as brass and 
electric guitar that can some-
times sound glassy when record-
ed with condenser mics. 

If you wish to mitigate the 
R-122's high-frequency dip, then 
aim the back of the mic at the 
sound source. An air pocket be-
tween the ribbon element and 
the front damping screen creates 
a resonance that counteracts the 
phase-loss effect caused by the 
mic's dimensions. This reso-
nance produces a greater high-
frequency extension than that 
achieved by facing the front of 
the mic at the sound source. In 
plain English, pointing the back 
of the mic at the sound source 
will produce a brighter, more de-
tailed recording than you'll get 
by pointing the front of the mic 
at the source. Practically speak-
ing, it's great to have two very 
different tonal responses to 
choose from with one mic. 
[Note: As the rear sick of a figure-
8 mic is out of phase to its front 
face, reversing phase at the mic 

pre is required when recording on the 
R-122's rear side for in-phase recording. 
Also, Royer suggests not using the rear side 
of the R-122 for high SPL recordings, be-
cause the ribbon element is being driven 
toward the closer damping screen when 
the mic is reversed.—Ed..1 

The R-122's self-noise is conservatively 
rated to be less than 20 dB, unweighted. 

TO THE TEST 
Jangling a set of keys about four inches 
from the R-122 as I walked around the 
mic, I heard a noticeably greater high-fre-
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quency extension and better transient re-
sponse at the rear of the mic, as expect-
ed. In an A/B test with a Neumann U87A 
condenser mic set to bidirectional mode 
(i.e., the same polar pattern as the R-122), 
the R-122's transient response at the back 
of the mic sounded at least as good and 
perhaps a little better than the Neumann's. 
The front of the R-122 produced signifi-
cantly duller results. 

My tests also confirmed that the R-122's 
off-axis frequency response is very uni-
form out to at least 70° to either side of the 
front or rear of the mic. Beyond 70°, the 
mic's excellent rejection (as you approach 
the 90°/270° nulls) makes it difficult to 
judge the response subjectively. 

Next up was an A/B test of the R-122 
and the U87A (again, set to bidirectional 
mode) on male lead vocals. Singing into 
the front of both mics from a distance of 
about seven inches, the U87A sounded 
clearer and the Royer very muffled. The 
spectral balance produced by singing into 
the rear of the R-122 was a lot closer to 
that produced by the same application 
and setup for the figure-8 U87A. Both 
mics lacked the clarity and transient re-
sponse I typically regard as optimal for 
recording lead vocals (with the U87A in 
figure-8 mode), although it's conceivable 
that the Royer could deliver great results 
on an overly bright or thin-sounding 
singer. All things considered, lead vocals 
are not the primary application that I 
would choose to use the R-122 for, al-
though the mic's flat frequency response 
provides a "clean slate" starting point for 
adding EQ. 

Next up was an A/B comparison be-
tween a pair of R-122s and a pair of (car-
dioid) DPA 4011 small-diaphragm con-
denser mics, recording acoustic guitar at 
a distance of six inches in spaced-pair 
configurations. The 4011s sounded no-
ticeably flatter and exhibited better tran-
sient response and a much wider stereo 
image. However, the R-122s (pointing the 
front side of the mics at the source) 
sounded much more soothing and warm 
compared to the 4011s. Pointing the back-
side of the R-122s at the guitar resulted in 
a noticeably improved transient response 
and an overall brighter tone, but the Roy-
er mics still lacked the clarity and detail 
produced by the 4011s. For recording 
warm and full-sounding acoustic guitar 
tracks with minimal or no accompani-
ment, the R-122s would be an excellent 
choice. Where more detail is needed to 
cut through dense arrangements, I'd prob-
ably go with very fast, small-diaphragm 
condenser mks. 

I achieved outstanding results record-
ing a ukulele with two R-122s placed in a 
Blumlein configuration (with the rear side 
of each mic facing the source). The per-
former sang her lead vocals at the same 
time she played her instrument, so figure-
8 mics were needed to achieve the best 
separation between all three tracks. (I 
used a Brauner VM1 Klaus Heyne Edition 
mic in bidirectional mode on the lead vo-
cal, along with the two R-122s on the 
ukulele.) Not only did the R-122s' nulls 
perform admirably here, the mics also 
provided a nice stereo image and the per-
fect spectral balance for the ukulele tracks. 
The instrument sounded very warm and 
nicely detailed, without being too plucky. 
In fact, no EQ was necessary during mix-
down. One cautionary note: As with all 
bidirectional mics (ribbon or otherwise), 
the R-122 used with its stock mic clip tends 
to pick up mic stand rumble caused by 
foot-tapping performers, so use of the op-
tional shockmount is recommended. 

Perhaps the best applications for the 
R-122 are recording horns and electric 
guitars, just what Dave Royer had in mind 
when he designed the mic. Pointing the 
front of the mic at a trumpet, the record-
ing sounded well balanced and had plen-
ty of presence, without sounding glassy 
or brittle. Using the front of the mic on 
electric guitar cabinet also produced 
warm and smooth-sounding results. 
Shaker overdubs sounded smooth and 
detailed when recorded with the rear side 
of the mic. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The R-122 is best used to record instru-
ments where a warm and round tone is 
sought over detail. It's not that the R-122's 
transient response is particularly slow; it's 
fast enough to capture the detail needed 
for particular applications, yet understat-
ed just enough to let the warmth and 
smoothness of the mic predominate in the 
overall sound. Because of its unique char-
acter, I wouldn't recommend the R-122 as 
the one mic to buy for a small studio on 
a budget. However, larger facilities need-
ing a broad array of tools will find the 
R-122 very useful for many applications. 
In short, the R-122 is a high-quality mic 
with a distinctive sound that should ush-
er it into many a professional mic cabinet. 

Royer Labs, 821 North Ford St., Bur-
bank, CA 91505; 818/760-8472; fax 818/ 
760-8864; www.royerlabs.com. 

Michael Cooper is a Mix contributing edi-
tor and owner of Michael Cooper Record-
ing in beautiful Sisters, Ore. 
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TECH'S FILES  
EY EDDIE CILETTI 

Sleep Like an Egyptian 

Preparing Tape for the Afterlife 

1
 am not the first person to write 
about tape restoration; Phil De 
Lancie documented his treat-

ment for "sticky shed" way back in 
May 1991. In a previous life, I built 
a hair-dryer-powered Easybake oven 
with great success, and while other 
folks have been using convection 
ovens since, I've found an equally 
clever solution. Would you believe a 
food dehydrator? Perfectly suited to 
the task, its round shape matches the incoming 
wounded, the temperature range is appropriate (and 
completely safe), and it's more affordable. Plus, it 
makes jerky and "sun-dried" tomatoes on the side! 

Figure 1: To determine tape composition, place a light behind the reel. Acetate is 

translucent, polyester/mylar is opaque, and, hopefully, your stored tapes don't look 

like the image to the right. 

THE OLD TAPE'S HOME 

The aging of magnetic tape affects every tape-based 
recording medium; not just old analog recordings, but 
digital, data and video, as well. Since the late 1960s, 
certain tape formulations have been prone to shed-
ding, a problem that is, in part, due to chemical in-
consistencies beyond the control of tape manufactur-
ers. The problem is especially acute for mid-'70s-era, 
high-output tapes, such as Ampex 406/407/456, 3M 
250 and AGFA 468. Some tapes of more recent vin-
tage also have shedding problems. 

Tapes should be stored in a cool, dry environ-
ment between 50° F and 70° F, 20% to 45% relative 
humidity. Lower numbers are better for longer-term 
storage. Recorded media should be treated as if des-
tined to become an essential part of history. Most 
recorded tape has received only average treatment 
early in its history when it is still being regularly ac-
cessed and handled, and perfect conditions are hard 
to achieve unless measures that make the recordings 
difficult to access are taken. By the time a tape 
reaches "proper" storage, the damage has already 
started. 

You may have noticed that new tapes are often 
sealed in plastic, which protects them from the envi-
ronment until they are ready for use. Too bad it's not 
resealable. This article will show how to treat the ail-
ing patients, then apply Egyptian-style preservation 
techniques to maximize their usefulness in the After-
life (cue: Bell Tree). 

INGREDIENTS 

Recording tape consists of four primary elements: the 
plastic carrier (mylar/polyester), the magnetic oxide 
(rust for storage, yeah!), an optional conductive back 
treatment (carbon impregnation improves "winding" 

performance while reducing static), plus the binder 
(the glue that holds it all together). 

The combination of time, extreme conditions 
and/or chemical instability can make tapes un-
playable to the point where they can't even be re-
wound. The culprit is binder hydration, the gradual 
absorption of moisture that turns this special "glue" 
into the consistency of molasses. Dehydration reacti-
vates the binder. To keep it that way, reseal the tape 
in plastic to keep moisture out, adding a silica gel 
pack to absorb any moisture trapped in the bag. 

WHO R U? 
A tape in an unlabeled white box on a hub provides 
little clue as to its type, age or recorded direction. Eu-
ropean tapes are the exception, because make and 
type are often printed on the back coating. Prehistoric 
acetate does not require baking, so it's important to 
learn how to distinguish it from mylar/polyester. Re-
peat: Do not bake acetate! Hold a reel of tape up to 
a light as in Fig. 1; acetate is translucent, and poly-
ester is opaque. Acetate was primarily used from the 
'505 until the '60s; it never stretched, breaks clean and 
can be quite brittle now. 

Vintage tapes like Scotch 111 have an orange-ish 
oxide, whereas later tapes like Scotch 201 have black 
oxides. Other oxide color variations can range from 
red to brown. Mylar/polyester eventually replaced ac-
etate. It handles stress well, can be stretched to a 
string before breaking and makes nifty apparel when 
recycled. 1960s-era mylar tapes with black oxide and 
no back coating will be the least problematic. 

DO BEE AND DON'T BEE 

People who make analog recording part of their daily 
routine take for granted that the tape is new and that 
the machine is in a happy state. When called to re-
master, remix or restore a vintage recording, the ma-
chine ntust be in top form and your business should 
be insured. Tape condition is the one variable that can't 
be predicted. You really don't want to discover a prob-
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Figure 2: The Snackmaster Pro FD-50 dehydrator, 

showing standard and modified trays (for 2-inch 

topes) overhead. Do not process food and tapes 

together! 

lematic rape during fast wind. Repeat: Do 
not fast-wind vintage tapes before first de-
termining condition. In order to reduce the 
risk of damage, the safest approach is to 
play the tape in whatever direction need-
ed, but don't play anything yet. 

SLOW RIDE 
In order to be baked, a tape must have a 
smooth, even "wind." The right-most lin-
age in Fig. 1 is anything but. Tapes stored 
in a carelessly wound state absorb more 
moisture, and if they are baked that way, 
then they will have severe edge deterio-
ration. Tapes stored in the played state 
are said to be "tail out," minimizing any 
print-through between layers, or at least 
masking it as "post-echo." (Pre-echo is 
the annoying alternative.) If the pack is 
good and the tape is known to be tail out, 
a conservative first pass in the dehydra-
tor is possibly unnecessary, but it's better 
than wasting time repacking a gooey 
tape. Properly stored tapes may still de-
teriorate but recover well with treatment. 

Once you are ready to repack a tape, 
it is best to remove the head assem-
bly to minimize the number of con-
tact surfaces. The goals are to pre-
serve the oxide and minimize the 
clean-up. Every stationary surface— 
head, guide or lifter—will scrape ox-
ide off the tape. Although in most 
cases, this will only be a little bit 
scary, stopping the tape will deposit 
clumps of oxide that are hard to re-
move and will ultimately become 
baked into the tape. 

The best machines for slow-

winding traumatized tapes are those 
with all-rotating guides. The Ampex ATR-
100 is almost perfect, because it has two 
stationary lifters that can be avoided if 
the headstack is removed. Studer ma-
chines are also well-suited for slow 
winding, because all guides rotate. Model 
800 Series Studer machines are danger-
ously powerful, so it is worth repeating: 
Do not fast-wind questionable tapes. 
Don't use the remote, stand by the ma-
chine at all times, pay close attention and 
be ready to stop at a moment's notice. Play 
tensions are lower than wind tensions; 
some machines have "small-reel" settings 
that further reduce tension. 

If the headstack can't be removed, or 
if there are stationary guides that can't be 
avoided, then cover them with a cloth or 
a paper towel to soften the hard edges, 
collect the oxide and minimize cleanup. 
If possible, figure out a way to slide or 
rotate the cloth to a clean section while 
the tape is rolling. Be prepared for splices 
to fail before and after baking. Once the 
tape is at the head, "play" the tape one 
more time so that its "tail" is out and the 
pack is smooth. I know this is an excru-
ciating amount of detail, but it's better to 
know the issues in preparation for that 
one truly funky tape than to find the ox-
ide stuck to the wrong side of the plas-
tic—it has happened to me. 

HUB BUB 
Tapes on plastic reels with small hubs 
should be rewound onto large reels with 
NAB hubs. Be careful to thread the tape 
around the hub without any creases. 
There should be about five minutes' 
worth of pad at the head of the tape; add 
if necessary. The goal is to minimize me-
chanical distortions that can be impressed 
upon subsequent layers, especially after 
baking, causing dropouts. When baked, 
the tape will expand and become loose 
around the hub. For this reason, use reels 
with flanges to protect the tape from com-
ing unwound in a way that is scarier than 

any Stephen King or Anne Rice novel. 

NOTHIN' SAYS LOVIN' 
LIKE SOMETHIN' FROM THE OVEN 
The device du jour is the Snackmaster 
Pro model FD-50 made by American 
Harvest (800/288-4545; www.american 
harvest.com). At $90 with shipping, it 
comes standard with four trays, each of 
which can comfortably handle a reel of 
half-inch tape. (Additional trays and jerky 
mixes can be ordered. Shipping is gener-
ally fast, but allow up to four weeks for 
delivery in case Mix readers deluge 
their ordering system.) To accommodate 
1- and 2-inch tapes, modify one tray by 
cutting out the plastic spokes along the 
perimeter with a wire cutter. This creates 
a "dummy tray," adding height to the tray 
below. 

The FD-50 features an adjustable ther-
mostat and a built-in fan to circulate the air. 
I checked for magnetic fields and found 
none, though I do use the upper trays just 
to be safe. (Me fan is in the bottom of the 
unit.) The heat is adjustable from 95° F to 
145° F and is accurate within 5° when 
checked with a photographic thermometer. 

DON'T SHAKE, BAKEI 
1 bake quarter-inch tapes on 10-inch reels 
at 135° F for two hours, flipping every 
half-hour. You'll find that cooking time 
varies with tape width, type, brand, con-
dition, and the size and number of reels 
being baked. Ampex tape from the '70s 
might require twice as much time as 3M 
tape from the '80s (as reported by Wendy 
Carlos when restoring her masters from 
that time period). The table below can be 
used as a guide. 
I am conservative about baking time 

and temperature, not for fear of losing high 
frequencies, but to be safe and slow; 
hence, the wide range. It is best to start 
with noncritical tapes. For example, I have 
baked funky test tapes—without degrad-
ing the tones—to show that the process 
works. The alternative—heads clogging 

TAPE WIDTH DEHYDRATION TIME TIPS APPLY TO ALL FORMATS 

30 to 60 minutes. 
1-inch 3 hours to 6 hours Cooling time should be as long as 

baking time. 
Check for splices and shed after cooling. 2- inch 4 hours to 8 hours 

Recommended baking times based on 130 F to 140' F 
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Figure 3: An 
unbaked tape 
leaves a trail. 

with gooey gunk every minute during 
transfer—is worse. 

After baking the tape, return it to its 
box and let it cool for the same amount 
of time as it was baked. Include a silica 
gel pack if possible. To confirm that the 
process was successful, put cloth across 
the head assembly and play the tape 
backward for five to 10 minutes. Stop and 
observe. Shed should be minimal. For 
noncritical tapes, I've 
sandwiched a piece of 
cloth around the tape 
and held the cloth be-
tween two fingers while 
the tape was rewinding. 
A minimal a-mount of 
oxide shed is normal, 
but Fig. 3 shows what 

Figure 4: Multiple views 
showing the effects of wear 

on a tape head 

happens before baking. If the tape still 
sheds after treatment, put it back in! 
Based on my experience, tapes can be 
baked more than once. 

POST-RESTORATION STORAGE 

Wrapping tape in a plastic bag and in-
cluding a silica gel pack to absorb mois-
ture is one way to preserve baked tapes. 
Silica gel can adsorb up to 40% of its 
weight in moisture-40 grams protects 
three cubic feet—and it can be baked to 
reactivate! Silica gel packs are available 
from www.foodsave.net (follow the Mag-
netic Media Preservation Area link), as 
well as from photo stores such as 
www.keh.com. And, if you really want to 
preserve like an Egyptian, a 12-inch plas-
tic-sealing tool (model TEW H-300C) is 
available at www.liillas.com for $80. All 
you need is the appropriate-sized bag. 

IT'S A CLEAN MACHINE, VERY CLEAN 

Once it is baked, the tape should play 
like new, but worn heads will aggravate 
the process of getting a good transfer 
from new or old media. Figure 4 shows 
multiple views of a 2-track head. At the 
bottom, the lighting conveniently dark-
ened the wear pattern of the worn head, 

making it appear as a horizontal bar 
across the center. Just above, arrows 

point to where oxide gets trapped in the 
groove worn by the tape. Use a tooth-
pick or a business card to remove stub-
born dirt, along with your head cleaner 
of choice. 

Worn heads like this one should be 
relapped to improve high-frequency re-
sponse and reduce low-frequency mud-
diness. To prevent a future groove from 
trapping dirt and degrading performance, 
"relief slots" can be cut into the surface 
as indicated in the top image of Fig. 4. 
John French at JRF Magnetic Sciences 
(973/579-5773; www.jrfmagnetics.com) 
restores and sells tape heads, and he car-
ries test tapes, demagnetizers, reel hubs 
and other related accessories. 

While I'm on the subject, if your de-
magnetizer has a switch, it can do more 
harm than good. Defeat the switch or 
throw it away and buy an Annis Han-D-
Mag (www.maginst.com). That's all for 
July. Have a great summer, and keep hu-
midity in your facility below 45%. 

Eddie never got around to posting pics of 
number two son, Justin Marcello, but 
Polly did. 

www.optimumstands.com 

Music Industries Corporation K500043106699 Contact Music Industries Corp. for available models and purchasing information. 
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Media Arts Institutions Have Arrived 

It's Academic 

U
ntil the 1970s, it was still possible to become an attorney without hav-
ing to go to law school. Many lawyers—several presidents of the 
United States among them, including Abraham Lincoln—learned 

their trade by apprenticeship, spending years within the art and science 
of the law under the tutelage of seasoned barristers. It has only been 

in the past 30 years that the law, like virtually every other discipline, 
would become so complex and specialized that the legal profes-
sion would mandate formal academic training before the term 
"Esquire" could follow a name. 

Driven by quantum leaps in technology, the same evolu-

tion has taken place in the media industry, and at a much 
faster pace. For more than 100 years of media develop-

ment, most of those wishing to practice sound, film/video, 
theatrical and other technological arts learned by watch-
ing and doing. But with the complex technological 
leaps of the Information Age, the old paradigm sim-
ply can no longer keep up. 

The past quarter-century has seen a tremendous 
proliferation of media arts and sciences academic 
environments, in response to the knowledge that 
is required to work the levers of the entertainment 
media machine. The number and diversity of 
technology platforms, software and hardware, 
and the innovative techniques to use them have 
become too numerous to expect any one indi-
vidual to master through an apprenticeship. 

But the media schools are more than knowl-
edge repositories. In a very real sense, media 
arts has become the liberal arts of our time. The 
opportunity to attend a media arts school of-
fers students exposure to myriad aspects of 
what truly has become a diverse, global in-
dustry. Many students enter with one set ot 
goals and depart having achieved those and 
much more, thanks to a chance to experience 
the entire landscape of media. Aspiring audio 
engineers get a glimpse of the world of anima-

tion, and the next Walt Disney has arrived; a 
video post-production hopeful gets a chance to 
feel the excitement of a live performance, and 
the course of theater production might be 
changed dramatically. 

These are not opportunities that could come 

easily when sound, film and video students ap-
prenticed in a facility that, by nature, would focus 
on a few core disciplines. The possibilities have al-
ways been endless; we can now thank this innova-
tive generation of media academies for making 
dreams more accessible than ever before. 

This edition of -Mix's Finest" encapsulates many 
of the best of these media arts institutions in a single 

reference guide. Each school profiled here offers ex-
ceptionally high academic standards. They will each 
have differences that make them unique, but they are all 
dedicated to one thing: Ensuring that media, technology 
and the human imagination are able to intersect, and that 

creativity is able to blossom. NI 

by Dan Daley 
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Mike Curb School of Music Business, Belmont University 

W
hen Belmont University commenced its Music Busi-
ness program in 1973, the school was already one of 
the country's leading business and liberal arts institu-

tions. The mainstreaming of the music industry with contempo-
rary business and culture taking place at that time, combined with 
Belmont's location at one end of Nashville's famed Music Row, 
made the new program a perfect match at the perfect time. Over 
the ensuing three decades, Belmont's Music Business program 
has expanded and evolved with the industry, as well as con-
tributed a long list of eminent graduates who have gone on to 
make their own marks on the music industry. 

Belmont's Music Business curriculum comprises both business 
and production tracks. Structured as a four-year B.B.A. degree, 
both tracks are comprehensive; business courses cover areas in-
cluding administration, law, copyrights, con-
tracts and management production courses 
include audio engineering, studio produc-
tion, studio maintenance engineering, sound 
reinforcement, recording techniques and 
post-production techniques. Students also 
take general business and liberal arts cours-
es, as well, resulting in, as the coordinator of 
Recording Studio Curriculum Dr. Wesley 
Bulla says, a graduate ready to tackle the en-
tertainment industry's multifaceted world. 

"Belmont's program has always empha-
sized a very practical, hands-on approach to 
teaching these courses," he says. "But we've 
also always made sure the process of educa-
tion has a firm connection to the real world. 
We are squarely in the center of one of the 
world's leading entertainment centers, and 
students benefit hum that every day, in the 
form of seminars and guest lectures given by 
industry leaders in business and record pro-
duction. We also have tremendous access to 
ongoing internship programs that cover liter-
ally every aspect of the industry." 

At a Glanc 

In 1999, the School of Music Business opened what they call 
"Belmont West," a satellite facility in Burbank, Calif., the heart of 
Southern California's film and video post-production, broadcasting 
and music industries. Each year, about 30 Music Business and Pro-
duction students in their senior year spend one semester attending 
classes and working in the bustling milieu of this entertainment Mec-
ca, with classes taught both by Belmont faculty and by area experts. 

Back in Nashville, Belmont has two main control rooms, fitted 
with a classic Sony 3056 console and a 5.1 surround-capable Otani 
Elite. Each has its own recording spaces, and each is tied into a 
central machine room. The studios utilize designer Russ Berger's 
unique signature wall of glass between the studio and its control 
rooms, which promotes easy communication among musicians, 
recording engineers and students. In addition, the school owns 

renowned producer Jimmy Bowen's per-
sonal microphone collection and offers two 

Name: Mike Curb School of Music Business, Belmont 

University Contact: University Admissions Office Ma-

jor Courses of Study: Music Business. Music Pro-

duction Degree Offered: B.B.A. Accreditation: As-

sociation to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 

(AACSB) International Main Technology Platforms: 

Neve, Sony, Mackie, Otari, Pro Tools, RADAR, all dig-

ital analog tape formats, Nuendo, AKG-sponsored 

premium microphone cabinet Tuition: $6,520 per se-

mester Financial Assistance: All Federal assistance, 

plus scholarship programs. 

BELMONT 
UNIVERSITY 

Mike Curb School of Music 

Business, Belmont University 
1900 Belmont Boulevard 

Nashville, TN 37212 
Tel.: 615/460-5504 
Fax: 615/460-5516 

Website: www.belmont.edu/cob/mb 
E-mail: muzzbuss@mail.belmont.edu 

Pm Tools post-production and editing suites, 
as well as numerous classrooms and labs. 

Belmont has moved forward on many 
fronts in recent years. Its Mike Curb School 
of Music Business was funded by a multi-
million-dollar donation from one of the 
record industry's most successful figures; in 
October 2001, Belmont acquired Ocean 
Way Nashville Studios, with three Neve 
rooms, an impeccable microphone collec-
tion and a rare collection of outboard gear; 
and most recently, Belmont is in the 
process of renovating the classic RCA Stu-
dio B, a former museum and site of many 
timeless recordings by artists such as Elvis 
Presley and Chet Atkins, into a working stu-
dio lab that will allow students access to the 
record-making process of years gone by. 

"Belmont has a lot to offer," says Bulla. 
But one of the things we pride ourselves 
most on is that our graduates also learn to 
give back." 
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Center for Digital Imaging and Sound 

F
or 23 years, the Center for Digital Imaging and Sound 
(CDIS) has offered students from around the world one-, 
two- and three-year programs that are intense, creatively 

challenging, and designed to produce highly skilled new media 
professionals. CDIS's curricula is broad and includes comprehen-
sive education in a variety of media, in-
cluding audio recording arts, digital media, 
digital film, animation, game development 
and other disciplines. Altogether, CDIS of-
fers 36 programs in nine areas of study lead-
ing to one-year certificates, or two- and 
three-year diplomas. 

For audio, CDIS offers an extensive set 
of programs taught by leading profession-
als in a state-of-the-art technical environ-
ment. All students participate in the initial 
Recording Arts Foundation (RAF) program, 
which offers beginners a solid skill-base in 
the techniques and equipment used in mul-
titrack recording, sound reinforcement, and 
post-production for filin/video, broadcast 
and new media. Students train in advanced 
digital and analog studios using the latest 
technologies. The curriculum includes top-
ics such as MIDI, signal flow, critical listen-
ing and audio/acoustic principles. 

With that foundation, CDIS students can 
then pursue specific fields of study. Students 
choose either Music Production (RAP/M) or 
Audio Post-Production for film, TV and 
video (RAP/P). Linear and nonlinear digital 
audio theory, practice and integration are 
emphasized, along with technical expertise, 
production and project management, and 
problem solving/troubleshooting skills, 
which they apply to projects modeled after 
real-world scenarios. They also learn to cre-
ate and publish audio for the Web and new 

At a Glance 
Name: Center for Digital Imaging and Sound Contact: 

Admissions Office Major Courses of Study: Record-

ing Arts Foundation (Certificate); Recording Arts Pro-

ductior-Music/Post Production (Diploma); Recording 

Arts Master-Music/Post Production (Diploma); iMIX In-

dependent Entertainment Artist/Producer (Diploma) 

Degrees Offered: Diploma, transfer of credits to Uv-

erpool Institute for Performing Arts (U.K.) ana the Uni-

versity of Phoenix for accredited undergraduate de-

gree available Accreditation: Private Post Secondary 

Education Commission of British Columbia; registered 

with the Ministry of Advanced Education, Student Ser-

vices Branch Main Technology Platforms: RADAR 

24, Pro Tools, Neve, Amek, Studer, Tascam, Mackie, 

Yamaha, Roland, Sony, Genelec, JBL, Macintosh Tu-

ition: $11,000 per year, Canadian Financial Assis-

tance: Various commercial, proprietary and govern-

ment programs available, as well as scholarship pro-

grams. Consult a Program Adviser for details. 

7 .-fed 

CDIS 
artschool.com 

Center for Digital Imaging 

and Sound 
3264 Beta Avenue 

Burnaby, BC, Canada V5G 4K4 
Tel.: 604/298-5400; 800/661-1885 

Fax: 604/298-5403 
Website: www.artschool.com 

E-mail: info@artschool.com 

media applications. In addition, the RAP programs also place an 
emphasis on the business of the media industry, providing in-
struction in areas such as Music Management & Marketing and 
Recording Studio Operations. 

The majority of instruction takes place in CDIS's new Enter-
tainment Technology Center (ETC), opened 
in 2000, on the 43,000-square-foot campus. 
The ETC has two recording studios, a mix-
to-picture surround-capable studio, and a 
film soundstage, as well as extensive digi-
tal video, effects and animation labs, all 
available 24/7. 

CDIS remains a partner with its students 
after graduation through the, for Students 
with two or more years of study completed 
have an additional four months of access to 
CDIS facilities through the Graduate Access 
Program (GAP). Highest-level graduates are 
eligible to receive credit for their courses, 
leading to a Bachelor of Science in Man-
agement degree at the University of 
Phoenix. In addition, an agreement with the 
renowned Liverpool Institute for the Per-
forming Arts, founded by Sir Paul McCart-
ney, provides eligible CDIS Recording Arts 
Master Program graduates the opportunity 
to continue on to an undergraduate degree. 

"CDIS places a profound emphasis on 
the basics of media technology," explains 
CDIS president and CEO Niels Hartvig-
Nielsen. "Graduates come out with a very 
'can-do' approach to the technology. This 
attitude extends to their entire outlook on 
the industry: They understand they will 
need to work their way up through the 
ranks of the media business. We give them 
the skills and the confidence to do just 
that." 
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Citrus Co lege Recording Ans Procram 

The Recording Arts Program at Citrus College has been 
in place since 1998 and continues to evolve and ex-
pand, offering a broad range of classes and a varied 

curriculum taught by experts. Main tracks include Fundamen-
tals of Audio Technology and Recording Studio Workshop I 
(taught as a pair, including both analog and hard disk record-
ing); MIDI, Computers and Music, which provides the skills to 
work with sequencers in a studio environment; Live Sound Re-
inforcement, which serves as a first step toward a concert/event 
engineering career; Critical Listening Skills for Engineers; Ad-
vanced Audio Technology and Recording Studio Workshop II 
(also taught in tandem); Digital Audio 
Technology, which is an intense Pro Tools 
course with mixing, editing and audio-for-
video projects; Acoustics for Engineers, 
with an emphasis on acoustical reflections, 
absorption, surfaces and speaker place-
ment; and the Music Business/Audio Ca-
reers, which deals with the business as-
pects of the music industry, from records 
to movies, rates, contracts, royalties and 
career choices. 

Citrus College students train on contem-
porary technology platforms in studios pro-
fessionally designed by Carl Yanchar of 
Wave:Space Inc. The facilities function as 
both a teaching environment and as a 
working studio available for commercial 
rental, which enhances the real-world ben-
efit of the program. 

Studio A is the main tracking studio, 
equipped with a 72-input Neve VR Series 
console with Flying Faders automation. Stu-
dio B, equipped with a Euphonix CS2000 
72-channel console with Cube matrixing 
and 7.1 surround mixing capability, offers 
two iso booths and is used to teach over-
dub and mixing techniques. The Digital Au-

At a Glance 
Name: Citrus College Recording Arts Program Con-

tact: Tim Jaquette, recording supervisor Major 

Courses of Study: Audio Recording, Sound-for- Pic-

ture, Digital Audio Ed ting and Mixing, and Live Sound 

Engineering Degrees Offered: Certificate; AS-certi-

fication pending Accreditation: Western Assocation 

of Schools and Colleges Main Technology Plat-

forms: Neve VR Series, Euphonix CS2000, Digidesign 

Pro Tools Tuition: California resident, $396; out of 

state, $5,148; international $6,084 Financial Assis-

tance: State and federal grants, (i.e., Pell Grants, Fed-

eral Work Study, etc.) and other funding sources. 

Citrus College 

Citrus College Recording Arts 

Program 
1000 West Foothill Blvd. 
Glendora, CA 91741 
Tel.: 626/852-8061 
Fax: 626/852-8063 

Website: www.citrusstudios.org 
E-mail: etc@citrus.cc.ca.us 

dio Computer Lab is equipped with 25 Pro Tools I MIX worksta-
tions and Digital Performer 3.0, as well as consoles, MIDI key-
boards and modules. 

As a commercial studio, Citrus College's facilities have been 
used for a wide range of major productions, including music 
scores for L.A. Law's reunion and a remake of the classic film 
High Noon, as well as a variety of film/TV sessions for compa-
nies such as HBO, Warner Bros., The Walt Disney Company and 
Nickelodeon. 

"The philosophy of the program is to give a well-rounded, 
basic education of how the industry works and the equipment 

and techniques involved so that a student 
can go out, get a job in a studio and not 
only understand the technical aspects, but 
also the musical and budget considera-
tions," explains Tim Jaquette, recording su-
pervisor at Citrus. "Since we are also a 
rental facility, we take the opportunity to 
have students first observe and then assist 
on professional sessions so that they get a 
real concept of what goes on in a studio. 
These sessions vary from custom albums to 
film and television scores to stage show un-
derscores, so there ate a wide variety of en-
vironments for students to participate." 

In addition, the Recording Arts Program 
at Citrus College plans to add programs fo-
cusing on post-production, film score mix-
ing and record production; a new high-def-
inition TV program is currently in the plan-
ning stage. 

The Recording Arts Program also has an 
excellent internship program and graduate 
placement. This service has helped gradu-
ates achieve positions at major facilities in-
cluding Cello Studios, Cherokee Studios, 
Martin Sound, Sony Pictures, Enterprise Stu-
dios, Studio 56 and at NARAS. 
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Conservatory of. Recording Arts and Sciences 

E
stablished in 1980, the Conservatory of Recording Ans 
and Sciences moved to a state-of-the-art, 14,500-square-
foot,. high-tech campus in Tempe, Ariz., in 1995. Over 

the years, the mission has remained the same: to comprehen-

sively prepare graduates for a career in professional audio. Con-
sequently, the school's curriculum is constantly updated to keep 
pace with the rapid advancements in the music industry. 

Via intensive lab, studio and classroom hours working hands-
on with top-tier technology, the Conserva-
tory's 37-week/900-hour Master Recording 
Program II (MRP-H) is geared solely and ex-
clusively toward audio engineering and 
production. Graduates have achieved Gold 
and Platinum sales awards, and one Gram-
my nomination thus far. 

The Conservatory has created a highly 
focused curriculum and philosophy aimed 

at producing goal-oriented graduates. The 
school practices a selective enrollment, 
seeking only the most motivated applicants. 
Class sizes are kept small, never exceeding 
12 students per instructor, an excellent 
teacher-to-student ratio, where faculty can 
better convey the knowledge and benefit of 
their own experience in the industry. 

Furthermore, the Conservatory is unique 
in that the school's internship program is 
mandatory, assuring extensive experience 
in a real-world environment as part of the 
education process. A dedicated internship 
office staff works to match students with 
specific facilities requested by students. 

"We have kept ourselves relatively small 

by design," explains John F. McJunkin, sen-
ior admissions representative. "The students 
who are here are ones who should be here, 
because they have shown a genuine com-
mitment to a serious career path in this in-

At a Glance 
Name: Conservatory of Recording Arts and Sciences 

Contact: John F McJunkin, senior admissions repre-

sentative Major Course of Study: Master Recording 

Program II (MRP-II) Degrees Offered: Diploma pro-

gram; authorized education and certification center for 

Avid/Pro Tools, TC Electronic, SIA Smaart, Waves Ac-

creditation: Accrediting Commission of Career 

Schools and Colleges of Technology (ACCSCT); li-

censed by the Arizona State Board for Privare Post-

Secondary Education; Job Training Partnersnip Act (JT-

Pk The Arizona State Aporoving Agency for Veteran's 
Training Main Technology Platforms: SSL, Neve, Pro 

Tools, Studer, Neumann, Otan, Yamaha and more Tu-

ition: $12,500 Financial Assistance: A variety of fed-

eral ard other financial assistance programs are avail-

able, including Stafford Loans, Pet Grants, PLUS pro-

gram, VA benefits and other financial resources. 

tO.A.71.0 
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Conservatory of Recording 
Arts and Sciences 
2300 E. Broadway Rd. 
Tempe, AZ 85282-1707 

Tel.: 800/562-6383; 480/858-9400 
Fax: 480/829-1332 

Website: www.audiorecordingschool.com 
E-mail: info@.cras.org 

dustry. There's tremendous synergy between that and the fact that 
our faculty is similarly committed to the success of our students. 
That's evidenced by the very, very low turnover in staff we have 
here. That gives the teaching process a lot of continuity." 

Students at the Conservatory work on a high level of equip-
ment designed to reflect the reality of what's found in today's top-
echelon recording and mixing facilities. The flagship A Room fea-
tures an SSL 4056 G-Plus: acoustically, this traditional live end/dead 

end room is considered by many to be the 
finest studio in the Southwest. The B Room 
is a sophisticated production environment 
including a 32-input Neatek Elite console. 
The C Room console is a Neve VR-48, fitted 
with Flying Faders automation, recall and 
built-in dynamics processing. These studios 
also feature analog and digital recording sys-
tems from Studer, Tascarn and Otani. The D 
Studio is a specialized environment for train-
ing in surround mixing. The Pro Tools Lab 
features six audio and video workstations. 

The Conservatory's live Sound room is set 
up in a stage-like environment, so students 
can gain real-world experience in setting up 
and mixing. Other facilities indude the multi-
workstation Digital Recording Lab and the 
Studiomaster Mixdown Lab. 

"Our formula is very simple," observes 
ICirt Hamrn, the Conservatory's administra-
tor. "We select the best and brightest appli-
cants, then award-winning professionals 
educate them on world-class equipment. 
We are focused: We don't teach any video 
or digital animation or Web design. We 
have one iron in the fire, and we're very 
good at it. We have painstakingly devel-
oped a world-class curriculum that covers 
every detail of what you need to know to 

start a successful career." 
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E x pression Center for New Media 

I
n January of 1999, Ex'pression Center For New Media ar-
rived on the educational scene at the same time that the 
media industry itself was hitting its stride. Located in a 

stunning, ultramodern building in the heart of the San Francisco 
Bay Area, Ex'pression was also at the boom's nexus in Silicon 
Valley, where so much of the new-media engine was devel-
oped—the home of technology pioneers such as Dolby, Pixar, 
and Industrial Light & Magic. The school is also in-tune with the 
area's values; for instance, much of Ex'-
pression's power is generated by alternative 
sources, such as nearby wind farms, and re-
cycling has always been part of the culture 
at the school. 

Ex'pression takes full advantage of its 
time and place, applying leading-edge but 
proven educational techniques to the me-

dia arts and sciences. The school's three 
main degree programs—Sound Arts, Digi-
tal Visual Media and Digital Graphic De-
sign—utilize the Total Immersion method-

ology. Total Immersion was originally de-
veloped and introduced during World War 

II, with spectacular and tangible results, 
quickly and effectively teaching U.S. mili-
tary and intelligence personnel language, 
technology and other skills. At Ex'pression, 
these same learning techniques, applied to 
an intense 14-month program, convey me-
dia skills with an exceptional degree of 
comprehension and depth. Students learn 
not only the mechanics of media technolo-
gy, but also the culture and application of 
media. And, they do it working on complex 

projects start to finish, rather than in isolat-
ed fragments. 

Classes at Depression begin every two 
months, six new classes a year, 30 students 
to a class. The design of the campus center 

At a Glanc 
Name: Ex'pression Center For New Media Contact: 

Yee-Ju Riddell, director of admissions Major Cours-

es of Study: Sound Arts, Digital Visual Media and Dig-

ital Graphic Des gn degree programs Degrees Of-

fered: A.A.S or B.A.S degrees via 14-month Total Im-

mersion program Accreditation: Licensed and de-

gree granting by State of California, Bureau of Private 

Postsecondary & Vocational Educational (BPVVE) 

Main Technology Platforms: SSL, Neve Studer con-

soles; Otan, Studer analog media; Digidesign Pro 

Tools; other major technology systems Tuition: 

$32,950. includes all course material and supplies Fi-

nancial Assistance: Student loans available through 

various programs, including Sallie Mae and other pri-

vate funding. 

EMS14,  
Center for New Media 

Ex'pression Center For New 

Media 
6601 Shellmound Street 
Emeryville, CA 94608 

Tel.: 877/833-8800 (toll-free); 510/654-2934 

Fax: 510/658-3414 
Website: www.expression.edu 
E-mail: data@xnewmedia.com 

helps students maximize their experience. For instance, the in-
novative Tascam Heptagon Studio allows six control rooms to si-
multaneously but discretely access live sessions in a central 
recording studio, while the instructor can monitor and assess in-
dividual activity from a main control area. And with access to the 
equipment available on a 24/7 basis, Ex'pression's Total Immer-
sion approach teaches more than just technique. As Karen Wert-
man, the school's director of marketing, puts it, "They learn en-

durance, which any veteran of a recording 
studio will tell you is a critical trait to suc-

e cess." Another benefit of such universal ac-
cess is that students are able to build ex-
tensive and diverse personal achievement 
portfolios, which become their calling cards 
upon graduation. 

Depression offers SSL G-Plus and Neve 
VR analog studios to familiarize students 
with the main boards in the real world. The 
facility also includes a showcase 5.1 room 
featuring the latest version of the Studer D-
950 digital console, for which Depression 
was a major beta test site. Even the stream-
ing Web workstations have 5.1 surround 
audio capability. 

Expression was created as a true "center" 
for media experimentation and discovery. 
Students in each degree program take basic 
courses in all three major degree tracks, pro-
viding a solid foundation in media arts. For 

instance, incoming students all work on a 
multimedia project, such as a film or com-
puter game, which requires audio, video, 
special effects and animation, but also re-
quires script creation and casting. In this way, 
media technologies are directly applied, of-
ten by teams, to real projects. And, adds Wert-
man, "That's a combination that builds suc-
cess skills that will last a lifetime." 
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Full Sail Real World Education 

0
 ne of the pioneering facilities in media education, Full 
Sail Real World Education has been in continuous op-
eration since 1979. In 1989, the school undertook an 

ambitious construction program that turned a 30,000-square-foot 
facility into a spacious and spectacular campus, in which 280,000 
square feet of classroom, laboratory, lecture hall and studio space 
offer the 3,000-plus students a comprehensive array of media arts 
career tracks. And, Full Sail continues to expand, regularly adding 
new educational facilities and curricula additions, reflecting con-
tinued changes in the professional media industries. "The indus-
try never stops evolving, so why should we," states Bill Smith, 
program director for Full Sail. 

Full Sail offers well-planned and real-world-based curricula 
that cover six main fields of media arts: Recording Ans, Film, Dig-
ital Media, Show Production & Touring, 
Game Design & Development, and Com-
puter Animation. Each of these degree paths 
culminates in a fully accredited Associate of 
Science (A.S.) degree. Furthermore, Full Sail 
has deftly adapted its various career tracks 

to reflect the interactive and converging na-
ture of the media industry. Exposure to such 
a wide range of media choices helps stu-
dents refine their own career goals as they 

progress through the curricula. 
Helping students achieve their goals is a 

large and diverse staff of instructors, many 
of whom are also working professionals 

within their respective academic areas. "In 
fact, that's one of the prime directives of our 
mission statement," notes Smith. "Most of 
our instructors are still active and success-
ful in their fields. This is not a place for re-
tired engineers to come and teach; we are 
focused on people who can deliver what 
they did in a session yesterday to a lecture 
today. This is truly what sets Full Sail apart." 

The school also has a rigorous student-

At a Glan ce 
Name: Full Sail Real World Education Contact: Ad-

missions Department Major Courses of Study: 

Recording Arts, Film Digital Media, Show Production 

& Touring, Game Design & Development, Computer 

Animation Degree Offered: A.S. Accreditation: 

ACCSCT Tuition: Depending upon course of study, 

ranges from $30,000 to $32,000 Financial Assis-

tance: Yes. 

_ 
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Real World Education 

Full Sail Real World Education 
3300 University Blvd. 
Winter Park, FL 32792 

Tel.: 800/226-7625 
Website: www.fullsail.com 

E-mail: admissions@fullsail.com 

to-teacher ratio goal, which varies according to course type and 
application. For instance, in Full Sail's well-equipped audio 
recording studios, the ratio is never more than six-to-one when 
students are sharing equipment. Full Sail has all major analog 
and digital console types, including SSL, Neve and Amek, as well 
as 24 full-sized Digidesign Pro Tools systems. It is also the site 
of the largest Unity network server in the country, with all Pro 

Tools and Avid editing systems networked, because they are in 
the most advanced media environments. Visiting lecturers from 
various genres of the media and entertainment industry, from 
record label executives to legendary engineers, regularly aug-
ment the planned study course, further broadening the vistas of 
students. 

Full Sail's graduates continue to find success throughout the 
entertainment industry. Last year alone, 
three Full Sail graduates were nominated 
for Grammys, 24 worked on Grammy-win-

ning projects, and 75 worked on Grammy-
nominated projects. Grads also worked on 
some of this year's biggest releases, includ-
ing Creed's Weathered, Jennifer Lopez' J to 
the L-0 and OU'IlKASTs Stankonia. 

Full Sail grads also earned credits on 
some of this year's biggest motion pictures 
including Lord of the Rings, Spider-Man and 
Black Hawk Down, and worked on ani-
mated movies such as Ice Age and Lilo & 
Stitch. And in the sound reinforcement are-

na, Full Sail graduates have been working 
on some of the biggest tours including U2's 
Elevation Tour, NSync's Celebriy Tour, Paul 
McCartney and Ozzfest. 

"The goal at Full Sail is for our graduates 
to enter directly into the mainstream of the 
media industry, at any level," Smith ex-
plains. "From small recording studios to 
major post-production and film studios, a 
Full Sail graduate is ready for anything." al 
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Future Media Concepts 

F
ounded in 1994, at the cusp of the new-media revolu-
tion, Future Media Concepts offers a unique approach to 
digital media training. Dozens of courses, ranging from 

entry level to master class, and configured in concise and in-
tensive formats allow students to create a customized curricu-
lum covering the entire spectrum of digital 
media arts—nonlinear sound and video 
editing, sound design, Web design and 
programming, video streaming, DVD au-
thoring, 3-D animation, compositing and 
desktop publishing. 

FMC is renowned throughout the indus-
try as one of the world's leading Pro Tools 
training facilities, with an ideal learning en-
vironment and suites equipped with Pro 
Tools Mix 24 and HD systems. The suc-
cessful completion of these courses leads to 
official certification, by Digidesign, as a Pro 
Tools operator or Pro Tools expert, as well 
as other important benefits, including a list-
ing on Digi ProNet and the right to use a 
special logo on their business cards. 

"The courses are intensive, the testing is 
serious, and programs are designed to al-
low the pro audio industry to immediately 
distinguish the real experts in Pro Tools," 
says Jeff Rothberg, FMC VP and co-founder. 

With learning centers in New York City, 
Boston, Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia, 
FMC works in strategic cooperation with 
leading manufacturers and developers to as-
semble a course of study. This ensures that 
graduates get the most comprehensive train-
ing on the absolutely latest versions of the 
most widely used hardware and software 
systems in the entertainment media indus-
try. In addition to Avid/Digidesign, FMC is 
also a manufacturer's authorized training 

At a Glanc 

center for Adobe, Apple, Macromedia, Sony, Softimage, Newtek, 
Discreet, Pinnacle, Boris/FX and others. 

Future Media Concepts' instructors have applied their exten-
sive real-world experience to help students transition into careers 
in the expanding digital media industry. The courses are also 

available to professionals who wish to en-
hance their existing skills and broaden their 
marketability. "We purposely target tech-
nology platforms that are the most widely 

Name: Future Media Concepts Contact: Scotteffmc 

training.com Major Courses of Study: Nonlinear 

video editing, sound design, Web design and pro-

gramming, video streaming, DVD authoring, 3-D ani-

mation, compositing and desktop publisiing Degrees 

Offered: Manufacturer's Certificates, Pro Tools Certi-

fication Program Accreditation: New York State De-

partment. of Education, accreditation pending; manu-

facturer-approved training on all technology platforms 

Main Technology Platforms: Digidesign Pro Tools; 

Avid Media Composer, Xpress and Unity Meaia Net; 

Sonic DVD Creator; Apple Final Cut Pro, QJicktime; 

Macromedia Director, Flash MX, Dre.amweaver MX; 

Adobe Photoshop, After Effects, Premiere, Acrobat; 

QuarkXpress; and many others Tuitiorc depends on 

level and intensity of curriculum chosen; ranges from 

two-day introductory class to master classes Finan-

cial Assistance: Various financing options available. 

Fakir" Medics Come 
T,a,ning a ration of Di?e,11 fcrisfs 

ElLigrittlesigrx_ AUTHORIZED 

Future Media Concepts 
305 E. 47th St. 

New York, NY 10017 

Tel.: 212/888-6314 

Fax: 212/888-7531 

Website: www.fmctraining.com 

E-mail: info@fmctraining.com 

used in the media industry," explains Roth-
berg. Another benefit of FMC's approach to 
learning is its small class sizes (only four to 
six students per hands-on course). And 
FMC has designed its Master Class course 
groupings to give trainees a solid founda-
tion in their particular software of interest. 

The approach has worked brilliantly for 
over eight years, and has provided quality 
digital media training for individuals from 
major broadcast and cable networks (in-
cluding ABC, NBC, CBS, USA Networks and 
MTV), major post-production facilities and 
major corporations. FMC's instructors have 
traveled to as far as Japan and Singapore to 
provide onsite digital media training, and 
they are constantly re-certified as new ver-
sions of systems/software come to market, 
keeping their students on the cutting edge. 

Finally, FMC offers one of the most ex-
tensive quality guarantees in the industry: 
If, for any reason, a participant feels he or 
she has not received the full benefit from a 
course, then he or she can audit the same 
course at no additional charge. "Our goal is 
to get the student up to speed on specific 
technologies as quickly and as efficiently as 
possible," says Rothberg. 'We call it `just-in-
time training,' and it really works." • 
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Harris Institute for the Arts 

F
ounded in 1989, Harris Institute for the Ans offers two 
comprehensive career educational tracks, each leading to 
a fully accredited post-secondary diploma. Both tracks 

cover the music entertainment industry from a wide range of per-

spectives, and each makes use of a highly practical and signa-
ture approach to learning. 

Harris Institute's Recording Artist Management (RAM) program 
and Producing/Engineering Program (PEP) have an extensive ar-
ray of classes in up to 50 subject areas. The RAM curriculum cov-
ers the entire spectrum of music industry business, including 
artist management, concert promotion, publicity, marketing and 
promotion. The PEP track offers an in-depth, one-year program 
that covers the entire array of analog and digital audio produc-
tion and engineering, ranging from large-
scale analog consoles and traditional track-
ing sessions, to nonlinear digital audio pro-
duction, mixing and editing, as well as 

sound-for-picture courses. 
But what makes Harris Institute's curric-

ula most unique is its creation of a very re-
al working environment for each career 
track. In the RAM program, for instance, stu-
dents operate in groups of three and literal-
ly start their own businesses in artist man-
agement, concert promotion and other ar-
eas. They will then scout, sign, develop and 
market recording artists, signing them to ac-
tual independent record labels, or they will 
promote full concert tours. In the PEP cur-
riculum, students learn not only the basics 
of recording technology in lectures and 
classrooms, but will also record and pro-
duce their own artists. Furthermore, the PEP 

program places detailed emphasis on music 
business and integrates coursework into the 

overall curricula. Thus, production students 
study and implement fundamental princi-
ples of contract negotiation, such as royalty 

At a Glance 
Name: Harris Institute for the Arts Contact: Lance 

Reckzin, registrar Major Courses of Study: 12-

month courses in Recording Artist Management (RAM) 

and Producing/Engineering Program (PEP) Degree 

Offered: Diploma program Accreditation: Ministry of 

Training, Colleges & Universities of Ontario (MTCUO) 

Main Technology Platforms: Amek, Digidesign Pro 

Tools Tuition: RAM program, $8,844 Canadian; PEP 

program, $11,508 Canadian Financial Assistance: 

Part of Canada Student Loan (CSO) program and On-

tario Student Assistance Program (OSAP); available 

for students who qualify. 

HARRIS 

IN 

FOR d_ 

--(7A)1 THE t. 

Harris Institute for the Arts 
118 Sherbourne St. 

Toronto, Ontario M5A 2R2 

Tel.: 416/367-0178 
Fax: 416/367-5534 

Website: www.harrisinstitute.com 
E-mail: harnsinstitute@rogers.com 

points and advances. 
"The things that characterize the learning process at Harris In-

stitute are that every component of the curricula is taught with a 
truly hands-on, pragmatic application of the principles the students 

are learning about," explains school founder and president John 
Harris. "Our approach is not one of immersion learning, but of ex-
posure to the widest array passible of technologies, techniques 
and situations. Few industry veterans will have seen as many po-
tential scenarios as our students will experience in a year's time." 

Harris Institute's PEP program provides a wide range of tech-

nologies, from the large Amek Big-equipped tracking studio to 
the MIDI and audio post-production studios outfitted with sys-
tems such as Pro Tools, Logic and Cubase. Harris Institute's fac-

ulty mirrors the school's educational phi-
losophy, employing 54 educators who are 
working professionals. For instance, the In-
stitute's studio facilities were designed by a 
faculty member, Martin Pilchner of Pilchner/ 
Schoustal Associates, a world-renowned, 
Toronto-based acoustical design firm. 
"You're able to learn acoustical and studio 
design principles from a professional—not 
only in a great studio facility, but one that 
the teacher designed himself," says Harris. 
"There's a tremendous educational synergy 
there, like learning archaeology onsite." 

One other element that sets Harris Insti-
tute apart is its SnriA Uy conscious approach to 
learning and business, as illustrated by the 
Harris International Media Arts Program 
(MAP). This generous program brings to-
getter students from violence-tom areas, such 
as Northem Ireland, and promotes peace and 
lc-conciliation through the media arts. 

"We're especially proud of the MAP pro-
gram," says Harris. "It's all part of an ap-
proach to education that emphasizes a real-
istic environment and entrepreneurship." • 
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Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) 

M
iddle Tennessee State University's Department of 
Recording Industry and its Recording Industry Major 
(RIM) program were initiated in 1976. Since then, the 

program has remained remarkably focused on its two primary 
academic paths—Production & Technology and Music Busi-

ness—both of which are four-year Bachelor of Science degree 

tracks. However, the RIM program's core focus on the technical 

and business aspects of the music industry is set in a unique con-
text: While it has always been an au-

tonomous program, RIM is situated within 
MTSU's acclaimed College of Mass Com-
munication As a result, the RIM program 
has substantial synergies with Mass/ 

Comm's own media curricula, including 
study courses in radio and television broad-
casting, and digital multimedia. Furthermore, 

MTSU itself is a large, fully accredited state 

university with entire colleges within it, in-
cluding schools of business and music, all 

of which are available to RIM program 
students. 

"It's that very comprehensiveness that 

sets MTSU apart," observes Chris Haseleu, 
chairman of the Recording Industry depart-

ment. RIM students can choose a minor 
from an eclectic but highly complementary 

array of possibilities, without any base-
course restrictions. Adds Haseleu: "You can 

major in Record Production and minor in 
Business or Music—both very applicable to 

the major—but without having ' 17th-Cen-
tury Counterpoint' as a required base 

course." Other related minors include Busi-
ness Administration, Computer Science, 

Electroacoustics, Entertainment Technolo-

gy, Entrepreneurship, Film Studies and The-
atrical Design. 

Students attending MTSU's RIM pro-

gram will find the school has made a substantial investment in 
technology. Inside the 90,000-square-foot Mass/Comm build-

ing are three full recording/mixing studios, including one fit-
ted for 5.1 mixing; a nine-station MIDI lab; a nine-station dig-

ital media lab; a digital imaging and animation lab; an ENG 

news room; a $1 million 30-foot mobile tele-production vehi-
cle; and a pair of audio post-production stations, all equipped 
with cutting-edge equipment, including SSL, Studer and Otani 

digital and analog consoles, Digidesign 

Pro Tools 24 Plus and SADiE workstations, 

and Studer and Sony analog and digital 
multitrack decks. Haseleu points out that 

the facility is open 24/7, so hands-on time 

for the approximately 1,400 RIM students 
is ample. 

A state university, instructors at MTSU 
must have at least a Master's degree; ex-

tensive and ongoing experience in their re-
spective fields is required. Thus, students 

receive top-notch instruction from teachers 

familiar and comfortable with both the ac-
ademic and professional environments. 

MTSU's RIM curricula encompass all 

types of music—evidenced on the school's 
acclaimed annual CD compilation of stu-
dent recordings—but it does benefit from 

the school's proximity to Nashville. Visiting 

lecturers come from the working ranks of 
the city's music industry elite, including 

record producers, engineers, record label 

executives and musicians. Those same 
connections contribute greatly to MTSU's 

successful intern and graduate-placement 
program. 

Says Haseleu, "Our Music Business and 
Production programs are as close as you 
can get to a truly liberal arts-based ap-

proach to media education." 

At a Glance 
Name: Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) 

Contact: Admissions Office Major Courses of 

Study: Production & Technology, Music Business; 
Master's Degree program in development Degree Of-

fered: B.S. in Recording Industry Accreditation: 

Southern Association of Colleges & Schools (SACS) 

Main Technology Platforms: SSL, Studer and Otan 

digital and analog consoles; Pro Tools 24 Plus (4) and 

SADiE workstations; Studer and Sony 24-track digital 

and Studer 24-track analog multitrack decks Tuition: 

In-state, fui time, $1,597/semester; out-of-state, full 
time, 54,833/semester Financial Assistance: Pell 

Grants and others. Scholarships available. 

MIDDLE 
TENNESSEE 
STATE UNIVERSITY 

Middle Tennessee State 

University (MTSU) 
RO. Box 21 MTSU 

Murfreesboro, TN 37132-0021 

Tel.: 615/898-2578 
Fax: 615/898-5682 

Website: www.mtsu.edu/-record/ 

record@mtsu.edu 
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Musicians Institute 

M
usicians Institute has taken an organic approach to 
music and media education ever since the facility 
opened its doors in 1977. The result is a hands-on 

approach to music education as an effective alternative to the tra-
ditional, theory-based path to becoming a music professional, 
taught by a close-knit and dedicated group 
of artists, technologists, educators and mu-

sic professionals. 
While the curriculum is designed to ac-

commodate a variety of individual student 

goals—the Institute offers three-month to 
four-year Bachelor of Music programs to 
students of guitar, bass, drums, keyboard 
and vocals—the school's approach to 
teaching the recording arts and sciences is 
equally innovative and effective, with a 
unique two-pronged approach. 

The Recording Institute of Technology 
(RID program is a six-month intensive 
course of study tailored to students who in-

tend to pursue careers in the professional 
studio industry. Classes on microphone 
placement, recording techniques, editing, 
mixing and working in the studio environ-
ment offer a skill set that allows graduates 
to move easily into engineering careers. 

RIT students will work in a million-dol-
lar studio facility designed by the renowned 

studio bau:ton architects, and they have 
available to them the finest technology plat-

forms, such as SSL and Neve automated 
consoles and analog and digital multitrack 

systems. 
Musicians Institute's intensive six-month 

Recording Artist (RA) program provides a 
unique approach that accurately reflects the 
state of the music business today. Using a 
combination of technologies and tech-

At a Glan ce 
Name: Musiceans Institute Contact: Steve Lunn, di-
rector of admissions Major Courses of Study: 

Recording Artist (RA), Recording Institute of Technol-

ogy (RIT); also a range of customized degree and cer-

tificate programs for guitar, bass, drums vocals and 

keyboards Degrees Offered: RA and RIT programs 

are intensive, six-month, full-time programs leading to 

a Certificate; Bachelor of Music degree (instrument or 
vocal studios only); Encore Program (customized non-
certificate) Accreditation: National Association of 

Schools of Music (NASM) Main Technology Plat-

forms: SSL and Neve consoles, Digital Performer 3, 

Pro Tools, Nuendo, Recycle, Reason Tuition: $10,000 

(RIT); $8,000 (RA) Financial Assistance: For all pro-
grams except Encore. Title IV Federal financial aid pro-

gram and alternative loans also available. 

Musicians Institute 
1655 McCadden Place 
Hollywood, CA 90028 

Tel.: 800/255-7529 
Fax: 323/462-6978 

Website: www.mi.edu 

E-mail: admissions@mi.edu 

niques found in most personal and project studios—programs 
like Reason, Recycle, Nuendo, along with Mackie mixers—RA 
students learn how to maximize session time and how to take 
control of recording their own music and career paths. RA stu-
dents also benefit from practical classes in music business, song-

writing and copyrights, and they are ex-
posed to dÉtribution and promotion strate-

gies, including Website design. 
The RIT and RA programs operate in 

parallel with Musicians Institute's tradition-
al music instruction, which offers up to a 
Bachelor's degree in music, allowing stu-

dents to take advantage of an eclectic range 
of educational offerings in several ways. For 
instance, RIT students can use the live mu-
sic performance workshops, which take 
place every day in the Institute's 500-seat 

theater and two 50-seat performance suites, 
to hone their abilities on tracking sessions; 
the live spaces are wired to Control Room 
A. RA students can also participate in these 

sessions, as well as in the Institute's ac-

claimed and informal open-counseling ses-
sions with staff instructors and visiting 

artists. 
Musicians Institute offers other benefits, 

including a well-developed internship and 

placement program, which takes full ad-
vantage of the school's location in the heart 
of Southern California's studio industry. 

"All of the programs at Musicians Insti-
tute, as well as the Institute itself, were de-
signed to make the most of music and tech-
nology interacting with each other," says 
Steve Lunn, the Institute's director of ad-
missions. "And, every graduate from any of 

our programs leaves with an education that 
is far more than the sum of those parts." MI 
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Musictech College 

M
usictech College is a leader in contemporary music ed-
ucation, attracting the finest students and faculty both na-
tionally and internationally. Over the past 17 years, the 

college has developed one of the most advanced recording and 
production programs in the country, alongside a prestigious school 
for professional musicians. Musictech College offers an Associate 
of Applied Science degree in Recording and 
Production Technology, as well as AAS de-
grees in Music Business, Motion Imaging 
and Music (for guitar, bass, drums, keyboard, 
vocals, brass, woodwinds). 

At Musictech College, recording students 
follow a curriculum crafted by industry pro-
fessionals, including multi-Platinum record 
producer and engineer Chopper Black and 
veteran engineer, producer and musician 
Scott Jarrett. Musictech College's new 
100,000-square-foot campus includes the re-
gion's largest recording complex, with nine 
studios, a MIDI lab, a Pro Tools lab and a 
synthesizer lab for group learning and theo-
ry classes. Each studio at Musictech is de-
signed to provide training on equipment 
found in the range of professional recording 
environments. From the most advanced all-
digital 5.1 surround equipment and an SSL 
board to more traditional analog consoles 

and processing equipment, recording stu-
dents at Musictech have hands-on experi-
ence on a wealth of gear found in profes-
sional studios worldwide. 

Most importantly, students at Musictech 
can reserve private studio time to hone their 

craft on personal recording projects. "It's a 
dream lab," says Scott Jarrett, head of the 
Recording and Production department. "On 
their first day at Musictech, students are 
working on some of the best equipment in 

At a Glance 
Name: Musictech College Contact: Debbie Sandridge, 

director of admissions Major Courses of Study: 

Recording and Production, Music Performance, Music 

Business, Motion Imaging Degrees Offered: Associate 

of Applied Science (AAS) in Recording Technology, MS 

in Music, MS in Motion Imaging, AAS in Music Busi-

ness, Advanced Professional Musicians Course. Diplo-

ma Programs in Guitar. Bass, Percussion. Keyboard and 

Vocal Music. Through a direct-transfer agreement, Mu-

sictech students can continue on to a Bachelor of Arts 

degree in Music at Augsburg College Accreditation: 

National Association of Schools of Music (14ASM) and li-

censed by the State of Minnesota Higher Education Ser-

vices Office Main Technology Platforms: SSL Trident, 

KRK, DigidesigrVPro Tools, AKG, Neumann, Otan, Blue 

Sky, Sony, Mackie, Lexicon, RADAR and Yamaha Tu-

ition: $7,150 average per semester; four semesters re-

quired for MS Financial Assistance: Federal Pell 

Grants, EOG and Family Educational Loans; Minnesota 

State Grant, Self Loan and State Work Study; Minneso-

ta Indian Scholarship Fund, JTPA, Veterans Administra-

tion, DRS and Musictech Scholarships. 

MUSICTECH COLLEGE 

Musictech College 
19 Exchange St. East 
Saint Paul, MN 55101 

Tel.: 800/594-9500; 651/291-0177 
Fax: 651/291-0366 

Website: www.musictech.com 
E-mail: dsandridge@musictech.com 

the industry, and then they have the opportunity to use it after-

hours. It makes me want to go back to college." 
By their third semester at Musictech College, recording stu-

dents are working with Chopper Black in Studio 1, which fea-
tures an SSL 6048 G-Plus with Total Recall; Lexicon, Eventide, TC 
and Yamaha effects processing; Avalon and Aphex dynamics; and 

recording to an Otan i MTh-90 analog or di-
rectly to Pro Tools. Studio 2 houses a Tri-
dent Series 80B console and has a perform-
ance space identical to Studio 1 with a 
Kawai grand piano. The all-digital Studio 3 
boasts a Sony DMX-R100 automated 5.1 sur-
round console, Blue Sky monitors and 
recording to an iZ Technologies RADAR 24. 
Studio 3 shares a performance space and 
isolation booth with Studio 4, where first-se-
mester students cut their teeth on all-digital 
equipment using a Ramsa DA-7 digital con-
sole. 

Musictech launched a new Motion 
Imaging program this year, opening an ad-
ditional ci eative realm to students with 
training in digital photography and video, 
multimedia design and nonlinear editing. 
Beginning with the fall 2002 semester, Music-
tech will also offer a diploma program in 
Live Sound, utilizing a new 300-seat recital 
hall. Students also gain hands-on experi-
ence in professional venues—from clubs to 
arenas—throughout the Twin Cities. 

"We have worked for 17 years to create 
a great place for musicians, producers and 
engineers to come together and practice 
their craft," says Jack McNally, president of 
the college. "And with a new campus, new 
equipment and some of the best faculty in 

the nation, our future looks brighter than 
ever." 
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Recording Arts Canada 
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S
ince its establishment in 1981, Recording Arts Canada has 
offered a practical and intimate approach to audio educa-
tion. With two major locations—one 

just 40 minutes from Toronto, the other a 
newly renovated facility nestled in the heart 
of old Montreal—Recording Arts Canada of-
fers a comprehensive curriculum in audio 
engineering and sound design compacted 
into a fun, stimulating and intensive 26-

week program. 
At Recording Arts Canada's world-class 

facilities, students benefit from a creative 
and progressive atmosphere that includes a 
generous 60:40 ratio of "hands-on" studio 
instruction, along with a seasoned staff of 
award-winning educators and lecturers 
who work in many facets of the music and 
media industries. 

Students learn the science and art of mu-
sic scoring, sound for film and television, 

interactive media, live sound, MIDI and 
hard disk digital editing—the core elements 

of album, radio, television, film and multi-
media production. 

"It's important for our students to be 

adaptable to any situation, especially in light 
of the continuous expansion many of our re-

lated industries seem to be going through," 
says John Keca, Recording Arts Canada's 
program director. "Our well-rounded cur-
riculum is geared to help students develop 
their professional skill sets. We're constantly 
installing the latest technologies to reflect 
changes in the marketplace so we can equip 

our students with the tools they need to 
learn and succeed. At the same time, we're 
reinforcing the basics to provide a concrete 
foundation of knowledge." 

At a Glance 

That knowledg 
es in music aesth 

Name: Recording Arts Canada Contact: Admissions 

department Major Courses of Study: Audio Engi-

neering, Computer-Assisted Sound Design and Post-

Production Degree Offered: Diploma Program in Au-
dio Engineering Accreditation: Ontario Ministry of 

Education and Training, Quebec Ministry of Education, 

U.S. Department of Education Tuition: $8,950 to 

$13,000, Canadian Financial Assistance: Yes. 

Recording Arts Canada 
PO Box 11025 

984 Highway, #8 

Stony Creek, Ontario, Canada L8E 5P9 

Tel.: 905/662-2666 

Fax: 905/643-7520 

390 Notre-Dame Ouest, Suite 320 

Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Y 1T9 
Tel.: 514/286-4336 

Fax : 514/286-0650 

Website: www.recordingarts.com 

E-mail: admissions@recordingarts.com 

e isn't restricted to studio applications. Cours-
etics, product manufacturing and the business 

of music immerse students in real-life situ-
ations. "There's no substitute for occupa-
tional know-how," notes Keca. "We help 
them develop the highest degree of pro-
fessionalism and technical competence. 
And, by showing students that there is an 
interrelated life outside the studio, it allows 
them to think outside the box, allotting 
them more options and better preparing 

them for the future." 
RAC is one of the few schobls that 

boasts a trio of vintage large-format Neve 

studio consoles, but students can comple-
ment their analog skills with the latest dig-
ital technologies. They indude Yamaha 02R 
and Mackie Digital 8-bus consoles, Tascam 
MX-2424 hard disk and modular digital 
multitrack recorders, Macintosh G3 and G4 
computers, and such industry-leading 
workstations as Pro Tools and Digital Per-
forrner3.0. Classes max out at 15 pupils and 
a one-student-per-digital-audio-workstation 
ratio, ensuring each individual an opportu-
nity to master their newly acquired knowl-
edge at their convenience_ Throw in a high 
job-placement rate, and Recording Arts 
Canada is confident that its well-rounded 

curriculum provides its graduates with the 
proper professional skills needed to suc-
ceed—and flourish—in today's dynamic 
and competitive audio industry. 

"By the time a student leaves Recording 
Arts Canada, we will have imparted him or 
her with the knowledge to make them an 
instant fit with their potential employer's 
needs," promises Keca. 
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Recording \Afcrkskop 

Recording Workshop, founded in 1971, has just entered 
its fourth decade of providing a tightly focused curricu-
lum that specializes in short-term training programs for 

the creative use of professional audio recording equipment in 

music and post-production. Classes are taught by a staff of 20 ex-
perienced, full-time engineer/instructors who work with about 
90 students per term; the students come from literally every state 
and from over 30 foreign countries. 

Recording Workshop's educational 
menu, which garnered a TEC Award nomi-
nation, comprises four main programs, each 
of which cycles seven times a year. The five-

week Recording Engineering and Music Pro-
duction Program builds a strong foundation 
in the operation of professional studio 
equipment, incorporating extensive hands-
on studio experience in recording and mix-
ing music, as well as projects in sound-for-
picture. This program provides a complete 
preparation to enter the job market, yet it can 
be enhanced with several optional extension 
tracks. The Studio Maintenance and Trou-
bleshooting Program teaches routine main-
tenance of recording equipment and practi-
cal methods of finding and fixing common 

technical problems. It also features exercises 
in equipment installation and the basics of 
studio acoustics and design. The Advanced 
Recording Engineering and Music Produc-
tion Program substantially extends a stu-
dents studio experience, going beyond the 

mechanics of retorting and deeper into the 
concerns of the record producer. Mean-
while, students become more fluent on 
equipment, increasing their speediness in 
the studio. The NewTech Audio Production 
Program builds upon the basic and ad-
vanced engineering courses and offers exer-

At a Glance 
Name: Recording Workshop Contact: Admissions 
Office Major Courses of Study: Audio recording, en-

gineering, production, maintenance, audio post-pro-

duction Degrees Offered: Certificate programs Ac-

creditation: Licensed since 1980 by Ohio State Board 

of Proprietary School Registration. Associated since 

1981 with Capital University Conservatory of Music 

(Columbus, Ohio) providing 12 semester hours of col-

lege credit toward a Bachelor of Arty in Must/Com-

mercial Music Degree Main Technology Platforms: 

Sony, Digidesign, Focusrite, Yamaha, more Tuition: 

Recording Engineering and Music Production Pro-

gram (five weeks/180 hours), $2,490. Studio Mainte-

nance and Troubleshooting Program (one week/38 

hours), $520; Advanced Recording Engineerng and 

Music Production Program (one week,60 hours), $780; 

NewTech Audio Production Program (one week/36 

hours), $780 Financial Assistance: Federal, state 

and commercial finance options avai'able. 

REC 
RECORDING 
W ORKSHOP 
School of Audio Et 
MilSir Product inn 

Recording Workshop 
455 Massieville Rd. 

Chillicothe, OH 45601 

Tel.: 800/848-9900; 740/663-2544 

Fax: 740/663-2427 

Website: www.recordingwœkshop.com 

E-mail: infoOrecordingworkshop.com 

cises in the assembly, setup and troubleshooting of computer-
based audio production systems. Projects include music mix-
ing/processing, 5.1 surround, sound-for-picture and CD mastering. 

Teaching is done in a state-of-the-art environment: Studios A 
and B were designed by John Storyk and Steven Dun; respectively, 
as classic tracking and mixing environments. Studios C and D 
showcase the increasingly widespread, smaller, all-digital environ-

ment with Mackie D8B digital consoles and 
the HDR24/96 hard disk recorder. Studio E 
is equipped with a Pro Tools 24 MDCplus 
system to handle sound-for-picture projects. 
Studio F specializes in audio mastering. Stu-
dios G and H are geared to represent the 
project studio environment, with big doses 
of DAW and MIDI technology. The Pro Tools 
Lab has six individual iMac stations with 
Digidesign software, as well as a select piece 
of outboard equipment for computer-guided 
exercises in signal processing. 

"We're one of the very few schools that 
does short-term training right," says Jim 
Rosebrook, director at Recording Workshop 
since 1980. "Our short-term programs offer 
as much curriculum content as some other 
programs that extend over many months, 
with a very efficient schedule of lectures 
and studio classes. Also, students live in on-
campus housing, within a one-minute walk 
of all activities. ODE curriculum teaches 
skills and knowledge that are practical and 
essential, but also emphasizes skills and 
knowledge that transcend specific gear and 
production trends. And, just as importantly, 
we teach good attitude—we are not crank-
ing out audio 'prima donnas' that expect to 
sit behind an SSL mixing major artists six 
months after graduation. We're teaching 
life-long career skills." 
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SAE/Miami 

S
AE/Miami opened its art deco-esque doors in March 2002. 
the third U.S. location for SAE's global network of media 
educational facilities and its 34th school worldwide. 

The SAE/Miami location reflects both the nature and the needs 
of the burgeoning South Florida music recording landscape. The 
14,000-square-foot facility offers students 22 studios, control 
rooms and labs equipped with a wide array of technology plat-

forms designed to address the particular music genres in the re-
gion, including Latino and dance music. The curriculum also pro-
vides a firm foundation in both basic and advanced recording, 
mixing and editing techniques common to all music applications. 
A key element of SAE's success as a business, and its effective-

ness as a teaching institution, has been its skillful tailoring of a pro-

gram to local and regional markets. In Mia-
mi, the learning emphasis is placed on digi-
tal recording techniques and formats, most 
notably knowledge in every step of digital 
music production, including the creation of 
loops, waveform editing and virtual mixing. 
In addition, they learn the basics of music 
retording and production on the most wide-
ly used technology platforms in the industry. 
including SSL E Series consoles and the 
world's largest Sony Oxford digital console. 

"Miami is becoming the center of digital 

music production in the U.S.,"' states Mark 
Martin, SAE's director of North American 
marketing and expansion. "We have adapt-
ed SAE's core Audio Engineer curricula to 

take full advantage of what Miami has to of-
fer in this regard. The- result is an audio en-

gineering graduate who can work comfort-
ably and be familiar with all of the ap-
proaches to hard disk-based recording, as 
well as handle even the most complex of 
large recording sessions." 

The Audio Engineer program offered at 
SAE/Miami provides necessary sldlls for to-

At a Glanc 
Name: SAE/Miami Contact: Chris Davie, cirector 

Major Courses of Study: Audio Engineering Degree 

Offered: Diploma program Accreditation: Florida 

State Board of Non-Public Career Education Main 

Technology Platforms: SSL, Neve, Sony Oxford and 

other analog and digital consoles; Pro Tools; other ma-
jor lechnology systems Tuition: $13,800 per year for 

,in“-month, 900-contact hour program Financial As-

sistance: Sallie Mae (SLM), schoor-based financing 

availaole. 
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SAE/Miami 
16051 West Dixie Highway 

North Miami Beach, FL 33160 

Tel.: 305/944-7494 

Fax: 305/944-6659 

Website: www.sae.edu 

E-mail: saerniami@sae.edu 

days successful audio engineer, including the technical and cre-
ative aspects of the recording process, along with the peculiari-
ties that arise in complex recording projects. Students also learn 
about career management and contracts, as well as financial is-
sues related to the music business. And, each student receives in-
tensive and comprehensive instruction from a faculty with one of 

the lowest student-to-teacher ratios in the industry. 
In addition, the Audio Engineer program imparts other audio-

related skills, including techniques and technologies found in 

sound reinforcement systems and staging operations. 
"Every SAE location takes the school's proven core curricula 

and adapts it to each new region," explains Chris Davie, SAE's 

director of Miami. "Miami is a perfect illustration of this approach. 
As a result, SAE students are extremely 
well-rounded, and this contributes greatly 

e to SAE's exceptionally high rate of post-

graduate placement." 
Michael Cronin of Michael Cronin 

Acoustic Construction has constructed some 
of the world's most prestigious studios, in-
cluding Masterfonics, Ocean Way Nashville, 

Bop Studios in Africa and Mutt Lange's pri-
vate studio in Switzerland. Cronin was also 
the logistical mastermind behind SAE's Mia-
mi facility and specified at world-class studio 
level, with features such as 540,000 worth of 
custom acoustic doors from Acoustic Sys-

tems. The SAE/North Miami Beach campus 
is a convenient commute for students from 
Miami and Fort Lauderdale. 

Tom Misner: "I chose Miami due to the 
increasing demand for qualified, correctly 
trained personnel to sustain Latin music's 
ever-expanding market share. Miami and its 
culture play an important role in that mar-

ket. Our goal is to support Miami's growing 
music industry by providing capable, dedi-
cated and educated individuals." 
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The Sheffie d Institute for the Recording Arts 

The Sheffield Institute for the Recording Arts was founded 
in 1995 with a mission to provide the professional audio 
and video industries with highly trained and motivated 

graduates for the challenging landscape of media technology. 
The Institute's comprehensive and extensive curricula in audio, 
video and systems integration is designed to help aspiring me-
dia professionals achieve their personal goals and meet the in-
creasingly complex and demanding requirements of the ex-
panding media industry. 

The Sheffield Institute for the Recording Arts offers three pri-
mary educational career pathways, each of which earns gradu-
ates a fully accredited certificate of completion. The AudioWorks 
program trains students in basic, intermedi-
ate and advanced audio engineering and 
production theory and applications. The 
292-hour course of study prepares gradu-
ates to work in a variety of audio-related 
fields, including music recording and mix-
ing, sound reinforcement, sound for pic-
ture, MIDI (computer and electronic music 
production), remote recording, and nonlin-
ear digital audio recording and editing. 

The VideoWorks program effectively 
teaches a full skill set in video arts and sci-
ences in a 244-hour certificate program. Grad-
uates leave this track ready to work in all ar-
eas of video production and post-production, 
induding A2 and E2 positions, nonlinear 

video editing, camera operation, lighting, 
video graphics design and many other idles. 

The innovative and unique TechWorks 
curriculum provides an in-depth and inten-
sive study in systems integration and au-
dio/video system maintenance. One of the 
few programs in the world dedicated to in-
stallation and maintenance, TechWorks trains 
graduates who will find that they are readily 
in demand in a broad range of applications 

At a Gianc 

including broadcasting, recording studios, post-production facilities, 
live sound, multimedia, film and other industry sectors. With in-
tense instruction in electronics, test equipment use, troubleshoot-
ing, signal path, cable construction, wiring design and installation, 
and preventive maintenance, TechWorks program graduates are 
enthusiastically welcomed into the media business as the people 
who keep the industry's infrastructure running smoothly. 

All three courses of study, which start quarterly and enroll 
about 125 students annually, were created by Sheffield's facul-
ty in a unique manner. "We polled many major-media industry 
employers, collected and analyzed their longterm skill require-
ments for entry-level employees, and reverse-engineered the 

curricula based on that," explains Sal Chan-
don, Sheffield's director of education. "As 

Name: The Shelf .eld Institute for the Recording Arts 

Contact: Admissions Office Major Courses of 

Study: AudioWorks, VideoWorks. TechWorks certifi-

cate programs Degree Offered: Certificate Program 

Accreditation: Maryland Higher Education Commis-

sion Main Technology Platforms: SSL, Pro Tools, 

extensive MIDI implementation, Avd nonlinear video-

editing, all professional analog and digital media for-

mats Tuition: All three program tracks range from 

$9,400 to $9 900 Financial Assistance: Commercial 

tuition financing available. 

THE 

INSTITUTE 
FOR TIIE RECORDING ARTS 

The Sheffield Institute for the 

Recording Arts 
13816 Sunnybrook Rd. 

Phoenix, MD 21131 

Tel.: 800/355-6613; 410/628-7260 

Fax: 410/628-1977 

Website: www.sheffielday.com 

E-mail: institute@sheffielday.com 

a result, our graduates have excellent em-
ployment prospects, because they come 
out of here well-prepared for a variety of 
positions." 

At Sheffield, students work on state-of-
the-art equipment, including Solid State 
Logic analog consoles, Digidesign Pro 
Tools hard disk recording systems and Avid 
nonlinear video-editing platforms. The 
school's two main studios were designed 

by Sheffield founder John Ariosa, and since 
1968, have developed a reputation as the 
leading recording facility in the Baltimore 
area. Sheffield is also renowned for its re-
mote-recording facilities, which have han-
dled broadcasts and recordings for the 
Grarrunys, the Boston Pops Orchestra, Mari-
ah Carey, Fox Sports and many others. 

"Students get the benefit of learning in a 
working environment at Sheffield," says 
Chandon. "The school is not an appendage 
to the studios facilities; it's an integral part 
of them. And that advantage shows in the 
quality of our graduates year after year." 
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professional training in 

audio tecnnoiogy 
multimedia 

since 1976 
NEW YORK 

269 W 40th Street, New York NY 10018 

Tel. (212) 944 9121 
NASHVILLE 

Music Circle North, Nashville TN 37203 

Tel. (615) 244 5848 
Miami 

16051 West Dixie Highway, North Miami Beach FL 33160 

Tel. (305) 944 7494 
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E-Mall Newsletters. Get the news you need, as 
it happens. Sign up for a subscription to one of our 
e-mail newsletters. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com 
and click on "I want to subscribe to a newsletter." 
Or, sponsor one of our targeted newsletters to 
reach buyers in your market. Contact Rob Shore 
(rstiore@primediabusiness.com or 212-204-2622). 

Amplified coverage. Every Primedia Business 
publication has a Web site with relevant news and 
additional resources. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com 
and click through to the publications you're 
interested in. 

Supplier Directory. Find a product or service 
in our multi-industry Supplier Directory. Go to 
PrimediaBusiness.com and click on the Supplier 
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Custom online "special reports." 
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n 1995, Alanis Morissette released Jagged Little Pill, 
which went on to become one of the best-selling 
records ever by a solo artist. The disc sold over 15 mil-
lion copies in the U.S. alone, and over 30 million 
worldwide. Blending heanfelt, honest lyrics with blis-

tering rock grooves. Morissette became an icon with con-
frontational songs like "You Oughta Know" and the whimsi-
cal "Ironic." Her follow-up record, the more introspective 
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie, while not achieving the 
success of her debut, still sold a respectable 2.5 million copies 
in the U.S. and clase to 10 million worldwide. Her current 
release, Under Rug swept, debuted at Number One on the 
Billboard charts. The CD mixes some "Jagged-like" tunes 
such as " 12 Things I Look For In a Lover" and "Hands Clean" 
with beautiful ballads like "Flinch." 

BEARING AN ARENA-SIZED CROSS 
On her current tour, Morissette is playing mid-sized venues, 
often hockey arenas. like Denver's 6,500-seat Magness Arena, 
which presents an interesting challenge for FOH engineer 
Terry Pearson. Pearson, an independent engineer, spent 10 
years engineering for Sonic Youth and five years engineering 
for Beck, which is how he ended up getting the gig with 
Alanis. "Andy Proudfoot, the tour manager for Alanis, worked 
with me when I was with Beck, so that was the connection 

that got me in with Alanis. Most recently, before working with 
Alanis, I toured with REM, Pete Yom and David Byrne." 

For this tour, Pearson is using a Midas XL4 console. "I pre-
fer Midas consoles," he says. "The last couple of tours I 
worked on, I took a Heritage 3000 out, but for this one, I 
think the XL4 is a little more precise and has more features. 
It has lowpass as well as a highpass filters. The automated 
features let me turn off gates, auxes and mutes for each song, 
allowing for a less-tactile approach with the console. The 
automation also gives you a VA gain reference for each 
song. Alanis is varying the set list for each show from a list of 
about 30 songs, and I have programmed scenes for each of 
them. The VCAs allow me to use one fader to push the band 
up and one to push up Alanis. I'm using a total of 34 inputs 
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on the console." 
Though Pearson uses the XL4 mic pre's for most of the 

microphones onstage, for Alanis' vocal channel, he uses an 
Avalon VT737SP tube compressor/mic pre for more accuracy. "I 
route that into a BSS DPR-901 II selectable-frequency compres-
sor. Then I have a Klark-Teknik DN410 Parametric EQ that I 
assign to the vocal group on the Midas, so I can EQ specifical-
ly for her voice. Alanis writes all of her lyrics, and I think peo-
ple come to the show to hear those lyrics, so I try to mix so that 
[the lyrics] are on top and out front and intelligible. She is a 
wonderful singer and really carries the show with her voice. 
However, she doesn't sing very loudly, and because of that, her 

vocal mic has a lot of gain, and she moves all over the stage, so 
you pick up stage volume through the vocal mic, which is the 
biggest challenge in mixing the show." 

For effects, Pearson uses a variety of multi-effects units to help 
create different sonic textures. "I have a TC M5000 multi-effects 
unit, a Lexicon 480L reverb, a [Yamaha] SPX-990 multi-effects, a 
PCM 42 delay and an Eventide H3000 Harmonizer. On Alanis' 
CDs, she overdubs her voice a lot to create harmonies and tex-
tures, so I use a variety of delays and the harmonizer to create 

different textures between the verses and the chorus. But [I] keep 
it sounding natural to imply the effect that she uses on the CDs. 

"I use six dbx 160A compressors for the bass and acoustic 

guitars, then two dbx 160XT for the kicks and snares, coupled 
with four Drawmer DS2Ols stereo gates so you have a 
gate/compressor setup there, where the signal goes into the 
Drawmers then into the 160XTs. I also have a Drawmer 1960 
tube compressor that I use on the guitars. I also use a dbx 1046 
compressor; I use two lines for the keys and two for the sterep 
Leslie inputs." 

Despite current trends, Alanis' band still prefers to play 
through amplifiers onstage instead of using isolated cabinets 
offstage or Dis. Pearson uses a variety of different micro-
phones to get everything through the P.A. "Each of the guitar 
cabinets is miked with a Sennheiner 409. On stage right, there 
is one Marshall 4x12 cabinet and a Fender lx12, which is used 
for effects and loops. Alanis uses a Fender 4x10. On stage left, 
there is a Divided by 13 and a Matchless amp, which are both 
2x12s." For the keys and bass, Pearson uses Countryman DIs 
as well as mics. "The Dis are used on two key lines, the loops 
and three acoustic guitars. On keys, I have a Sennheiser 421 
on the low Leslie cabinet and a stereo pair of Shure SM8ls on 
the highs. The keyboardist has a submixer so that he does the 
effects loops onstage and then sends me stereo lines. The bass 
has a Shure SM98 on the Ampeg bass cabinet in addition to 
the Countryman." Alanis sings and plays harmonica into an 
Audix VX10. 

The drum setup is relatively simple. "There are two kick 
lines; one is an SM91 and one is Shure B52. I have a Shure Beta 
56 for snare top bottom, an AKG 460 for the hi-hat, and three 
SM98s on the rack and the two floor toms. The drummer also 
uses a djembe [hand drum], which is miked with an E-V 408 
underneath. There is a second snare with an SM56 on it. The 
overhead mics are AKG 414s, and the ride is another 405." 

On this tour, Morissette is carrying her own P.A. Like many 
rock acts, they have switched to a line array system. "It's a Clair 
Brothers 14 line array system that is controlled by the new Clair 
10 controller. Each zone has four speakers. We have four 14 
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speakers run at a 2.5-degree angle that go 
up in the upper reaches, four at a 5-degree 
spread for the middle of the room and 
four at 10 degrees for the bottom. There 
are also six flown I4B subs and four 2x18 
S4 subs on the floor per side. The 10 con-
troller lets us manipulate each speaker 
with individual delay time, gain and EQ to 
tailor it to the best coverage for the venue. 
The controller is wireless; it is a computer 
screen that you can carry anywhere in the 
venue to make your changes wherever 
and whenever you want. I also haNu a 

Klark-Teknik DN6000 Analyzer to get a 
readout of how the frequencies are react-
ing in the room to isolate problem areas. 
We fly the P.A. for every show. My system 
engineer walks the room after the show 
starts and suggests adjustments for each 
zone to smooth it out. During sound-
check, I do a walk-through to get the ini-
tial setup done." 

THANK YOU SILENCE 
On this tour, there have been a variety of 
monitor engineers. At the Denver show, 
Glen Collett of Clair Brothers and a vet-
eran of tours with Bette Midler, Bryan 
Adams, Paul Simon, Mariah Carey, Julio 
Iglesias and most recently 'N Sync was 
handling monitors. "I happened to be 
home and have time to do this part of the 
tour. I came out for four dates on Alanis' 
tour. Randy Bryant, who has done moni-
tors for her on several of her prior tours, 
will be coming back on tour after I leave; 
he had some other commitments and 
couldn't do the first part of the tour." 

Collett is mixing using a Midas XL3 
desk. Clair brothers has provided 12AM 
wedges for use as monitors by most of the 
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musicians. "The stage-right guitarist has a 
pair of the 12AMs. He gets lots of guitar, 
both his and the other guitarist's, plus a lit-
de drums and some of Alanis' vocals. The 
other guitarist also has a pair of 12AMs. He 
gets a general band mix with his guitar a 
little bit on top. The bassist is in the center 
and has a pair of 12AMs, also. He gets 
bass, guitars and Alanis' vocal, as well as 
some kick drum. The keyboarclist gets a 
pair of 12AMs running in stereo. He gets 
everything in the mix, with everything he 
plays on top. The drummer has a pair of 
12AMs and a Clair Brothers ML-18 sub-
bass. He has the entire band in his mix 
with drums on top." 

While everyone in the band uses 
wedges, Alanis prefers in-ear monitors 
(IEMs). "She uses Ultimate Ears UE-5s," 
says Collett. "Alanis only has her vocals in 
her mix. She sings very quietly. She likes 
the band very close to her so a lot of the 
stage volume bleeds into the mic, so you 
can't put anything else in there without it 
getting very messy." 

Candace Horgan is a freelance writer 
based in the Denver area. 
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Setup and teardown 
shouldn't be a big production 
Setting up and tearing down your mobile audio/video 
equipment is faster, cleaner and easier with Hannay AV 
and AVX Series cable reels. These qualify steel reels are: 

• Built to save time and protect your cable 
• Specially designed for your sound and lighting cables 
• Stackable for more efficient storage and transport 

1-877- GO- REELS • www.hannay.com 

H Hannay Reels' The reel leader 
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) KF760 Line Array 
The Line i': Drawn 

The KF760 long throw module combines 
PPST, VA'4 and SuperSub" technologies to 
create an array building block that is both 
compact and powerful: 

The outputs of 2x MF and 2x 1-IF drivers exit through a single horn mouth. 
The parabaz separator - borrowed from a KF910 comb,nes the vertically 
separated FIF cells and delays a portion of the MF drivers output. The 
horizontally open horn mouth helps expand the usable coverage area. 

A patent is pending on the SuperSub -based technology used to load the dual 12 in woofers. 

Like a micro KF910 the dual 2- in exit HF compression drivers use a parabolic separator to combine 

efficiently.The bottom wall of this module's horn would be mirrored in the top of its lower neighbor, 
creating another peabolic separator for seamless integration of all HF drivers. 

Dual 10-in mids, each with a patented Radial Phase Plug , enter horn throats that exit as slots into the - 
back of the parabolic •-,epeator. This 'flattens' the wavefront through the midrange, enhancing the line 
array coupling. 

The KF760 Series uses a proprietary rigging system made of loaci-rated, heat-treated, structural steel. 
To avoid loose parte the connecting pins stay with the enclosure. The modular fly-bar fits in a standard road case. 

It's not magic. It's not double-talk. It's science. 
The advanced, proprietary technology used in the KF760 Series 
line array puts it head and shoulders above any other line array 
system on the market. Our meticulous attention to the details of usability 
and performance creates a line array that simply does a better job in 

every way. Better sound quality. Moreconsistent coverage. Faster, 

simpler assembly and transport. Simpler processing. Easier designing 
with the KF760 Series Array Design Wizard. 

In the end, the KF760 Series provides another example of the way we 
develop products - study the specific problems of the application and 
design a total solution. 

It's the technology that makes the difference. 

And it's all explained in the KF760 Series CD-ROM. 
Call 508-234-6158 or visit 

www.eaw.com/760chronicles/ to receive a copy 

and leam more about the difference that 

advanced technology makes. 

EZEAW 
Eastern Acoustic Works One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA 01588 800 992 5013 / 508 234 6158 www.eaw.com 

EAW is the worldwide technological and market leader in the design and manufacture of high-performance, professional loudspeake systems 
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Live mix  

,LuSIRATION: MIKE CRUZ 
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Part 1 

H
ow often does out-of-date stage documentation 
cause last-minute panic, doubled efforts and wast-
ed time? Enough that when working for a sound 

vendor at a local festival, I start the day by offering $10 to 
any visiting engineer whose stage plot and input list are 
100% accurate. So far, I have only had to pay the Village 
People's crew (and only because the performers' names 
weren't listed). 

The input list and stage plot are the core of any techni-
cal rider and serve as a daily road map for helping a local 
crew organize stage gear and console inputs. Festival pro-
duction crews must have accurate information beforehand, 
and, with accurate documentation, a local promoter's crew 
can place risers, mics, wedges and backline, label the con-
soles and run line checks when a touring road crew is 
delayed. Headliners are happier to accommodate a support 
act if they know the information is up-to-date. Neatness 
counts, and good-looking documentation gains respect. 

My own solution is the "One-Page Technical Rider 
Update," a combination input list and stage plot that fits on 
a single page and incorporates any last-minute changes. 
Faxing or e-mailing this document a week before the gig 
shows that you care. 

MAKING A LIST, CHECKING IT TWICE 
The software you need is probably already on your com-
puter. Microsoft Word incorporates two features that easi-

g: A BASIC ROAD 
MAP FOR TOURIN 

ENGIWERS 

ly create this combination input list and stage plot: Tables 
and Insert Picture. 

Every input list starts as a simple document: a column 
of channel numbers on the left, a column of input names 
and specific microphone assignments next to each name. 
Further columns can show sub-snake assignments, mic 
stand choices and console inserts, with each column sep-
arated from the previous one by a tab. 

To convert the list to a table, highlight the entire input 
list and select "Convert Text to Table" from the Table 
menu. Barn! The list becomes delineated by grid lines that 
improve its look and readability. You can reset your tabs to 
better format the columns, and add and delete columns 
under the Table menu. 

When making up your list, stick to the usual conventions 
of starting with the drum and bass inputs and ending with 
the vocals. You may want to add an extra column of alter-
nate choices for mic selections. You should indicate where 
substitutions are unacceptable, as well as which mks or DIs 
travel with you so that they aren't unnecessarily duplicated. 
These are both easily indicated in the alternate mic selec-
tions column. I also indude a mic inventory summary. 

A PICTURE EQUALS A THOUSAND WORDS 
Now, leis build a stage plot below the input list. (I built 
mine using Word on a PC, but Mac commands are simi-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 162 
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Input List May '02 
inputs, stands, monitor mixes, inserts and effects as per chart and plot 

1. Kick 1 Beta-52 or M-88 short boom ill 10-ft. DR-1 gate I 

2. Snare SM-57 or Audix D-3 short boom #2 10 DR-2 comp 1 

3. Hat SM-81 or AKG451 straight stand ill 10 DR-3 

4. Rack I SM-98 or MicroD - - DR-4 gate 2 

5. Rack 2 SM-98 or MicroD - - DR-5 gate 3 

6. Floor SM-98 or MicroD - - DR-6 gate 4 

7. OH SR KSM32 or AKG414 tall boom #1 10 DR-7 

8. 01-1 SL KSM32 or AKG414 tall boom 112 25 DR-8 

9. Bass DI Active DI - 10 DR-9 comp 2 

10. Bass mic Beta-52 or Senn. 421 short boom #3 10 DR- 10 

11. E. Guitar SM-57 or Audix D-3 short boom 114 10 SL-! FOH comp 

12. Acoustic Active DI - 10 SL-2 FOH comp 

13. SR Key L Active DI - 25 DR- 11 

14. SR Key R Active DI - 25 DR-12 

15. SL Key L Active D1 - 10 SL-3 

16. SI. Key R Active DI - 10 SL-4 

17.- 24. ProTools (8) DIs - 8x 10 SL- 5 to 12 

25. Lead Vocal Beta 87C UHF wireless straight stand 112 FOH BSS 901 

26. USL Voc B.87A or KM105 tall boom #3 10 SL-I3 FOH comp 

27. BC 1 Voc B.87A or KM 105 straight stand #3 25 DR-13 F011 comp 

28. 136 2 Voc B.87A or KM 1(15 straight stand #4 25 DR- 14 H ) 11 comp 

29. Spare WL Beta 87C UHF wireless straight stand #5 - - H H I comp 

30. Spare Voc Beta 87C straight stand #6 50 DR-15 

31 -32. TB & Board Mic (2) SM-58 _ 
33. - 40. (4) stereo reverb returns, (3) SPX-990 or better in monitors _ 
Need: (3) tall and (4) short microphone stands, all with boom arms, plus (6) straight stands 

(2) 16-channel sub-snakes, (20) 10-fi, (6) 25-foot and (2) 50-ft XLR microphone cables 

(2) Beta52, ( 2) SM57, ( 1) SM 81, (3) .W98, (2) KSM 32, (4) Beta 87, ( 14) Active DI, (2) 13,1,1 N7C Wireless 

Thanks for your help version 04/11/02 Disregard all previous lists and plots 

An example of a tour rider viewed with PDF Mailer (see sidebar on page162 for more infonnohon 
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—CONTINUED FROM PAGE 160, TECH RIDER 

lar.) Center the words "Stage Plot" and 

choose a large font in bold. Below this, 

you'll place the various shapes that repre-

sent the risers and gear onstage. These 

won't necessarily be exactly to scale, but 

their relative positions provide much of the 

needed information. You might begin by 

drawing a drum riser, usually in the center. 

From MS Word's Insert menu, move the 

cursor down to Picture and choose 

AutoShapes from its sub-menu. The sec-

ond icon in the AutoShapes window is 

Basic Shapes, which can create most of the 

shapes that can define stage elements. Its 

first shape is a rectangle, which can he 

stretched to any size after it's placed. There 

is an invisible grid that objects "snap" to, 

making it easy to neatly line them up. 

Right-click on the edge of any shape 

and a menu of attributes pops up. The last 

SOUND MUCH 
BIGGER THAN 
• A ONE-VAN 

BAND. 

Electro-Voice® QRx- speakers, 
P-Series- modular amplifiers, 
and Venice- mixers from Midas® 

The Power Trio for sounding 
great while touring light. 
You don't need a semi loaded with gear and a bunch of 
roadies to make an audience dance in the aisles. 
Just tour with the Power Trio from Electro-Voice and 
Midas. QRx speakers, P-Series modular amps, and 
Venice mixers combine rugged portability with much of 

the awesome sound and technology from our top-line 
concert touring systems. The EV/Midas Power Trio 
is a great combo for performing in clubs or on tour; 
easy to move, set up, and load out. Give your music all 
the power, clarity, and dynamic range it deserves with 
the Power Trio from Electro-Voice and Midas. 
For more information call 1-800-392-3497 

(02002 Telex Conununicatiom, In, 

THIS SYSTEM INCLUDES: 

two CIRx 153 full range speakers 
two OFtx 115 full range speakers/monitors 
two CIRx 218 subwoofers 

— a rack with two P-Series 1202 and one 1201 
modular amplifiers 

— plus an EV DX-38 digital speaker processor 
— a Venice 240 24-channel mixing console 

Complete your system with wired and 
wireless EV N/ClY108' and Cobalt' microphones, 
and Klark Teknik signal processors. 

And yes, 
all of this will 
pack into a 
full-size van. 

YEA RS 

1112 

POf MI MUSS, [10 HISS 
Most everyone is familiar by now with 

Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) 

files. Anyone can view or print out PDF doc-

uments using the free, widely distributed 

Adobe Acrobat® Reader. Most audio manu-
facturers make equipment manuals and 

technical papers available as PDF down-

loads from their Websites. Documents can 

be opened reliably on a wide range of com-

puters; they look exactly as intended, with 
page layout, formatting and images intact; 

and they can't be modified any more easily 

than a fax can. 
Many technical documents benefit 

from PDF publication. The 70-dots-per-inch 

resolution of a fax is no longer acceptable 
quality. PDF documents can be saved at 300 

or even 600 dpi so even the small fonts and 

tiny images on lighting plots are legible. PDF 

is also useful for transmitting music scores. 

Adobe Acrobat is the software that 

converts a document to PDF. The user can 

convert Microsoft Office documents by 

just clicking the Convert to Adobe PDF 

button on the Office application toolbar 

in Windows, or by selecting Create Adobe 
PDF as the printer in the Mac OS. 

However, the full version of Adobe 

Acrobat costs up to $250. " Create Adobe 

PDF Online" (https://createpeadobe.com) 

is a Web-hosted service that converts doc-

uments into Adobe PDF files. A trial 

allows creation of up to five Adobe PDF 

files for free. An unlimited number of PDF 

files can be created for $ 10 per month or 

$100 per year. 

Another solution is a freeware pro-

gram called PDF Mailer (www.pdfmail-

ende), a 1 Meg, zipped download that 

prints documents as PDF e-mail attach-

ments from any Windows application. 

(See an example of a rider viewed with 

PDF Mailer on page 161.) Its only draw-

back is a small, shaded line of self-adver-

tising across the top of each page. The 

company's Website is mostly in German, 

but clicking on the American flag takes 

you to an English-language site. The $ 50 

version adds TIFF capability and substi-

tutes a sender's header for the banner. 

Recipients should have the most recent 

Acrobat version, Acrobat Reader 5.0, 

which is free (vwvw.adobe.com/products/ 

acrobat/readstep.html), to avoid problems 

with older versions. — Mark Frink 



item on this menu, Format AutoShapes, 
has several tabs that can be used to tweak 
the stage symbols. The rust tab, Colors and 
Lines, is used to give each type of shape a 
unique look. Sticking to white and shades 
of gray is recommended, as the end prod-
uct may ultimately be faxed. 
A complex shape, like a drum set, can 

be made up of several overlapping 
shapes: a rectangle for the overhead shape 
of the kick drum and circles for the snare 
and toms. Each shape created is opaque 
by default, so that one shape blocks the 
one beneath it. The Order attribute allows 
you to move larger items behind smaller 
ones by moving a selected object back 
one or more layers. When several shapes 
are correctly arranged, they can be com-
bined into a single item if you select them 
all and use Grouping from the right-click 
attributes. This way, all the items on a 
riser can be grouped so that they move 
together. You can angle an object by 
using the Rotation feature on the Size tab 
of the Format AutoShapes attribute. 

Items that appear several times, like 
floor monitors, can be duplicated using 
Copy and Paste. Each wedge can be 
labeled with its mix number. When 
shapes are labeled, the Text Box tab 
allows more text to fit in a small shape by 
reducing all margins to zero. A small, 
shaded circle is a common symbol for a 
vocal mic position, and you can identify 
each with its channel number. Although 
rnics for drums and DI's for bass and key-
boards are fairly obvious, it is helpful to 
indicate locations for other instrument 
mica and DI's (with circles and squares) at 
their stage positions. And pu-leeze, let's 
put a little box labeled AC anywhere you 
expect to have stage power provided. 

Other shapes include straight lines and 
double-ended arrows that can be used to 
show boundaries and dimensions. You 
can also import clip art, pictures or 
scanned images if you want to get fancy 
but I recommend the K.I.S.S. principle. 
Given a free afternoon, you can figure out 
most of this by just poking around with /%1 
Word. Once you have built the initial doc-
ument, making incremental changes is 
simple. All-in-all, Word is powerful soft 
ware with some very non-word-process-
ing tools waiting to be discovered. 

Though several levels of Undo (Ctrl+Z) 
are available, save often while working. 
Each time you get a new version you're 
happy with, include the day's date as a six-
digit number for a unique file name, for 
example: BandPlot020501.doc for a plot 

done on May 1st. This way, you'll be able 
to keep track of both your own versions 
and the ones you eventually send out into 
the world. 

Use the Header and Footer feature in 
Word's View menu to provide your name, 
e-mail address and cell phone number 
across the top of the page. Across the 
bottom in large bold letters should 
appear the version's date and the words: 
"Supercedes all previous information" or 
"Disregard previous plot and input list." 

It's a bit easier if you have someone 

else's input list and plot to start with. My 
most recent is for new RCA artist (and 
Tony winner) Heather Headley. It is avail-
able on the mixonline.com Website, or I 
could send you the original MS Word 
document if you e-mail me at stage-
plotemarkfrink.com. I hereby rescind my 
offer of $ 10 for an accurate stage plot and 
input list. I'm going to start charging $ 10 
for bad paperwork. 

Mark Frink is Mix's sound reinforcement 
editor. 

VLF21 E3 
Dual 18" active air-cooled subwoofer 

"The VLF218s give us everything we need in a flexible and easily 

transportable package - gut wrenching low end with definition and 

impact that's missing from other 18s" 

HSL Production Ltd, UK 

Call or visit us on-line for more information on 

Community's BALANCED BASS VLF2 I 8! 

www.loudspeakers.net 

Community rig utilizing (20) VLF2I8s at "Feel the Noise Live" Concert, Hull, UK 

Audio by HSI. Productions Ltd., UK 
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FOH engineer Tim Lawrence used two Midas H3000s 

to manage a totai of 98 inputs and effect returns. "For 

outboard gear, we have four Yamaha 990s, an Eventide 

H3090s and HI-18 tube compressors," he explained. "The 

HHBs are extremely accurate and an integral part of my overall 

liffiliênd for the depth and clarify they have. •' 

e4lor our PA. system [below left], 1 have to say 1 am probably: 

the-biggest EAW fan in the world," Lawrence continuad. "I've been ‘DI-

• • lowing the EAW array, whether it's the 550, 650, 750, 850, and dew 

• the 760 and 761 Series, and 1 absoluteirbelieve in these boxes. To lie, 

they are probably the best line array box out there right now. They hcive 

the MW punch and warmth, and it's consistent from *night to night.": 

• sp. er-t 4,44i• 
All handheld mics were Sennheiser 5000s. 

ix caught the fifth show of Usher's Evolution 8701 Tour at 
the Mandalay Bay Events Center in Las Vegas. Playing both 

arenas and sheds, the R&B star was out touring in support of 

his Grammy-winning album 8701. The set list drew from 

Usher's four studio albums and included chart-topping favorites 
"You Make Me Wanna" and "Nice 8. Slow." 
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Systems tech Jason Litt used a MX 8750 System Processor 

to control the enline EAW army, which included 28 EAW 

760 and 16 EAW 761 cabinets. "Everybody in the entire 

room hears the same SM., which is really nice," Litt said. 

"We control the levels and the EQ. So, instead or going to 

the amp radcs, we keep the processors at the stage, but we 

run the computer at FOH so we car control in real time." 

Also running two consoles, monitor engineer Maceo Price managed IEMs and standard wedges with two 

fully automated Midas XL4s. "I have six chanmels left out of 128," Price noted. "So my board is maxed out. 

On Usher's vocal, we have a Klark-Techn:c DN 410 parametric with BSS BPR 9011s and HHB tube com-

pressors, just to keep his vocal fat, but because there's so much noise onstage, we use the perarietric to 

pull some of the trouble spots out. (»side of that, we're running 45 compressors, which is kindof unheard 
of, because we haw so many sequence channels and most get fed to Usher's ears. So for his protection, 

we individually compress every line that goes into his ears." 

While Usher and the majority of his band were using Sensaphonics IEMs, there was still o need for a 

full complement of onstage monitors, which included 13 EAW 761 line array cabinets, 12 S8 1000 subs. 

Under each band ris?r, there was also an additional EAW SM 84 wedge and an SB 412 sub. All onstage 

components were driven with Crown 5000s. "Usher had said that he wanted a system that he could stand 

next to and still be able to talk into his microphone. The band and I are really happy with them.' 

Lit 

......»;...— . iii.i 
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SOUNDCHECK 

Only two years afier their 
first reunion tour in a 

quarter-century, Crosby, 
Stills, Nash and Young 

played 40 shows in the 

U.S. and Canada between 

early February and late 

April. Fronting a band 
that included musical di-

rector Booker T. Jones, bassist Donald "Duck" Dunn and drummer Steve Potts, the 

rock veterans performed for over three hours each night, playing a broad selection of 
familiar and obscure songs from their joint and solo careers. 

Maryland Sound Industries (Baltimore) provided a JBL VerTec line array system 
for the main P.A. Systems engineer and joint FOH mixer Mike Scerra, assisted by 
Chuck Wells and Kurt Joachimstaler, flew 16 cabinets for main L/R columns and 12 

cabinets in the center. For 180° coverage, 14-cabinet columns were added to each 
side, with additional side hangs of four to eight cabinets for 270° coverage. Sub-
woofers were proprietary systems from MSI, and the monitor system was provided 
by Sound Image of Escondido, Calif. 

At FOH, Scerra shared mixing duties with Jim Mulligan, both working on Midas con-

soles. "We're pretty ma_xed out on inputs and outputs," noted Mulligan, who mixed vo-
cals and guitars while Scerra concentrated on band balances. "We record to 48-track 

every night, so all of the direct outputs and all of the group outlets that aren't being 
used for effects are feeding record outputs," explained Scerra. 

"I'm carrying a lot of vocal processing, since each guy has a uniquely different voice," 
noted Mulligan. 'We're doing some dynamic processing on each member to take out 

some of the sibilance or edge. We're using the Neumann KMS 150 for vocal mica, then 
we have a tube compressor on each guy, as well. It's been a challenge, but they work 
hard; they do a soundcheck every day diligently, and that makes it much easier." 

—Photos and text by Steve Jennings 

INSTALLATION NEWS 

National Public Radio recently purchased 

25 Neumann U87Ai/Set Z large-diaphragm 

condenser microphones for its new Los 

Angeles facility. In the final stages of 

construction, the new facility is sched-

uled to go on the air in September 
2002...Home to the Seattle Symphony 

Orchestra for the past four years, Be-

naroya Hall recently installed 10 Soundweb 
908811 digital signal processors as part of 
a discrete, new vocal reinforcement sys-

tem for its 2,500-seat S. Mark Taper 
Foundation Auditorium. CCI Systems of 

Olympia designed and installed the sys-

tem...Shure Incorporated has upgraded 
the P4800 System Processor's software 

and hardware, adding DSP processing 

power and more feature-rich Windows 
XP-compatible software. Version 4.0 

software also includes two new audio 
processors: a ducker for paging applica-

tions and a peak stop limiter. Version 4.0 
users can also now import and view data 
from SIA-Smaan and TEF directly. 

NOTES FROM THE ROAD 

When Lot* Highway Records (Island/Def 

Jam) recording artist Ryan Adams brought 

his hard-rocking show to a tent as part of 
the entertainment for a fund-raising event, 

Meyer Sound's M2D Compact Curvilinear 

Array loudspeakers provided just the right 
support. The AIDS Foundation fund-rais-

er, which took place after the Oscars cer-

emony in March, was hosted by histyie 
and the Elton John AIDS Foundation, and 
was held in the parking lot of Hollywood's 

Moomba restaurant...MD Systems/Clair 
Brothers. Nashville, has been sending Lexi-

con 960L Multichannel Digital Effects units 

out on tour with Martina McBride, Tim Mc-

Graw, Backstreet Boys, 0-Town and Faith 

Hill. "We have four 960L units, and two or 
three of them are on the road constantly," 

says John McBride, MD Systems/Clair 

Bros. general manager. "With large bands 
Acing for as many as a dozen stereo in-

ear monitor mixes onstage, the eight chan-
nels the 960L gives us allows for four dis-
crete stereo mixes." 

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 

CHOOSES EAW 

Madison Square Garden recently in-

stalled EAW's MQV Series loudspeakers 
at the giant multipurpose arena, part of 

the Garden's first major sound system 
upgrade in almost a decade. Wrightson 

Johnson Haddon & Williams (WJHW) of 
Dallas was the system design consultant, 

and SPL Integrated Solutions of Colum-
bia, Md., was the contractor. The new 

system includes eight primary speaker 

clusters arranged in a circle. Each cluster 

includes a single MQV1366 full-range, 

three-way loudspeaker, aimed almost 

straight down to cover main-level seat-
ing, and a single MQV2364 loudspeaker 

that extends coverage to the mid-seating 

levels. A distributed delay ring comprised 

of single MQV1366 full-range units cov-
ers the upper-most seating levels. 

WORLD CUP GOES 5.1 WITH ATC 

The main broadcasting center for this 
summer's World Cup Finals, held in 

Seoul, South Korea, has been outfitted 
with ATC loudspeakers. The center, 

which will provide surround sound mon-

itoring of all outgoing TV and radio audio 

feeds, has been equipped with ATC's 100 
Pro 250-watt three-way Monoblock active 

loudspeakers in a 5.1-channel configura-

ti)n, plus two C6 active sub speakers for 
the LFE channel. 

JBL'S VERTEC SYSTEM IN NORWAY 

Norwegian sound company Audio One 

supplied a 28-box JBL VerTec line array 
system for the Spellemannprisen, the 
Norwegian equivalent of the Grammy 
Awards. Audio One's Stuart Morch-Ker-

rison used JBL's Line Array Calculator 

computer simulation program to accu-

rately determine the number of boxes 
needed to cover the arena and settled 
on three arrays, powered by Crown MA 

Series amplifiers with BSS digital system 

controllers. Ten JBL MPro MP410 cabi-
nets were used for frontfills, and the 
FOH mix was performed on an Innova-

Son Grand Live console. 
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WIRELESS 

PROFESSIONAL WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEM 

For more information call 1-800-392-3497 
or visit our website at www.electrovoice.com 

Visit us at Summer NAMM, Booth #2011 

and Demo Roam #2010 

e 2002 Telex Communications. Inc. 
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NINE HOURS ON THE ROAD, 

THREE HOURS OF SLEEP, 

ONE TRUCKLOAD OF EQUIPMENT, 

ONLY TWO HOURS TO SET-UP 

BEFORE 30,000 SCREAMING 

FANS DESCEND UPON YOU. 

You COULD 
USE SOME HELP. 

Introducing the RE- I Wireless Microphone System from 

Elect-to-Voice7 Minimize your stress and feel secure el:en 

in crowded RF environments like New York City and 

San Francisco. RE-I takes frequency agility to a whole new 

level with programmability across a 24 MHz operating 

bandwidth and Advanced aearScan'" to find the clearest 

channels in the clearest coordinated groups in just seconds. 

Featuring interchangeable handheld elements with your 

choice of the premier touring mil-00=es EV N/DYM A57a 

dynamic vocal mic or the new RE-510 premium condenser 

vocal mic. Also featured are a cast magnesium bodypack. 

Smart Battery, DSP diversity, and battery status monitoring 

at the receiver. Touring market power with unmatched 

simplicity is what RE-1 is all about. 

Step up to the RE-I from Electro-Voice and get some sleep! 

Step up to Electro-Voice® 



GREAT COUNTRY MUSIC 

THE "CIRCLE' 

1.1111111!!!!11.1!1.1 1co 
By Mark Waldrep 
During the course of one week in the 

late summer of 1971, the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band and a who's who of 
Nashville's greatest pickers and 
singers made one of the finest and 
most important recordings to emerge 
from that city in a generation. Earl 
Scruggs, Doc Watson, Merle Travis, 
Mother Maybelle Carter, Roy Acuff, 
Jimmy Martin and Vassar Clements 
had all agreed to make a record with 
what Acuff called "a bunch of long-
haired West Coast boys." It seemed a 
long shot according to Mike Stewart, 
president of United Artists at the time, but he ap-
proved a $22,000 budget because bandmember 
John McEuen and his producer brother, Bill, were 
so intent on making it happen. What emerged from 
those sessions was nothing short of amazing—im-
peccable musicianship and singing recorded with-

out overdubbing straight 
to a 2-track analog ma-
chine running at 30 ips. 
Will the Circle Be Unbro-
ken was released as a 
three-LP set containing 
33 tracks 30 years ago, 
and it went on to sell 

well over 1.5 million 
copies. For many blue-
grass and acoustic music 
fans, the Circle album, as 
it became known, was a 

mandatory addition to 
their record collection; it 

seems everybody knew this record. 
And they still do. When I picked up a copy of 

Billboard today (in mid-May), that same record-
ing had climbed 12 places on the Country Cata-
log chart to Number 3. And yesterday, I received 

a phone call from John McEuen, who was in a 
Nashville studio recording Circle III with the likes 
of Johnny Cash and Taj Mahal. In a world of over-
produced country crossover/pop music releases 

from the same small group of major country stars, 

it is encouraging to know that simple, heartfelt 
music can still resonate with the public. The phe-
nomenal success of the soundtrack to the movie 
O Brother, Where Art Thou? may not be an aber-
ration after all. 
I first met John McEuen, the banjo picker for 

the Dirt Band, in the summer of 1980 in Aspen, 
Colo. While making a cross-country trip with the 
late Mike Denecke—audio guru and inventor of 
the ubiquitous timecode slate and myriad other 
neat devices for film audio—we stopped for a 
couple of days to visit the band and see a con-
cert. Mike had spent a lot of time working at Bill 

McEuen's Aspen-based recording studio, home of 
the Aspen Recording Society, his production en-
tity. It was diving this time that I learned about 
some of the technical details of the original Cir-

cle recording sessions held at Woodland Sound 
Studios in Nashville way back in 1971. Partly for 
aesthetic reasons and partly due to the extremely 
limited recording budget, Bill and engineer Dino 
Lappas decided to capture the ensemble straight-
tu-tape. Most contemporary recordings were be-
ing tracked on 24-track 2-inch machines, loaded 

with overdubs and subsequently mixed to 2-track 
masters. Their decision to produce the Circle al-
bum this way is one of the factors that makes this 
recording timeless. Although it sometimes took 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 175 
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GEMS REMASTERED 

MEN HARRIS 
HO ORIN 11E1E1111 
TOGETHER AGAIN 

By Rick Clark 
During the 1970s, the Warner Bros. fam-
ily of labels was known for having an in-
tegrity-artist roster. Performers such as 
Randy Newman, Jackson Browne, Joni 
Mitchell, Captain Beefheart, Little Feat, Ry 
Cooder and James Taylor weren't selling 
zillions of records for the company, but 
they made consistently strong albums and 
showed real musical growth from album 
to album—back in the day when there 
was actually something called "artist de-

velopment." In the mid-'70s, Warners also 
signed Emmylou Harris who, along with 
her mentor Gram Parsons (another Warn-
ers artist; he died in late 1973), was at the 
forefront of a movement of performers 
who gravitated toward traditional country 
and roots music, but were invigorated by 
the dramatic changes in popular music of 

the '60s and early '70s. 
Beginning with her promising 1975 

Warners debut, Pieces of the Sky, Harris 

and her producer/husband Brian Ahern 
enjoyed considerable success by gather-
ing an eclectic range of material from both 
inside and outside the normal boundaries 
of what was considered "country," creat-
ing a fresh, emotionally resonant amal-

Brian Ahern with a 1921 vintage mandocello at Easter Island Surround, his home studio 

gam that won over traditional music 
lovers, as well as a whole new generation 

of fans. Besides inventive song choices 
and arrangements, Ahem's productions of 
Harris' albums (as well as his work with 
the likes of Johnny Cash, Roy Orbison, 
George Jones, Jesse Winchester and oth-
ers) were notable for displaying a sophis-
ticated articulation of spatial placement of 
instrumentation and vocals. 

With the recent advent of surround 
audio, it was a natural move for Ahern to 

explore the format's potential for his past 
work. Along the way, he hooked up with 

Rhino Records and began working on a 
DVD-Audio "Producer's Choice" collec-
tion of Harris' work that he felt would be 
best served by this new ambient setting. 
For the surround collection, Ahern chose 
about 40 songs and baked the 2-inch mas-
ters in a convection oven. Ahem's engi-
neer, Donivan Cowart, then transferred 
the tracks from a Studer analog 24-track 
through a computer to a quad hard drive 

array. 
"We transfer eight tracks at a time, so 

as to focus and get them right," states Ah-
ern. "Back then, we usually recorded with 
Dolby 361s, and at one point, moved from 
one tape stock to another. The levels are 

understandably erratic, not to mention 
[having] 25 years of tape high-frequency 
'sag.' Sometimes, we bring up the play-
back level of individual tracks to overtake 
the Dolby decoders properly, or to exag-
gerate ambience to create a sense of 
place." 

After evaluating various speakers, Ah-
ern decided on five Mackie HR-824 pow-
ered monitors. "With all the onboard 
tweaks, they are perfect for a painless 5.1 

surround setup," remarks Ahem. "Most of 
the DVD-Audio product I've been listen-
ing to is unnaturally bright to my ears, so 
I keep the high-frequency switches at -2 
dB and roll-off the low end at 47 Hz. My 

750-watt Velodyne subwoofer kicks in at 
just above 40 Hz. Right now, I use it to 
analyze rogue low-frequency problems. 

I'm still deciding whether this device 
should summarize the other five channels 
or be a free-standing 'special-event' re-
producer. I sometimes study the 5.1 work 
of others by turning off the stereo speak-
ers and listening to what's left in the mix. 

"To help me choose from 11 albums 
and numerous duets and film tracks, I use 
an old Technics receiver with synthetic 
quad surround to evaluate the amount of, 

—CON17NUED ON PAGE 177 
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classic tracks  

OP ROGERS' 
jj THE 6fIRIBLED" 

o 
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By Dan Daley 
Kenny Rogers' recording of the Don Schlitz-penned song 
"The Gambler" turned a simple record into an entire in-
dustry. Aside from the tens of millions of copies the record 
has sold since its 1978 release, aside from winning a sub-
sequent Song of the Year Grammy and contributing great]) 
to producer Larry Butler's also winning the Producer of 
the Year Grammy (the only country producer ever to win 

that laurel), the recording spawned five—count 'em, five— 
made-for-TV movies, as well as the longest-running mini-
series in network history, all of which to this day still fill 
valuable air time on the Lifetime and TNT cable channels. 
While other Rogers hits, including "Coward of the County" 
(which also sparked a movie), "We've Got Tonight," "Lady" 
and the Bee Gees-produced Dolly Parton duet "Islands in 
the Stream" helped his career span six decades, "The Gam-
bler" became his signature song, bankable enough to have 
helped Rogers launch his own chicken fast-food chain in 
the 1980s and his own successful record label, Dream-
catcher, in the 1990s. The track also helped establish the 
template for country crossover hits in the modern era, just 

before the Urban Cowboy phenomenon was about to put 
country in the mainstream once again; instead of the lush, 
string-laden records made by Chet Atkins and Owen 
Bradley, which crossed over for artists such as Eddie 
Arnold, "The Gambler" was a groove record: No solos, few 
licks, but a slight gloss that made it work for pop radio 

formats. The record's endurance speaks for itself: With the 
re-release of the cut on Rogers' Dreamcatcher label, sales 
now exceed 35 million units globally. 

When Rogers walked into Jack Clement Recording's 
Studio B to record "The Gambler," the 40-year-old Hous-
ton native was already a music industry veteran. He had 
scored hits as a member of the First Edition and the New 
Christy Minstrels, as well as solo hits such as the 1977 re-
lease "Lucille." In fact, every album he released between 
1976 and 1984 would go Gold or Platinum—amazing for 
a country artist in those days. Rogers' career was boosted 
considerably by his collaboration with producer and 
United Artists Records executive Larry Butler, a piano 
player whose ability to walk the line between country 

and pop in the wake of the Urban Cowboy phenome-
non would lead him to make future hit records with 
artists including Mac Davis, John Denver, B.J. Thomas 
and Kim Carnes. Butler had pressed U.A. to sign Rogers, 
and had to point out a clause in his own contract with 
the record label that allowed him to do so unilaterally 
after U.A.'s label head expressed a concern that Rogers 
was over the hill. 

The studio—now called Sound Emporium—had plenty 

of history and would make more. Clement would eventu-
ally sell it to Butler and publishers Bob Montgomery and 
Al Mifflin, who, in turn, sold it to recording artist Roy Clark, 

who later sold it to current owner and producer Garth 
Fundis. But that summer evening in 1978, Studio B was 
still a small L-shaped tracking room with a control room 
fitted with a Quad 8 console and an Ampex MM-1000 
16-track deck. JBL 4320 monitors were soffited above the 
console. 

"I wish I still had that console," muses Billy Sherrill. the 
engineer on "The Gambler," and on most of Rogers' 
Nashville hits, including "Lucille." (Billy Sherrill, the engi-
neer quoted here, spells his name exactly the same as Billy 
Sherrill, the producer for George Jones and Tammy 
Wynette's classic hits—and the subject of this issue's "Mix 
Interview"—and the two have worked together many 
times over the years, much to everyone's confusion and 
their own amusement.) Sherrill had recorded quite a few 
hits with Larry Butler in this studio, including John Den-

ver's "Some Days are Diamonds." "We liked the sound of 
the room," he says. "It had a nice, tight sound that often 
worked better for tracking than the larger room in Studio 
A. What we'd often do is transfer the tracks to the 24-track 
Ampex deck in A and do our overdubs and mixing in 
there. But on 'The Gambler,' there were very few over-
dubs and we stayed in Studio B until it came time to mix." 

The song had been around for a while. Don Schlitz had 
made his own recording of it on an independent country 
label and it had gotten some local airplay. "It was one of 
those songs that everyone just knew was going to be a 
hit," says Sherrill. "Fortunately, it had Kenny Rogers' writ-

ten all over it. It was the perfect story-song for Kenny to 
work with." It also meant that most of the musicians on 
the session were already familiar with it. That gave them 
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recording notes 

DVD-Audio format, the recording indus-
try will finally get its shot at developing 
content with music as the central media 
component. ADC is actively creating prod-
ucts for its own label and others in this 
format—perhaps the Circle could be re-
born at 96 kHz/24 bits. 

John and I approached Capitol/EMI 
about licensing the 2-track master for 
release as a DVD-Audio product. Un-
fortunately, the request was denied. It 
seems that the Nashville arm of Capi-
tol/EMI, headed by Mike Dungan (a 
huge fan of the Circle record), had 
plans for a 30th anniversary reissue on 
compact disc. John was enlisted to pro-
duce the reissue CD, and both he and 
the record company agreed that AIX 
and I should handle the transfers and 
digital remastering. The little-known 
fact that made the prospect of working 
on this product all the more exciting 
was that the original master recordings 
and outtakes were stored all these years 

by Bill McEuen, apart from the com-
pany vault. The record company has 
been making CDs from the 15 ips safety 
copies since the first CD version of the 
Circle was made available more than 15 
years ago. What a treat it would be to 
actually work from the source mas-
ters—unprocessed, un-EQ'd and with all 
the warmth that can be captured using 
30 ips 2-track equipment. 

Step one was to locate the tapes amid 
all of the other boxes and paraphernalia 
in a storage unit out in Ventura, Calif —a 
job that required flying Bill's wife Alice 
(the person responsible for the handwrit-
ing on the cover of the album) in from 
their new home in Hawaii. After several at-

tempts to locate the box of masters, John 
and Alice were successful. The original 

master tapes and all of the outtakes were 
soon to be played again after 30 years! 

As a recording and mastering engineer 
with more years of experience than I care 
to admit to, I've been confronted with 
many challenges when unearthing tapes 
that have been stored for any substantial 
amount of time. Most of us doing this kind 
of work are familiar with splices drying 
out and breaking during playback or, 
worse yet, during rewind or fast forward. 
Baking tapes of a certain vintage before 
playback is a commonplace technique for 
restoring playability to old masters, but 
the Circle masters required only a few 
new splices and didn't exhibit any of the 
problems associated with loss of lubri-
cants or shedding. Bill and John were ex-
tremely surprised to learn that the masters 

‘N,ere intact and ready to be transferred 
into our Sonic Solutions HD system. 

The plan was to capture all 27 tapes 
using the highest-resolution A/D conver-
sion equipment we could find. I figured if 
we were going to play every tape into my 
high-resolution Sonic HD system, then it 

should be done at the highest sampling 
rate and word size—who knows where 
these tapes might eventually end up? 
Now, I'm very familiar with most of the 
current crop of high-end converters, be-
cause my fledgling record company, AIX 

Records, is recording, mixing and master-
ing music produced specifically for the 
DVD-Audio format. In order to accom-

We had to do very little 

dynamic compensation. 

These tracks come alive 

because they weren't 

heavily compressed or 

homogenized for radio play. 

—Mark Waldrep 

plish the kind of work that we're doing, 
we installed an R-1 digital multitrack and 
digital console, both manufactured by 

Euphonix. We've done many hours of crit-
ical listening and have been very pleased 
with the outboard converters feeding the 
R-1. I've also used A/D equipment from 
dB Technologies and DOE with great re-
sults, but it was the newest Pacific Micro-
sonics HDCD (now handled by Eu-
phonix) and Genex converters capable of 
running at 192 kHz/24 bits that intrigued 
me the most. 
I make multitrack recordings using 

multiple pairs of stereo mics. When pro-
ducing a new set of tracks, I know that 
I'm going to be delivering my mixes on a 
DVD-Audio disc into multiple 5.1-channel 
surround sound mixes ("stage" vs. "audi-
ence") and in PCM stereo. One of our re-
cent ADC releases, Nitty Gritty Surround 
with John and former bandmate Jimmy 
Ibbotson (along with Jennifer Wames and 
the String Wizards), is essentially a 21st-
century incarnation of the original Circle. 
One day before a show that they were do-
ing in Hanford, Calif., we trucked our R-1 
recorder and a slew of microphones and 
stereo bars to the Fox Theater to capture 

the musicians at 96 kHz/24 bits, while 
they performed live, arranged in a circle. 
The results of that long day can be expe-
rienced in DVD-Audio and DVD-Video, 
both on the same disc but on opposite 
sides (check out www.aixrecords.com). 
The highest fidelity available using state-
of-the-art tools and techniques can be 
fully appreciated because we used 96 
kHz/24 bits with performing musicians. 
(Most new DVD-Audio releases are 
remixed into 5.1-channel surround from 
older analog tapes. Even if they're cap-
tured at 96 kHz/24 bits, they still have the 
dynamic range of the original recording.) 

Using MLP (Meridian Lossless Pack-
ing), the standard algorithm for the DVD 
format, the highest sampling rate is re-
stricted to 96 kHz/24 bits. My experience 
with 192kHz/24-bit converters has there-
fore been somewhat limited, although I 
have evaluated DCS equipment. But be-
cause the Circle tapes were recorded in 

stereo, it was worth trying the highest 
available sampling rate. We rented the 
gear from DMT, a local high-end digital 
equipment company, and started sorting 
out the interconnections late one Friday 
afternoon. After many hours of making 
digital connections, trying all of the clock-
ing options available on the Sonic I/O 
panel, and making repeated phone calls 
to tech support, several test recordings 
were accomplished. In the end, we opted 
for the lower sampling rate (96 kHz/24 
bits) on a dB Technologies box. It's not 
that the HDCD or Genex equipment 
didn't work or even sound warm and 
transparent; they did. But with limited ac-
cess to the equipment, we knew we 
wouldn't be able to play back the record-
ings as needed over the coming weeks. 
Finally, the increase in fidelity with 30-

year-old tapes didn't warrant the addi-
tional expense of the rentals. 

Bright and early Saturday morning, I 
set about transferring all of the masters, in-
cluding the outtake reels. If you're at all 
familiar with the Circle record, you know 
that there are a lot of conversations left on 
the final release. The outtakes contain 
many great moments, too, and they were 
all run through our ATR-100 and captured 
at 96 kHz/24 bits and 44.1/16 bits. Yes, I 
did all of the transfers twice. Mike Dun-
gan and Capitol wanted to make a com-

pact disc, but John and I wanted to 

archive these recordings at high resolu-
tion and someday hope to release the 
"audiophile edition" on DVD-Audio. So, 
rather than suffer the sonic degradation of 
sample rate converting from 96 to 44.1, I 
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churned through the master reels and out-

takes over the course of the next several 
days. John spent the time logging a vari-

ety of new "conversational" gems for the 
reissued CD and searching for a couple of 
new music tracks to include in the pack-
age. I simply kept my alignment tape, 
head-cleaning solution and chamois 
swabs handy while I thoroughly enjoyed 
eavesdropping on the sessions held 30 
years ago. 

We purchased a copy of the Circle CD 
at a local Borders for comparison, and to 
make sure that we were addressing the 
same track numbers as the original. We felt 
the sound of the compact disc version was 
dull and lacked low end. After spending 
the weekend listening to the masters, this 
wasn't a big surprise. But what did startle 
us was the fact that the left and right chan-
nels were reversed from the master tapes! 
After numerous checks and rechecks, we 
determined that we had to switch the left 

and right for the reissue. What you will 
hear on the new version returns the 
stereo assignments back to their original 

positions. It's hard to fathom just how that 
fact was missed for almost 15 years, but 

it was. 

The final stage in the process was to 
balance the levels and apply equalization 
where required. It turned out that we had 
to do very little in the area of dynamic 

compensation—these tracks come alive 
because they weren't heavily compressed 

or homogenized for radio play. It's im-
mediately apparent that Bill and Dino 

were trying to make a very high-fidelity 
"sonic documentary" of an extraordinary 
gathering of musicians, rather than feed 
the traditional recording industry model, 

which is to make tracks that pierce the 
speakers on your playback system! As for 
EQ, the low end proved to be the most 
problematic. At first, we thought this was 

the result of the 30 ips recording speed, 
but John remembered that the studio door 

was left open during much of the record-
ing, which resulted in a balance problem 
in the bass. We cleared that up with some 
low-frequency shelving EQ. Then we in-
serted the bonus materials that we edited 
out of the new transfers and sent off ref-
erence copies to the record company 
back in Nashville. 

The reaction was immediate and ex-
tremely positive. And the response by 
music consumers has been equally heart-

Studio Furnishings by: 
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ening. Apparently, the art of recording, as 
shown by these 30-year-old tracks, hasn't 
advanced as far as we would like to think. 
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and usefulness of, ambient [surround] 
material in the original stereo. We also 
made a 6-track ADAT test tape of a 
George Jones/Mark Knopfler song that 
we'll play back in Denny Purcell's mas-
tering room [Georgetown Masters] to get 
our bearings and keep us grounded. 

"I'm committed to the surround sound 
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recording 

movement, which is deeper and more 

emotional than the leap from mono to 
stereo or vinyl to CD. I will spend the rest 
of my career in this fascinating new 
world." 

Besides the "Producer's Choice" CD, 
Ahem has also teamed up with Rhino to 
put out a remastered and expanded ver-
sion of Harris' classic 1980 bluegrass and 
roots music album, Roses In the Snow 
11980]. The idea to re-visit the critically ac-
claimed effort came about while Harris 
was on the road as part of the Down From 

the Mountain tour, which featured the 
music from the multi-Platinum 0 Brother, 
Where Art Thou? soundtrack. 

"I was discussing the `Producer's Cut' 
surround project with Enuny on the 
phone," he recalls. "She was in Washing-
ton, D.C., and said, 'You know, we just 
played for 18,000 people last night and it 
was all bluegrass. There is a hunger out 

there for it.' I paused for a moment and 
said, 'Wait a minute! Why don't we reis-
sue Roses In the Snow?' She said, 'That's a 
great idea!' I called Robin Hurley at Rhino 
and he agreed to get Roses In the Snow 
reissued, provided I could find some pre-
viously unreleased songs contemporary to 
the original sessions." 

In his search, Ahem uncovered a 1979 
version of an old Hank Williams song 

called "You're Gonna Change (Or I'm 
Gonna Leave)" that featured Ricky Skaggs 
on fiddle and singing live in the studio. "I 
remember I had just bought a vintage 
Fender six-string bass that I was really ex-
cited about and wanted a project to try it 
in the studio," says Ahem. "I came up 
with a bass part for 'You're Gonna Change 
(Or I'm Gonna Leave),' which Enuny had 
been singing around the house. I took it 

into the studio, and I got Emory Gordy to 
write it out and play it on my acoustic 
Ernie Ball bass in unison with me. We 
threw in a couple of 6/4 bars to make the 
dancers fall down. 

"I also found a very cursory perform-
ance of a 1975 Celtic waltz called 'Root 

Like a Rose.' We only did one take. I ed-
ited quite a bit out with computer tech-
nology, which made a previously rejected 
track possible to use. Emmy re-sang it, be-

cause she had messed up the lyrics on the 
original recording. I also added some 

penny whistles, recorders and bagpipes 
that I had intended for the song." 

During 1979, Harris and Ahern 
recorded nearly three albums' worth of 
material using Ahern's Enactron Truck 
Studio in Beverly Hills. Though a typically 
wide range of different song styles were 

cut, as the recording progressed, the duo 
elected to focus on assembling an album 
that would have a fairly strict adherence 

to bluegrass and acoustic roots music. 
"Most of the albums we did had some 

little rule that would serve to set it apart 
from the other records," says Ahem. "In 
this case, it was a big rule: No drums or 
electric bass. The `drummer' was my big 
Gibson Arch Top Super 400 guitar." 

The initial record label reaction to the 
concept of Roses In the Snowwas less than 
enthusiastic—Warners viewed the album 

as some left-of-center folk collection, and 
they made no secret of their desire to see 
Harris continue mining the successful for-
mula of wide-ranging song choices and 

more electrified country-rock flavorings. 
"It would've been easier back then to 

I had braced myself for 

what the record company 

was initially convinced 

was going to be 

a commercial disaster. 

But Brian really held 

his ground, and he was 

right all the way. 

—Emmylou Harris 

have done our usual eclectic mix of 
songs, which is what the record company 
really wanted," Harris says. "They basically 
wanted `Son of Elite Hotel' [her successful 
second album]," says Harris. "We really had 
to stick to our creative guns, and Brian was 
really the one who manned the guns, more 

than I did," she adds with a laugh. "I started 
saying, 'Well, maybe we should put some-
thing in there like (James Taylor's] "Mill-
worker," which was also cut during the 
Roses In the Snow sessions. I had braced 

myself for what the record company was 
initially convinced was going to be a com-
mercial disaster. But Brian really held his 
ground and he was right all the way. 

"I spoke to Brian earlier today," she 
continues, "and told him that at that point 
of my life and career and my youth, I was 
arrogant enough to think that I could sus-
tain a commercial disaster. I felt positive 
that it was going to be an artistic success. 

It was in the air everywhere. All of my 
compadres were into traditional music 
and I had been doing it a lot. We had been 
doing bluegrass at shows, even before 
Ricky [Skaggs] was in the band. There had 
always been a thread and we had hinted 
at it certainly with Blue Kentucky Girl, so 
that it was moving in that direction." 

"Like most record companies, courage 
was not on their agenda," muses Ahem. 
"When we started doing this bluegrass/ 
acoustic project, marketing and manage-
ment started to worry about the lack of 
commercial potential it would have. I 
stayed adamant and stubborn about it, and 
this economical acoustic album went as 
high on the pop charts as Emmy's most 
successful records." Eventually, the album 
would go Gold and become a Top 20 hit 

on the Billboard album chart. It also gen-
erated two country chart hits with "Way-
faring Stranger" and a version of Simon & 

Garfunkel's "The Boxer." The album 
served as a strong reminder in the age of 
the Urban Cowboy that there was still a siz-
able audience for honest, emotive acoustic 
roots music. 'We just knew in our hearts 
that we were right, but I think we were 
surprised at how successful it was," Harris 
says. "I will say that the record company 
did come onboard when it was finally seen 
that they couldn't talk us out of it. Ulti-
mately, it became a great collaboration be-
tween the producer, the artist and the 
record company. It shows you what a 
record company can do when they believe 
in the integrity and passion of an artist for 
a particular project." 

Harris is particularly pleased with the 
Ahern's new refinement of Roses. "I never 
put on a CD of my music and listen. Af-
ter I've listened to the records, as they are 
being made, over and over and over 
again, I just have to leave them and move 

on. I remember them," she laughs. "But 
when I put on Roses In the Snow (recently], 
I was pulled in by the beauty and emo-
tional impact of the songs and what 
everybody played. There were a lot of live 
vocals and playing on there. I think that 
Brian did an extraordinary job. 

"It couldn't be a better time for Roses 
In the Snow to come out, because 20-plus 
years later, this is being discovered as this 
almost new exotic form of music. A lot of 
people have never had a chance to hear 

music like this on commercial radio. That 
has really been gratifying. I think there are 
a lot of people who have been surprised 
and delighted to find something that 
touches them and has such an emotional 
resonance." 
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Cool Spins, FROM PAGE 174 
tracks—his style and Williams' mesh beautifully. 

It's a pleasant and unfailing melodic outing, 

and even though it brings Williams into a dif-

ferent world than we're accustomed to, he 
never strays too far from his familiar sound— 

there's still a lot of Bach and Rodrigo in him. 

And, while there is definitely both fluidity and 
passion in his playing, on some fundamental 
level, some of these tunes just don't have the 

loose-limbed swing of the real thing. Still, a 

beautiful album. 

r-JOHN WILLIAMS FIE MAGIC BOX 

Producer: John Williams. Engineer: Geoff 

Foster. Additional engineering: Stephane Briand. 

Studios: AIR (London), Guillaume Tell (Paris, one 
track). Mastering: Bob Whitney/Whitfield Street 

Studios (London). —Blair Jackson 

René Lacaille and Bob Brozman: DigDig 

(Riverboat/World Music Network) 
There's been a mini-explosion of world music 

reaching our shores of late, and World Music 

Network, a small but highly prolific English world 

music label, has quietly been putting out stellar 
world music discs since 1995. The label is per-

haps best known for their " Rough Guide" com-

pilation CDs, which share the same name as 

those indispensable, economical travel books. 

But they also have a separate label, Riverboat, for 
new, single-artist releases. For pure, infectious, 

summertime playfulness, you can't beat DigDig, 

a collaboration between Ile de La Reunion ac-

cordionist René Lacaille and renowned ethno-

musicologist Bob Brozman (Hawaiian guitar, bot-

tleneck). 
La Reunion Island, east of Madagascar in 

the southern Indian Ocean, has been a cultural 

melting pot of sorts, beginning with French col-

onization, followed by African, Middle Eastern 
and Asian influences. Lacaille, who also plays 
charango and tschoulas and provides vocal 

tracks in Creole, embodies the true soul and 
spirit of this vibrant disc, backed by syncopatic 

Sega and Maloya rhythmic beds. Well-recorded 

and top-notch production, without losing the 
playful interaction of players in a studio—these 

folks went on for hours after the tape stopped 

rolling. 
Executive producer: Alain Courbis. Engineer 

Daniel Thomas. Studio: Studio Digital (St. Denis, 
Ile de La Réunion). —Tom Kenny 

Dave Alvin and The Guilty Men: Out In 

California (HighTone) 
Singer/songwriter/guitar god Dave Alvin makes 
great studio albums; his most recent, Public Do-
main, won him a Grammy Award for Best Tra-

ditional Folk Album. But what he does in front 
of a live audience can take your breath away: 

Just when you think nothing could wipe away 
the silly grin you get when you hear him wail on 

"American Music," he'll stop the clock with a 

soulful, shimmering ballad like " Fourth of Jule 
a song you used to think of as rock 'n' roll. Out 

In California captures all the magic and all the 
aspects of Alvin's live performances, including 

killer electric songs sprinkled with tastes of 
Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley and surf guitar, and 

acoustic heartbreakers such as "Andersonville." 
Alvin is backed by an expanded Guilty Men 

lineup that includes singer/songwriter Chris 
Gaffney on accordion/vocals and Dwight 

Yoakam fiddle alum Brantley Kearns. 
Producers: Dave Alvin and Mark Linett. 

Recording/mixing engineer: Mark Linett. 

Recorded at The Blue Café (Long Beach, CA), 
The Lobero Theatre (Santa Barbara, CA) and 

The Neighborhood Church (Pasadena, CA). 
Mixing studio: Your Place or Mine (Glendale, 

CA). Mastering: Mark Linett/Your Place or 
Mine. —Barbara Schultz• 

P() Box 1939. 
Marion. Oil 

43306-8039 
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by Maureen Droney 

Supervising music mixer/engineer Joseph 
Magee has had his hands full for the past 

few months, riding herd on the sound-
track to The Country Bears, Disney's kid-
oriented, live action, Behind the Music-

style rock 'n' roll satire. Fortunately, 
Magee is comfortable with diverse per-
sonalities, because the cast of characters 
on the project included John Hiatt, Bon-
nie Rain, Brian Setzer, Queen Latifah, El-
ton John, Willie Nelson, and producers 
Julian Raymond and Dallas Austin, 
among others, along with legendary 
producer/engineer Glyn Johns and Don 
Henley. 

"We did have a lot going on," admits 
Magee, a veteran of such flicks as Pearl 
Harbor and High Fidelity. "Generally, 
for a film like this, I start in pre-produc-
tion with the producers, the director, the 
music supervisor and Disney's music de-

partment. I get a concept of the picture, 
get onboard with the songs and go in— 
either as a tracking engineer or a super-
vising music mixer—to pre-record. On 
this film, we have been pre-recording 
songs at the same time we're shooting 
music on the set. I alternate from con-
firming track layout, timecode, sampling 
rate and [Pro Tools] grid recording in the 
studio to creating a new playback edit 
and mix on the set. From the technical 
perspective, I'm responsible for collect-
ing and keeping all the materials, from 
pre-record to post." 

The hybrid position Magee fills is 
new, created to deal with the complexi-
ty of many recent soundtracks in which 
multiple music producers, engineers, 

studios and formats coexist with in-
tensely compact work schedules. His 
background, which includes a degree in 
music and stints in live sound mixing, re-
mote broadcasting and studio engineer-

ing, made him uniquely qualified for 
the role. 

"It used to be that a musical su-
pervisor handled everything," he ex-
plains. "But as things got more com-
plicated, technical aspects started to 
fall by the wayside. Too many things 
were out of sync and that gets really 
expensive. Tracks may have to be re-
cut to get them back to where they're 
supposed to be. Sometimes, you 
have to go on a very time-consuming 
excavation dig just to figure out what 

happened. A couple of times, I've been 
called in halfway through a film to help 
out, and that's what I had to do the first 
two or three weeks—clean up sync 
messes." 

When Disney's president of music Bill 
Green and VP of music production Mon-
ica Zierhut decided it would be cost-ef-

fective to have a supervising music mix-
er involved from the project's beginning, 
Magee's troubleshooting experience 
made him an obvious candidate. "I'm 
comfortable with filmmakers and with 
transfers and scoring and dubbing 
stages," Magee comments. "I'm also com-

fortable in the music studio as an engi-
neer, so I'm like a bridge between the 
two worlds. 

"With soundtracks, it used to be that 
you got some record industry people to 

create tunes and give you a stereo mix 
of them that could be played back on 
the set," he continues. "There were two 
completely separate worlds. What's been 
happening now is that the film often 
drives the record in a positive way. A 
record producer may cut the track, then 
we take it and start to work with it on a 
daily basis, on camera and in post. The 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 184 

NASHVILLE 

by Rick Clark 

SKYLINE 

Recently, while I was at Belmont Univer-
sity catching up with David Herrera, he 
handed me a CD of Latin American mu-
sic and told me that it was the first re-

lease on the University's new Acklen 
Record label, a co-venture with Curb 
Records. Not only is Musica Caliente de 
Nashville a well-produced effort, it is a 
further statement of the increasing diver-
sity that can be found in the area. Music 

ranges from rootsy numbers to high-gloss, 
big band performances by Nashville's 
finest Latin artists. 

Most recently, Acklen/Curb has been 
producing a project with Fisk University 
showcasing that institution's world-

renowned Fisk Jubilee Singers. The proj-
ect was produced by Wesley Bulla, Mike 
Curb and Pamela Browne, with Herrera 
as associate producer. 

The Fisk Jubilee Singers 

Fisk University was established by 
the American Missionary Association in 
Nashville in 1866 to educate former 

slaves. In 1872, it became the first 
African American college to receive a 
Class-A rating by the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
Over the years, Fisk has become one of 
the country's leading educational insti-
tutions and has trained a large number 
of important leaders in the Civil Rights 
movement. 

In 1871, the school's musical director 
(George L. White) assembled two ex-
ceptionally talented and well-trained 
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quartets and a pianist and began tour-
ing throughout the world to raise mon-
ey for the struggling school. The group 
quickly gained notoriety for its emo-
tionally stirring renditions of traditional 
spirituals, and their tours took them all 
over North America and Europe with 
audiences including the President and 
Queen Victoria. 

"The Jubilee Singers are the first to 
introduce the Negro spiritual to the 
whole world, and one of our assign-
ments is to preserve this music," states 
Jubilee Singers music director Paul 
Kwami. "It's the music [that] was sung 
on the plantation, and the Jubilee 
Singers brought this to concert stages 
and made it an art form. Of course, 
there are different kinds of arrange-
ments. Some are basically changed, but 
I'm very careful about what arrange-
ments we perform. Basically, we are 
continuing what the original singers did 
performing the Negro spirituals." 

My initial awareness of the Jubilee 
Singers came a couple of years back 
when I got a call to play a small part in 
a PBS television special on the group. 
While it was fun running around in 1800s 
doctor's garb tending to a sick Jubilee 

singer, the real payoff was the chance to 
absorb the passion and sacrifice of those 
historically involved in the group. 

When I got home, a cursory search 
didn't turn up any commercially avail-
able recordings of the group; so it was 
with special interest that I attended one 
of the Jubilee Singers recording sessions 
at Ocean Way Nashville. Upon walking 
into the big room, the group gathered in 
a slightly curved line in front of Kwami 
and began warming up. Those initial 

sounds were wondrous, and by the time 
they finished running through their first 

song, I had "chill bumps" from their 
meditative performance. 

"It has been great working with Paul 
Kwami," enthuses Belmont faculty mem-
ber David Henson, who engineered the 
project with fellow teacher Dr. Wesley 
Bulla. "This group is so well-rehearsed 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 186 
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NEW YORK 

by Paul Verna 

METRO 

LIVE FROM NEW YORK 
On TV, it comes across as a seamless 
comedy show that opens with the fa-
miliar line, "Live from New York, it's Sat-
urday Night!" But behind the scenes, 

orr..4e 

Shown with the new 96-channel Solid State 

Logic MT console at NBC-TV, from left, are SNI 

music engineer J. Vicari, engineer Josiah Gluck, 

engineer Marty Brumbach, and SNL technical 

consultant and project coordinating producer 

Stacey Foster. 

NBC's Saturday Night Live is a patch-
work of dialog, voice-overs, musical 
scores, musical performances and audi-
ence responses that only a team of sea-
soned professionals could put together 
week after week for nearly 30 years. 

"It's an enormous crew and they do 
a complicated task," says SNL technical 
consultant Stacey Foster. "With as little 
rehearsal as we get, we have to divvy up 
the tasks to give people a slice of the pie 
that they can handle." 

As accustomed as they were to pro-
ducing the show on the SSL 9000 J con-
sole that had served them well for several 
years, Foster and his team felt they could 
benefit from a large-scale digital mixing 

board. After surveying all the major prod-
ucts, they settled on the SSL Axiom MT 
Production (MTP) Digital Console. 

"Here at SNL, we constantly evaluate 
where we are, technology-wise," says 
Foster, who is employed by Broadway 
Video, the production company headed 

by SNL creator Lome Michaels. "We've 
been taking a hard look at digital record-
ing consoles in the past two to three 
years, and we felt that, for the first time 
in our particular application, we found 

a board that did what we wanted it to 
do and how we wanted to do it. It was-
n't a complicated decision to arrive at." 

It's not surprising that S1VL would 
choose a digital board. After all, it's hard 
to imagine a production environment 
better suited to a digital console than a 
weekly variety show that demands a full 
spectrum of audio services. At any giv-
en moment, S1VL is a conventional track-
ing studio, a post facility or a live mix 
room. Among its many advantages vis-
a-vis an analog board, the Axiom offers 
instant resetability, unprecedented ver-
satility, a digital signal path and a design 
that allows the engineer the luxury of 
never having to leave the sweet spot. 
While all those features were pivotal to 
Foster and SNL music mixer J. Vicari, the 
console's brand name also weighed 
heavily in their decision. 

"The decision to go with one digital 
console versus another can be some-
what subjective," says Foster, "based on 
your long history of 15 to 20 years work-

ing with a company—as we've done 
with SSL—and knowing that they have 
a great organization, great support, etc. 
This is particularly true with digital con-
soles. One of the reasons you buy dig-
ital products is to take advantage of soft-
ware upgrades, so we wanted to be 
sure that we bought from a manufac-
turer that's going to be around to deliv-
er the upgrades." 

Before settling on the Axiom, Vicarit 
test-drove one at Backstage at Sound-
stage in Nashville during production of 
a DVD celebrating the 25th anniversary 
of SNL 

"It sold itself to me," says Vicari of 
the Backstage Axiom, on which he 
worked on 5.1 mixes of music from the 
show's archives. "The board is very 
simple to use. Anybody who knows the 
signal flow of an SSL 4000 or 9000 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 187 
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SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Bootsy Collins kept himself busy at The 

Village (Los Angeles) recently. He worked 

with George Clinton and Parliament/ 

Funkadelic laying down overdubs for a 

Nike TV spot. He was also busy putting 

the finishing touches on his new album 

with the help of Snoop Dogg, Fatboy Slim 

and Outkast...The band SR71 spent the 
spring at Ocean Studio (Burbank) with 
engineer/producer Neal Avron and Pro 

Tools engineer Howard Karp, tracking 
and doing overdubs for their new RCA 

release. Ocean's Dean Nelson was the as-

sistant engineer. Also at Ocean, Boy Sets 
Fire spent all of April finishing overdubs 

for their new Wind-Up Records release. 
Jay Baumgartner was the executive pro-

ducer, Dave Fortman produced and en-
gineered, Jeremy Parker manned the Pro 

Tools rig, and staff engineers Nelson and 

Jason Cupp were in to assist. 

NORTHEAST 
In Studio C at Sound on Sound (NYC), 

Whitney Houston was mixing some new 
material with the production and engi-
neering team of Rob Fusari and Earl Co-

hen. Gza was recording vocal overdubs 

with producer Arabian Knight and engi-
neer Chach for a forthcoming MCA re-

lease.. The Goo Goo Dolls were in at In-
dre Studios (Philidelphia) for another 

Y100 Radio Broadcast recording. The 
band is touring behind their new album 

Gutterflower. The session was engi-

neered by T "Quake" Mark and Indre's 

Mike RicheIle...At Dubway Studios 
(NYC), JeffAlexander recorded vocals for 

Houston's own OrchostroX 

Bootsy Collins (left) and Snoop Dogg at The Village (Los Angeles). 

his album Blues To Go in the main room. 

Vocalist Genie "Pepper" Swison (Boz 

Scaggs, Wilson Pickett) and laRita Gask-
ins (Jocelyn Brown) sang backup. Al 
Houghton engineered the session. 

SOUTHEAST 
Last May, Vince Gill was at Seventeen 

Grand Recording (Nashville) working 

on his upcoming self-produced album 
on MCA. Steve Bishir engineered and 

Hank Nirider was the assistant. Travis 
Tritt and his producer, Billy Joe Walker, 

also spent some time at Seventeen. Join-

ing them were engineer Ed Seay and as-

sistant engineer Rob Clark. Randy Travis 
was busy tracking for an upcoming proj-

ect with his longtime producer Kyle 

Lehning. Steve Tillisch engineered with 
the assistance of Casey 

Wood...Producer/engi-
neer Jeff Powell recently 

teamed up with Chad 
Cromwell to co-produce 
two new tracks for Mad-

jack Records artist Cory 

Branan at Ardent Studios 

(Memphis, TN). 

NORTHWEST 

Bay Area natives Train 

recently began produc-
tion for their next album 

at Studio D Recording 

(Sausalito, CA) with producer Brendan 

O'Brien. Joel Jaffe has been picked up 

to engineer with assistant Stephen Pier-
son...At Super Natural Sound (Oregon 
City, OR), Robert Bartleson produced and 

engineered a new LP for Gruesome Ga-

lore...At Haywire Recording (Portland, 
OR), Robert Bardeson recorded a demo 
for The Out Crowd, started pre-pro-

duction for the new Andi Camp record 
and finished an LP for jazz guitarist Bob 

Joyce. 

SOUTHWEST 

Andy Bradley, chief engineer at Sugar 

Hill Recording Studios (Houston), 

recorded this season's series of Or-

chestraX concerts. OrchestraX, one of 

the largest professional orchestas in 
the state, is in its fifth year. The last 

concert of the season was American 
Horizons: A New Music Festival at the 
Aerial Theater. 

Please submit your Sessions and Studio 

News for "Coast to Coast" to Robert Han-

son. Submissions can be sent via e-mail 

to RHanson@primediabusiness.com; fax 

510/653-5142 or snail mail: 6400 Hollis 

St., Suite 12, Emeryville, CA 94608. Pho-

to submissions are always encouraged, 
and please include the name(s) of the 

artists, producers and engineers on the 
project, and the location of the studio. 
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sound of that track may evolve, and then 
the record producer may pick up that evo-
lution, or not...but it's a much more fluid 
process. For example, Peter Hastings, the 
director of Country Bears, is very musical. 
He's a multi-instrumentalist and a Berldee 

School of Music grad and very Pro Tools-
savvy. He's another example of how those 
separate worlds of film and record music 
are getting much closer." 

Slowly but surely, word is getting out 

about The Steakhouse, a one-studio facility 
just off Magnolia Boulevard in what has be-
come known as North Hollywood's "Music 
Row" Vintage mavens in particular have 
been taking note of The Steakhouse's pri-

vate location and custom A3269/A3271 
console, which was formerly housed at 
The Great Linford Manor in England and 
reportedly the largest working EMVNeve 
in the world. 

According to Phoenix Audio's Geoff 
Tanner, who has been associated with the 
A3000 Series from its earliest design 
stages at Rupert Neve and Co., seven of 
the desks were designed and built in the 
mid-'70s for EMI Records in London. 

Digital Audio Ess(   
from the digital audio interface experts 
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The whole family at Steakhouse Studio; (seated) 

studio manger Kelle Musgrave, (standing 1-r) 

Geoff Tanner of Phoenix Audio, Chris Walsh of 

Tannoy, and studio partners Rick Bench, Lee 

Bench and Rex Coggin. 

Those seven have since scattered around 

the world. One, now in Dublin, is owned 
by U2; one resides in Auckland, New 
Zealand, where it was used on several 
classic numbers by Crowded House; one 
is in Brussels; two are still at Great Linford 

in the UK; and two have been put to-
gether by Tanner to form the 92-input 
beauty owned by The Steakhouse. 

"Apparently, the EMI consoles were 
so impressive that people asked Neve to 
put out a whole line of them," comments 
Steakhouse studio manager Kelle Mus-
grave. "But they were so customized it 

was too expensive to mass produce 
them. Instead, Neve ended up making a 
scaled-down version that became the 
8078 Series." 

Featuring 56 channel inputs with 1064 
and 1093 EQs, 12 effects returns with 
2076 EQs, and 24-track monitoring with 
custom 2-band EQ and Penny & Giles 
mini-faders, the desk is also fitted with 68 
channels of Flying Faders automation 
with a control panel that has been craft-
ed into the center section. 

While the console is its centerpiece, 
The Steakhouse itself—designed by Carl 
Yanchar of Lakeside Associates—has a 
musical history. Hawaii-based brothers 
Rick and Lee Bench, musician/producers 

themselves, started building the complex 
in 1987. The original plan was for it to be 
a private production facility. 

"We knocked down the buildings that 
were on the property and set about build-
ing a studio from the ground up," recalls 
Lee Bench. "We went through it all with 
Carl [Yanchar], from floating the floors to 
putting in custom power. It took almost a 
year just to work with the city on plan 

checks and things like earthquake re-
quirements. Really, when you do this, you 
find that equipment is only one of the 
things you're concerned with. Power, for 
example, was a priority for us because 

that's something that can distinguish a 
great room from a good one." 

The studio's direction changed a bit 
when, not long after the studio was up 
and running, L.A. session guitarist and 
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Toto principal Steve Lukather came by. 
Liking what he saw and heard, Lukather 
struck a deal, moved in his gear and 
started working. He spent so much time 
there that the studio became known to 
many simply as "Luke's Room." 

"For a while, Luke had the time to al-
ways be here, and he was driving the 
show," Bench explains. "Later, he got 
more active with Toto and other projects, 
but he's still very much a part of it, and 
to this day, on certain projects, we still 
function as partners." 

Originally, the control room had 
housed an AMR 24 console, but as the 
studio headed in a commercial direction, 
a decision was made to look for some-
thing else. "We spent a year and half try-
ing to find a great console," says Bench. 
"Finally, we ran into Geoff, who knows 
where all the bones are buried when it 
comes to Neve consoles, and he turned 

us on to the ones out at Great Linford. It 
was a complicated deal, though, and it 
took the better part of two years to get 
them out here and interfaced properly." 

The large studio area, which features 
hardwood floors and a compression ceil-
ing, along with three good-sized iso 
booths, has become a favorite for record-
ing drums and acoustic instruments. The 
complex itself is comfortable with lounges 
and private, gated parking. Recording 

equipment includes Studer 827 analog 24-
track, Ampex ATR 2-track and Alesis 
Masterlink; Pro Tools HD is also available. 
Monitoring is on Tannoy Gold, ICRK E8 
and Yamaha NS-10 speakers. And an 
added benefit to the studio is the large 
collection of guitars, amps and processors 
that can be made available. 

"We're starting to get very busy," says 

Musgrave, "mostly with long-term proj-
ects. It seems that people rarely come 
for less than three weeks. We just try to 
keep the support up and make it a 
pleasant environment. Our goal is to 
make clients comfortable so that they 

want to come back." 
Making themselves comfortable lately 

have been producer Rick Rubin with en-
gineer Ed Thacker overdubbing on Palo 
Alto, producer Matt Serletic with engi-
neers Noel Golden and Mark Dobson 

working on Crash Radio, engineer Sally 
Browder working with producers John 
Wooler on Young Dubliners, and Pete 
Anderson on Dwight Yoakam, and engi-
neer/producers Joe Barresi, Dave Schiff-
man and Sean O'Dwyer. 

About the process of developing the 
studio, Lee Bench says, "We've never 
been in a hurry to get somewhere that 
we didn't want to be. Luckily, we've had 
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so many really intelligent people come 
onboard and help us with this project. 
Having friends you enjoy working with 
really makes it easier to enjoy the 
process. And it's really important to enjoy 
the process, because owning a studio 
doesn't make sense if all you are focused 
on is the end goal of economic reward 
from the studio. 

"At the end of the day, having a studio 
is like having a yacht," he concludes with 
a laugh. "You meet a lot of people at both 
studios and on yachts that can lead to oth-
er things that make money. But on a 'one-
for-one' investment level, a hot dog stand 
in front of a Home Depot probably capi-
talizes at a much higher rate. But this 
keeps us around music, and that's what 
we like." 

E-mail L.A. news to MsMDK@aol.com. 

NASHVILLE SKYLINE FROM PAGE 180 

that the artist part of it has been a plus. 
When they sing, it is 'chill bump' time, 
and we have now been able to capture 
those chill bumps." 

While I was there, Belmont Universi-
ty president Dr. Bob Fisher and Curb 
president Mike Curb dropped by to catch 
the proceedings. 

Curb enthusiastically stated, "I always 
loved the Jubilee Singers, and just through 
conversations with Dr. Fisher at Belmont 
and Carolyn Reid-Wallace at Fisk, we de-
cided this was a much-needed project, 
and this was the time to do it. I think that 

the way this is being recorded is just 
magnificent." 

Belmont's Bulla shares Curb's enthusi-
asm, adding, "We have been able to do 
something that no one else in town has 
been able to do, which is essentially put 
about $ 13,000 worth of studio time into the 
Fisk Jubilee Singers. If there is any choir 
that should have that treatment, they are." 

To that end, Belmont's staff, along 
with Ocean Way engineer Bryan Graban, 
recorded the event in surround and 
filmed it for a DVD release. 

"We are using a very minimal mic sig-
nal path. We are really just going from the 
microphone to these Millennia Media HV-
3D mic pre's straight to tape," explains 
Graban. "One of the cool things about this 
project is that they are trying to keep it 
quite traditional and not Pro Tool any-
thing and Auto-Tune vocals. The only 

thing that we are using that isn't `tradi-

tional' is we are going into an iZ RADAR 
and using a Sony 3348HR as a backup." 

The recording process included AKG 
Cl2s set up in a Decca Tree configura-
tion. "In pre-production, we actually had 
Bob Bradley down at the Mic Shop in 
Franklin redo the main Cl 2s," says Hen-
son. "They've been rebuilt and have his 
proprietary hot-rod power supplies with 
cables and connectors that he hand-
made for them. We approached this to 
make it the best it could be." 

The project, which is tentatively titled 
The Fisk Jubilee Singers, is slated for 
DVD and CD release this fall. 

Back in the '80s, when Norbert Put-
nam, producer for Jimmy Buffett and Dan 
Fogelberg, opened up the Bennett House 

in Franldin (a quaint town 20 miles south 
of Nashville), who would've thought his 
prediction that this area would become a 
hotbed of recording studios, production 

houses and record labels would material-
ize. Twenty years later, the countryside is 
dotted with facilities producing quite a 
range of music. Sound Kitchen alone has 

Faith Hill and Insane Clown Posse work-
ing in two of the studio's seven rooms. 

The latest newcomer to the area is 
Paragon Studios, a huge 22,000-square-
foot, multi-tenant complex that is the vi-
sion of Fred Paragano, most noted for his 
work in the pop and contemporary Chris-
tian music. 

Paragon is located in the middle of the 
Cool Springs area just north of Franldin on 
the less commercially developed side of 
I-65. It is a block away from the Provident 
Music Distribution label offices, one of the 
most successful Christian music enterpris-
es and one of Paragano's main clients. In 
fact, if Music Row is the center of the 
country music industry, then the Brent-

wood/Cool Springs and Franklin areas are 
the centers of the Christian music indus-
try. Just about every label in that market 
is within 15 minutes of Paragon. 

It was the concentration of the con-
temporary Christian music industry that 
lured Paragano to Nashville from New 
York seven years ago. 

"I just liked what was happening 
here," says Paragano. "I like the music 
scene, and I wanted to be more involved 
in the contemporary Christian market 
than I was in New York. I took a chance 
and came down, and thankfully, I was 
able to get involved in that." 

While many professional engineers 
have moved their work into home studio 
environments, Paragano felt it was time 
for him to move his studio out of his 
house and create a more dedicated com-
mercial audio space that not only ad-
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dressed his needs, but also raised the bar 
for what he felt a great studio needed to 

provide. 
In order to assure the studio's sonic per-

formance, as well as aesthetics, Paragano 
hired the world-renowned, Dallas-based 
Russ Berger Design Group. "I felt that Russ 
was the only designer that fully understood 
my specific needs and was able to inte-
grate those requirements into the design of 
the rooms," Paragano says. 

The facility has three rooms: two 
matching 5.1 mix rooms with recording 
spaces ranging from an array of iso 
booths to a tracking room large enough 
to handle an orchestra date. The third 
room is a production suite/MIDI room. 
There is also a central machine room that 
houses all of the patching that intercon-
nects all of the rooms in the facility, in-
cluding ancillary spaces, offices and a 
tape library. The facility also features ex-
tensive Pro Tools HD systems built into 
each room. Monitors are custom-designed 
Dynaudio systems. 

Studio A features an SSL XL 9000 K Se-
ries 80-input console for 5.1 mixing, and 
the room is set up for mix-to-picture ca-
pabilities. The entire facility is networked 
via a Fibre Channel network by Studio 
Network Solutions, which Paragano says, 
"will improve performance, workflow and 
storage, as well as minimize down time for 
backups and restore." 

"I spent a lot of time with cartage su-
pervisors, engineers and assistant engi-
neers, questioning them as to what would 
make their lives easier and help their ses-
sions run more smoothly," Paragano says. 
"There were several instances where 
changes were made during the construc-
tion to accommodate a good idea." 

In mid-April, Berger was a guest speak-
er at a local AES chapter "hard hat party" at 
the unfinished facility, where he conduct-
ed an animated "fly through" that played in 
the main room. For many, this was their 
first chance to get a sneak peek inside the 
new building and studios. By some ac-
counts, it was one of the best turnouts for 
the local AES in a couple of years. 

One of the three studios will not be 
open for commercial bookings because 
Paragano is retaining the right to use it 
as a private room to work on his clients' 
projects. 

It's obvious, from looking at this sub-
stantial new construction on some of the 
most prime property in Tennessee, that 

Paragano has come a long way since his 
decision to move from New York. Up to 
11,000 square feet of the structure has been 
designed as leaseable space for media-
related tenants. 

"I'd like to create a synergistic envi-
ronment for everyone who uses this fa-
cility," says Paragano, who adds that he 
has already received significant interest in 
the available space. 

During this year's Nashville NAMM 
show, Paragano is planning on throwing 
a grand opening party. Just like the studio, 
he seems to do everything with a distinc-
tive twist. One of the highlights of this 
year's local AES golf tournament was the 
Paragon/Studio Network Solutions-spon-
sored sushi tent at the 15th hole. • 

Send your Nashville news to Mr 
Blurge@aol.com. 

NEW YORK METRO FROM PAGE 181 

could mn this console." 
Since the installation of the MTP earlier 

this year at NBC, Vicari has mixed various 
shows, including SIVL, M1V's Total Request 
Live and NBC's The Colin Quinn Show. 

"I'm doing three, four shows at a time," 
he says. "Right after the board was put in, 
we hit the ground running and haven't 
stopped since." 

Hff 
Hardly a month goes by without some big 
news from the Hit Factory. As one of the 
largest and most lavish studios in the world, 

WHAT 
MICROPHONES 
DREAM ABOUT. 
VARIABLE IMPEDANCE INPUT 

Custom-wound transformers load mics at 

300, 600, 1200 or 2400 ohms, multiplying 

the performance potential of every microphone. 

Additional transformerless balanced bridged, 

line and instrument inputs. 

VARIABLE RISE TIME 
Select between five amplification styles - 

ranging from Smooth-and-Classic (Slow) to 

Bright-and-Modern (Fast). These two features 

alone provide 25 unique tone-shaping 

combinations from any single microphone! 

ALL TUBE, BALANCED CLASS A DESIGN 
Eight Groove Tubes in a fully differential 

signal path dramatically lowers noise and 

distortion - while expanding bandwidth 

(7Hz to over 100kHz). 

PRECISION GAIN 
Custom-built ceramic deck attenuators 

control 75dB of gain in 5dB and 1dB 

stepped increments. 

AUTHENTIC VU METERING 
With five switchable viewing ranges 

Vipre 
Vanable 
Impedance 
P10.1111t1 

Stop 
dreaming. 

Only Vipre 
does what 
no other 
preamp can. 

Visit our website at 

www.groovetubes.com 

or call us at 

818 381 4500 

for complete specs 

and a list of 

Groove Tube Vipre 

dealerships. 

GROOVE TUBES 
CUSTOM SHOP 
PRODUCTS 
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Master your craft 

Books to help you succeed in audio recording 

The Art of 
Record,ng 

-\\ 

PRACTICAL RE COR VINE 
TECHNIQUES eaccr= 

Realize the full potential of 
sound quality in the produc-
tion of music recordings 

Discover your own creative 
voice in shaping music 
recordings 

A step-by-step approach to 
professional audio recording 

Covers the latest techniques 
for professional studio, 
home studio, and 
on-location 

Focal 
Press 

Covers practical tech-
niques and technical 
know-how 

Get creative with record-
ing, editing and mixing 
projects and unlock the 
potential of your system! 

The most up-to-date 
authoritative recording 
guide available 

Companion website 
includes examples, 
demos, updates, and 
discussions 

www.focalpress.com 
Order online before September 30th and save 10% 

Visit our website for more details and 

a full listing of available titles. 
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the New York powerhouse is in a better 
position than most of its competitors to test 
high-end, cutting-edge products. 

Among the latest consoles that have 
made their way up the facility's storied 
freight elevator are two Solid State Log-
ic XL 9000 K SuperAnalogue boards for 
its new Studio 6 and Studio 7, each 
equipped with 80 inputs and 5.1-chan-
nel capabilities. 

"One of the reasons we purchased two 
consoles was to allow clients to go back 
and forth between the two rooms," says 

Hit Factory CEO Troy Germano. "This ne-
cessitated making both control rooms 
identical to accommodate our clients." 

Other features of the XL 9000 K include 
an optimized signal path to address the 
needs of higher-sampled iecordings, a new 
automation computer that offers an online 
mix-and-compare function and SSL's Ad-
vanced Photo-Realistic Total Recall. 

SURROUNDED BY GLASS 
Riemnan, the multifaceted musi-

cian/conductor/arranger/producer/engi-
neer best known for his longstanding 
work with Philip Glass, is taking the com-
poser's recorded works to the next sonic 
frontier: surround. 

Riesman has been working on 5.1 
mixes of several Glass works, including 
"La Belle et La Bete," a performance piece 
that Glass wrote a few years ago to ac-
company Jean Cocteau's 1946 film classic 
of the same name. Although Glass' score 
is not being released as the "main" sound-
track to the film because of French copy-
right laws that prohibit the alteration of 
recorded works, the DVD medium made 
it possible for the Glass piece to appear as 
an "alternate" soundtrack on the French-
language disc. 

"This film has elements that lent them-
selves to mixing the soundtrack in sur-
round," observes Riesman, noting that the 
project was originally recorded on 48 
tracks. "There's the beast's domain, which 
is a magical realm that we'd struggled to 
render in the 2-track mix. There are 
beasts roaring off-screen, disembodied 
voices and other special effects. There are 
also bells, celestes, triangles and glock-
enspiels, which we were able to put in 
the surround field around the listener." 

Asked how he likes working in sur-
round, Riesman says, "I love it. I wish I 
could do everything this way." 

Send your NYC news to pverna@vernac 
ularmusic.com. 
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THE FAIT LANE  

—FROM PAGE 26, THREE'S COMPANY 

cause they don't even know that any-
thing is wrong in the first place. 

WHO'S DRIVIN' THAT TRAIN, 
HIGH ON ROGAINE? 
Engineers. the actual magicians. They 
don't get what they think they want at all, 
but they get what they need (that's what 
Mick says, anyway). 

Live sound engineers only have to get 

a good, stable mix sent to the house sys-
tem in the most unstable, hostile record-
ing environment known to man, while 
providing a useful monitor mix that lets 
every performer onstage hear himself as 
the leader with just enough band to stay 
in time and in tune. 

Oh, yeah, as soon as it's balanced and 
right, the vocalist will put the mic in his 
mouth and keep it there for half a song 
while the rhythm guitarist will pull his ear 
monitors out because he can't hear his 
amp. Never mind that neither of these 
things happened in soundcheck or in any 
of the small venues you did leading up to 
this live TV broadcast. 

Studio engineers are smashed be-
tween a rock and a hard roll, as well— 
saddled with the simple little job of 
making every person in the band happy 
with what they sound like, regardless of 
what they sound like, while silently and 
secretly changing EQs, levels, compres-
sion thresholds and reverb sends to 
make it work. And, of course, it's good 
if the producer's happy. In certain rare 
cases, it is suspected that there may 
even be a dialog between the engineer 
and producer, but this is, of course, un-
documented. 

Yes, only engineers can truly under-
stand the magical powers that lie in know-
ing what to do on the foldback bus and 
what not to do in the real mix. 

Only the engineer knows what to do 
when the talent gets all excited and flies 
into the control room saying he wants 
more, uh—more green, more wet, more 
honest, more raw, more throaty, more 
friendly, more intimate, or the well-
known more balls. 

The engineer knows to move the ink 
in a little closer to get the prox up a 
shade, drop a heavier pop down to keep 
it all from exploding, change the thresh-
olds a bit to squeeze him just a little 
more, crack 10k up a hair to make up for 
the pop filter, maybe de-tune the ADT a 
bit more, increase the pre-delay on the 
reverb send a bit. And, of course, the se-
cret is to let the talent watch all this ex-

cellent knob-turning. He also knows to 
keep the track he just printed before he 
did all this stuff, and last, but certainly far 
from least, to kick 130 Hz up 3 dB, bring 
up the reverb return 6 dB, and take the 
talent's overall level up another 6—in the 
monitor mix. 
When all of this is done correctly, the 

talent gives the old thumbs up, the pro-
ducer slyly and discretely nods down and 
up once with the edges of his mouth 
turned way down in that special "aawrii-
ight, I get it" way, then breaks out the good 
stuff, and finally a check comes in the mail. 

"Since I'm responsible 
for studios belonging to 
Bee Gees, Ringo Starr, Ricky Martin, Aerosmith, 
Olivia Newton-John, among others; My choice of 
protection is mission-critical. One major reason why 
I always count on SurgeX!" 

- David Frangioni I° 

Real engineers know more shit about 
more shit than it is possible to know 
about. They have to. They know that their 
cool British Wanker 200 Expressor has 
pins 1 and 3 reversed, and they know 
where the re-reversing adapter is. They 
know the Infernal EchoVerb gets crazy if 
somebody keys a Nextel, so it has to be 
in a grounded steel rack. Some have re-
placed every bypass and de-coupling cap 
in the console, and they know how to use 
what they gained from doing it. Hell, no-
body but other engineers even want to 
know what they know. 

Harsh Power Anomalies 
Are History 

No Noise Producing Greenwire 
Contamination 

Increased Headroom From 
Impedence Tolerant Filtering 

Non-MOV Technology 
Minimizes Data Errors 

Certified A-1-1 Surge 
Protection Technology 

SurgeX Will Not Fail 

www.surgex.com 
215.766.1240 

SX1115R, RT, RL 

SURGE 0 

When Downtime is NOT an Option 
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West L.A. Music 
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You've seen our 

equipment on stages 

all over the world. 

When you shop at 

West L.A. Music 

you'll be joining 

today's top pros. 

Call Today 310-477-1945 
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THE FAST LANE  

A good engineer keeps the world 
from exploding. He lets the talent know 
that he knows everything, while hiding 
that fact from the producer. He is the 
glue, the conduit and the universal 
translator. 

A PRIEST, A LAWYER AND A RABBI 

SIT DOWN AT A BAR... 

Three vocations, each dependent on the 
other two to survive. And as different as 
they are, musicians, producers and engi-
neers share something simple and won-
derful that is nothing short of amazing. 
Many are far too crazy to even realize it, 

but it is true nonetheless. We, the Three 
Musketeers, are all doing what we want. 
We might even be doing what we need. 
Sounds obvious, but it is very, very rare. 
Almost nobody in this world is actually 
doing what they want to make a living. 
Pumping gas, driving a cab, dropping 
fries at FatBurger, ringing up pantyhose at 
Macy's, selling used Toyotas. Is this what 
they want? And these are first-world oc-
cupations. 

We don't work. We play. We say we 
work, we think we work, and if we last 
more than a year or two, we must be tal-
ented. But if we stop to remember the 
jobs we had before we carved out our 
positions in this wonderful industry, we 
kind of have to face the fact that we play 
for a living now. And we do what very 
few can. Together, we create and capture 
living music using what the masses see as 
overwhelming, incomprehensible, alien 
technology. 
I don't really know if we should feel 

great or guilty about this, but we are all 
lucky, as each of us in this industry is ac-
tually doing what everybody we knew 
said we couldn't do. I recently found out 
what these advisers from my past are do-
ing now. I win. 

What we do does actually set us apart, 
who we are sets us apart, and perhaps our 
deep desire to be set apart sets us apart 
the most. 

In some way, each of us wields more 
power and control than normal earthlings, 
as each of us is involved in creating art 

that almost every person on the street en-
joys, and maybe even needs. Ain't that a 
kick in the head! • 

MC has matured somewhat and now rec-
ognizes that it is not really too cool to think 
of himself as superior because he is part of 
this industry. He no longer owns pupple 
leather pants. The gold lamé underwear, 
however... 
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INSIDER AUDIO  

—FROM PAGE 30, DUMBING DOWN THE DIAL 

where the short RF waves play pinball 
among the steel skyscrapers. So not long 
ago, I got in touch with Moates and asked 
him, "How do you keep the transmitters 
from clobbering each other?" His reply was, 
"We don't. They do." 

If WUMB hadn't grabbed those li-
censes, however, someone else would 
have, sooner or later, snatched them up. 
Moates explained, "While commercial 
FMs are assigned on a `spacing'-only ba-
sis, nonconunercials are assigned on a 
'contour' basis." Determining where a 
transmitter can be located involves plot-
ting signal-strength contours on every 
channel within 600 kHz of the desired 
one, as well as plus or minus 10.6 and 
10.8 MHz—the value of the Intermediate 
Frequency in superheterodyne FM re-
ceiver designs. (You see, I retained some-
thing from those days!) "A new station 
can then be dropped in, as long as its 
contours don't touch similar contours of 
any other station in a way that's prohib-
ited by FCC rules," he says. 

"The Falmouth and Worcester signals 
were 'holes' on our frequency near Boston 
that somebody was eventually going to file 

for, and then their signals and our signal 
would interfere badly in the overlap areas. 
So we filed for and got these two stations 
as a pre-emptive strike." 

WUMB's three 91.9MHz transmitters, it 
turns out, are not exactly on the same fre-
quency. "The FCC allows you to be up to 
2,000 Hz off-channel," explained Moates. 
"One is at 91.900088, and another is at 
91.899986. If you drive through the over-
lap area, your radio is receiving both sig-
nals, but they're almost never at the same 
level. So, your radio constantly jumps, and 
every time it jumps, you hear a little 'phht' 
of noise. It sounds like multipath, and it 
is, but instead of multiple reflections, it's 
caused by multiple transmitters. It's the 
'cellular' approach to broadcasting." 

Even more interesting is how they get 
the audio on the different transmitters to 
line up, so that when your radio goes from 
one "cell" to another, the music doesn't skip 
a beat. "We send the program audio to the 
transmitters as MPEG-2 on a pair of 56k 
dedicated phone lines," he told me. "The 
phone company doesn't offer anything be-
tween a 56k and a Ti service, which would 
cost us $2,000 a month and we can't afford 
that. They may give lines to some non-

commercial stations for free in exchange for 
promotional announcements, but we're not 
big enough for them to do that. So the pro-
cessing delay through the MPEG encoders 
and down those lines is about a quarter-
second. 

"Eventide Clockworks developed a 
special stereo delay for us, which was 
based on their profanity delay. It doesn't 
use bit-rate reduction, like most profanity 
delays, because we didn't want to do that 
twice. They modified it [from a typical five 
or 10 seconds] so that it could go down 
in increments of half a cycle at 8 kHz. We 
can set it up to match the line delay so 
that the audio to all of the transmitters is 
phased within 25 or 30 degrees of each 
other at 5 kHz." 

Despite its low power, WUMB has 
loyal listeners, like me, all over eastern 
Massachusetts. I live on a hill about 12 
miles northeast of the transmitter: With a 
good telescope, I could probably see it. 
And, up until about a year ago, I could lis-
ten to it on an old Sony cassette boom-
box while I made breakfast. Upstairs in 
my studio, it's always been nothing but 
hum and noise, but I've attributed that to 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 200 

Paul du Gre' Discovered That Solid Silver 
Cables Really Do Make A Difference... 
Tracking in analog is truly an art and Paul du Gre' is considered one of the 
masters. He has recorded Bad Religion. Los Lobos, Rosie Flores, Dave 
Alvin and the seminal guitarist Leo Kottke. Having recently added DB digital 
conversion in his studio to archive & master 24 tracks at 96K. he knows what 

he hears—what works and what doesn't. 

Currently, Paul is tracking Leo Kottke and Mike Gordon of Phish on their duet 
CD. The entire front end In Paul's studio uses Zaolla Microphone. 

Instrument, SiPDIF and Clock cables. Leo. has added the G Series 

Silverline cable to his live rig because "...[Leo] no longer has to EQ the highs 
of his 12 string and can't wait to take this cable mi the road." 

Paul knows Zaolla Silverline cables outperform what he considered to be the 
best copper cables around and believe it. he simply is not easily impressed. "I like the completely open sound, without 

coloration of the highs and more definition in the bass and mids, these cables articulate the sounds I record, as I 

actually hear them." 
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ZAOLLA. 6920 HERMOSA CIRCLE, BUENA PARK, CA90620. PHONE 714-736-9270 FAX 714-522-4540 VVebsite wvone zaolla corn 
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MIX STUDIO SHOWCASE 

bese 
441g , producc,ons 

600 square foot tracking room, 
boasting acoustically matched 
mahogany walls and maple floors. 

You will hear the difference' 

2715 81st street 

lubbock, tx 79423 

MAAN.digitalbase.com 

1 800 776 1446 

Computer Telephony 

Post Production 

Custom Audio for Film and Video 

Surround Sound 

Multimedia Production 

Film and Video Production 

Editing 

OVO Authoring 
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With two mobile recording 
studios, 48 tracks of analog or 

digital, over 20 years of experience, 
and a commitment to excellence, 
Big Mo Recording can help make 
your next live recording a success. 

• Dave Brubeck • Faith Hill 

• Quincy Jones • Fuel • Lifehouse 

• ABC Television • Incubus 

• Fox Television • Foo Fighters 

301.562.9360 
fax: 301.608-0789 

www.BigMoRecording.com 

SOME CHOICES WE MAKE ARE EASIER THAN OTHERS... 
When it comes to advertising — 

BIGGER Is BETTER 
So is a Showcase ad in four color 

Now you have two more choices to 
reach those who keep our 
industry alive: 

1. Run a minimum 6x contract (1/6 page) 
and we'll give you the color and online 

showcase for KLE!!! 

2. Run a minimum 3x contract (1/2 page) 
and we'll give you the color and online 

showcase for '11FE!!! 

For STUDIO SHOWCASE advertising contact SHAWN LANGWELL at.... 
Phone: (707) 778-6296 • Fax: ( 707) 658-1823 

E-mail: slangwel12@attbi.com 
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EXTASY RECORDING 

STUDIOS 

EXTASY 

MASTERING 
8000 Beverly Boulevard 

Los Angeles CA 90048 

323-655-9200 fax 323-655-0947 

SONIC SOLUTIONS HD 

db TECHNOLOGIES 

T.C. ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 6000 

MANLEY ANALOG PROCESSING 

MASTERING FROM 

PROTOOLS, OAT, 1630 , 1/4", 1/2" 

AND 1" STEREO 

5.1 MASTERING 

5.1 FROM STEREO PROCESSING 

AUDIO RESTORATION 

CO DUPLICATION 

Artisan Recorders 
Mobile 

P.O. Box 70247 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307 

(954) 566-1800; Fax (954) 566-3090 
e-mail: mobile red@aol.com 

www.artisaimobile.com 

For over 20 years, Artisan Record-

ers has been providing excellence 

in remote recording and broadcast. 

Along with an extensive array of 

equipment in a comfortable aes-

thetic environment, our "Mobile 

Red" studio boasts an expert staff 

of technicians with a love of music 

and a desire for perfection. Cur-

rently touring with ABC's Tom 

Joyner Morning Show. When you 

rock, we roll. 
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NPR 

635 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001-3753 

(202) 513-2482; Fax: (202) 513-3033 
e-mail: rgi@npr.org 
www.npr.orgistudios 

Located in downtown Washing-

ton, D.C., Studio 4A offers a spec-

tacular recording environment 

well-suited to all music genres. 

Studio 4A, at 2,600 sq. feet, is one 

of the largest recording facilities 

on the East Coast. We offer digi-

tal and analog multi-track record-

ing, an extensive mic collection, 

digital editing suites and CD mas-

tering. NPR also offers satellite 

uplinking, fiber-optic and ISDN 

capabilities worldwide. 

GREAT VIBE AND CLASSIC EQUIPMENT LOCATED ON 4TH STREET AND BROADWAY IN MANHATTAN 
STUDIO A OVERDUB AND MIX STUDIO X EDIT STUDIO 66 OFF-SITE GUERILLA RECORDING AND PRE- PRODUCTION 

64 CHANNEL API LEGACY CONSOLE 12 CHANNEL NEVE SIDECAR MOTH WITH NEVE FLYING FADERS 

STUDER A800 TWO INCH AMPEX AIR 102 HALF INCH 32 I/O PROTOOLS MIX PLUS SYSTEM 

ATC 150 SPEAKERS EMT 140 PLATE REVERB TELEFUNKEN 047 NEUMANN M4 

JAR VIS HAS WHAT YOU NEED TO MAKE GREAT RECORDS 

FOR MORE INFO: JARV IS NYC.COM 212 253 0079 , — 

FOR STUDIO ADVERTISING, contact SHAWN LANGWELL al 1707) 778-6296; e-mail: slangwell2riattbi.com wwirmixonline.com • MIX, July 2002 193 



Samson - S-Phone Headphone Amplifer (SPHONESXX) 

g g trine 

Presonus - Digimax 8 Channel Microphone Preamp (PDIGIMAXX) 

Mark of the Unicorn - 896 96 kHz Firewire Audio I/O (M896XXXXX) 

) 4•811•91 • 
dbx - 376 Mic Preamp (0376XXXXX) 

Millennia Media - Sn-1 Tube- Solid State Mir Pre 
iMORIGINXX, 

TC Electronic - Finalizer 96K Multi-Effect Processor (TFINAL9610 

Roland - Fantom 
Synthesizer 

(RFANTDNIXX) 

Yamaha - AW2816 
Digital Multi Track 
(YAW21116XX) 
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Avalon - VT- 7375P Microphone Preamp (A737SP) 
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Focusrite - ISA-430 Signal Processor (FISA430XX) 

Digidesign - 96 I/Or. 24-Bit/192kHz Multi- Channel Audio Interlace 
(DMH096XXX) 

Manley - Tube Preamp/Compressorel/De-Esser/Limiter 
(MVOXBOX) 

• • MindPrint DTC 2- Channel Dual Tube Preamp 
(MDTCXXXX) 

Akai - MPC-4000 Music Production 
Center (AMPC4000X) 

Zoom - MRS- 1644C0 Digital 
%Ir Multitrack 

time...de with CD Burner 
(ZMRS1044C) 

Korg - Triton LE 76 Note Synthesizer 
(KTRITLE76) 

Mackie D8B 
8- Bus iVlixer MÓ8B) 

Roland - VS-248000 
24- Track Digital 
Multitrack 
(RVS2480CD) 

Korg - 01600 V40 
Digital Multitrack Studio 

with built-in CORW2xlix CD 
Burner and 40GB HD 

(K01600V40) 
'1 'ruff, '' 
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Emagic 
Logic Audio SO 
Mac (ELA5MXXXX) 
Windows (ELA5WXXXX) 

Emagic - Logic Control (ELOGCONLY) 
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Steinberg - Nuendo 
Audio/Sequencing 
Software 
(Mac)(SNUL-NDOMXI 
Windows (SNUENDOXX) 

MENTION CODE 

SAP4MXDP 
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AKG - Solid Tube 'le 
Microphone (ASOLIDT) 

1.â 

AKG - C4000 Condenser 
Microphone (AC4000) 

RODE - NT-K Studio 
Vocal Microphone 
(RNTKXXXXX) 

RODE - NT-K Studio Vocal 
Microphone (RNTKXXXXX) 

Tannoy - System 800A Powered 
Studio Monitors (TSYS800A) Genelec - 1030A Bi-amplified Powered 

Studio Monitors (61030AMP) 

AKG - C1000S 
Condenser 

Microphone 
(AC1000S) 

Sennheiser - MD421 
Microphone 
(SMD42111) 

Dynaudio Acoustics - BM6A Active In 

Event - PS8 
Powered 
Studio 
Monitors 
(EPS8XXXXX) 

AKG - C414B/ULS 
Condenser Microphone 

(AC414BULS) 

Neumann 4, 
TLM103 Microphone .10 

(NTLM183) 

Audio Technica - AT4047 
Microphone (AAT4047) 

Denon - DN-055OR Dual Drive CD-R & CD-RW Recorder 
(DONC550RX) 

Blue Sky - 2.1 Studio Monitor System (821SYSTEM) 

HH8 - COR-850 CD Recorder 111CDR850 

Alesis - HD-24 Digital Multitrack lAHD24XXXX) 

Tascam - MX2424 Digital Multitrack (TMX2424XX) 

Apogee - Native Tools (ANA17001) 

Studio Monitor (MI6 AXXXX) 
BUY AT THE NATION'S LOWEST PRICE!  
AND DEAL DIRECTLY WITH OUR  
KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES TEAM!  

dynaudio° YAMAHA TASCAM emalic 

te-eleCtr011iC Stalnbarg KORG SAMSON ALESIS Focusrite 
IVIACKIM Roland RoDE: AKAI IMAVALON 
GENELEC sEpowilEisER DESIGN 

!tr am!"  ,n2 
siffloy SHURE AKG DEMON   db 
fli,tarckornof,t..nec j• audio-technica Z4E-2: rA Pill' lib rpm+ lead cliclicilesigri 

!\4illei luid 
Musk ts Media System, LO sky 

MANLEY 
I wousInsue. I 

HOLLYWOOD, CA NEW YORK, NY MIAMI LAKES, FL NASHVILLE, TN 

(323) 874-8205 (212) 586-1100 (305) 626-9231 (615) 860-7475 



High-Definition Digital Audio, INorkstatiO 

192 I/OTM 
24-Bit/192kHz 

Mult:-Channei Audio Interfece 

96 IOTM 
High-Ouality 24-Bit/192k/íz 

Mult;-Channel Audio Interf2ce 

OPP e  mamma. «. ae • 

Pre TM High Performance 
Remote Controllable 

Eight-Channel Mic Preamp 

Sync I/O TM Robust Versatile 
Synchronization Device 

COP •••• 

MIDI I/O TM 
Professionai Multi-Port MIDI Interface 

In the world of audio Droduction, Pro Tools has grown to become the 
digital audio workstation of choice for professionals working in 
music, post-procuction,broadcast and mdtimedia. Now, with a 
Grammy for Excellence in Technica: Achievement for Pro Tools124 
MIX systems, Dig:design is once again pushing the envelope in the 
world of digital audio. Artists, engineers, mixers and producers, 
brace yourselves for the bes: sounding.most powerful Pro Tools 
system ever: Pro Tools/HO. Sam Ash Pre invites you to come 
into any of our dedicated Digidesign/Pro Tools demo centers where 
our Pro Audio Specialists will guide you through the finer points of 
Digidesign software and hardware! 

4.9 gr. ort 
'fair 

PRO TOOLS 
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The Nuendo Studio System offers a complete 
24 bit / 96kHz native based audio production solu-
tion consisting of The Nuendo Software, The 
Nuendo Surround Edition, The Nuendo PCI 96-52 
and The Nuendo 8 I/0 / 96kHz. Available for Mac or 
PC based systems. 

Nuendo is an audio production application for the 
Windows 98 and Windows 2000 platforms. NUENDO 
features up to 200 tracks of 24 bit/96 kHz digital 

audio, advanced-
featured surround 
mixing, a Video-
Track, and MIDI-
Tracks, along wi:h 
the most compre-
hensive functions 
for digital audio 
available. 
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Sam Ash Proa, a proud dealer of all Steinberg/Nuendo 
products, invites you to come into any of our Pro Audio stores 
and deal directly with our knowlegleable sales team when you're 
ready to Nrciase any Steinberg/Nuendo software or hardware 
for your studio! 

Houston ;s a MIDI/USB remote controller specifically engineered for 
Steinberg's VST engine. Nine 100mm touch sensitive 
motorized faders, eight rotary 
encoders with LED 
position iecators 
and a matrix of 
buttons bring all 
aspects cf the 
Nuendo mixer 
within easy 
reach. 

Nuendo Audio/ink 96 
Versatile 24bit/ 96 kHz Audio Interface Components 
The introduction o the new Nuendo Audiolink 96 Series enables 

Nuendo users to build up a system which 
meets the specific demands of their current 
working environment. Studio or Location, 

Laptop or Desktop, PC 
- or Macintosh. 
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Lt Ji 

MENT1ON CODE 

SAPOSMIWP 

HOLLYWOOD, CA NEW YORK, NY MIAMI LAKES, FL NASHVILLE, TN 
(323) 874-8205 (212) 586-1100 (305) 626-9231 (615) 860-7475 



Advertiser Index 
ADVERTISER WEBSITE PAGE ADVERTISER WEBSITE 

Acoustic Systems www.acousticsystems.com 68 Lynx Studio Technology www.lynxstudio.com 

Acoustical Solutions www.acousticalsolutions.com 10 Mackie ( D8B) www.mackie.com 

Acoustics First www.acousticsfirst.com 48 Mackie www.mackie.com 

Alesis (Masterlink) www.alesis.com 23 Mackie (UAD-1) www.mackie.com 

Alexis (HD24) www.alesis.com 43 Macworld Conference & Expo www.macworldexpo.com 

AMEK www.amek.com 9 Manny's Music www.mannysmusic.com 

Aphex wvn.v.aphex.com 69 Mark of the Unicorn VAVW.MOW.COM 

Apogee Electronics www.nativetools.com 21 Merging Technologies wvmmerging.com 

Argosy Console www.argosyconsole.com 177 MIDIMAN/Groove Tubes www.midiman.com 

Ashly Audio www.ashly.com 77 Miller & Kreisel www.mkprofessional.com 

Audio-Technica www.audio-technica.com 5 Music Industries Corp. www.musicindustries.com 

Auralex www.auralex.com 58 Musician's Atlas www.musiciansatlas.com 

B&H Photo-Video www.bhphotovideo.com 219 Musician's Friend www.musiciansfriend.com 

Bellari www.bellari.com 76 NAB Broadcasters www.nab.org 
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Belmont University, Mike Curb School of Music 

Center for Digital Imaging and Sound 
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FOR FREE INFORMATION FROM MIX ADVERTISERS, VISIT 

www. mixonline. com/rs 
Mix's Online Reader Service is the cluick and 

easy way to contact advertisers to receive 

FREE product information. Simply go to 

www.mixonline.com /rs. From our Online 

Reader Service page you can then select the is-

sues and the advertisers you are interested in. 

It's that simple. Your request is immediately e-

mailed to the advertiser. 

Also, while you're there, take a moment to com-

plete our RATE THE ARTICLES survey in each is-

sue. We want to know what works for you! 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO READERS: 

Reader service nquiries are sent directly to the advertiser, who 

is solely responsible for sending product information. Mix mag-

azine can not guarantee a response from all advertisers. 

MIX ADVERTISER SALES REGIONS AND REPRESENTATIVES 
Northwest/North Central SouthwEst 

Greg Sutton Albert Margolis 

847/968-2390 949/582-2753 

gsuttoneprimediabusiness.com amargoluslpnmediabusiness.com 

East Coast/Europe Production Facilities Classifieds 

Michele Kanatous Shawn Langwell 

718/832-0707 707/778-6296 

mkanatousgprimediabusmess cam slangwell2gattbt com 

Kevin Blackford (West Coast) 
Jason Smith (East Coast) 

800/544-5530 or 510/653-3307 

mocclass@pnmed[abusIness corn 
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ThE #1 I 
Music Industry 

DirEdory 

Over 15,000 
leusic Busines 

Contacts 
• Record label A&R 
• Radio program director 
• Talent buyers • 
• Film & TV 
music supervisors 
• Managers 
• Agents 
* Lawyers 
• Distributors 
• Publishers 
• Producers 
• Radio promoters 
* Music journalists 
• CD manufacturers 
* Merchandisers 
• and much more. 

ViS it www. MusiciansAtlas.com 

or send $29.90 for each Atlas 

or $ 158.90 for each CD-Rom to:. 

The Musician's Atlas 1  

P.O. Box 682, Nyack, NY 10960 
dismisimasagaurdite _dmixam 

INSIDER AUDIO  

—FROM PAGE 191, DUMB1NG DOWN THE DIAL 

the enormous amount of RF junk my 
computers and audio gear generates. (In-
stead, when I'm working, I listen to it on 
the Web. It isn't pretty, but it's better than 
the beer and junk food commercials on 
the stations that do make it through the 
noise.) 

Last year, however, the cassette mech-
anism in the Sony bit the dust. I replaced 
the boom-box with one of those snazzy, 
feature-filled Cambridge Soundworks CD/ 
FM two-tweeters-and-a-sub systems. It 
sounded great on the commercial band 
and on the big educational stations, but 
WUMB nearly disappeared altogether. 
When I tried to listen to it, I'd get occa-
sional little wisps of guitar or hammer dul-
cimer, which were quickly buried by dis-
tortion and hash. Vowing to reclaim my 
family's right to listen to Arlo Guthrie and 
John Gorka over our morning coffee, I put 

up a rooftop antenna, and with a map and 
a compass, I pointed it right at the Quincy 
transmitter. The noise just got louder. My 
wife demanded that we bring back the 
Sony, broken tape player or no. 

It wasn't the three transmitters that were 
conspiring against me—I'm far enough 
from Worcester and Falmouth so that they 
aren't a factor. And there's nothing partic-
ularly powerful that's close to 91.9 on the 
dial that might be blowing it away, so I 
couldn't blame it on the new radio's pre-
sumably better sensitivity. 

Moates straightened it out for me. In 
between me and WUMB's tower, directly 
in the line of sight, are the two biggest 
transmitter sites in town: the Prudential 
Center and the John Hancock building. 
They are pumping out so much FM, TV 
(including one almost-unwatched station 
with a million watts ERP), microwave, 
taxicab calls and God knows what other 
kind of electromagnetic energy that the 
tuner in this fancy radio literally can't pick 
out that tiny little 660-watt signal from the 
others—no matter how far away in the 
spectrum they are. 

"All that RF energy is causing inter-
modulation products," Moates explained. 
'When two or more stations have trans-
mitter sites near each other, they can mix 
together and cicate additional signals on 
other fiequencies that shouldn't exist. By 
FCC rules, those products are supposed to 
be at least 80 dB below the main signal 
[about .01% of the power of the station or 
less]. But when you've got ERPs like 50,000 
watts, even 80 dB down is still a consider-
able amount of energy, when you compare 
it to our 660-watt signal after it's traveled 

10 miles or more. [You can read the actual 
wording of the rule, if you're really inter-
ested, on mixonline.com.] 

"Intennodulation can also happen in 
receivers," Moates continues. "Digital 
tuners, especially the cheap ones that they 
use in these mini-systems, have varactor 
diodes in the front-end circuitry, which 
tune the radio when a DC reverse-bias 
voltage is varied by a microprocessor. 
When you tune the radio, you're just 
changing this DC voltage. 

"But these diodes are easily over-
loaded, and when they are, they start con-
ducting forward on the high-RF energy, 
causing the radio to create its own 'inter-
modulation' products. And that's why you 
get all that interference. 

"It's a kind of `dumbing-down' of 
consumer electronics. The manufacturers 
don't want to let you adjust anything. 
They've even taken out the Mono switch, 
which you used to be able to use to help 
receive difficult stations. They've replaced 

it with an automatic circuit that blends the 
highs progressively as the signal weakens. 
What you end up with is a mono signal, 
but you don't know that because the 
'stereo' light is still on!" 

That's also why the old Sony boom-
box's tuner worked: It was analog. It is 
why the $600 over-powered, over-featured 
digital receiver in my studio can't pick up 
the station. And, it's why the ancient 
Onlcyo receiver in my bedroom can get 
WUMB most of the time: It's analog, too, 
and it has a really helpful Mono button. 

The manager of the Cambridge Sound-
works store who sold me the radio admit-
ted that people don't buy it for the tuner: 
"They just buy it for the CD." Another com-
pany that produces a high-end tabletop ra-
dio has, said Moates, "this beautiful $300 
box, which they put a $9.95 tuner in." 
Moates wouldn't let me quote him saying 
the name of the company because of their 
propensity for taking legal action against 
their critics. (Another source I talked to said 
he was once quoted in an article referring 
to the company as "litigious," and immedi-

ately got a call from their lawyer demand-
ing a retraction.) 

So where besides at an antique store 
can you get an analog FM radio that can 
pull in these valuable and underpowered 
stations in this digital age? Therein lies an-
other tale, which is going to have to wait 
until next month. 

Paul Lehrman, like a vintage tube, is just 
getting warmed up. View his latest projects 
at www.paul-lehrman.com. 
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Call Us now! Check us out on the web! The absolute best value on all the brands you 

www.›Hkon AUDIO .CC)rr trust to get the job done the right way! 

1 -800-214-9222 1200 Marshall Street,Shreveport, LA 71101 We trade keyboards!!!  
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The most powerful digital 
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act ve reference 
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/ SHURE» 
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everything SHURE. 
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SALE; PULE FREE ADHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM- ACOUSTIC FOAM 

I GIANT 54" x 54" 3" Reg $39" Now 629" 
IMMEDIATE SHIPPING 2" Reg. $29" Now $19" 

Kill Noise Quick! Maximum density, full-size sheets of 
Markerfoam offer super-effective sound absorption for studios 
worldwide. Easy to mount in your choice of Blue or Gray. 
Markerfoam offers the best value and looks professional. Request your 
Catalog, specs & free samples today ! 

Bass Traps 
Jnique, low frequency dif-
fuser blades zut in a trian-
gular profile mounts with 
ease to walls & room cor-
ners for perfect low end 
control. • 23.5" H nil* D 
• Charcoal Tay. 519.99 each. 

16" Blade Tiles 
Hi:jh performance, low, low 
cost!!' America's best 
acoustic tile value only 
horn Markertek! 

2" Charcoal or Blue S3A9Ible 
J" Charcoal or .............. 
4" Charcoal $5,49119. 

Jumbo Sound Blankets 
Heavy-duty 76" x 68" padded blankets absorb sound wherever they're 
hung or draped. Fabulots for stage, studio and field use. Top profes-
sional quality at a super saver price! Weight: 6 lbs. Black. $19.99 
FREE with aiy 6 shee: 'Gam purchase in this ad - Mar:ertek Foam 
Adhesive! Limited offer A $8.95 per tube value. 

FREE 
Americas most unique catalog featuring 364 pages of over 
16,000 exclusive and hard-to-find supplies for Pro Audio, 
Broadcast Video, Audio Visual & Multimedia production. 

adakFraçfn-ramte 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

New York • Las Vegas 

800-522-2025 • Fax: 845-246-1757 • www.markertek.com • sales@markertek.com 

I L2 
g ALESIS 

Roland 
FANTOM M1 Active  
The beast in Factory Demo for $349! 
the titanium 
cage is here! KORg 

Karma - Synth Reborn 

www.vintageking.com 
The largest vintage Ilection the world. 
Aardvark 

AEA Ribbon Mics 
AKG 
Allen Smart 
Amek 
API 
ATC 
3ryston 
3rauner 
CAD Microphones 
Chandler Limited 
Chord 
Coles 
Joking 
OB technologies 
Drawmer USA 
EA Ribbon Mics 
Fairman - TSC. 
Fatso Jr. Distressor 
Furmar 
Genelec 
Korby Audio Technologies 
KRK 
MTA 
PAutron:cs 
Neumann 
PMC 
Richard Gray 
Royer 
.Shermcn Filter Bank 
Sontec 
Soundelux Microphones 
Terre Sonde 
Universal Audio 
Uptown Automation 

We now stock the finest new prod able. 
PH: 313-965-0645 FAX. 248-591-9281or info@ king.com 
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WITH OVER 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE & IN-HOUSE FACILITIES, WE'LL PRODUCE 
YOUR CD, VINYL & CASSETTE PROJECT WITH THE EXCELLENCE IT DESERVES! 

300 
CD PACKAGE: NEW PRICE! 

.$775 
INCLUDES: ORIGINATION • I (OLOR I . PAGE BOOKLET 

AND TRAY CARD' • I (OLOR (D LABEL IMPRINTING' 

• JEWEL BOX 8. SHRINK WRAP • DUCK TURNAROUND 
• from your prof ready frlrn bn Ruins specs) 

10011 
CD PACKAGE: 

>SAGE 

NEW PRICE! 

$1099 

INCLUDES: ORIGINATION • FULL (OLOR 4- PAGE BOOKLET' 
(INSIDE WI) and 4- COLOR TRAY CARD' • 
2-(OLOR LABEL IN RINTING' • 

0 JEWEL BOX 8, SHRINK WRAP • QUICK TURNAROUND 
' from yoor pert - recur), Irlo, fm Roinbos spear 

ASK FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE! 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley St. • Santa Monica,CA 90404 • (310) 829-3476 
Far 310 018-8765 • www.rainborecords.com • info@rainborecords.com CO 

_CDs, DVD, EVEHTHING  
MULTI-MEDIA! 

Bu Direct and Save Call Eastco 

It's a no-brainer. 
If only everything 
were this easy, • 

e, 
1000 CDs $499 
Bulk 3 Cabe Menu M Walk 

100 CDs $299 
Ceekeplete Package Includes FULL COLOR insert, trammel, 
ghat on disc printing, jewel case and shrinkeirap. 

CD • CD-ROM • DVD • Enhanced CDs 
Authoring • Mastering • WWW 
Tape Duplication • Design • Printing/Packagin 

. flEASTC0 I'kO rtlE,D.111 www.eastcepro.cem 
Cal today tor 2002 

1-800-365-8273 Free Color Catalog 
serving the world Since 1985 

CD & DVD Duplication 

• Duplicators 

• Printers 

• Blank Media 

• Video Conversion 

• Duplication Services 

New! 
VHS to DVD 
Conversion 

M TIMEDIA RECORDING SYSTEMS 

WWW.GOMRS.COM 

1-800-769-2715 

Quality Duplication Services 

DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

MASTERING 

WEB DESIGN 

WEB SALES 

DISTRIBUTION 

PROMOTION 

12 DAY TURNS 

1:1 GLASS 

FREE 
3rd color on CD 
On CO Films 

Top Spine Labels 
Promo Discs 

30 min Graphics 
CDFreedom.com 

Barcode 
Web page w/samples 

Internet sales 
E-Commerce 

retail ready cds all inclusive 

500/S1149 1K /$1,229 2K /$1,899 
2 PP 41 color, 4 0 tray, 3 color an CD ponting, 

assembly b overwrap, CD films, 1/2 hr. graphIcs time, 
no glass master charges!, Plus ( DFreedom com 

barcode, e-commerce, web page, 
top spine labels Er promo prep. 

mastering 

Mastering Special $295 
Sequencing, equalization, compression/limiting, up to 
12 songs, 5 hrs. of mastering, CO master U reference. 

Master in one of the Northeast's finest rooms! 

Specialized 

all you need $1,799 
1K CD's, Mastering & Design 

Mastering Package, 5 hours design, 
4 PP 4/1 color, 4i0 tray, 3 color on CO, assembly Er 

overwrap, CD films, no glass master charge!, 
Plus: CDFreedom.com, bancale, e-commerce, 
web e, t sine labels & romo r. 

real digipaks 
Don't be duped' by folks selling you some cheap imitaban 

Gel be real thing:4pp DigPaks. 3 color on CD pnnting. Fie output 
proofs,assemNy & ovenvrap, no glass master charge. 

2K $1.70 each 

PRICES CHANGE USUALLY GO DOWN 
TO PREPARE FILES TO OUR SPECS 

VISIT US ON THE WEB. 

www,artistdevelopmenticom 

cM,01110,,„,,„,,,,,„„,„„c i or toll free 888-782-2378 

morph your 
workspace 
with your 

workstyle 

sit-to-stontiaajostability! 

hicPmcPAreflu  
call for free ergonomic furniture 

catalog 888 302—DESK 

',i4r)itire-rretitti ccrri 
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eielv Recerds 
Posters 
Barcodes 
Mastering 
Cassettes 
CD 8, DVD 
Packaging 
Graphic Design 

lee P ngServices 

100 Re ail CDs complete! 

,4•dx. ,..igxiebt.myttnycixtm, 
in* Folcoler„ 

'0,00E,Mne5 

1000 retail ready cd 
package now starting 

at only $990! 

e 560 
We will beat any of our competitors prices on CDs, CDR. DVD and cassette 

packages by as much as 5%. Call for details! 

The first and only one-year audio program 

to focus on digital surround sound production 

and mixing for visual media. 

Nov,/ at Vancouver Fi fi Scriool 

1.-800-661-41.oi souncl@vfs.com vfs.com 

The Audio Toolbox. 
The amazing DSP-powered acoustical analysis, 
audio test, calibration and troubleshooting tool. 

Functions 
SPL • 1/12 octave RTA • RT60 • Energy Time Graph 
Distortion Meter • Speaker Polarity • Signal Generator 
Frequency Counter • Stereo dB Meter • MIDI Analyzer 
Audio Scope w/phase • Impedance Meter • Cable Tester 
Time Code Generator / Reader / Re-gen / Analyzer 
Headphone Monitor Amp • Phantom Power Tester 

PC/Mac Interface • 40 memories • more... 

• Tel: 303 545 5848 
rel e- Fax: 303 545 6066 

Toll-free: 888 433 2821 
TerraSonde www.terrasonde.com 

Available in 
Rack-mount. Plus. 

aid Standard 
modds (shown). 

VT-2 Dual-Channel Vacuum Tube Microphone Preamplifier 

\n one ho has heard it knows . . . 

D.W. FEARN $ 610-793-2526 
610-793-1479 fax 

www.dwfearn.com no Box 57 • Pocopson, PA • 19366 • U SA. 

WANT GEAR? 
PUT YOUR MAGAZINE 
DOWN AND CHECK OUT 
OUR HOT, NEW WEBSITE. 

WE GOT GEAR!! 

We buy, sell, & trade the finest 

new, used, & vintage studio 

equipment in the world! 

STUDIO PACKAGES AND FINANCING 

AVAILABLE! 

615-269-0704 
www.primalgear.com 

Audio Dynamix Mfg., www CDxDVD com 

170 Coolidge Ave. Englewood. 54107631 • tel. 201.547.5488 fax. 201-567.5411 • 1-800-4551589 

DV D's Dire.:t 
Complete Package Includes films. printing 
DUD Box 8 Paclaging From a castumen 

'b supplied DLT or [MIR 

i.A1e1f • 

z 
2000 $3400 

CD's Complete Paciiage Includes Films 8 Procls 
or 3 color on CD 

1 reference CD. 4 page colo, Printing-41. r-
Jewel box & 1000 ljj1:1 
Packaging 
+20 free posters 

2000 $2500 
000 $5000 

Smell-Run Special of 500 CDs f or $1000 

CD Business Card 
or reinidisc 3,or 

with vinyl sleeve 

2000 $1600 

CD-ROM 
CD-AUDIO 
CASSETTE 

VINYL 
VHS 

au7•_-1 I 
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s A SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
7 V nelson...0.4,e and ,-;lutonlatIon 

Transform Your PC Into A Powerful 
Spectral Analysis System 

Call To Order 1-800-401-3472 

Fax: 408-378-6847 
info@soundtechnology corn 

http://www.soundtechnology.com 

I lai I Sol I LSI Llet Mo 

The Best In Test offers a totally new dimension in Audo Tesbng 

n11 under one Door! 

FREE CATALOG or 
CUSTOM QUOTE Cs/rya/Ate Pachal as 

C C  Tail ikameting grata/tics and Aintin9 

MUSIC ers.  

di/reef & JOUE 
r...„ eGfl1f d VL5, Kere,tr;on 

&smug Pupe,r;nit 

You'll Hear & Feel 000409*9155 
the Difference 

LABELING& 
PACKAGING 
FROM YOUR DESKTOP 
DESIGN PRINT PACKAGE 

MATT 1,111 

NEATO... YOUR fil SOURCE for 

RECORDING SUPPLIES 

Media Labeling Products 

888-317-5667 
www.neato.com 

MUI-9 

VVVA IZE 

- //VC 

NrpOL 
Get more out of your MIDI mixer with 

Voyager Sound's new GraphiMix02. 

This revolutionary software significantly 

reduces production time, greatly improves 

ease-of-use for digital audio mixers, and 

enhances artistic control. GraphiMix is 

deal for post production, film audio mix, 

and sound reinforcement. 

Download a free demo today! 

WWW.VOYAGERSOUND CON1 

f IL1111 IL» 

SOUND 

GET 111 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 

Progressive Music  
,,.p r,:2, ecds.com Avail: VISA & 

Master Card  

2116 Soudwiew Ave. 

'whoa, FL 33606 

(813) 251-8093 

FAX '813) 251-6050 
Toll Free: (800)421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

ALL COMPLETE: 
Full color Retail Reads Pkgs. midi inserts  

front our CDr & Filio 

SOI CD'S (n 509enn. 1000 (DSO S1175.151 

...also... 
•NEW!SHORT RUN RETAIL RF:ADY 

CD PACK J000 color inwre, printed 
on a real offset priming preNN-

iiiii some cheap digital color copier!!! 
Jun el,: s digoal an or a plu,., & mockup :Ind 
un il do all ihe [se Ole , eira prou to go a 

nuomag deal on redrder!!! 
100(eS4.89.1NI, 200e$689. 300(n$889 

ANCHOR Your Speakers 
With 

Sound Anchor Stands 

SOUND ANCHORS is your first choice when it 
comes to speaker stands for your studio. We have a 
complete range of designs to fill any speaker stand 
requirements. 

The Adjustable Stand in this picture is designed 
to support small to mid sized monitors behind the 
console 

STABLE RIGID DAMPED 

Sound Anchors Inc. 

Phone/Fax (321) 724-1237 
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Put Your Mac in a Rock 
Rackmounts for Macintosh and Macintosh accessories 

tie Marathon G• Rack 

Innovative rackmount 
solutions for G3, G4, 

iMac, monitors, 
keyboards and more. 

www.marattioncomputer.com 
info@marathoncomputencom 

800 • 832 • 6326 

MARATHON 
COMPUTER 

Ear Q Hearing Analyzer 
The most important piece of gear 

in your tool kit 

For Studios, live sound, and schools 

Includes: 

Sennheiser HD 280 high attenuation dynamic 
headphones, Calibrator and Ear Q software 

-- Checks hearing curve from 60-20khz 
-- Usable with many in-ear monitors 
-- Provides suggested EQ settings 

Pro tools Monitoring breakthrough 

In the end it's always analogue. 

Post Production, Mastering, \fideo Lditing 

M3PH 
Passive stepped attenuator. Four balanced stereo inputs, 

Three alternate speaker outputs, mono switch & UR mutes 

Surround Mixing, 

SP.5. 1 
Six balanced inputs and outputs, Stepped attenuator, 

Six individual level trims & mutes switches. 

Aiculali 

Udi0 

(516) 334-7109 

coley@colemanaudio.com 
www.colemanaudio.com 

Coleman Audio being used daily by: 

The Dave Mathews Band, Stevie Wonder, 
Ray Charles, Paul Simon. Beastie Boys 

NBC Saturday Night Live, CBS Sports. 

ABC Radio Today. Discovery Channel. 
ry 

oint -to- Point• C lass A 

PAL Plus • Mic Pre, Optical Limiter, Line Amp 
Hi-Z Instrument Prearrip, Single Channel 

Y7s MkIll • Mic Pre, Ribbon Pre, Line Amp 
Hi-Z Instrument Preamp, Dual Channel 

L2M MkIl• Stereo Mastering Limiter, Line Amp 
Outboard Power Supply, Multi-Channel Link 

All Tube • All Transform er 

requisiteAudio.com 
818-247-2047 

returc nri.\.(,,i/inc cum • MIX. juiy 200.2 205 



kno 
Lunn 
Mdgg 
'N0 HIDDEN CHARGES 

CHANCES 

ARE 

THE 

MIDDLE 

MAN 

USES 

US 

ANYWAY. 

WHY NOT CALL US DIRECTLY AND 
SAVE YOURSELF TIME AND MONEY! 

$1250 
Coihplete Retail Ready Package 

(Includes: 2 color CDs 4 Panel 4'1 Book & 4'0 Trays 
All Print Films, Jewel Cases Assembly Wrap and Barcode) 

888.891.9091 d h  

illEDM 
services 

SONIC CIRCUS 
S r i) us Studi I it I. r tr uctur e 

Currently Featuring: 

Classic American tube equipment from: 

Pultec, Fairchild,and RCA 

POI 

-The lcuendary Fairchild 66o ttt 

We carry a variety of new 
and used consoles and 
equipment. Call or visit 
our site for complete 
information 

NI 
CIRCUS 
11111.SOUND 11.1RNATI% I 

6 I 7 . 6 9 6 . 9 3 6 0 

BAYVIEW PRO AUDIO 
http //bayviewproaudio corn 

888.718 0300 

eiV3La.pail1111744a.ezateeso.:rrerc.....2414 
ACOMOIN CES. 

9 lee ti •73k-

Apogee Mini-Me new portable 2-channel A/D 
Converter with built-in mic/instrument preamps $ 1195.00 

"bit ttt t be 
man». so. .  

Aardvark Q10 10x10 Audio interface 
w/ 8 XLR mic peramps, S/PDIF I/O, MIDI 
$749.00 

e te 
—1141 e lehtil 6 • 

PreSonus FireStation High-Speed FireWire $699.00 
8 x analog I/O, 8x ADAT I/O & S/PDIF I/O 
2 x XLR mic preamp switchable tube circuit 
2 x 1/4" instrument preamps, Midi & 10 channel mixerl 

• • -77.—.• 

Free CASCADE M-20 with products 

listed in this ad ($399.00 retail value) 

CAIC.ADE M-20 
Type: 1" large diaphragm condenser 

C.A.IC.ADE Microphones 
A Division of Bayview Pro Audio 

o ie 

cmc,e.6E M-56 
1 07" Tube microphone 49.00 

Grace Design 101 Mic Preamp ,99.00 

0_2! If • 

Art efpte 
Summit Audio Inc 2BA-221 Solid State/Tube 
Mic & Line Preamp $ 589.97 
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MARQUETTL AUDIO LABS 
New, Used & Vintage 

. Recording Equipment 

eiree÷ ; 
11."—± •  4 4.-• — • --

Specializing in 
Custom Racking 

•Neve • Telefunken 
*Siemens • Calrec 
•Langevin...and more! 

Phone 510•581 3817 • Fax 510-581 3911 
wi.”Linarquelleautliolabs.com 

CD‘, • CD-ROM • CD R • SHAPED CDs • AUDIO CASSETTES 

NEED CDs? 
the choice is 

TA LCLEAR,9 
DISC & TAPE 

for over 30 years. 

- = 130-E3330-1:11373 
visit us at vvvvvv.crystalclearcds.com 

DIGITAL MASTERING • ART DESIGN • PRINTING • PACKAGING 

IHWARO 
ONNECTIONS 

MPE:320 

Put this on the 
front end of any DAW 
and watch jaws start to drop. 
8 channels of pure tubes and transformers 
mic pre/line inputs / Dl inputs / 48 Vdc / Phase rev 

eq 50 Hz 8 10k Hz/pads 0 - 10, -20, -30 ob. 
LA-2A style compressor and Pultec style eq also available. 

• 

Got ProTools ? 

• 

• 

Put these on the back end of your DAW and you will become a believer. 
The Discrete Stereo Buss Mixer is a 16 channel all discrete, class A mixer. 
Turn your DAW into a fully automated analog console. Features: 16 channels 
pan pots on each channel/stereo buss meters, master level, insert. 
Expandable to 64 channels. 
The DMS-3 is like the master section of a world class analog console - only better 

A complete all discrete, class A monitoring system. Features: control room, 
talk back, dim, headphone level/dim, mono, alt speaker, mute, talkback switches / 
stereo buss / 2trkl, 28k2 switches. 

Only from 1:10utlqut rluito C Putsiti 
sales: (818) 340-6930 web: www.boutiqueaadio.com 

.00 

Mercury Recording Equipment Co. 
"There's nothing better than the best!" 

• ' All Tube and All Transformer,' 
fully- balanced, variable- bias 
limiting amplifier, ( comp./1ml( ) 

• Hand built in the USA, No PC 
board or ICs ( chips). 

• Mono (linkable) 

For more info and closest dealer please go to our website. 

Phone 510/581-3817 • Fax 510/581-3917 
www.mercury-rec.com 

11/ti ea irithelisc 

ette\.‘.\.(986 
eke YOUeteal 
'nicest tee° ouR 500 Cps fialicax include,: 

Ou"e"i'c"inrciel's', ir's'sert r 2 P'qe'4 panel 
0100000e same., e"," 3 color Oft cd printing 

glass master. 
we ion shrink wrap 
code 

:CI 

cd • cd rce • (lvd. cassette heastenng graphic design. printIng 

$1299.00 

0e c 0k,Dit N  êfi! 
packaoe includes 
graphic design/filrn 
full color 2 p.ige/4 panel 
insert 
3 color on cd printing 
glass master, 
jewel boa, shrink wrap 
bartode 

$1 1 99.00 
1000 CDs 
package includes 
full color 2 page ,* panel 
insert 
3 color on cd printing 
glass master. 
jewel boo, shrink wrap 
barcode 

FerzzeLIPIIé' 
STUDIO MANAGEMENT New, 

Shia° lee°  

SOFTWARE 

Contacts 

Calendar 

Comm uni. 
cations 

Petty Cash 

Purchase 
Orders 

=Id 2.r.:Z.44 0/04ablie 

Services 

Media 
Inventory 

Bar Codes 

Sessions 
& Events 

Library 
& Labels 

Titles 
& Tracks 

Recall 

Samples 
& clips 

Rooms 

Equipment 

Maintenance 

Patchbay 
Labels 

The # 1 choice of top studios worldwide! 

You 1(4/0W roc) AIEEP 

1.800.451).5740 
(2_g:---P-er 1.770.303.0970 International 

bYte,11rnedia 
www.studiosuite.com 

Macintosh/Windows compatible & networkable across platforms 
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Master elfMAIN where music still sounds like music. Where punch, 
/0/TAL vitality, space, imaging, clarity, warm th and quality 

are not just buzz words. We enhance musical 
O values with specialized techniques invented here 

Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom-built hardware and 
software. Stereolzation, Microdynamic Enhancement. Unique 
Processes. Sonic Solutions Editing. Tube and Solid- State Analog Recorders. 

CD Mastering is an art. Levels, dynamics, fades, spacing... 
everything is important to you and to us. 

Recorded & Mastered 1997 Latin Jazz Grammy 

CO Replication... Booklet 
How to make a superior pressed CD. 
1)1X speed Glass Mastering 
2) Quality control 
3) Attention to detail 
4) Personalized Service 
5) Good, clean packaging and packing 
6) Dependable, on-time delivery 

Printing... Graphic Design... 

Digital Domain 
(800) 344-4361 in Orlando, FL 

The Definitive, Award-Winning 

Internet CD Mastering Website 

http://www.digido.com 

CDs FAST! 

1000 CDs with 4 Pane Bs:x*1M, 

telephone number 800 - 964 - DISC 

lax number 714 704 1733 I newsongmedia.com 

• limited lame otter Please call foe detail, 

Redut e drum bleed 
and 

clean up your stage sound! 

CLEARSONIC 
PANEL 

SORBER 
Absorption Baffles 

Effective 

Free-Standing 

Portable 

Factory Assembled 

Durable Full-length Hinge 

clearsonic.com 

1.800.888.6360 ' 

Proudly Introducing the Quartet 

e 
o 
o 

o 

Pendulum Audio 

• • • • 
e ite Qu,Artel, 

Four Element Class A Tube Recording Channel 
• Tube MiciDi Preamp from the MDP-1 
. Tube Opto-Compressor from the OCL-2 
. New three band tube EQ with HI and 
LO shelving and six frequency peaking 
MID band 

Pendulum Audio 

• New de-ester design using de 
opto-inductive filtering and 
a highly selective detector 
• Transformerless or transformer 
output 

(908) 665-9333 
www.pendulumaudio.com 

MAKE MONEY MAKING CDS 
Start Your Own Duplication Shop! 

We Carry Everything You Need 

%o.n.o. IV 
CD Print./ 

- • Towers 

• Auto Loaders 

• Printers 

• Overwrappers 

• Free Shipping 

• Low Price Guaranteed 

• Trade-ins Welcome 

Dupeo CD; 
CD Overwrapper 

Creoles a professional,' 
rappedtD, atilking 
>Wed" temp style. 
Wraps 3-5 CDs per minur.. 
Easy in me. 

Doe Shi eat wrap year CO,... 
°storm?. them.' 

e .•",•,••• fo• 
Orbit 
CO. or DVD Auto Loader 

TOWERS 
atart.r, from 

$99.00 

matican P.iplication Supply 
1.1 

CMIXXIMMICEI 

CD DUPLICATION EQUIPMENT »- BUY • SELL • TRADE • REPAIR 
Printers & Wrappers • Blank Media & Packaging 

Duplication & Replication Services • Factory Pricing — Brokers & Resellers Welcom 

800-617-3877 • www.superdups.com 

/AY'. 888-76 5-44 99 

Studio Furniture 
Speaker Stands 

Edit Bays 
Racks 

The new new Pro Control 
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CLASSÁFIEDS 
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a buyer 
for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a 

valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you buy wisely; mail-order con-

sumes have rights, and sellers must comply with the Federal Trade Commission, 

as well as various state laws. Mix shall not be liable for the contents of advertise-

ments. For complete information on prices and deadlines, call (800) 544-5538 

Acoustic Products eid, 

ARCH1TECTUAL ACOUSTICS FROM 

• DESIGN AND CONSULTATON FOR EVERY PROJECT 
- NO MATTER THE SIZE OR BUDGET 
• EXCLUSIVE U.S. REPRESENTATIVES FOR MUNRO ASSOCIATES DESIGN, LONDON 
• Room ANALYSIS AND MONITOR SYSTEM TUNING 
• CUSTOM DYNAUDIO/IVIUNRO MAIN MONITOR SYSTEMS 
• CUSTOM WIRING SYSTEMS DESIGNED AND INSTALLED 
• EXCLUSIVE U.S. RESELLER FOR PRE-OWNED SSL 
CONSOLES 

TI-E SYSTEMS COMPANY 
RECCaONG STuovois • MASTERNG 

Fu, • POST • Boonockg 

V ( 781) 982-2600 F ( 781) 982-2610 
www.proaudiodesign.com 

ACOUSTICS by cl b New products from Quested • Daking 
Radar • Martech•Sontec•MRL • Trident 
Millennia Media • Shep/Neve• United Audio 

...all the others are just brokers. Earthworks • Prizm• Eventide • Dynaudio 

• Total studio concepts Et Control Rooms designed by creative people. 
• Room tuning, noise problems, existing plans fx custom traps. 
• Wiring system design • Consultation on new, used Ex vintage gear 

Building Studios & Keeping em alive for SO 33 years! 

Todd Rundgren's MINT Neotek Elite 36; $25K 
SSL 4048E: $35K • 6048E/G+:$60K • 9064J 
Neve 8058 • 13068• Neve VR72 w/FF: $135K 
Sony Oxford 92: $250K • Euphonix 108: $70K 

Studer A800 MKIII: $ISK • A827: $27K 
Otan i MTR90: $8K• MX80: $6K • Sony APR24 

Telefunken U47: $7.5K•AKG C24: $6.5K 
Lexicon 480L: $7k • 224XL: $3.5K•2400: $2K 
Neve 1073: $3.5K • 33609: $3.6K 

Fairchild 670/660• Ouantec • AMS RMX/DMX 

Building a project studio/ 
Designs from existing plans 
start at $ 1,000 per room.  

new Neumann mice (42 beet Moss  

SMALL AFFORDABLE SPECIALS 
Trident 24 28/24 w/PB: Silk • Studer 189 
Neumann U87ai: $1650 • TLM103: $689 

M149 Tube set $2,800 • KM184 Pair: $995 
Urei 1176 Black: $2K • LA4 Pair $1.6K • LA3A 
Telefunken V72 • V76 • Sennheiser MD421 
Otani MTR12: $1K • MCI JH24/ALIII: $3.5K 

1194 Walnut St, Suite 205 Newton, MA 02461 • 617 969-0585 • 

www.db-engineering.coin • email ob1dVinear 

(AulpiDs Auralex Acoustics proudly 
otters everything you need, including 

industry.leading Stuchotoam acoustical 
panels, bass traps. diffusors. MAXiWall " 
modular environment, and a complete line 
of construction products to greatly reduce 

sound transmission & resonance 

Compare Swale: quality, quantity, 

variety, personalized service, 

and price! 

Your Studio. Your Sound. 
Our Passion. 

D36 Roominator-DST 

1-800-%59-3343 * www.auralex.com 

INC 

111 
SOUND ISOLATION ENr...11.0SURES 

Celebrating over 12 years of 

reducing sound to a Whisper! 

Recording, Broadcasting, Practicing 

MDL 102128S 
‘8.5x10.5) 

IR Sizes and 2 levels of Isolation Available 

New! Sound Wave Deflection System 
(Change parallel walls to non-parallul 

Immediate Shipping! 

www.whisperroom.com 
PH 423-585-5827 FX: 423-585-5831 

AcousticsFirsr 
Te. 888-765-2900 

Full product line for sound 

control and noise elimination. 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirstcom 

DIFFUSER PANELS 
WAVE-FORMS ACOUSTIC PANELS 

800-449-6845 
www.vibranfech.com 

SoundSuckers.com 
1-888-833-1554 
*Soundproofing Products & Supplies 

*Full line of Professional booths 

*Custom Projects of all kinds 

E-mail: sales@soundsuckers.com 

Use Mix Classifieds 
to reach over 50.000 

readers with an interest 
in professional audio 
and music praduction. 

(800) 544-5530 
Mace your at today! 

STEVEN KLEIN 
Acoustic products for less 

SHOP ONLINE AT 
www.soundcontrolroom.com 

HI 
111- »Nonce... Nolnarnpon MA01062 

INFO (413) 15114-704.4 - FAX (•13) Sel.-2377 

SILENT 

ORDER (800) 583-7174 
info@silentsource.com • enny.silentsource.corn  
Acoustic:ore Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 

Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • WhisperWedge 
Melaflex • S.D.G. Systems • Tecnifoam 
R PG. Diffusors • Sonex • Sound Quirt 

Check Out 
www.mixonline.com 

rBiz Opps 
Consulting  

"LOOKING FOR A 
RECORD DEAL???" 

Gelling signed is very hard to do But we 
will get the record deal you are looking for! 

Guaranteed Service. 
Call now to receive your FREE information 

[TALENT 2000 
1-800-499-6395 



Authorimi ReseIler 

MACS FOR MUSIC 
Apple G4's, PowerBooks and iBooks pre-configured and optimized for today's most 
popular audio applications - Pro Tools, Digital Performer, Cubase VST, Nuendo, 

Logic Audio and more. Featuring hardware from Aardvark, RME, MOTU, MIDIMan 
Glyph and Panasonic. Rack-mount configurations available. Made by those who 
know for those in-the-know. Authorized Apple Value Added Reseller and turnkey 
solutions provider. Apple Instant Loan program available. Call or click today! 

www.wavedigital.com gi (973) 728-2425 

Employment 

ff I'm running my own 
pro audio speciality sh 

Loney,Senice 

As a Sales Engineer for Sweetwater my client 
list includes some of the world's leading audio 
professionals and musicians. I work one-on-one 
with them to insure they have the right equipme 
for their needs and I'm backed up by the finest 
Service and Support in the business. 

It's time to turn your knowledge 
into a rewarding career! 
• Outstanding compensation 

• Excellent benefits including 4011( 
health insurance 

• Dynamic, fast-paced environmee 

Contact Kristine Haas, 
Sweehvater's Director of 
Human Resources, 
at 1-800-222-4700, ext. 1060 
for a confidential interview. 

5335 Bass Road, Fort wayellre08 
FAX 260-432-8176 

careersOsweehvater.coe ., 1 ,8 6-2224700 
sweehvater.com 'a 

CLAS$iiflftD ADVERTAISIMÇ 
CST YOUR COMPAMIr *mots taro Tilt 

MINOS Of 1MIOUSAMOS Off CUSTOMItai. 

For Classified advertising rates and deadlines 
please call: (800)544-5530 or 

contact your sales representative directly. 

West Coast Sales 
Kevin Blackford 
(510) 985-3259 

East Coast Sales 
Jason Smith 

(510) 985-3276 

BELMONT 
UNIVERSITY 

Music Business Production Technology Faculty 

Two tenure-track positions of Assistant/Associate Professor to teach courses 
in music recording production and audio engineering technology. Typical 

load is 24 hours per year (four class sections per semester) plus student 

advising. Involves a full-time commitment to teaching in The Mike Curb 
School of Music Business. Teaching experience and a Master's degree in 
a related discipline with pursuit of Doctorate required, ABD preferred. 
See website http://schlbus.belmontedu for more specific requirements. 
Effective date: August 1, 2002 (or until positions are filled). Women and 

minorities are urged to apply. AA/E0E 

A coeducational university located in Nashville, TN, Belmont University is 
a student-centered, teaching university focusing on academic excellence. 

The university is dedicated to providing students from diverse back-
grounds an academically challenging education in a Christian community, 
and is affiliated with the Tennessee Baptist Convention. 

Candidates are asked to respond to Belmont's mission, vision, and values 
statement in a written statement articulating how the applicant's knowledge, 

experience and beliefs have prepared them to function in support of that 
statement. Send a letter of application including a statement of personal 
educational philosophy, a complete resume/curriculum vita, and contact 

information for at least three references to: 

Dr. Wesley A. Bulla, Chair 

Faculty Search Committee 

The Mike Curb School of Music Business 

Belmont University 

1900 Belmont Blvd. 

Nashville,TN 37212 

Equipment Financing 

A/V EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
5pecializing in Audio-Video Equipment Visit Our Web Site For 

• No Financials Required A fihcations & Qualificatons 
• New & Used Equipment 
• Upgrade Existing Leases 

We Are Direct Lenders Call: 800 626 LFCI 

• I • ,‘PPROVALS 

• w„, m 
Audio-Visual Equipment 

• No Financials Nectssary 

• True Lease or Finimce 
Lease Option 

• New or Used Equilment 

ir Y PHONE 

Call Jeff Wetter 

(800)699-FLEX 
24hr. Fax ( 972)599-i (,50 

FLEXLEASE Inc.  
mu COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

Contact Us at Our 

www.flexlease.com 

210 MIX, July 2002 • www.mixonline.com 



Equipment For Sale 

1
 Coles 4038 
RCA 44s 8, 77s 

(800) 798-9127 

Call Wes Dooley 

501 • 
?KJ 

:RUM 

THE MIC SHOP 
TUBE MICROPHONES 

BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Mic Power Supplies & Cables 

Bill Bradley: (615) 595-1717 

Fax: (615) 595-1718 

www.micshop.com 

SINCE 1973 

R1141 'rI  

=mum 800 • 203 • 5611 
NEW AND USED GEAR - TOLL FREE. 

(emu com:PAss 1-800-356-5844 
www.fullcompass.com 

glum 

FURMAN Confidence Monitors 
uEnsure presence and quality of analog audio, digital audio 
or video signals uHigh-output speakers, wide-range meters 
and moreu Each unit is compact, single-space chassis size. 

• 

LL 

VINTAGE 
NEUMANN • NEVE•AKG• STUDERA 

API • TRIDENI• AMEK • UREI • RCA • SSL • TELEFUNKEE 

Nse 
Buy/Sell - We pay top dollar - FAX us your list 

Worldwide Shipping • Visit our website 

512.338.6777 • http://audio.home.texas.net 

ALAN SMART COMPRESSORS 

e o • 

C-1, C-2 & Multichannel version 

available in the U.S. & exclusively distributed by: 

Sunset Sound, Hollywood (323) 469-1186 
www.sunsetsoundcom 

Professional Audio Design 

• Exclusive factory authorized U,S. °gel for - - 'E 
pre-owned Solid State Logic consoles.. 

11 
• US representatives for Munro Associates • 

studio design and custom monitors 

\ \ , 

• In-house service, custom wring design 
and fabrication and installation services. 

• New, used and vintage equipment sales 

Please ccd/ eel /0 deir.4444. 
4.,,..miteoteef 

Voice 
(781) 982-2600 

Fax 
(781) 982-2610 

'''''''''''''' ................ 

.. .. in 

REPRESENTING OVER 100 MANUFACTURERS 
PLUS HARD TO FIND VINTAGE GEAR 
API. AKG. AVALON, DYNAUDIO. 
FOCUSRITE. GML. LEXICON 

MANLEY LABS. MUNRO CUSTOM 
MONITORS. NEVE. OTARI. SONY. 
SSL TC ELECTRONIC. & MORE 

www..ua root/Jr& od ers'i g n.r o ni 

VINTAGE EQUIPMENT: • Studer 903 32in. w/auto•Neve VR721\lnye 8108 48m. 
w/auto•Neye 8128 Hir-. w/EF'Neve 1:058 w/FF*84 ch. Flying Faders•Neve VRP48 w/FF 
*MTA 980 32in*GML 8302 mic-pre•TC Gold channerArnek 9098 ROMA 4 cnanneV remote` 
Pultec ME05•Tube-Tech PETS ere-Tube-Tech META eq•AMS RMX16*A.MSDMX1580S 
•T.C.2290/M3000* 

NEW EQUIPMENT: IC Electronic•lube-Tech•Lexicon•Eyentide•Cuested•Crane Song' 
•Demeter•D.W. Fearn*Uniyersal Audio`Millennia*Vintech*HHB•Drawmer*DPA *Soundelux• 

UST FOR SALE ITEMS FREE. Major Credit Cards Accepted We Buy Vintage Gear. 

irAnsORSOIllib 
wvvw.harborsound corn 

Ph: ( 781) 231-0095 Fax: (781) 231-0295 

blidelllihnieraggill Pr° 

USED 

Linkingeyers "topers Together 

W/WWSoundatokerf,com 

310433-1960 

WESION6 UAL FOR YOU 
-SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-

Audio Et Lighting Equipment Live Sound, 
Recording, Vintage Er Broadcast 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR 

Meyer Sound Labs • JBL Community BSS dbx 

TC Electronic • ADL • Ashly Crown Crest OSC 

Shure Vintech • Tri-Tech Audio Horizol Snake Systems 
Spirit by SoundCraft • Allen & Heath High End Systems 

JOIN OUR NEW LISTING CLUB UPDATED DAILY - OVER 10,000 ITEMS FOR SALE 



Equipment For Sale 

YAMAHA PM-4000 
42 mono 510 stereo channels 

One owner 
NW sound co. FOB Oregon. 

Low miles 
Well-maintained, recently cleaned. 
Rugged Ascot cases for console 

and f2) PSUs. $39k, OBO. 

Mark Frink 
(530) 490-0002 

CALISTRO MUSIC 

C\ All The Best (ti 
A/ Recording Gear Qv 

(203) 891-8918 
www.CalistroMusic.com 

The la est collection of gear in the U.S. 

r r"‘' J(ugs 
INC , 

wv% ,C.COM 
Ithone , ..) ,) 449-85511 
nfoCcvoceanaud ioi nc.com 

(615) 269-0704 
www.primalgear.com 

ióth Ave. South, Nashville, TN 37212 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

SSL - NEUMANN K.(71). STUDER - NEVE 

http://killergearbrokercorn  
VISA Professional Audio Specialist MC 

phone (818) 904-9400 fax (818) 904-9444 pgr (818) 999-8970 
"ANY GEAR NOT LISTED CAN BE FOUND WITHIN 48 HRS!" 

SINGERSIUSitijil 
Unlimited Free Backgrounds 
from Original Standard Recordings! 
Thompson Vocal Eliminator" 
VE-4 Free Brochure 8. Demo _ 
24 Hour Demo Info Line - 
(770)482.2485 Exl 8 t 
LT Sound Dept NIX1 7980 LT Parkway Leonia GA30058 
lreter P, et t4, V111,11 L TSou ncL con, 

Better Than Karaoke for Over 25 Years! 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
, FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 346-4638 
(411) imam NT 
fn11114$1848 fax 

Custom or stock sizes. 
Our orices can't be beat! 

www Discount-Distributors.com 

VINTAGE NEVE-1272 PRE AMPS with D.1. 

$1089 Single w/p.s. $1859 Two channel 

Vintage Neve, API and (' airee 

eu44 Aeal 
INTEP11.1.1ésr 

14300 Honeme Street • Sherman Oakt, CA 91423 
818 784•2046 FAX 818 784.0750 

enwebrentaver111.com 

Any Questions? 

"this is rot a problem' 

TEL ( 508) 543 0069 
.v4w.mercenary com open 2d hrs 

1st Audio USA 
Distributor of fine Whirlwind 
& U.S. Audio products: 

snakes, black boxes, testers, 
Dis, splitters, cables, more! 

(800)816-4262 
lstaudiousa.com 

musicianstoyshop.com 

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY AUTHORIZED RESELLER 

www.UsedSSL.com 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DESIGN, INC. 

(781 ) 982-2600 

IT'S A GREAT TIME 
TO BUY USED GEAR! 

We list over 700 recording and 
live boards, plus speakers, 
amps, effects, more. We can help 
sell your used equipment, too! 

•Euphonix CS3100B $135k 
•Soundcraft TS12 from $2.6k 
•DDA AMR24 from $16k 
•CADAC M Type Call 
•CADAC 44x32x4 cool! Call! 

CalVE-mail for details & FREE catalog. 

Those Cheerful Folks at H.T.I.C.S. 
(610) 865-9151 • (610) 758-9999 (Fax) 

E-mail: HTICS42aol.com 
www.hticsproaudio.com 

CLASSIC MICS 
FROM RUSSIA 

VINTAGE TUBE & FET 
Telefunken, NEUMANN 

AKG, LOMO, OKTAVA, etc. 
TEL/FAX: 011-7-095-250-4200 
E-mail: aeg210268@mtu-netru 
www.valvemics.webzone.ru/ 

We specialize 
in service, 
dependability 
and price. 

Production Supplies 
Jireh Supplies stocks a full 
line of expendable supplies 
including: Duracell PROCELL 
batteries, Gaffers Tape, Board 
Tape, Glow Tape, Hazard Tape, 
and many more. 

Jireh Supplies 
(800) 478-2591 
or visit our web site: 

www.jirehsupplies.com 
gbyce@jirehsupplies.com 

LOOKING FOR 
BETTER SOUND? 

Component-level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics & 
all outboard gear. Also, high-speed, 
high-quality mic preamps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax:(818) 886-4012 
www.auclioupgrades.com 

CONSOLES FOR SALE 
SSL 9080 J, 80 Series Neves 
60- & 72-channel Neve VRs 

Flying Faders or GML 
Contact Gary Belz 

House of Blues Studios 
(818) 990-1296 

INTRODUCING THE VINTECH X73 

THE VINTECH AUDIO X73 IS AN ALL DISCRETE, CLASS A MICROPHONE PREAMP WITH EQUALIZ-
ER. ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ARE BASED ON THE CLASSIC NEVE 1073 MODULE. WE 
HAVE DONE EXTENSIVE COMPARISONS WITH ORIGINAL MODULES AND GUARANTEE THEM TO 
SOUND RIGHT OR YOUR MONEY BACK. LIST IS ONLY $ 1995.00 WITH DISCOUNTS FOR MULTIPLE 

UNITS.PLEASECALL 813-643-8114 OR VISIT www.vintech-audio.com 
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EUPHONIX CS3000 CONSOLE 
40-faders in a 72-fader frame, DSC, 

8-channels of dynamics, new condition. 
(310) 826-8330 

• Mic Preamplifiers • Limiters 
• Monitors • Cables 

requ isiteAudio.com 
818-247-2047 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

UNDER COVER 
Custom Covers and Bags 

Spesher Cabinets Consoles 
.tne thing! 

WWW.undercovernyc.com 
917 237 1535 

Get .tour gear Under C,over! 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL 

HAVE TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 

Fax: (818) 222-2248 
www.socalproaudio.com 

Analog: No Limits 
Introducing ATR- 108C, the ultimate 
analog machine. Field convertible for 
2". I" or 1/2" tape in 16, 8 or 2-track 
formats. Electronics are Aria 100% 
class-A discrete. ahle to push today's 
'hottest' tapes to their limit. 

AIR-108Cassures the 'highest-res' vault 
masters, in stereo or surround. Call 
today for more details. 

AIR 
SERVICE 
COMPANY 
AMPS% SPECIAL STS 

717-852-7/00 • www.atrservice.com 

BEST PRICES & SELECTION OF 
WORKSTATIONS, DIGITAL 
MIXERS, RECORDERS, 
OUTBOARD GEAR, 

MICROPHONES AND MONITORS. 

Pro Tools MIX/MIX Plus, ToolBox, 
Plug- ins, Mackie Digital, Manley, 
TC Electronic, Tube-Tech, Apogee, 
Dolby, Neumann, MOTU 2408 and 
1224, API, Summit, Genelec, 
Presonus, Steinberg Nuendo, Rafler, 
Lexicon, AKG, Yamaha Digital, 
Soundcraft, Tannoy, Roland Digital, 
Alesis Digital. 

•Very Aggressive Pricing 
• Experienced & Knowledgeable 
Sales Staff 
• Serving the Recording Industry 
For Over 20 Years 
• Ask About Our Used & Demo 
Selections 

EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(602) 267-0600 

Visit our Website for more 
Product Information and 
Incredible Blowouts at 

WWW.EAR.NET 

SO\ IC  
CIRCUS 

A SOUND \ I TERNATIVE 

617.696.9360 
soniceireu's.corn 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

VINTECH AUDIO 
CLASS A MIC PREAMPS MADE WITH 

NEVE." 1272 COMPONENTS 
www.vintech-audlo.com 

call toll tree: 1-877-4-mic-pre 

Soundscape 32 
by Mackie 

Now in Stock! (SSHDR & 
Paris trades welcome!) 
www.neikirk-audio.com 

toll-free (866) NEIKIRK 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

New, Used and Vintage Racording Equipment 
API, Neve, Fairchild, Manley, Guested, Urei 
Pultec, Neumann, Lang, Studer, and More! 
www.odysseyprosound.com 

1 - 8 0 0 — 2 4 9 — 1 8 21 
Phone: 978 744-2001 Fax: 978 744-7224 

PATCHBAYS 
VINTAGE GEAR 
we buy-sell-trade, see (KJ list at 

www.audioyillage.org 

(760) 320-0728 

Introducing the Quartet 
- 

, • • ; • • • min -: 
• 
Four Element Class A Tube Channel 

Pendulum Audio 4 
ww. perxhitumaudio com (5,3tq 665 9333 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Studer A80 MK I 2-inch, 24-track, 
$7k, OBO; MCI JH-24 2-nch, 16-
track w/ALIII & JH-45 snyc, $5k, 
OBO; Fostex E2 1/4-inch, 2-track 
w/cct, $700, OBO; Fostex CX-8 
(same as ADAT XT) $500. OBO. 

Jeff (707) 874-3150 
E-mail: jeffm@monitornet 

tiaa4 P,ie 444444 

atlasproaudio.com 

Phoenix-Neumann-RME 
mytek-EmpIrlcal labs 
Sennheiser-Soundelux 
Amek-Vintech-Purple 
Millennia Med a- Rode... 

Tell Free 1.866.235.0953 

• 

SR5. I Surround level control 

Precise tracking to .05db 

• tr 

colemanaudio.com Velemon udio . 16) 334-7109 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

• API Legacy Plus Recording 
Console, Flying Faders, 48 Input... 
Many, Many EXTRAS. 

• Studer A800 MKIII, 24 Track 
w/ 16 Track Head, low hours. 

• EMT 140S Plate, 

All 3 Rarely Used! 
Contact Bob - (908) 806-8976 

Trident Series 24 Mixing Console. 
28x24x2 w/Optifife Automation 
and 480 patch points. All man-
uals and excellent stash of spare 
parts. Lovingly maintained and in 
mint condition. 

Mike (503) 235-9693 
www.thelmas.com 

MARQUETTE AUDIO LADS 
New, lid 6111111e leer. Siecleitiii il Cull. Racklu 

' mum • • e • 

.' «.» ° 
Pius: 811-1111117. Fla: 510 5813917 

WU wom a r guet t e a udle 1111 . C • 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

1996 D&R OrionX Automated 
Recording Console. Excellent 
condition. One owner with low 
usage in non-smoking private 
studio environment. 128 Inputs 
total: 48-channel with 48-channel 
monitor section,16 stereo returns 
and 16 busesincludes 48 Jensen 
Line in-put transformers normalled 
via patchbay, six ADC 96 point 
patchbays with Mogami wiring 
for 24-track and more, IBM PC 
for D&R fader/mute, automation, 
operation and service manuals, 
wood speaker stand for console 
top. 

Mick (818) 762-6580 
imix@pacbell.net 

VT-2 Nactium luhe NE( Preamp 

www.dwfearn.com 

%Ma 
D.W. FEARN 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Neutrik 24" TT Cable: $10.99 
Switchcraft 96 TT Bay: $279 
Neutnk & EDAC parts in stock 

All New - Under Warranty! 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

(615) 366-5964 
www.greendotaudio.com 
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DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 
STANdARd & CUSTOM Models 

Equipment Rentals 

 Prt% Audio Rentals 
New & Vintage: 
Mics, Outboard Gear, 
Analog & Digital 
Multitracks, Rack 
Packages, ProTools, 
And Much More... 

Let GFD Deliver 
To Your Door. 

(615)812-GE 
4 3 kit 

N% w. earforda s.com 

ABA is known for high performance 
ribbon mies. Readers are serious 

about audio performance. 

Mix Classifieds is where 
we meet these readers. 

—Wes Dooley, A.E.A 

Equipment] 
Wanted 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(310) 333-1960 
www.SoundBroker.com 

Furniture 

ARGOSY 
consoles & studo furnishings 

.** 
011111-Ir 
www.argosyconsole.com 

800.315.0878 573.348.3333 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(321) 724-1237  
i sown) 

ANCHOAS--  

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

CIMNIFFAK 
STUDIO FURNITURE 

CIAIIVIRAX IS00.192 moo 415.332.1.172 

FAX 415.132.21307 

www.omnirax.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Suliscriplion Uurshims? 

Call (800) 532-8190 

E-mail your MIX Classified ad to: 

mixclass(a'primeiliabusiness.com 

Instruction 

earn t e Arto 
• Recording Technology 
• Recording for TV/Film 
• Music Business 
• Music Theory 
• Small Classes 
• Placement Assistance 
6015 N O'Connor Blvd Sorte 114 
Intuio Texas 75039 

ecor . ing 
5 

Studios 

www dallassoundlab.com 

• Solid State Logic 
• Neve 
• Yamaha 02R 
• Protools 
• Synclavier 
• Otan 
• Tascam DA88 

Recording Engineer 
Broadcasting 
Multimedia/Digital/Video/Film 
Radio/TV/Sports/News/DJ/Talk Show 

required! 

On-the-job-training 
Jul local major Recording Studios & Radio/TV Stations 
'Part-time, nights, weekends - Call recorded info line for FREE video 

1-800/295-4433 www.radioconnection.com 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
›•4 

ir 

*TRAIN AT HOME 
Slay Hom -Study practical graining in 

Multi-track Recording. Join our successful 

working graduates or build your own studio. 
Gilmer guidance ... Diploma ... Licensed. 

FFIEEJIVEQIIMATION: 
.4udio Institute of tmerica 

All 40111 Ave. Suite AL. San Francisco. CA 91121 

!Or Vied us at SN/w.audio n Mute corn 

Audio Recording 
Technology Institute 

• Extensive Hands-On Training • 
• Analog and Digital Workstations • 
• Music. SFX Design. Audio Post • 
• Low Student/Teacher Ratio • 
• Placement Assistance • 

• Financing to Qualified Applicants • 
• Accredited by ACCSCT • 

• Located in Beautiful Orlando. Florida • 

888-543-ARTI • audlocareer.com 

DIGITAL AUDIO 
RECORDING PROGRAM 

Finally, training for the 
Independent Artist, Musician, 

and Producer 
- 

weeks/200 houri 

888-729-4954 
www.thealtacenteccom 

I hé• Uhl en', 101 Ili11,11 I n14-1 ri " me, Muoutta i/ 

Maintenance Services & Repafj 

0 DIGITAL INC. 
wv.w.PRODIGITALINC.cou 

DAT/ MULTITRACK DIGITAL REPAIRS 

OVER 13,000 DATs SERVICED 

ALL BRANDS AND MODELS 

(610)3 
FAST SERVICE 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

Palatine, IL 

(800) 227-4323 

www.iemmag.com 

DPas FIXED FAS11. 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All make', and model. 
• Experienced. factory-trained tech-. 

*Fast turnaround 
• Repairs, overhauls. pan. 
"The DAT doclor à ill!" 

NXT 
GENERATION-. 

973-579-4849 FAX 973-579-7571 

Fax your Ad: ( 510) 653-8171 
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Speaker Reconing 
Replacement Diaphragms 
Pro Audio Sales, Rentals 

and Service 
ACCUTRACK RECORDING 

AND SOUND INC. 
WVVW.ACCUTRACKRECORDING.COM 

(847) 437-6200 

f 
Music 

Mastering di 

F7 sound vision — 

MASTERING 
surgical editing 

813-991-4117 

www.F7sound.com — 

BALL 
MEDIA 

EARTH DISC 
YOUR NEXT 

REPLICATION OF 
500 CDS COULD BE 

F FLEE 
800-876-5950 

www.earthdisc.com 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Lowest Price 
Period! 

CD ROM, DV 
CD Audi 
Video 

Multi-Medi 
Graphic e 
'nting, Pickaging 

eb Design 

1-888-256-3472 

www.ballmedia.com 

For the best price in CO Feplicatian 

there is only one number you'll need! 

DeNoi§"é 1.888.891.9091 
CD & DVD MASTERING 
ESTORATION & ARCHIVAL 

Author. , i 

Analog V/211 and Vial, • 

1 - 866 - DENOISE 

FREE Guide 
1000 CDs 

$499 
800-365-8273 

since 1985 

///PM WWWKDIAOMAIIA 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Saves You Time and Money! 

Contact Us Today: 

1-800-468-9353 
www.discmakers.com 
infoca discmakzr.s.com 

Th DISC MAKERS 

RECORDING & DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

Audio, Video 
Media & 

-,i0SPt t1 web -f2)7-\  

& Data Storage 
Accessories 

1 FAX 650-369-7446 
site: www.arcal.com 

You will have the fat, slammin. 
major-label sound that sells discs. 

Or the work is free_. 
Custom gear. 1st-class results. Free broch 
800-884-2576 vwev.drtmastering.com 

wieu..rjriligiud.cenn 

affile800-828-6537 

Compact Disc Production made easy! 

( !lac 5011. Maineng I inrI (1)-10111 

Graphic Ilgagn A !WI:aging (:1)-1a11! lgalueing 

Natoli Rend., find'« I 'd M) 1,17n.' 

Highest Quality 1-800-324-8568 
Best Service 

Best Prices 
1000 CD Package  
4 - Panel, 4/1, 3 color disc, 
full color rear tray, Includes film & glass master. 

11 21 

Better Period! 

mws.temererd---Fma 

State of the Art CDs and Cassettes in 2 — 3 Weeks! 
1,000 Packaged CDs - $975.00 / 1,000 Packaged Cassettes - $699.00 

Take advantage of ou P supenor product á customer services! 

• Awesome Graphic Design • Full Color Proofs & Pnneng • No Hidden Fees 
• Digital Mastering • Fier Color Seperatioos • FedEa Corte: venderme 

OUR DUALITY AND PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!? TOLL FREE 1-877-456-9385 

CI, • "( IFNI • “ IL IL • I:II/11 ,111 I - nt•rnin it:AnsrvirFtq 

YSTALCLEAR 
DISC & TAPE 

cup-secu-oci7- 3 www.crystalcleowcds.com 

um Ai . 11 iusii. All I 'IMO" I IN, • tIACIEAGING 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

www.yourmusiconcd.com 
100 BULK CBILS-S99 .• 
100 BASIC CMS - 8149 
100 HILL COLOR 41DIt 

PLICKAGE ON LY$299.00 ca" 

50011:1111S $599.0111=`. ", 
Atlanta 678-442-0933 
Toll Free 877-442-0933 5N5 DIGITAL INC 

FREE DESIGN 
RETAIL READY Audio CD 
CD MAMUFACTUAIIND DIE SAME AS CAPITOL RECORDS 

Ri nOWSE GRAPHIC DESIGN LA, yam 

ONE PRICE ALL INCLUDED 

1000@ $1259 - 500@ $929 
DESIGN& DUPLICATION SINCE 1993 

Call Free 888-565-8882 
dbsduplication. corn 

IRO Store Rudy CDs oggwww.TrackmasterAV.com Toll Free: 888-374-8877 
CASSETTES 

1,000 Bulk CDs .$490 
YOUR i-STOP SHOP FOR CD,AUDIO&VIDEO CASSETTE PROJCSSI 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 2. POSTERS 
STUDIO MASTERING 

CD-R MEDIA 

AMERICA'S BEST CD PACKAGES HANDS DOWN 
1000 CD's Only $1399.00 Includes: 
• Full color booklets e design • film e glass master 
• shrinkwrap • 2 colors on cisc • priority proofs 

• Free Overruns • Free Barcode • Fast Turnaround! 
• Manufactured by a Major Label for Ow very best quality! 

100 CD's Only $299.00 Includes: 
• Full color booklets • full color on disc • design 

• shrinkwrap • priority procr's • free barcode 

• Ready in 5 days! 

ELECIN; 

wvvw.elec tricdisc _corn 

100 c _ 

< ,With 7nsssettes 

$199 oeotts 
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tea IrtIFoodlisc 

MOL A INC 
888-387-8273 

111E 4th CREATION 
DUK.ICATION 

Records Tapes CD Services 

CDs • (DROM • Cassettes • Vinyl • Mini Discs • VHS 

mow Klarity.rom 
vnev.KlarityMusic.com 

•-• IA 
1 ti 

In the Studio? We can take it 
Digital Mastering 
Graphic Design, Illustration 
Complete Packaging, Mailing Services 
Warehousing, Online Music Store 
Package Pricing, Custom Pricing- - 
Free Barcode 

Total Fulfillment • Quality Service • Personal Anenti 

CD - R DUPLICATION 
100+ $ 1.69 ea. 

50. 1 99 ea 500. 1 59 ea 

Price Includes: CD-R, Duplication, Thermal 
Imprinting, Jewel Box, 

Inserting of Cover & 
Shrinkwrapping 

(936) 756-6861 

n • Quaky Products 

Better CD/Tape Duplication! 
Premium CDs: As low as 5.54 ea. 

Creative krund 

(800) 323-PACK 
www.csoundcorp.com 

Are you overpaying for your CD 
replication & duplication services? 

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD! 

FACTORY DIRECT PRICING • FAST TURN TIME 

T00% SATISFACTION 

CD DUPLICATION 
We Guarantee Lowest Pricing! 

Take any CD duplication ad you find 
Take any previous invoice 

Show us any valid quote 

We'll beat it by up to 10'ol 
And if we can't, 

we'll give you 100 FREE Ors' 

/1"4eNee\ 

eptetican Puplication Sappli" 

1 - 877-735-5237 \•1.0441N41, 

5Ity ftte o$986 
,fficoomjAlreavatcil> 500 CDs 

p.d.ge , ntludet 
luOrreiNpikm..114 full color 2 Page/4 Panel 

n cd p eL entIC rinting (0101: e97/0' ...Me*corm s '"1•0«' 3 10, o 
• glass mast 

tua wel box, shrink wrap 
ode 

I; 

%b. 

cd cd tom* dvd cassette miasteing. design pint* 

$1299.00 $1199.00 
500 CDs 
we ao it all! 
package includes 
graphic design/Tarn 
full color 2 page/4 panel 
insert 
3 color on cd printmg 
glass master, 
jewel box. shrink wrap 
barcode 

1000 CDs 
package includes 
full (010, 2 page/4 panel 
insert 
3 color on cd printing 
glass master, 
iewel box, shrink wrap 
barcode 

OStCardS 
o rder. 

1000 4-Color Silkscreen CD's $589 

500 - 989.00 
1000 - 1289.00 

BEST PRICE GUARANTEED! 

100 Printed CD- R's with Inserts & Cases $299 

1.877.237.7377 
CD Se/URCE.NET 

www.cdsource.net 

Musicians- Bands-Studios 
HIGH BIAS BULK/BLANK 

AUDIO CASSETTES 
El BASF maxell OltTDK 
C-10  .18/ ea. PERFECT 
C-20  .22/ ea. DEMO 
C-30  .28 / ea. LENGTHS 

CHROME Cr02 C-94  .50 / ea. 

Clear Norelco Box/Round Edge .12 / ea. 

AI Lees Available rem I to 126 Newts' 

= 'Jeoy, Maxon 
or Sony 

124 94 64 48 34 15 
5540 54.75 S4.20 54.00 S3.60 53.10 

— COMPACT 

Recordable CDR'S 
*TDK oR MITSUI BLANK FACE WITI4 AVM BOX 
10-99  .78 100-499  .73 500+ ........ .68 

11111 11111 BULK / SPINDLES 111 1111111 
Prince  .30/ ect Mitsui  .60/ea. 
Generic 25/eQ TDK .58/ ea. 

Taip Yuden  .46/ ei Volume Discounts 
CD Jewel Boxes With Trays 15 lea. 

I 

81-.4 »1111:)° 

Z.:Lee:Ask; 

2" ANALOG 
QUANTEGY 499 $138 
QUANTEGY GP9 $142 
BASF SM-900 $145 

WE WILL MATCH At« ADVERTISED 

All Formats and Brands Available. OR CATALOG PRICEI 

Please Contact our Sales Department For the Lowest Prices!!! 

QUANTEGY 58.50 
BASF ..... _S8.50 

IfflINIMI . SONY $8.50 

HHB $7.00 

Master 
Distributors 

764 5th Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11232 

In NY: (718) 369-8273 
24 Hour Fax: (718) 369-8275 National Recording Supplies Inc. SUPPLIES CATALOG 

RS 21: 
CONTACT US FORA FREE   
FULL LINE RECORDING 171 

http://www.TAPES.com • e-mail: sales@NRSTAPES.com 

TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 (Outside NY Only) 

QUANTEGY 

maxell 
_ 

* DK 
BASF 

SONY 
Iaiyo Yuden 

MITSUI 

II IIb 

MICHELE( 

8 ,„ I I I \ 

Mgr" 
SKC 
0 imatoecaRos 

PIMACE 

PRINCO 

TELEX 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
25 CD-Rs - $45 50 CD-Rs - $88 

100 CD-Rs - $150 ...200 CD-Rs - $290 
ASK ABOUT OUR DISCOUNT FOR 

ASCAP MEMBERS 
From CD or CD-IR master. Includes CD-R in 
jewel box with text printing on CD label. Add 
$35 for other digital master, $55 for analog 
master. Orders must be pre-paid. Shipping 
not included. 

42 W. 557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
Phone: (800) 850-5423 

E-mail: into@46p.com 
.sIt Our Web page at http://www.46p.corn 

TOTAL TAPE SERVICES 
HIGHEST QUALITY. LOWEST PRICES' 

WE MEET 
OR BEAT 

ANY PRICED 
on CD Duplication 
• In-house graphic design 
• cassette duplication 
• video duplication 

• postcards 
• posters 
• flyers 

VISA 
(verdenble quotes.) = 

CALL US LAST! 

(727) 446-8273 
www.totallapeservI ces.com 
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1000 CDs $1299 — Complete! 

cm 
tapeJ 
+015C 

Serving you since 1987 

888.655.2272 
duplication 

www.TApEANddisc.com sziEcslueretpre.Nddisc.com 

GET A BREAK! 
With our BIG BREAK CO Package! 

1000 Detail Ready CDs - 

Package Includes: 

- 4 Page, Color 
Insert & Traycard 

- 2 Color Disc 

- All Film 

- Jewel Boxes 

- Free Barcode 

1.8K835.136 
or Get your ONLINE ouoir at: www.healeydisc.corn 

ief>heair% disc 

Life is already 
complicated enough: 

Simplify your 
CD manufacturing. 

1  M USIC 
M ANUFACTURING 
S ERVICES 

The most complete and cost effective 
CD, cassette and vinyl services 

under one roof. 

1 -800-MMS-4CDS 
www.mmsdirect.com 

MUSIC MADE SIMPLE 
Since 1988 

No bull. You supply: ready-to-go CID-R master, computer files for insert layout. Price 
includes 4-panel full-color insert, full-color tray card, 3-colors on-disc, free barcode, 
polywrap, and all film output. Quick turn-around; emergency/rush service available. 
Call for free samples and into. Also great deals on posters, flyers, t-shirts, and more. 

SPECIAL: 1000 CDs, 1000 posters, 6 dozen T-shirts: $1,999 

Force Five Replication• 88R-600-9337a sales@force-five.cont 

EST 1967 " IF IT'S RECORDABLE WE HAVE IT" 

FOR EASY 800-221-6578 

SECURE ORDERING www.anclolaudio.com 
RECORDING AND 

DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 
SONY• BASF EMTEC • MAXELL 
•QUANTEGY • MICROBOARDS 
MEDIAFORM • PRINCO 

EST 1967 

ND ee • ffl 
(e AUDIO PRODUCTS INC. o *el 

16X BLANK CD'S CALL FOR BEST PRICE .  
Clls -rceovi Lez,v4 csvcsza AMJC.10 CASSETTES AVAILABLE 

EBCIIVI 3. nose. TC3 22e is/sons 

.£0 duplication 
Guaranteed Reludble , Highest Quality! 

loo 
Retail Ready 
Promo Packages 

.49 

Frce 888-673-2615 
www.newenslandcd com 

New Ensland 

Compact Disc 
Division of New England Digital Media. Inc. 

Our CD & Cuss's are 

MIER & CHEAPER! 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE 

Fax your Classified Ad 
to: (510) 653-8171 

Retailers 

Every major brand of everything. 
Millions of dollars of musical gear 
in stock. ALTO MUSIC Guitars, 
recording, keyboards, amplifiers, 
drums, pro sound, new and used. 
One of the largest selections in 

the country. We ship everywhere! 
680 At. 211 E. 

Middletown, NY 10940 
altomusic@altomusic.com 

(845) 692-6922 
www.altomusic.com 

Pre-owned or new cosmeti-
cally flawed Digital recording 
equipment at near wholesale 
pricing. Mackie, Yamaha, 
Panasonic, Sony, Alesis, 
Tascam, Roland and more. Save 
thousands. Many new items 
have just had the box opened 
and never used. Over 350 brands. 
Absolutely the best prices any-
where! Over 72 years in business. 

Call today (800) 264-6614 
or (860) 442-9600 or e-mail 
into@carusomusic.com. 

Caruso Music 94 State St., 
New London, CT 06320 
www.carusomusic.com 

Ask Other Musicians! 

grandma's 

800-444-5252 
‘d-lias.c0171 

Digital Recording 
Factory Direct Discount Dealer 
• Nests • Yamaha • Sony Tascam • 
• Roland * Akai • Event Electronics 
• Digital Audio • Fostex • Korg • 

Pro Audio Plus (800) 336-0199 
Division of Rolls Music Center 

www.rollsmusic.com 

Recording Studio For Sale 
Las Vegas, NV 

Sapphire Sound state-of-the-art, 
turnkey recording studio, located 
near the famous Las Vegas Strip. 
Equipment list & photos available. 

Steve (702) 521-1108 
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Studios Miscellaneous 

World Class Recording Studio/Residence For Sale 

Woodland Hills, California (Los Angeles area) 

SSL/Studer/Tom Hidley Monitors, Westlake construction, 

pro wiring/panels by Scott Hessen, 18x20 tracking room, 

8x9 vocal booth, lounge, machine room, price includes 

2 story 3 Br/3 Ba house w/black bottom pool & spa. 

Call or write for details. 

Toll free 877-LETSMIX or LETSMIX@hotmail.com 

For Sale 
4 Bedroom House w/ a 

Professionally Designed 
Recording Studio. 

Tri-State Area, on 5 Acres. 
Exclusive Location. 

Contact Bob - (908) 806-8976 

Next time you call a 

classified advertiser, 

let them know you 

saw their ad in MIX! 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: $120 (minimum) per inch; eight (8) lines per 
inch (approx. 27-32 lower case character spaces per line). 

Enhancements: $50 per inch for 4-color; $25 for 1-color 
screen (CMYK only); $10 per bold line; $10 for a black 
border; $25 for reverse type (white on black background). 

Display rate: $156 per inch; 1-inch minimum/half-page 
maximum. Classifieds display must be camera-ready, 
sized to MIX column widths and art specs. Frequency 
discount rates available. 

Deadlines: Fifteenth of each month, six weeks prior to 
the cover date (e.g.: April issue closes February 15). Ads 
received after closing will be held for the next month unless 
otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after 
the closing date. Please submit copy changes and 
cancellations in writing. 

Other requirements: Payment must be included 
with copy: check, Visa, MasterCard or American 
Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 
Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone 
numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be 
bold should be underlined. Copy must be typed or printed 
legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not 
responsible for errors due to poor copy. Arrangement of 
characters may be altered in typesetting process due 
to space. The publishers are not liable for the contents of 
advertisements. 

The small print: No stated or implied discounts allowed 
on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to 
refuse or discontinue any ad deemed inappropriate. Type 
smaller than 8 points cannot be guaranteed to reproduce 
satisfactorily. 

Direct all correspondence to: 

MIX CLASSIFIEDS 
6400 Hollis Street, Suite 12, 

Emeryville, CA 94608 Tel. (800) 544-5530 or 
(510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171 

E-mail: mixclass@primediabusiness.com 

Dim- ROM Full Services 
For Electronic Media 

CD-ROM • DVD • AUDIO CD 
MASTERING REPLICATION PRINTING 

• CD-ROM One-Offs: Same Day - On Site • 2000 CD- 12 Duplication: Next Day - On Site 
• Video Compression: BetaSP & VHS to AVI, Quicklime, MPEGI & MPEG2. On-Site 
• Audio & DVD Mastering Suites: On-Site • DVD-R Disc Duplication: On Site 

Audio Archival Restoration with CEDAR w • Personalized Service: Outta Sight! 

800-815-3444 
In New York City: 212-730-2111 On the web: www.digirom.coon 

SoundBroker 
Linking buyers & sellers together 

for all your studio needs 

(310) 333-1960 
www.SoundBroker.com 

SUBSCR 1 PT 1 ON 

QUEST I ONS? 

Call (800) 532-8190 

Mix 
g, MASTER 
DIRECTORY 

he listings 
resource 
you've been 
waiting for! 

g MASTER 
?DIRECTORY 

Yol It 111 I\ (hi !el 
.•• 

Available at music and bookstores, 
on the newsstand and wherever 
Mix magazine is sold. 
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KG 
12V TU 

P Synthesizer One 
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PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO 

mum 5 
ClJtASE 

_ 
Steinberg 
Cubas V 

Krophones 

The Professional's SOURCE for all your 

PRO-AUDIO and RECORDING needs 
• Built To Order Computer Based Turnkey Systems 

for Macintosh or Windows 
• Expert Advice from Working Professionals! 
• World's Largest In-Stock Inventory! 

When in New York City 
Be Sure To Visit Our 

SuperStorg 

(1.] ;ewe 

•••••••••• 
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420 Ninth Ave. 
Between 33rd & 34th Streets, 

New York, N.Y. 10001 

For Information Call: 

800-947-5508 • 212-444-6698 
or Fax (24 Hours): 

800-947-7008 • 212-239-7770 

VI 

fr 

Store and Mail Order Hours: 
Sun. 10-5, Mon. thru 'Thurs. 9-7 

Fri. 9-1, se Closed 
WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 



THE COMPLETE MOTU STUDIO 
MOTU Digital Performer and MOTU FireWire audio interfaces deliver astounding 

recording quality and system performance to your virtual desktop studio. 

800 Mhz PowerPC G4 ¡Mac 
So powerful. So affordable. So provocative. 

And perfect for the Digital Performer virtual studio. 
Stylish desktop recording for the discerning musician. 

Digital Performer 3.1 
24-bit 961(1-1z recording. 32-bit floating-point processing. 
Sub-millisecond MIDI timing. Sample-accurate audio 

editing. Automated mixing. Unlimited Undo. 
Audio workstation technology at its finest. 

MOTU 896 FireWire Interface 
Expandable 24-bit 96kHz recording. Eight mie inputs. 
No-latency monitoring. 8-channel optical I/O. AES/EBU 
digital I/O. Word clock. Sample-accurate ADAT sync. 

The plug-and-play, do-it-all audio interface. 

flrece Design Model 101 
A single serving of the critically acclaimed Grace Design 

801 microphone preamplifier—and the perfect 
compliment to your MOTU FireWire audio interface. 
One balanced, transformerless mic preamp (including 
48V phantom power) with optimized instrument input. 

Makes everything you record sound amazing. 



Bomb Factory Elite Compressors 
A Sweetwater exclusive, direct from Bomb Factory Meticulously 
crafted digital versions of the four most popular compressors used 

in top pro studios. Includes the Bomb Factory LA-2A, 
Bomb Factory 1176, JOEMEEK SC2 and Fairchild 660. 
Must-have classic compression for every MOTU studio. 

Bomb Factory Classic ECts 
Another Sweetwater/Bomb Factory exclusive plug-in bundle. 
Two classic equalizers. One affordable price. Includes the 

legendary Pultec EQP-1A and JOEMEEK VC5 "meequalizer". 
EQ plug-ins that look, sound and behave like real analog EQs. 

Bomb Factory Vintage Effects 
A third Sweetwater exclusive. Eight authentic effects 
give your recordings the warm, vintage sound you're 

looking for. Includes the SansAmp PSA-1, four 
moogerfooger effects developed with Bob Moog, 

Voce Spin, Voce Chorus/Vibrato and 
the infamous Tel-Ray Variable Delay. 

BitHeadz Unity Session 
First in a new generation of virtual instrument technology. 
Even more tightly integrated with Digital Performer. 
PowerPC G4- and Velocity Engine-optimized to deliver 

way more sounds per CPU cycle. One integrated 
environment with sampling, analog synth emulation, 
physical modeling, and Gigasampler file streaming. 
A complete rack of synths for DP3 in a box. 

Raclikal SAC 2.2 
Completely redesigned. Smoother faders. Higher resolution 
encoders. Dozens of enhancements made specifically for 
DP3. The Radikal Technologies Software Assignable 

Controller gives you automated, touch-sensitive mixing. 
The ultimate hands-on experience for Digital Performer. 

INPUT GAIN thIIIESNOLD r•nr 
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THE COMPLETE MOTU STUDIO 

Avalon VT-737 SP 
Avalon's award-winning "preamp powerhouse". 1 his industry-
standard, all-in-one analog dream machine combines an easy-
to-use musical Class A tube preamplifier with a harmonically 
rich opto-compressor (4 dual triode tubes) and a 100% discrete 

all-transistor Class A four-band passive sweep equalizer. 
Compressor link for perfect stereo tracking. Unlimited dynamic 
range from four high-voltage power circuits. Add that Avalon 
sound to your MOTU studio and take your music to the top. 

PLUS an exclusive Sweetwater offer: 
FREE Avalon VP-1 vent panel and T-shirt with every VT-7375P 

WAS Peak 3 
Burn Red Book CD's. Read and write MP3's. Batch process 

hundreds—or even thousands—of files. Ultra-fast non-destructive 
waveform editing. Run stand-alone or as an external editor launched 
directly from within DP Unlimited undo/redo with complete graphic 
edit histories for multiple audio documents. Dozens of unique DSP 
and looping tools like Convolve, Repair Clicks, Loop Tuner'', Loop 
Surfer'. and Guess Tempo- and more. Hot swap real-time effects in 
series, parallel, or hybrid combinations using the Peak's new Vbox-
SE VST- matrix. Runs native on Mac OS 8.6 thru Mac OS X. 
Optimized for Apple's G4 Velocity Engine. The ultimate editing, 

processing and mastering companion for Digital Performer. 

Propellerhead Reason 2 
Welcome to the Age of Reason. Version 2. Simply put, 
Reason is the first software synth to equal and surpass 
the power, glory and attitude of real hardware synths. 
All the power of hardware samplers, analog synths, 
drum machines — you name it — without the hassle. 
A complete rack of sound-generating virtual equipment 

for your Digital Performer desktop studio. 

Tannoy Ellipse 8 
Tannoy's new Ellipse 8 monitor is the first of an 

entirely new generation of studio monitors featuring 
Tannoy Wideband technology. Frequency response 
up to 50kHz. Exceptionally wide sweet spot. Discrete 
power amps. Striking appearance. The perfect monitor 

for your MOTU-based studio. 

e , 
• 

• 
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Mackie UAD-11 Powered Plug-ins 
UAD-1 is a PCI card that allows you to run dozens of 

sophisticated effects plug-ins inside Digital Performer without 
bringing your Mac to its knees. What's the secret? A custom-
built, monster DSP. It's like adding an extra $20,000 worth of 
effects gear to the dozens of native plug-ins included with DP. 
UAD-1 ships with this growing list of powered plug-ins: 

Real Verb Pro 
The most flexible, natural sounding reverb available. 
Design your own rooms, down to the smallest detail. 

Pultec Program EQ 
Stunningly realistic recreation of this classic analog 
EQ. Dangerous amounts of boost with musical results. 

1176LN Limiting Amplifier 
Another analog classic reborn inside Digital Performer. 

Apply liberally with host CPU cycles to burn. 

Teletronix LA-2A Leveling Amplifier 
This beauty defines "vintage audio gear". If you want 
warm, authentic analog in your DP mixes, this is it. 

Nigel 
A complete palette of guitar tones combined with 
every effect a guitar player could possibly ever need. 

CS-1 Channel Strip 
Whopping punch on a single DP plug-in insert: EQ, 
compression, delay and reverb all in one plug-in. 

Cool School Interactus 

From Cool Breeze Systems, the leader in pro audio 
interactive training. Cool School Vol. 6 for DP3 
is like having a DP product specialist looking over 
your shoulder, with click-for-click simulations, 
over 2 hours of movie tutorials and "AutoPlayer" 

mode. Just sit back and soak up the info. 

1 

IMO a 
Jr. • MN. nu • MO. 

Ce=2 .1eMlap — Noe 1.0 glen owe. .• 

INTRODUCTION 

CONTROL PANT! 

TRACKS WINDOW 

stourNcr EDITOR 
MIXING HOARD 

GRAPHIC EDITOR 

SOUNDRITTS WINDOW 

MENUS 

music technology direct 

Call the MOTU Studio experts today: 

800-222-4700 
vvvvvv.sweetwater.corn 

5335 Bass Road • Fort Wayne, IN 46808 
Voice: (260) 432-8176 • Fax: (260) 432-1758 

• 
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MOTU Digital Performer 

Getting Loopy With Polar 

/  ave you ever wished for a way 
  to record takes without clutter-

ing up your hard drive with 
files? Many of today's best digital audio se-
quencers have some sort of "take" func-
tion that lets you record multiple passes 
on one track without erasing the previous 
passes by saving each one as a layer for 
that track. (The layers are often referred 
to as virtual tracks.) However, once you 
decide on the take that you want to keep, 
all of the other unused takes are still eat-
ing up hard drive space. 

Some programs can perform a special 
"save as" and create a duplicate project 
folder that contains only the used audio 
files. However, if you're running low on 
hard drive space and the project is really 
big, then this may not be a viable option. 
The alternative is to go into the project's 
Audio Files folder and erase the unused 
files. But this can be a dangerous opera-
tion, opening yourself up to the possibil-
ity that you might accidentally delete 
something crucial. 

Polar is a feature in Digital Performer 
that solves this problem. It's a RAM-based 
loop recording tool first introduced in 
Digital Performer Version 2.6. Given its 
own dedicated window and unique mod-
ular appearance (similar to a plug-in), its 
controls are very easy to learn. Using Po-
lar, you can quickly record a bunch of 
loops into your computer's RAM and then 
save just the "keepers" to your hard drive. 
Playback follows Digital Performer's main 
transport so that you can jam along with 
the session's tracks as you record. 

FAST AND FURIOUS 
To get the most recording time possible 
when working in Polar, your computer 
should be loaded with as much RAM as it 
can hold. Running Digital Performer on a 
minimum of system memory (by setting 
its memory allocation to a reasonable 
amount) and with a bare-bones system 
extension set also helps to free up RAM 
resources. Polar depends on the MAS en-
gine, so I suggest running it with a MOTU 
audio interface (such as the 828 or 896 
FireWire units) for best results. 

Recording with Polar 
is relatively simple. Open 
Polar's window and as-
sign input record and 
output monitor sources. 
The input source can 
be mono or stereo, and 
there's a level control 
for the output. Polar's 
recording can be set to 
automatically start at 
sound input, or you can 
press its Record button to manually begin 
each new pass. In the Automatic mode, a 
gate lets you adjust for triggering sensitiv-
ity, and each new pass is automatically in-
cremented. In the Manual mode, a pas.s is 
continually recorded (over and over, for a 
cumulative effect) until you press the New 
Pass button or stop recording. Loop dura-
tion is easily adjusted using the repeat bar 
lines, which become visible in the Tracks 
window when Memory Cycle is enabled. 

With several passes recorded, you can 
write these to your hard drive by pressing 
Polar's Print button. If the passes are short, 
then the process of writing them to 
your drive is almost immediate. You can 
choose to have the passes automatically 
added to your Tracks window, which is 
very convenient, or just put in the ses-
sion's Soundbites' pool to drag into your 
arrangement later. Polar's passes can be 
printed individually or comped together 
as a single take. (Each pass has its own 
level and pan, so you can get quality con-
trol of the mix.) There's no need to de-
cide right away which of the passes you 
want to print either, because you can save 
your entire Polar session as an independ-
ent file, and even open it in an entirely 
different Digital Performer session. 

Polar is Digital Performer's RAM-based loop recording tool. 

POLAR PATTERNS 
Song sections are often looped while work-
ing parts out, and Polar is the perfect com-
panion for this process. With my reference 
drum tracks laid down, I can loop a song's 
section, open up Polar and start recording. 
It's possible to work through each of the 
song's sections, looping them as I go, while 
recording many different parts into a single 

Polar session. Because Polar's input can be 
switched on-the-fly, I can have different in-
struments and mics set up and ready to 
grab. After lecurding all the parts that I can 
think of. I select the ones I like and print 
them. All that's left then to complete the 
song's initial tracks is to arrange the saved 
loops in the Tracks window. 
A song section is usually composed of 

several musical loops, which are often of 
different lengths. Polar will let you create 
loops of different lengths (and even dif-
ferent meters, if you want) in the same 
session The trick to getting Polar to 
record loops of different lengths is to use 
a different Group assignment for passes of 
different lengths. Group assignments can 
be created manually by entering the 
Group number you want for each new 
pass, or automatically by pressing the Auto-
Increment Group key. When you are 
ready to record a pass of a new length, 
simply set the repeat bar lines for the new 
loop and press the New key. All the loops, 
regardless of their Group number (length 
or meter), play back continuously from 
end to end at the project's master tempo. 

Today's crop of "do-it-all" digital audio 
sequencers is amazing, but sometimes 
their sheer power can confound our cre-
ative flow. There's nothing quite like Polar; 
it's only available in Digital Performer, 
and once you use it, it becomes obvious 
that it was created by recording musicians 
for recording musicians. 

Visit Erik Hawkins' fledgling record label 
at www.muzicalicom and check out his 
new virtual studio recording book, Studio-
In-a-Box (Artisera/Hal Leonard). 
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Denon. Heard around 
the world in perfect clarity. 
Advanced CD and Mini-Disc technology for broadcast. 

In 1995, Denon introduced the world's first family of 

professional MiniDisc products. Since then, the industry has 

looked to Denon to take this medium even farther. The DN-

M 05OR does just that. With recording and editing 

features that are faster and easier than before and opt ons 

that include a PC compatible keyboard, SMPTE. FS 

Converter and Hot Start, this MD recorder is a must have. 

And when paired with the DN-C680. Denon's best CD player 
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technology for studio and broadcast production applications. 

you have a reliable and uniform operating environment ready 

to deliver superior sound quality using innovative, easy-to-

use controls. The DN-C6,80 features dedicated 

buttons instead of dual purpose scroll menus, a wide range 

of c-oncectivity optiols, easy-adjust output levels, and 

opticns like SMPTE — and that's just the beginning. Hear 

Dencn for yourself. After all, the rest of the world has. 
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Digital Performer on Network TV 

John Flansburgh and John Linnell 

They Might Be Giants 

2002 Grammy Award winners for 'Boss of Me' 

Theme for 'Malcolm in the Middle' (FOX) 

"They Might Be Giants has been relying on 

the power of Performer since Version 1.0. 

Now, as our work branches out into film, 

television and beyond, Digital Performer has 

become even more integral to our creative 

output. From MIDI sketches, all the way to 

locking to picture in studio sessions, Digital 

Performer is rock solid, fast and easy. Its versatility seems boundless, 

and the interface is elegant. We just received our first GRAMMY for 

'Boss of Me'. The whole track was put together on Digital Performer. 

I can't even tell you how much we owe to MOTU, because I'm afraid 

they're going to want a piece of it." — John Flansburgh 

Learn more at www.motu.com 
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